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Nederlandse samenvatting
–Summary in Dutch–
Door het toenemende gebruik van composietmateriaal in de afgelopen decennia,
hebben ”structural health monitoring”(integriteitsopvolging) systemen veel aan-
dacht gekregen binnen de onderzoeksgemeenschap. Het moge duidelijk zijn dat
een systeem dat in staat is om continu informatie te verschaffen over de integriteit
van een structuur een aanzienlijke vooruitgang vertegenwoordigt in het veilig uit-
baten van composietstructuren, en de deur opent naar veiliger en zuinigere ontwer-
pen in de toekomst. Door hun kleine afmetingen en immuniteit tegen EM-straling
hebben optische vezel Bragg sensoren aanzienlijke aandacht gekregen als ideale
kandidaten om in te bedden in vezelversterkte composietmaterialen. Een grote
hoeveelheid onderzoek is bijgevolg beschikbaar over de verschillende meettech-
nieken en uitleesapparatuur, alsook experimentele testen gaande van laboschaal
experimenten tot grootschalige proeven. Het overgrote deel van dit onderzoek
concentreert zich echter op de capaciteiten van de optische vezelsensor zelf, terwijl
veel minder aandacht besteed wordt aan de mechanische interacties die plaatsvin-
den als gevolg van het inbedden van dit sensornetwerk. In dit proefschrift worden
de verschillende mechanische interacties tussen sensor en composietstructuur in
detail geanalyseerd en worden methodes ontwikkeld voor de optimalisatie van de
sensor-composiet interacties. Bovendien wordt een geoptimaliseerde geometrie
voorgesteld voor een ingebed uitleessysteem, teneinde de mechanische distorties
ten gevolge van het inbedden te minimaliseren.
Het verrichte werk in dit proefschrift werd uitgevoerd binnen het kader van het
Europese Unie FP7 SmartFiber project. De ambitie van SmartFiber bestaat uit de
volgende onderdelen:
• Het ontwerpen van een volledig inbedbaar, geminiaturiseerd uitleessysteem
voor het uitlezen van optische vezel Bragg sensoren. Data- en stroom-
transmissie gebeuren op een volledig draadloze manier.
• Het verder verkleinen van de optische vezel diameter. Binnen SmartFiber
werd een optische vezel met een diameter van slechts 60µm succesvol ge-
demonstreerd.
• Het bestuderen en optimaliseren van de mechanische interacties tussen op-
tische vezelsensor (en coating), ingebed uitleessysteem en het omringende
composietmateriaal.
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Een groot struikelblok in het gebruik van ingebedde optische vezelsensoren, is
het fragiele punt waar de optische vezel uit het composiet komt. Het SmartFiber
systeem werd daarom ontwikkeld met de bedoeling om volledig ingebed te kunnen
worden in de constructie zelf. Data en stroom worden draadloos overgedragen aan
de ingebedde uitleeseenheid, waardoor het probleem van het fragiele uitgangspunt
vermeden wordt.
Een gekend probleem dat optreedt bij het inbedden van een vreemd object in
een vezelversterkt composiet, is het ontstaan van harsrijke zones rondom de in-
clusie die de mechanische eigenschappen van het materiaal kunnen beı¨nvloeden.
Het voorspellen van deze harsrijke zones rondom optische vezelsensoren en hun
invloed op het mechanisch gedragen en de sterkte eigenschappen is tot nu toe on-
derwerp geweest van slechts een beperkt aantal publicaties. Het is duidelijk dat het
inbedden van de (grotere) SmartFiber uitleesapparatuur zal leiden tot het ontstaan
van grote harsrijke zones die een aanzienlijke invloed zullen uitoefenen op het me-
chanische gedrag van de composietconstructie. Het ontstaan van deze harsrijke
zones rondom zowel kleine (optische vezels), als grote (SmartFiber apparatuur)
inclusies werd in detail onderzocht in dit werk. Een eindige-elementen model
werd ontwikkeld om de geometrie van de onstane harsrijke zones nauwkeurig te
voorspellen. Figuur 1 toont de voorspelde harsrijke zones voor een fijne 60µm op-
tische vezel (ontwikkeld binnen het SmartFiber project) en een grotere vierkante
inclusie.
(a) (b)
Figuur 1: Voorspelde harsrijke zones rondom een optische vezelsensor en een vierkante
inclusie
Met behulp van deze eindige-elementenimplementatie kon de invloed van de
inclusie geometrie op het structurele gedrag van het laminaat bestudeerd worden.
Bovendien werd experimenteel onderzoek verricht op composietlaminaten met in-
gebedde structuren om hun gedrag te karakteriseren. Zowel eindige elementen als
experimentele data toonden aan dat een gekromde geometrie resulteert in een be-
tere mechanische sterkte vergeleken met een eenvoudige vierkante inclusie. De
methode die ontwikkeld werd binnen dit proefschrift vertegenwoordigt bijgevolg
een waardevol instrument voor het optimaliseren van de inclusie geometrie.
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Zelfs zonder harsrijke zones (bijvoorbeeld wanneer de optische vezel uitgelijnd
is met de versterkingsvezels) zorgt het verschil in materiaaleigenschappen tussen
de optische vezel en het composiet nog steeds voor spanningsconcentraties rondom
de inclusie. In dit werk werd de invloed van de optische vezel coating (specifiek de
coating dikte) op de spanningsconcentraties onderzocht. De analysetechnieken zo-
als gepubliceerd in de literatuur werden toegepast op een optische vezel voorzien
van Ormocer® coating. Bovendien werd een volledig nieuwe optimalisatietech-
niek ontwikkeld die toelaat om optimale coatingparameters te bepalen voor elk
type laminaat en belastingtoestand. Deze methode werd zowel analytisch als nu-
meriek geı¨mplementeerd met goede overeenkomst tussen beide aanpakken. Door
gebruik te maken van deze methode kon, voor het eerst, een globaal optimale coa-
tingdikte voorgesteld worden voor elk type belasting en laminaat, wat onmogelijk
zou geweest zijn met de huidig beschikbare methodes.
Bij het bepalen van deze optimale coatingeigenschappen, werd stilzwijgend
verondersteld dat gehomogeniseerde materiaaleigenschappen gebruikt kunnen wor-
den voor het modeleren van het composietmateriaal. Hoewel dit initieel werd
aangenomen, gezien het feit dat de optische vezelsensor een grootteorde groter
is dan de individuele versterkingsvezels, werd dit nog niet ontegensprekelijk aan-
getoond. Een micro-mechanisch model werd ontwikkeld waarbij de individuele
versterkingsvezels gemodeleerd werden in een willekeurige stapeling. De span-
ningen en rekken op de overgang tussen coating en composiet werden bestudeerd
en vergeleken met de waarden gevonden voor een model met gehomogeniseerde
materiaaleigenschappen. Een goede overeenkomst werd gevonden voor beide mo-
dellen, waarmee bewezen werd dat gehomogeniseerde eigenschappen inderdaad
voldoende nauwkeurig zijn om de spanningsconcentraties rondom een optische
vezelsensor te bestuderen.
Ten slotte wordt het onderwerp van transversale rekmetingen met traditio-
nele optische vezelsensoren besproken. Het is bekend dat optische vezels inhe-
rent gevoelig zijn voor transversale rekken, maar dat een initie¨le drempelwaarde
overschreden moet worden vooraleer nauwkeurige transversale rekmetingen uit-
gevoerd kunnen worden met traditionele vezels. Door gebruik te maken van een
innovatieve techniek gekend als polarisatie afhankelijke verliezen (polarization
dependent loss, PDL), kon dit nadeel grotendeels verhinderd worden en konden
optische vezelsensoren ingezet worden voor rekmetingen in situaties van kleine
transversale rekken. De PDL principes worden in detail uitgelegd en werden
toegepast op een uithardingscyclus van een cross-ply koolstofvezellaminaat. De
voordelen van de nieuwe techniek ten opzichte van de standaardtechnologie wer-
den duidelijk gemaakt tijdens deze experimenten. De invloed van deze residuele
rekken op de optimale coatingeigenschappen werd ook bestudeerd. Toegepast op
een Ormocer® gecoate optische vezel, werd aangetoond dat residuele rekken ten
gevolge van het uithardingsproces dominant zijn in de bepaling van de optimale
coatingeigenschappen.
In het laatste hoofdstuk worden de belangrijkste verwezenlijkingen en conclu-
sies nog samengevat.

English summary
With the increasing use of composite materials over the last decades, the inter-
est in structural health monitoring solutions has gained a lot of attention among
the scientific research community. A system capable of online monitoring of the
structural health status clearly represents a significant step forward in the reliable
exploitation of these composite structures, and allows future designs to be safer and
more economical. Among the different sensing technologies, optical fiber Bragg
grating sensors have received much attention as their small size and immunity to
harsh conditions and EM-radiation make them ideally suited to be embedded in the
fibrous composite materials. As a result, much research has been published on the
different sensing capabilities, interrogation schemes and experimental tests rang-
ing from laboratory scale tests to large scale tests. However, most of the currently
available research is focused on demonstrating the sensing capabilities, while only
little attention is given to the mechanical interactions which occur when embed-
ding a sensor network in a composite host. In this dissertation, the different me-
chanical interactions between the host and sensor network are analyzed in detail
and tools were developed in order to optimize the sensor-composite interactions.
Additionally, an optimized geometry is presented for an embedded read-out de-
vice, in order to minimize the mechanical distortions caused by the embedding
process.
The work performed in this dissertation is done within the European Union
FP7 SmartFiber project. The ambition of the SmartFiber project consists of the
following subjects:
• The development of a fully embedded, miniaturized interrogator system ca-
pable of probing optical fiber Bragg gratings.
• The further reduction of optical fiber diameter. Within the SmartFiber project,
an optical fiber with a diameter of 60µm was succesfully demonstrated.
• The study and optimization of the different mechanical interactions between
optical fiber sensor (and coating), read-out system and surrounding host
composite.
As a significant issue in using optical fiber sensors is the fragile egress point out
of the composite, the SmartFiber interrogator is designed in order to be embedded
inside the composite host, thereby eliminating the need for egress points. Data and
power transmission are then performed using wireless transmission technology,
resulting in a fully embedded sensor network which can be read-out wireless.
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It is well known that the process of embedding any foreign object in the fibrous
composite host can lead to the creation of resin rich areas surrounding the inclu-
sion. The prediction of these resin rich zones surrounding optical fiber sensors
and the influence on the mechanical behavior has at present been the subject of
only a limited amount of publications. Clearly, the process of embedding a (rel-
atively) larger SmartFiber interrogator will inevitably lead to the creation of large
resin pockets and thereby affect the structural performance. The creation of resin
pockets surrounding both optical fiber sensors as well as the larger SmartFiber
interrogator has been investigated in detail in this work. A finite element model
has been developed capable of accurately predicting the resin pockets surrounding
both small (i.e. optical fiber sensors) as well as large (i.e. SmartFiber interrogator)
inclusions. The predicted resin pockets for a small 60µm (developed within the
SmartFiber project) optical fiber and a larger square inclusion are shown in Figure
2.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Prediction of resin pocket geometry surrounding large and small inclusions
Using this F.E. approach, the influence of the interrogator geometry on the
structural behavior of the laminate could be studied in detail. Both F.E. simulations
as well as experimental tests revealed that a double-curvature geometry resulted in
a better mechanical strength of the final part compared to the performance using a
square inclusion. The tool developed within this dissertation therefore represents
an invaluable means of optimizing the inclusion geometry in order to achieve the
best structural performance.
Even when resin pockets are completely avoided (for example by aligning the
optical fiber sensor parallel to the reinforcements), the mismatch in material prop-
erties still results in the creation of additional stress concentrations surrounding the
inclusions. Therefore, the influence of the optical fiber coating properties (specif-
ically the coating thickness) has been investigated. The analysis techniques as
published in literature have been applied to the case study of an Ormocer® coated
optical fiber sensor. Additionally, a completely new optimization methodology
has been developed capable of providing optimal coating properties for any type
of laminate lay-up and loading conditions. The tool was implemented both using
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analytical as well as numerical approaches. Good correspondence was found be-
tween both implementations. Using this methodology, for the first time ever, it
was possible to determine a global optimal coating thickness for any kind of load
in order to minimize the stress concentrations occurring around the sensor, which
would not have been possible using currently available techniques.
In determining the optimal coating values, the assumption was implicitly made
that homogenized material properties can be used to model the host composite ma-
terial. While this is reasonable to assume, considering that the size of the optical
fiber sensor is an order of magnitude larger than the individual reinforcements, this
has not yet been proven definitively. Therefore, a micro-mechanical model has
been created, modeling all individual reinforcement fibers in a random fiber pack-
ing structure as found in real laminates. The coating-composite interfacial stresses
and strains have been studied using this micro-mechanical model and compared
to those found using homogenized material properties. A good correspondence in
strain values was obtained between both models, supporting the assumption that
indeed homogenized material properties can be used to investigate the stress con-
centrations surrounding the optical fiber sensor.
Finally, the topic of transverse strain sensing using standard optical fiber Bragg
gratings was investigated. It is well known that although optical fiber sensors
are inherently sensitive to transverse strain, a certain threshold needs to be over-
come before accurate transverse sensing can be achieved. Using a novel technique
known as polarization dependent loss (PDL), this downside could be largely over-
come, increasing the sensing capabilities of the FBG under low transverse strain
situation. The PDL technique is explained in detail and was demonstrated on a cure
cycle of a carbon fiber cross-ply laminate. The benefits of the combined technique
of PDL and traditional read-out were clearly illustrated using these experiments.
The influence of these cure-induced residual stresses on the optimal coating prop-
erties was also investigated. Applied to an Ormocer® coated optical fiber sensor,
the influence of cure-induced residual stresses was shown to be dominant in the
determination of optimal coating properties.
In the final chapter of this work, an overview of the most important achieve-
ments and conclusions is repeated.

1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The use of composite materials has seen a gradual uptake in both high-end appli-
cations as well as sports and leisure applications over the past decade. The growth
of the composite market share is expected to further increase over the coming 10
years. Figure 1.1 shows the world-wide consumption of carbon fiber polymers
from 2008 to 2020 (forecast) and the different application domains in 2012.
While high-end applications such as aerospace and wind energy will continue
to rely on composite materials over the coming years, the automotive sector is
expected to significantly increase its use of composite materials by 2020 (Figure
1.2).
The increasing use of composite materials (and shift from traditional metal-
lic counterparts) can be attributed to several attractive properties of composites:
high strength-to-weight ratio, corrosion and chemical resistance, thermal proper-
ties, design flexibility . . . . Applied to the automotive sector, the achievable weight-
reduction by moving from metallic parts to composites in structural parts would
allow significant reductions in fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
While composite materials clearly posses some very attractive properties com-
pared to traditional building materials, their anisotropic and heterogeneous nature
leads to more complicated design challenges and specific failure mechanisms (de-
laminations, matrix cracks, voids, fiber breakage . . . ).
The specific damage mechanisms associated with composite materials can not
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.1: World-wide consumption of carbon fiber polymers in tonnes (a) and
consumption by application in 2012 (b) [1]
Figure 1.2: Carbon fiber consumption (tonnes) in the automotive sector [1]
always be detected visually, and consequently specialized inspection methods are
necessary to ensure safe operation of these materials. Several non-destructive in-
spection techniques have been presented and investigated in literature, including:
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ultrasonics, shearography, acoustic emission and optical fiber sensors [2–5].
It should be noted, that it is not the author’s ambition to cover all NDTmethods
in detail here. For further details on these different methodologies, the reader is
refered to the references supplied. This work is a continuation of the research per-
formed by De Waele [6], Luyckx [7] and Voet [8]. De Waele [6] investigated the
possibility of using embedded fiber Bragg grating sensors in composite laminates
for health monitoring purposes and sensing applications in general. He briefly dis-
cussed the possibility of transverse strain sensing using polarization maintaining
fibers. Luyckx [7] expanded this research by considering methods for multi-axial
strain sensing using birefringent optical fibers and investigating the strain transfer
from the composite host structure to the sensor core. Voet [8] focused his attention
on the development of a thinner diameter draw-tower grating and the signal pro-
cessing in both thermoset and thermoplastic composites, including the analysis of
strongly distorted spectra in fabric materials. The research in this work is a contin-
uation of these efforts and was performed within the SmartFiber grant agreement
focusing on optical fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor technology. Consequently,
only these sensors will be discussed in this work.
1.1.1 Optical fiber based smart structures
Originally developed for telecommunications purposes, optical fibers have been
found to be a very attractive sensor system in composite materials. Their small
diameter 1 and fibrous nature make them ideally suited for embedding purposes in
composites. Additionally, properties such as temperature resistance and immunity
to EM-radiation make them superior to other (electrical) sensors. Figure 1.3 shows
the increasing market in optical fiber sensors from 2010 to 2018.
Figure 1.3: Market value of optical fiber sensors [9]
Depending on the parameter to be measured, several sensing techniques (both
1A 60µm diameter optical fiber was successfully manufactured within the SmartFiber project,
commercial fibers have diameters between 80µm and 125µm. This is smaller than most composite
prepreg plies (> 100µm) and on the order of a single fiber bundle in fabric materials.
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distributed and point sensors) have been developed [10]. In this work, fiber Bragg
gratings (a point sensor) will be the subject of investigation. A fiber Bragg grating
(FBG) is a periodic modulation of the refractive index in the core of an optical
fiber. This periodic structure acts as a wavelength-filter when broadband light is
launched into the fiber, reflecting a very specific wavelength which depends on the
periodicity and modulation of the grating. This is illustrated in Figure 1.4, where
a grating periodicity of ⇤ and effective refractive index n is assumed.
Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of FBG working principle [8]
The reflected wavelength is determined uniquely as  B = 2n⇤. Obviously,
when the optical fiber is strained, the periodicity ⇤ will change. Additionally,
the refractive index n will change under influence of an applied strain field, as
described by the strain-optic effect. As a result of the changes in pitch ⇤ and
refractive index n, the reflected wavelength will vary with applied strain. As a
result, a FBG can be regarded as the optical counterpart of an electrical resistance
strain gauge. Note that this is a very brief description of the sensing principle of
FBG’s, for a more detailed explanation the reader is referred to Chapter 7.
1.1.2 Problem statement
Several authors have reported on the capability to detect different types of dam-
age in composite structures using FBG sensors [11–14]. By combining several
of these FBG sensors inside a structure, the ability to continuously measure the
internal stress/strain state of a composite becomes possible and thus the devel-
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opment of a structural health monitoring system 2 using these sensors becomes
feasible [15–18] and opens the door to the development of so-called ’smart’ struc-
tures [19, 20]. These smart composites would allow for the continuous monitoring
of composite structures, increasing their safety, reducing the required amount of
(manual) inspections and decreasing operating cost. Clearly, the development of
a smart structure represents a huge step forward in the use of composite struc-
tures and has therefore received a significant amount of attention from different
research domains. However, several issues and concerns remain which need to be
addressed. In this dissertation three distinct concerns are studied: (i) the influence
of embedding a sensor system (sensor network and read-out equipment) on the
structural behavior of the host, (ii) the issue of the fragile egress point where the
optical fiber exits the composite host and (iii) the improvement of the transverse
sensing abilities of optical fiber FBG sensors.
The academic research community has committed much effort towards im-
proving and exploiting the FBG sensor capabilities and its ability to detect several
failure mechanisms in composite materials. However, only little consideration is
generally given to the influence of embedding such a sensor network on the struc-
tural behavior of the host. Only a small amount of experimental data has been
published on the strength and stiffness degradation of laminates when optical fiber
lines are embedded. The ability to accurately and easily simulate and predict these
effects is lacking in literature.
At the sensor level, the fragile egress point where the fiber line exits the com-
posite remains a serious issue holding back industrial uptake of the FBG technol-
ogy. Previous work by De Waele [6] and Luyckx [7] provide an extensive review
of currently available techniques. However, connector solutions remain bulky and
result in serious distortions, while sleeve protections require intensive and manual
labor to guide the fiber during production.
Finally, Luyckx [7] and Voet [8] illustrated the multi-axial sensitivity of op-
tical fiber sensors and the importance of measuring the full strain-field in order
to accurately determine the composite health status. At present however, a large
threshold needs to be overcome in standard optical fibers in order to accurately
measure transverse strains. A common solution to this problem is through the use
of polarization maintaining fibers. However these require careful orientation and
are more costly than traditional fibers.
2A structural health monitoring systems relies on data from (optical fiber) sensors to detect the
occurrence of several events (impact, overload, shock . . . ) in the structure. Based on the observed data,
the structural health monitoring system is capable of predicting the severity of these events and notify
the user before failure or severe damage occurs in order to take corrective actions. At any point in time,
such a system can report on the safety of the structure and thus its structural health.
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1.2 Objectives and outline
The work described in the following chapters was performed as part of the Euro-
pean Union FP7 SmartFiber project. The SmartFiber project attempts to resolve
the issue of the fragile optical fiber egress point, by creating a fully wireless, em-
bedded read-out system which can be integrated into the composite host along
with the sensor network. This dissertation is focused on modeling all mechanical
(and thermal) interactions that will result from the embedding of a sensor network
(and read-out system) in a composite host as envisaged in the SmartFiber project,
using finite element simulations and analytical tools. Furthermore, the ability to
optimize the optical fiber coating properties and the interrogator geometry in order
to minimize their influence on the structural behavior of the composite is consid-
ered. Additionally, the ability to increase the transverse strain sensing capabilities
of optical fiber sensors is investigated.
1.2.1 Objectives
Based on the problem statement described previously, the objectives of this work
can be summarized as follows:
• Modeling the formation of resin rich areas surrounding arbitrary inclusions
(i.e. optical fiber sensors as well as the read-out system) in fiber reinforced
composites
• Optimization of the read-out system geometry in order to improve the struc-
tural performance of the final part
• Mapping of the strain field at the interface between the optical fiber coating
and composite, and optimization of the optical fiber coating properties in
order to minimize stress concentrations surrounding the fiber
• Improving the transverse strain detection capabilities using standard optical
fiber sensors. Current interrogation techniques require a large initial thresh-
old in transverse strain to be overcome before transverse strain sensing be-
comes possible using standard optical fiber sensors.
The global objective of this dissertation can be summarized as the optimiza-
tion of fiber coating and interrogator geometry for embedding in composite
laminates.
1.2.2 Innovative aspects of the research
The author has chosen to provide a separate in-depth literature review on state-
of-the-art of each topic at the beginning of the different chapters, illustrating the
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novelty of the work performed. Given the fact that the stated objectives are all part
of their individual research domain, it is the author’s belief that this approach will
increase the legibility of this work. Nonetheless, a short summary of the principal
innovations achieved in this research is given below:
• The study of resin rich areas surrounding optical fiber sensors has received
little attention in literature. A limited amount of experimental papers is
available on the subject, but only a handful of publications is aimed at the
actual numerical prediction and simulation of these resin pockets and their
influence on mechanical behavior of the host composite structure. When
larger inclusions are considered (i.e. the SmartFiber interrogator system,
or piezo-electric sensors) the research is completely lacking. To the au-
thor’s knowledge, for the first time ever, a finite element modeling ap-
proach will be presented capable of accurately modeling resin pockets
surrounding both small and large inclusions. The ability to determine
an optimized inclusion geometry using this approach is demonstrated both
numerically and experimentally showing a very good correspondence.
• The state-of-the-art in optical fiber coating optimization is currently lim-
ited to the numerical analysis of simple load cases such as pure axial or
pure transverse loading in a unidirectional laminate. In this dissertation a
technique beyond the current state-of-the-art is presented, capable of
determining optimal coating properties for any arbitrary load case in
any type of lay-up (given certain boundary conditions). Note that in this
work, a coating is considered optimal when the stress concentrations (due to
the presence of the optical fiber sensor) surrounding the fiber are minimized.
However, the technique is sufficiently flexible to allow other definitions of
optimal properties to be considered.
• Current approaches to finite element modeling of embedded optical fiber
sensors assume homogenized material properties for the host material. In
this work, a micro-level model of an embedded optical fiber is created,
modeling the individual reinforcement fibers in order to assess the in-
fluence of the micro-structure on the stresses and strains surrounding the
optical fiber sensor and determine the validity of using homogenized prop-
erties.
• A novel FBG interrogation technique known as polarization dependent
loss (PDL) is presented and a combined PDL + amplitude measurement
read-out approach is proposed. The PDL technique allows for the accu-
rate detection of minute transverse strains in traditional optical fiber sen-
sor, avoiding the need for more costly and difficult to interpret polarization-
maintaining fibers for multi-axial strain sensing.
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1.2.3 Outline
A short overview of the topics covered in the following chapters is given below.
1.2.3.1 Chapter 2: FP7 SmartFiber project
In Chapter 2, a short overview is given of the topics considered within the Smart-
Fiber project. The different work-packages are discussed briefly, illustrating the
innovative aspects of the project and the achievements obtained during the course
of this project. The requirements and specifications concerning allowable pro-
cessing conditions, host material properties, dimensions . . . determined within the
project form a set of boundary conditions for the research performed in this dis-
sertation.
1.2.3.2 Chapter 3: Embedded structures
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the study of resin rich areas surrounding any foreign
inclusion embedded in a composite host material. A finite element approach rely-
ing solely on standard element formulations and material models available in all
commercial F.E. codes is presented in order to predict the laminate internal geom-
etry. The model is applied to both optical fiber sensors as well as larger inclusions,
with the last representing the SmartFiber interrogator system. All simulations are
validated with microscopic images.
A series of experimental tests is performed investigating the influence of in-
clusion geometry and material on the structural performance of a glass fiber re-
inforced polymer under three-point and four-point bending. Using the proposed
F.E. model, the laminate geometry is simulated for all inclusion geometries and
materials considered, and the bending load cases are simulated.
1.2.3.3 Chapter 4 - 5: Fiber optic coating optimization
The possibility of optimizing the fiber optic coating properties in order to minimize
the impact on the host structure is discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. A detailed
description of the current state-of-the-art concerning this topic is given and applied
to the specific case of an Ormocer® 3 coated optical fiber in an M18/M55J prepreg
host in Chapter 4.
Subsequently in Chapter 5, a more generally applicable tool is presented, be-
yond the current state-of-the-art, capable of determining optimal coating proper-
ties. The improved model is developed both analytically as well as using finite
3Note that other coating materials (acrylate, polyimide, metal . . . ) can also be analyzed using these
procedures. However, Ormocer® is used within this work, as it is the coating material used by FBGS
Technologies in the manufacturing of the 60µm optical fiber sensors developed within the SmartFiber
project.
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element modeling. Both implementations are compared and the boundaries of ap-
plicability of the method are discussed. As cure-induced residual strains can have
a significant influence on the initial strain field surrounding an embedded optical
fiber sensor, the optimization method is expanded to include thermal effects. The
methodology is applied to the case study of an Ormocer®3 coated optical fiber
and the results of the new method are compared to those found using approaches
described in literature. The influence of thermal residual strains is found to be
dominant in the optimal coating properties for the combination of materials con-
sidered.
Finally, the influence of changing the coating thickness on the sensed strain is
investigated. It is shown that thinner coatings lead to a higher transfer of transverse
strains from the host to the fiber core. In cases where multi-axial strain sensing is
not possible (either due to the low amount of transverse strains or due to limita-
tions of the read-out equipment), these transverse strains are shown to affect the
achievable accuracy of the sensor system.
1.2.3.4 Chapter 6: Micro-modeling influences on optimal coating values
The influence of the composite micro-structure on the coating-composite interfa-
cial strains is investigated in Chapter 6. An algorithm capable of generating a
random fiber packing with high volume fraction is implemented and used as an
input for F.E. analysis. The algorithm is modified to include a coated optical fiber
sensor in order to study the interfacial strains at a micro-level. The results are
compared to those found using a homogenized material definition in order to as-
sess whether the host micro-structure has a significant influence on the interfacial
strains and therefore on the optimal coating properties.
1.2.3.5 Chapter 7: Residual and transverse strain sensing
In Chapter 7 the polarization dependent loss (PDL) technique is presented as an
alternative interrogation for FBG’s. A combined read-out process combining tradi-
tional amplitude measurements and PDL measurement is proposed. The technique
is discussed in detail and applied to the cure monitoring of several composite sam-
ples. The capabilities of the new system in transverse strain detection are compared
to those using traditional amplitude measurement systems. A finite element analy-
sis of cure induced residual strains is presented in an attempt to relate simulations
to experimentally achieved results. Unfortunately, the finite element simulations
predict significantly lower strain levels than measured in experiments. At present,
the origins of these differences remain unclear.
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1.2.3.6 Chapter 8: Conclusions
A summary of the principal achievements and conclusions made in the different
chapters is provided in Chapter 8. Additionally, a section is attributed to the main
achievements of the SmartFiber project.
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FP7 SmartFiber project
The work described in this dissertation was performed as part of the European
Union FP7 SmartFiber project. This chapter will provide a brief overview of the
objectives set within the SmartFiber project and how the challenges were handled.
The SmartFiber project started in September of 2010 and was completed succes-
fully in May 2014. An overview of projects similar to the SmartFiber project
is provided, in order to give the reader an overview of the research on optical
fiber sensors and structural health monitoring currently being performed within
the European Union. The differences compared to the SmartFiber project are
highlighted, showing how the SmartFiber project distinguishes itself from other
research projects.
2.1 SmartFiber
The SmartFiber project is a European FP7 funded project led by IMEC, with a con-
sortium consisting of IMEC, UGent, Airborne Technology Center (ATC), FBGS
Technologies, Xenics, Fraunhofer IIS and Optocap. Within the project, a smart
miniaturized system for continuous health monitoring of composites is developed,
using integrated optical fiber sensors, nano-photonic chip technology and low-
power wireless technology.
The project work is separated into eight work-packages:
• WP-1: Coordination and Management
• WP-2: Requirements and specifications
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• WP-3: Embedded FBG sensor
• WP-4: Interrogator chip design
• WP-5: Embedded interrogator
• WP-6: Embedded wireless link
• WP-7: Embedded miniaturized system
• WP-8: Exploitation and dissemination
In the following sections, the technical work-packages (i.e. WP-2 - 7) will be
discussed in more detail.
2.1.1 WP-2: Requirements and specifications
A series of requirements and specifications pertaining to the SmartFiber system
were drafted in the first months of the project. Applications in the sector of
aerospace, wind energy and marine structures were considered to determine a set
of desirable and achievable specifications for the SmartFiber system.
The general requirements for the SmartFiber system are gathered in Table 2.1.
The specifications given in Table 2.1 were taken into consideration in all design
choices made in the different work packages.
Amongst other possible demonstrators considered within the SmartFiber project,
tidal turbines were proposed as a possible application for the system. Figure
2.1 shows the tidal turbine and blades produced by Airborne Technology Cen-
ter. These parts are presently created from resin transfer molded (RTM) glass-
fiber composite material. As the SmartFiber interrogator system relies on wireless
power transmission and data communication, the use of carbon fiber composite
materials would severely hinder the achievable power transmission and data com-
munication rate and the use of glass fiber composites is beneficial for the perfor-
mance of the system. The root section and foam core of the tidal turbine blades are
sufficiently large to accommodate for the interrogator system. Accounting for the
high cost involved in raising the turbine from the sea bed to evaluate the structural
health, these tidal turbines could significantly benefit from a fully autonomous in-
tegrated monitoring system.
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Value / specifications
FBG’s per fiber 4-8 per optical fiber
Fibers per interrogator 1
Max. fiber length • prototype: not important
• production: 100m from interrogator to
last FBG
Frequency > 50Hz
Strain range |µ"| < 10000
Strain resolution < 10µ" (axial)
Operating temperature  20 °C < Tservice < 70 °C
Temperature compensation yes
Embedding depth Within laminate
Heat management Tmax < Tservice + 20 °C
Lifetime • prototype: 1000 h
• production: 30 years with redundancy
General requirements • Waterproof
• Chemical resistance
• Stiffness of interrogator compatible with
composite material
• Strong adhesion with composite (no
debonding)
Processing temperature > 120 °C
Processing pressure 1 bar
Interrogator dimensions  50⇥ 50⇥ 4mm
Table 2.1: Functional requirements for SmartFber system
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Tidal turbine (a) and tidal turbine blades (b) manufactured by Airborne
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2.1.2 WP-3: Embedded FBG sensor
The objective of WP-3 is to embed an FBG sensor in a controlled and automated
way, in order to accurately perform strain sensing in composites with minimal
influence on the performance of the host material. These objectives are achieved
by:
• Reducing the optical fiber diameter (from the commercial 125µm to ap-
proximately 60µm) in order to reduce the distortive influence on the host
material
• Optimizing the coating material properties to reduce the distortion of the
host material
• Automate the fiber placement procedure
2.1.2.1 Reduction of fiber diameter
Although standard telecommunication optical fibers already have an outer diame-
ter of only 125µm, these dimensions are still an order of magnitude higher than
most common reinforcing materials found in composite materials (⇡ 5µm for
carbon fiber, and ⇡ 10µm for glass fiber), and are comparable to the yarn dimen-
sions in fabrics. As a result, these optical fiber sensors act as an inclusion in the
composite material resulting in stress concentrations, local distortions of the host
material and possible deterioration of the mechanical properties.
FBGS Technologies used draw-tower grating technology in order to investigate
the minimal achievable fiber diameter. As reducing the fiber diameter inevitably
increases drawing speed, factors such as stability of the drawing process and coat-
ing application limit achievable fiber diameters. Additionally, the draw-tower pro-
cess inscribes the FBG during the drawing process using UV light. As the draw
speed increases, the exposure time to the UV light source decreases, resulting in a
lower reflectivity of the FBG. In order to achieve low diameter optical fibers with
sufficient photo-sensitivity to enable FBG inscription, a new fiber preform was
developed, shown in Figure 2.2.
Within the project, a 60µm optical fiber with inscribed FBGs was successfully
demonstrated using the draw-tower technology. Figure 2.3 shows a 60µm optical
fiber created within the SmartFiber project, spliced to a traditional 125µm fiber,
illustrating the significant reduction in size.
Mechanical testing of the small diameter fibers revealed an increase in me-
chanical properties compared to larger diameter fibers. The resulting tensile strain
and stress for different diameter draw-tower grating fibers are shown in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Reduced diameter preform (bottom) compared to standard fiber preform (top)
developed for the 60µm fiber production.
Figure 2.3: 60µm optical fiber (left) spliced to a traditional 125µm optical fiber
2.1.2.2 Optimizing coating properties
The coating material acts as a buffer between the optical fiber sensor and the host
material. Research [1–5] has shown that a suitable selection of coating properties
(stiffness, thickness, . . . ) can reduce the stress concentrations surrounding the
optical fiber sensor. This topic is discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
Based on the optimal coating properties determined within the project, a new
coating nozzle was developed using wire-spark erosion to further reduce the coat-
ing diameter. A final coating thickness of 92µm was achieved on a 61µm optical
fiber sensor.
2.1.2.3 Automation of fiber placement
A significant problem in embedded optical fiber sensing applications is the manual
labor required in placing the fragile optical fiber sensor between the laminate plies
during lay-up. In order to overcome this hurdle holding back industrial uptake of
optical fiber sensing, an automated optical fiber placement process was developed
by Airborne Technology Center within the project.
A special-purpose fiber placement head was developed, capable of laying down
the optical fiber with a pre-selected pressure. Additionally, the head was equipped
with a suction cup, holding and placing the SmartFiber interrogator together with
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Fiber/coating diameter "ULT  ULT
125 / 190µm 6.33% 4567MPa
82 / 114µm 6.45% 4668MPa
62 / 106µm 7.40% 5316MPa
Table 2.2: Ultimate tensile strain and strength for different draw-tower grating fibers
the optical fiber. The head design is shown in Figure 2.4, which can be mounted
to a computer-controlled robotic arm for automated placement.
Figure 2.4: Design of an automatic fiber placement head
Tests performed during the SmartFiber project have shown the ability to lay
down the optical fiber along a curved path on a layer of prepreg material, while
continuously monitoring the FBG wavelength, showing pre-straining of the fiber
during lay-down. This is beneficial as a small amount of pre-strain ensures straight
fiber paths and allows the measurement of compressive strains during curing.
Figure 2.5 shows the automatic placement of an optical fiber on a complex
surface (Figure 2.5(a)) and a detail of the optical fiber placement on a prepreg
layer (Figure 2.5(b)).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Automated optical fiber placement on complex surface (a) and detail of OF
placement with the automatic fiber placement head
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2.1.3 WP-4: Interrogator chip design
Work-package 4 is focused on the development of a silicon photonics based FBG
interrogation system and the associated electronic circuitry. The core of the in-
terrogator system is built on a photonic IC (PIC). Photonic IC’s have the unique
ability to achieve high miniaturization which could not be achieved using other
techniques. Additionally, the PIC devices can be manufactured using the well-
established industrial infrastructure of silicon-based micro-fabrication which will
result in a dramatic cost reduction when fabrication is performed on a large scale.
The design strategy uses a single arrayed waveguide grating demultiplexer
(AWG) with large cross-talk between the different channels (i.e. the output wave-
length range of the different channels overlaps significantly). This design is shown
in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Schematic of large-crosstalk AWG approach used in the SmartFiber
interrogator chip
Because of the large cross-talk, the Bragg wavelength is detected by different
channels (and therefore pixels on the detector) with different intensity. Using this
data and knowledge of the AWG characteristics then enables the accurate deter-
mination of the FBG wavelength. Using this approach, it was possible to measure
the FBG wavelength within 10 pm accuracy, over a wavelength range of 6000µ".
2.1.4 WP-5: Embedded interrogator
In parallel with the development of the interrogator system (WP-4), the fifth work
package focuses on the challenges of assembling all individual components (pho-
tonics, electronics, wireless technology), ready to be embedded in the composite
host. To obtain a functioning system, all separate components need to be bonded
perfectly to each other using temperature-resistant materials, while only applying
a minimal amount of force to the components during the bonding process. Addi-
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tionally, the alignment between the individual optical components (SLED, optical
fibers, PIC), and between the optical and electronic components will be critical.
2.1.5 WP-6: Embedded wireless link
One of the significant issues SmartFiber tries to resolve is to avoid the fragile
egress point when optical fibers are embedded in composite materials. In order to
overcome this issue, the entire read-out system was miniaturized and embedded
inside the material. Consequently, all communication to and from the interrogator
system must happen in a wireless fashion. Similarly, the power supply to the
system must be completely wireless. This was the subject of investigation within
work-package 6.
While it was shown possible to achieve power and data transmission through a
carbon-fiber reinforced polymer, the conductive nature of the carbon fibers severely
hinder the achievable power and data transfer rates. Consequently, the decision
was made to focus on glass-fiber reinforced polymers within the project. To sim-
plify the interrogator design, it was decided to use a single wireless antenna design
for both power and data transmission antennas.
Several glass-fiber reinforced plates were manufactured during the course of
the project with embedded antennas and electronics to characterize the transmis-
sion capabilities of the designs made within the SmartFiber project. Figure 2.7
shows a demonstrator glass-fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) plate with embed-
ded electronics. The LED in the embedded boards shows the ability to wirelessly
transmit power to the embedded system.
Figure 2.7: Demonstrator showing the ability to transmit power wirelessly to an embedded
board
Within this work-package it was shown to be possible to transmit more than
4W of power and data at 424 kbps over a distance of 5 cm. This is well above the
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required 3.3W and 300 kbps determined within the project.
2.1.6 WP-7: Embedded miniaturized system
Finally, work-package 7 focuses on the embedding of the miniaturized system
in a composite host. Overlapping with the efforts done in work-package 3, part of
the work performed in this package is aimed at developing an industrial solution to
the embedding process. This is achieved through the development of an automated
fiber placement system as outlined in work-package 3.
Besides developing an automated placement system, this work package also
aims to assess (and optimize) the influence of embedding the interrogator system
on the mechanical behavior of the final part. In order to minimize the detrimental
influence, an optimized interrogator geometry is developed and tested experimen-
tally to show the improved behavior of the system. This subject is covered in detail
in Chapter 3.
2.2 Similar projects
Besides the SmartFiber project, several other projects currently study issues in
health monitoring using optical fiber sensors. A short selection of comparable
projects currently in progress is given:
• Saristu (Smart Intelligent Aircraft Structures) [6] is a project aimed at re-
ducing aircraft weight and operational cost through the use of smart systems
such as morphing skins and optical fiber sensors. In contrast to the Smart-
Fiber project, Saristu will only use surface mounted optical fibers with tra-
ditional connectors and commercial interrogator systems.
• SSC (Self Sensing Composites) [7] is aimed at developing a universal tool
for health-monitoring purposes in composite structures throughout the entire
life-cycle of the part. To achieve this objective several technologies such as
micro-structured optical fibers, polymer waveguides and flexible electronics
are considered.
• Compair [8] aims at continuous health monitoring and non-destructive as-
sessment of composites and composite repairs on surface transport applica-
tions. Rather than relying on optical fiber sensors, Compair relies on ther-
mography, accoustic emmision and ultrasonic guided waves to monitor the
status of the part.
• Iapetus [9] focuses on the repair of aerospace structures with life-cycle
monitoring abilities. Monitoring functionality within the Iapetus project
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is obtained through electrical resistance measurements of the carbon fiber
composite patches and validated against ultrasonic measurements.
• FANTOM (Full-field Advanced Non-destructive Technique for Online thermo-
mechanical Measurement on Aeronautical Structures) [10] combines several
techniques as thermography, shearography, holography, speckle interferom-
etry and speckle photography to perform non-destructive evaluation of aero-
nautical structures.
• AeroPlan [11] combines several previous projects (amongst which Compair
and Iapetus) integrating all the produced technological advancements into a
single support action, targeting directly all the key players of the aeronauti-
cal industry (certification authorities, aircraft manufacturers, MROs (Main-
tenance / Repair / Operations), airlines and academia).
• DAPHNE (Developing Aircraft photonic networks) [12] aims to exploit
photonic technology from terrestrial communications networks and to iden-
tify and address technology gaps in implementing photonics extensively
throughout the aircraft industry. Compared to the SmartFiber project, DAPHNE
is focused on optical fiber communication systems rather than sensing sys-
tems.
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Embedded structures
In this chapter, the issues associated with embedding structures inside a fibrous
composite host material are discussed. Both smaller structures (i.e. optical fiber
sensors) and larger structures (i.e. the SmartFiber interrogator system) are consid-
ered as inclusions. A finite element approach to model the draping behavior over
these inclusions is presented and compared to microscopic cross-sections. Finite
element simulations will be performed to predict the resin pocket surrounding op-
tical fiber sensors of different diameters and embedded in a variation of lay-ups.
Finally, the same modeling approach will be used to predict the laminate geometry
and mechanical behavior of a glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) plate with
embedded interrogator system and compared to experimental results under three-
point and four-point bending. The chapter starts by providing a broad overview
of the publications relating to both resin pocket modeling as well as general drape
modeling of composite parts.
3.1 Introduction
One of the most challenging mechanical issues within the SmartFiber project is
embedding an entire optical fiber read-out system inside the composite host, while
minimizing its (detrimental) impact on mechanical performance of the resulting
part.
As a result of the fibrous nature of the composite host material, the presence
of any foreign structure will generally distort the surrounding material orientation
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(and properties) and will impact the performance of the final structure [1–9]. Fig-
ure 3.1 [2] shows the localized material distortion surrounding embedded optical
fibers, leading to a so-called lenticular ’resin pocket’. Shivakumar et al. [2] investi-
Figure 3.1: Creation of lenticular resin pockets surrounding optical fibers embedded in
continuous fiber composites [2]
gated the resin-rich zones surrounding a polyimide coated optical fiber with a fiber
diameter of 125µm and coating diameter of 145µm, embedded in a AS4/3501-6
unidirectional carbon/epoxy laminate manufactured by Hexcel. Different laminate
thicknesses (8, 16 and 20 plies) were compared. It was observed that the resin-
rich zones surrounding the optical fiber sensor significantly affect the compression
strength of the host material. Strength reductions up to  40% were reported for
samples in which the optical fiber was oriented perpendicular to the reinforce-
ments. The tensile modulus and strength were found to be reduced by approxi-
mately  5% for this optical fiber orientation.
Benchekchou et al. [9] performed finite element simulations in [±45, 90, 0]2s
samples of XAS/914 (carbon/epoxy) material (140mm⇥ 70mm⇥ 2mm), which
the author states had been proven to be a very good lay-up for fatigue experiments.
The embedded optical fiber sensors had an acrylate coating. The finite element
model revealed high shear stresses in the layers surrounding the optical fiber, com-
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pared to samples without optical fiber. Additionally, experiments were performed
on the same lay-up, with optical fibers embedded at different locations through the
sample. It was found that the samples with embedded fiber between the 0 ° plies
had a better resistance to fatigue than the other samples. Using ultrasonic scans
on samples in which the optical fiber was embedded along the reinforcements,
the first signs of damage were observed after 5000   15000 cycles. In samples
in which the optical fiber was aligned 45 ° off-axis compared to the surrounding
reinforcement direction, the onset of damage already occurred after 2000 cycles.
Surgeon et al. [1] published similar experimental data on static and dynamic
testing of quasi-isotropic ([0, 45, 45, 90]s) Vicotex 6376/35/137/T400 carbon fiber
epoxy laminates with embedded optical fibers. Different samples with polyamide
coated optical fibers (125µm, coating 140µm) embedded at different locations
through the thickness and with different orientations were tested. It was shown that
under tensile loading, only small influences of the optical fiber could be detected,
while the influence was much more pronounced for bending experiments. The
samples in which the optical fiber was embedded between a 0 ° and 45 ° layer, with
the optical fiber oriented in the 90 ° direction showed the largest degradation, up to
51%. Only a minimal amount of data was provided on dynamic characteristics but
the author states that some configurations appear to cause a substantial degrada-
tion of the fatigue properties. Differences with the findings of Shivakumar [2] can
mainly be attributed to the different lay-up used. Additionally, Shivakumar found
the largest reductions in strength to occur under compressive loading, which was
not considered by Surgeon.
Lee et al. [6] performed experimental tests to determine the influence of em-
bedded fiber optics in both static and fatigue samples. Different lay-ups were
investigated using glass-epoxy prepregs (HANKOOK FIBER Co. HFG GU-300
for tensile specimens and SUNKYUNG INDUSTRY Co. UGN-150 for fatigue
samples). An acrylate coated (250µm) fiber (diameter 125µm) was used in all
samples. Under static load conditions, the presence of an optical fiber had no sig-
nificant influence on tensile stiffness or strength. Once again, it should be noted
that only tensile tests were performed for which Shivakumar [2] only reported
small changes in properties, while compression tests were found to be much more
sensitive. In fatigue loading however, a significant decrease in fatigue lifetime
was found when optical fibers were present. It was stated that all optical fibers
broke during the first dozen of fatigue cycles, which could influence the damage
evolution in those samples. The author states that the optical fibers were recoated
after FBG inscription and subsequently restripped at the grating location before
embedding. It is believed that these factors attribute to the premature failure of
the optical fibers. Since removing the coating (both during FBG inscription as
during the production of the composite samples) slightly damages the optical fiber
resulting in earlier failure, leaving the coating intact and using draw-tower gratings
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(DTGs [31]) might alter the fatigue behavior.
The reductions in stiffness and strength reported in the research described
above, can be attributed to the local distortion of the laminate surrounding the
optical fiber, and the creation of resin-rich zones as shown in Figure 3.1. Similar
resin-rich zones to those found surrounding an optical fiber can be expected when
embedding larger structures such as the SmartFiber interrogator system. As these
resin pockets have a significant effect on the structural behavior of the part, a tool
capable of predicting these resin pocket geometries and influence on mechanical
behavior is necessary to ensure the reliability and safety of these structures. In
this chapter, a tool will be presented capable of accurately simulating these resin
pockets for both small and large inclusions, in order to enable optimized design of
composite structures with embedded sensor networks.
On the scale of embedded fiber optics, Dasgupta et al. [10] presented an analyt-
ical framework to determine the resin pocket geometry based on easily accessible
material properties such as reinforcing fiber stiffness and diameter. Employing the
Rayleigh-Ritz variational method, Dasgupta approximated the resin pocket geom-
etry by a series of beam functions. While good correspondence with microscopic
images was achieved, personal correspondence with Dasgupta revealed that the
convergence of the algorithm proved very difficult and time consuming. Case et
al. [11] modified the energy formulation presented by Dasgupta and used a sinu-
soidal displacement field rather than a series of beam functions. Although this dis-
placement function violates the assumptions of classical beam theory, the resulting
simplifications allowed the author to extract an analytical expression for the resin
pocket geometry. Her et al. [12] used a sinusoidal displacement field similar to
that of Case. Additionally, Her considered that the resin pocket is not necessar-
ily symmetric through the thickness of the laminate, and modified the formulation
given by Dasgupta to account for this effect.
Both Case and Her calculate the bending energy of the laminate as Ub =
1/2
R
V Ex
⇣
@2v
@x2
⌘2
y2dV with v representing the vertical displacement function, x
the horizontal and y the vertical coordinate with origin at the center of the optical
fiber (Figure 3.2), and Ex a variable stiffness to account for different orientations
of plies.
This effectively means that the entire laminate is regarded as one solid part
under bending deformations. However, it is well known that the bending stiffness
of uncured laminates is much lower than this because of sliding between the re-
inforcing fibers. This approach resulted in good correspondence with experimen-
tal samples produced using a caul-plate (i.e. both top and bottom surface of the
laminate remain flat), where transverse compression can be expected to be more
significant than bending of the laminate. However, in the absence of a caul-plate,
bending of the reinforcements is expected to be more significant, and the proposed
bending energy formulation would result in excessively large resin pocket lengths.
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Figure 3.2: Parameters for resin pocket prediction according to Case et al. [11]
Even though the work published by Dasgupta, Case and Her show good corre-
spondence with experimental results, they are only applicable to simple geometries
such as optical fibers with infinite length. More general inclusions or 3D inclusions
cannot be modeled by this approach since the required displacement fields cannot
be determined in advance as the boundary conditions are unknown and dependent
on contact conditions between the reinforcement fibers and inclusion.
The models presented by Dasgupta, Case and Her focus solely on the resin
pocket surrounding the small optical fiber sensors. On a larger scale, several meth-
ods have been investigated to model the draping behavior of composite materi-
als [13–17]. The simplest approach is described as ”kinematic models” or fishnet
algorithms [18–21]. These algorithms assume (i) inextensibility of the material
along the reinforcement direction, (ii) no sliding between warp and weft fibers (in
fabrics) and (iii) free rotation at the intersection of the warp and weft lines (pivot-
points). These algorithms are capable of predicting basic drape behavior, without
requiring any material parameters or accounting for tool-part interactions. As a
consequence however, these algorithms predict the same shape, regardless of rein-
forcing materials and constraints, limiting their usability and overall accuracy [16].
A different approach is through the use of finite element analysis taking into ac-
count all important material parameters that dictate the forming capability [22–28].
It is generally agreed that the parameters (i) tensile stiffness (ii) shear stiffness (and
its locking angle) (iii) tool-ply and inter-ply friction and (iv) bending stiffness and
(v) through-thickness compaction are dominant factors in the material model [13].
Several authors have presented different finite element implementations, incorpo-
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rating a number of these parameters with good results [22–30]. However, these
publications generally validate their numerical models using large-scale test such
as half-dome forming tests. To the author’s knowledge, none of these methods has
been employed to model the small-scale phenomenon of resin pocket geometries.
Additionally, in order to account for all specific deformation mechanisms as shown
in Figure 3.6, including possible non-linearity, most of these implementations re-
sort to special-purpose developed F.E. implementations and material models which
require extensive characterization. Therefore, they are considered to be too spe-
cialized for the purpose of this work and are not discussed further.
In this chapter, a finite element implementation using ABAQUS F.E. software
will be presented capable of predicting resin pocket geometries for both small and
large inclusions. The proposed approach differs from existing drape simulations
by relying solely on standard elements, material models and F.E. formulations.
Additionally, for the simulation of UD materials, the required material characteri-
zation for the newly proposed method is limited to very basic tests. Compared to
the analytical method proposed by Dasgupta, the proposed model is more flexible
as it allows the user to simulate any form of inclusion.
3.2 Optical fiber resin pockets
Using embedded optical fiber sensors, it is usually advisable to embed the sensor
lines parallel to the reinforcement direction in order to minimize the disruptive
influence of the sensor. However, in large structures, it may not always be feasi-
ble to embed the optical fiber parallel to the reinforcements over the entire length
of the structure, and a curved path might be required (e.g. to measure at differ-
ent positions throughout the structure), inevitably leading to the creation of resin
pockets surrounding the optical fiber. In this section, the resin pocket geometry
resulting from the embedding of optical fiber sensors in M18/M55J carbon fiber
thermoset prepreg composites (see Appendix A for material properties) is analyzed
using F.E. analysis. While this section focuses entirely on the M18/M55J prepreg
material for which extensive knowledge and experience was available at the de-
partment, the methodology can be applied to a wide range of composite materials
(note however that additional tests may be required when using fabric instead of
UD materials).
3.2.1 Sample description & method
3.2.1.1 Microscopic samples
As the resin pocket geometry is strongly dependent on the relative orientation of
the optical fiber with regard to the surrounding reinforcements, several samples
were created in order to validate the accuracy of the finite element implementation.
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All samples were made using M18/M55J carbon fiber epoxy prepreg cured in an
autoclave cycle according to the manufacturer specifications shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Manufacturer specified cure cycle for M18/M55J carbon fiber prepreg epoxy
The samples were manufactured using the vacuum-bagging technique without
using a caul-plate on the top surface. All samples contain Ormocer® coated opti-
cal fiber sensors of different diameter, produced using a draw-tower fiber process
manufactured by FBGS Technologies [31]. In this work, Ormocer® was used, as
it is the coating material used by FBGS Technologies in the manufacturing of the
60µm optical fiber sensor developed within the SmartFiber project. However, the
choice of coating material has only a limited effect on the resulting drape simula-
tions (provided it does not melt during curing of the host). The different sample
lay-ups, type of optical fiber and number of samples are given in Table 3.1. The
lay-up angles are given relative to the optical fiber orientation (oriented in the 0 °
direction).
Specimen name Stacking sequence Number of samples
UD-90-1 [902,OF-125, 902] 3
UD-90-2 [904,OF-125, 904] 3
UD-90-3 [908,OF-125, 908] 3
UD-45-1 [452,OF-60, 452] 3
UD-45-2 [452,OF-80, 452] 1
UD-45-3 [452,OF-125, 452] 3
CP-1 [02, 902, 02, 902,OF-60, 902, 02, 902, 02] 3
CP-2 [02, 902, 02, 902,OF-80, 902, 02, 902, 02] 3
CP-3 [02, 902, 02, 902,OF-125, 902, 02, 902, 02] 3
Table 3.1: Sample description for optical fiber resin pocket simulations
The fiber and coating diameter for the different types of embedded fibers are
given in Table 3.2.
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Fiber name Fiber diameter Coating diameter
OF-60 60µm 106µm
OF-80 80µm 129µm
OF-125 125µm 200µm
Table 3.2: Fiber and coating diameter for different for different samples
After curing, all samples are cut perpendicular to the optical fiber, polished and
examined under an optical microscope with calibrated magnifications (Carl Zeiss
Jenavert with AxioCam MRc camera), allowing the measurement of distances on
the recorded images. Figure 3.4 shows the resulting cross-sections for samples of
type UD-90-1, UD-45-1 and CP-3.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.4: Microscopic images of M18/M55J carbon fiber laminates with embedded
optical fibers: UD-90-1 (a), UD-45-3 (b) and CP-3 (c)
Several cross-sections were created across the length of the cured samples,
showing only small variations in the resin pocket geometry. These cross-sections
will be used to validate the accuracy of the predicted resin pockets using finite
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element analysis.
3.2.1.2 Bending samples
As a result of sliding between the reinforcing fibers, bending stiffness of an un-
cured composite laminate cannot be calculated based on in-plane properties and
geometry. Several methods can be employed to measure the bending stiffness
of fabric or fibrous materials such as the Peirce cantilever test (or better yet, the
improved technique as presented in Appendix B), heart loop test or Kawabata
KES [32, 33]. An improved technique to determine bending stiffness is presented
in Appendix B, where it is shown that the current ASTM standard and Peirce test
result in an over-estimation of the true bending stiffness. A modified processing
technique is presented and validated experimentally showing significant increases
in accuracy of the determined bending stiffness. However, these test methods were
designed with dry fabrics in mind, and are not easily adapted to test prepreg ma-
terial at elevated temperatures. In order to estimate the bending stiffness of the
prepreg material used, without the need for expensive test equipment, a simple
cantilever test was performed in which a single ply is heated (to 180 °C, the curing
temperature specified for this material) and allowed to bend under the influence of
gravity. The resulting cured geometries for different lengths of material are shown
in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Cured geometry of cantilevered M18/M55J prepreg samples
Different lengths of prepreg were tested. The width of all samples was kept to
a minimum (⇡ 10mm) in order to avoid plate effects. After curing, the vertical
displacement was measured. The determined displacements are gathered in Table
3.3. Note that because of the large displacements, standard beam theory is no
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longer valid for these experiments. Modified formulations need to be used in order
to determine the bending stiffness from these results, and are discussed in detail in
Appendix B.
Sample length Vertical displacement
50mm 7mm
70mm 21mm
90mm 45mm
110mm 76mm
130mm 120mm
150mm 140mm
Table 3.3: Vertical displacements for various sample lengths under cantilever loading
during curing
3.2.2 Determination of the uncured material properties
Many different approaches can be found in literature on how to model the curing
of a reinforced epoxy. A very common approach leading to accurate cure simula-
tions is to use a so-called ‘cure hardening instantaneously linear elastic’ (CHILE)
model in which the assumption is made that at every point in time the laminate
responds in a linear elastic way, but with an elasticity which evolves through time.
It has been shown that a properly calibrated CHILE model produces equivalent
results as visco-elastic modeling, at only a fraction of the computational cost [34].
Considering that the forming of the resin pocket will take place in the early stages
of the curing process (when viscosity is low), the CHILE model can be reduced to
a purely elastic material model. Additionally, as the used M18/M55J prepreg is a
unidirectional (UD) prepreg material, the material model should exhibit transverse
isotropic behavior. Consequently, a linear elastic orthotropic material model will
be used.
Researchers have shown that composite forming is dominated by (i) intra-ply
shearing, (ii) intra-ply tensile loading, (iii) ply/ply and ply/tool shearing, (iv) ply
bending and (v) compaction/consolidation as shown in Figure 3.6 [13]. These
deformation modes will be used to determine or estimate the necessary material
parameters for the linear elastic orthotropic material model used in the F.E. analy-
sis.
In order to decouple the in-plane behavior of the ply (i.e. intra-ply shearing
and tensile loading) from the bending behavior (i.e. ply bending), a single ply
will be modeled as a stack of individual layers held together by friction. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.7(a) for the simplified case of a single ply being represented
by three individual layers. In the next section, the necessary material parameters
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Figure 3.6: Dominant deformation patterns in composite drape modeling [13]
for the individual layers as well as the required amount of layers per ply will be
determined based on data available from experimental tests and/or datasheets and
literature data.
A default coordinate system is used as shown in Figure 3.7(b). In this default
coordinate system, the 1-direction corresponds to the reinforcement direction. The
2 direction is perpendicular to the reinforcements within the plane of the ply, while
the 3 direction is in the through-thickness direction of the ply. This coordinate
system will be used in the determination of the material properties described next.
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Figure 3.7: Layered ply modeling approach (a) and default coordinate system (b)
3.2.2.1 Intra-ply shearing
Intra-ply shearing in (dry) fabric materials is usually dominated by shear effects
between the warp and weft directions of the fabric. The determination of the intra-
ply shear in these materials is usually obtained by either a picture frame test or a
bias extension test. In a prepreg UD material however, this interaction between
warp and weft disappears and only the matrix material is responsible for shear
effects. While picture frame tests could be used to determine the shear response of
these materials, an extensive amount of tests would be necessary in order to obtain
the shear behavior as a function of time and temperature.
In order to avoid these extensive tests, the intra-ply shear behavior is deter-
mined using an iterative F.E. process until correspondence with experimental re-
sults is obtained. Based on theoretical considerations, the range of allowable shear
moduli is restricted:
• Because of the transverse isotropy of the UD plies, G12 = G13 (with the
1-direction parallel to the reinforcement direction)
• Assuming the 1-direction to always represent the stiffest direction in the ply,
while the 2-direction (and equivalently the 3-direction) represents the weak-
est direction further restricts the range of allowable shear moduli: 20MPa <
G12 < 100GPa. These limits are determined by requiring that no coordi-
nate transformation of the stiffness matrix should result in either a stiffer or
weaker direction than the 1- or 2-direction respectively.
• Finally, the uncured shear modulus should be lower than the cured shear
modulus (G12 = 4300MPa, see Appendix A). Consequently, 20MPa <
G12 < 4300MPa.
Several values of G12 within this range of allowable values were considered.
The resulting predicted resin pocket geometries (found using finite element sim-
ulations as described later in Section 3.2.3) were compared to those found ex-
perimentally in order to determine the most suitable value. A shear modulus
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G12 = 300MPa was found to result in the best correspondence to microscopic
cross-sections (as shown in Figure 3.4).
Note that, in order to account for the low bending stiffness of the ply (discussed
in Section 3.2.2.4), a single ply is modeled as a number of individual layers held to-
gether by friction (Figure 3.7(a)). The determined shear modulusG12 = 300MPa
represents the shear stiffness of a single (fictitious) layer, and should not be com-
pared to shear moduli published in literature (< 1MPa for Toray T800SC/3900-
2B carbon-fiber uncured, heated thermoset epoxy [35]). Under most load condi-
tions, the (finite element) shear behavior on a ply level is expected to be dominated
by friction between the individual layers rather than shearing within the individual
layers, and thus represent a very low shear stiffness.
3.2.2.2 Intra-ply tensile loading
Assuming that when the resin pocket is formed, the low-viscosity uncured epoxy
has a negligible load-bearing capacity, the intra-ply tensile loading behavior in the
reinforcement direction is determined solely by the reinforcement fibers and the
fiber volume fraction.
The uncured (as-delivered) volume fraction of carbon fibers in the M18/M55J
prepreg used for this analysis is stated to be 55.21% by the manufacturer [36].
According to the datasheet for the M55J carbon fiber, the axial tensile modulus of
M55J is 540GPa [37]. Consequently, the uncured stiffness along the reinforce-
ment direction is determined to be E1 = 298GPa.
3.2.2.3 Ply/ply shearing
Generally, ply/ply shearing is found to be both pressure and rate dependent. How-
ever, the tests to determine these dependencies require specialized equipment be-
yond the aims of this chapter. Consequently, a constant coefficient of friction will
be assumed to model the ply/ply shearing behavior. Note that this does not affect
the general useability of the presented approach, as most F.E. software codes allow
for pressure-dependent contact formulations if desired.
For the analysis of the M18/M55J carbon fiber prepreg, a coefficient of friction
µ = 0.14 is used corresponding to a general value for lubricated carbon-carbon
friction. This value is within the range of experimental measurements on compara-
ble HexPly T700/M21 (µ = 0.22) and HexPly AS4/8552 (µ = 0.12) carbon-fiber
prepregs from Hexcel [38].
3.2.2.4 Ply bending
As a result of sliding between the separate reinforcement fibers in a single com-
posite ply, the bending stiffness of these materials is significantly lower than what
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would be derived from the in-plane material properties using beam or plate the-
ory. In order to obtain proper drape simulations however, it is necessary that both
the in-plane and bending behavior are modeled correctly. This poses a significant
issue as none of the standard material models and element types implemented in
ABAQUS allow the decoupling of tensile stiffness and bending stiffness.
In most drape modeling research, the bending stiffness is either completely
ignored by using membrane elements (i.e. shell elements with no bending stiff-
ness), or specialized user elements are written which decouple bending and in-
plane behavior. While ignoring bending stiffness is acceptable in certain large
scale experiments, it cannot be ignored in the forming of resin pockets. Addi-
tionally, using membrane elements would prohibit modeling of through-thickness
compaction which is discussed in Section 3.2.2.5. On the other hand, implement-
ing and validating a user element is very time consuming and is usually detrimental
to the performance of F.E. algorithms.
In the F.E. implementation used in this work, the bending behavior is decou-
pled from the in-plane properties by separating a single ply into several individual
layers held together by friction. The in-plane properties of the individual layers
correspond to the in-plane behavior of the ply, while the amount of layers is varied
to obtain the proper bending behavior.
Using the ODE approach to the Peirce cantilever test presented in Appendix
B it is possible to simulate the bending behavior of a composite ply for different
values of bending stiffness. Using a least-squares fit between the theoretical and
experimental displacements (Table 3.3), the bending stiffness of the ply is deter-
mined. A mass density ⇢ = 1.62 g/cm3 is used, as stated by the manufacturer.
Figure 3.8 shows the theoretical and experimental displacements resulting in the
lowest difference between theory and experiment.
Figure 3.8: Experimental and theoretical vertical displacements for cantilever bending of
uncured M18/M55J prepreg
Note that for longer lengths (> 90mm) a slightly smaller displacement is pre-
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dicted than found in experiments. This can be attributed partly to the fact that the
numerical model is only an approximation of a real cure cycle. On the other hand,
during curing, epoxy will probably droop to the lowest point, creating additional
tip-loads on the beam. This effect will be more pronounced for longer beams and is
not captured in the numerical model. Considering that the forming simulations of
interest in this work will never contain such large deformations, we can conclude
that this modeling approach is sufficiently accurate for our goals.
Using this technique, the bending stiffness of the M18/M55J prepreg ply is de-
termined to be 0.2026Nmm2. Given an uncured ply thickness of 105µm [36], this
is then found to be equivalent to either 11 stacked layers with E11 = 254GPa or
12 layers with E11 = 302GPa to obtain the desired bending behavior (in absence
of friction).
As friction will result in a slight increase of the ply bending stiffness, the bend-
ing behavior is modeled using 12 layers per ply with E11 = 298GPa.
3.2.2.5 Compaction/consolidation
From Figure 3.4 it can be seen that significant compaction occurs below the optical
fiber sensor. Additionally, during the curing process, epoxy is extracted from the
prepreg into the breather/bleeder material under the influence of external pressure,
leading to a globally thinner cured part and higher volume fraction. A simple re-
lationship between volume fraction Vf and curing pressure (P ) has been proposed
based on experimental results [13]:
Vf = V0 · PB (3.1)
in which B is an empirical factor called the stiffening index, V0 the initial (as-
delivered) volume fraction and Vf the final volume fraction. Correia [39] inves-
tigated the relationship between V0 and B and proposed a logarithmic equation
based on least-square fitting of experimental data from vacuum infused parts:
B =  0.06567 · ln (V0)  0.02745 (3.2)
Figure 3.9 shows the correspondence between experimental results and the master
curve proposed in Equation (3.2).
Based on measured cured-ply-thickness (CPT) values of the UD-90 samples,
an average CPT of 95µm was found with a standard deviation of 2µm. This
equates to a cured fiber volume fraction of 61.06% according to the manufacturer
[36]. A total pressure of 8 bar (7 bar nitrogen + 1 bar vacuum) was used in the
curing of the samples. From Equation (3.1), a stiffening index B = 0.0151 is
obtained, while the logarithmic fit (Equation (3.2)) results in a predicted B =
0.0116. Considering that Equation (3.2) was derived mainly for low V0 values
and in vacuum infused parts (i.e. without using bleeder/breather material), this
correspondence is rather good.
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Figure 3.9: Compaction master curve showing the relationschip between stiffening index
B and initial volume fraction V0 [39]
Using the measured ply thickness and applied pressure, a linear through-thickness
stiffness of E22 = E33 = 8.4MPa is obtained. However, considering that
t ⇠ 1/Vf with t representing the cured ply thickness (t), Equation (3.1) shows that
ply compaction cannot be captured accurately using a pure linear assumption. Pre-
liminary simulations showed that using E22 = 8.4MPa led to an over-estimation
of laminate compression underneath the optical fiber sensor.
An increase in transverse stiffness to E22 = E33 = 13.5MPa was found (it-
eratively) to achieve much better correspondence. In order for the global response
of the ply to remain correct (i.e. compress to 95µm under 8 bar of pressure), the
initial thickness of the ply has to be reduced to 101µm.
Finally, a distinction must be made between plies above the optical fiber and
those below. As a first assumption, the bottom layers must behave according to
the compaction behavior described previously. However, the top layers will re-
spond differently since in reality epoxy in these layers can flow out towards the
breather/bleeder material or into the resin pocket. This flowing behavior cannot be
modeled by the simplified linear elastic F.E. implementation and would result in
incorrect deformations of the top plies. In order to resolve this issue, the top layers
are modeled as if all excess epoxy was already removed prior to the simulation.
As a result, the top layers have a layer thickness equal to the CPT (95µm) and an
increased transverse stiffness.
3.2.2.6 Poisson coefficient
During the first stages of curing, the epoxy can be thought of as being a liquid
and therefore incompressible. Using the orthotropic material properties derived
previously, incompressibility would require ⌫12 = ⌫13 = 0.5 and ⌫23 = 0.99.
However, this does not account for the ability of the resin to fill the resin pocket
or being extracted into the breather/bleeder material. Therefore, the strict in-
compressibility needs to be reduced in the transverse 2-3-plane. For simplicity,
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⌫12 = ⌫13 = ⌫23 = 0.5 is chosen as a starting point for the material model.
All relevant material parameters are collected in Table 3.4.
top layers bottom layers
Layers per ply 12 12
ply thickness 95µm 101µm
⇢ 1.62 g/cm3 1.62 g/cm3
µ 0.14 0.14
E1 298GPa 298GPa
E2 = E3 40MPa 13.5MPa
⌫12 = ⌫13 0.5 0.5
⌫23 0.5 0.5
G12 = G13 300MPa 300MPa
G23 13MPa 4.5MPa
Table 3.4: Uncured M18/M55J prepreg material properties for resin pocket simulations
3.2.3 F.E. simulations
Using the material properties as defined in Table 3.4, the drape behavior is mod-
eled using a 2D generalized plane strain approach. Each ply is modeled using 12
individual layers. Contact is defined between all surfaces using µ = 0.14. The
individual surfaces are not allowed to separate after they have made contact. The
contact between the laminate and optical fiber was modeled as being frictionless.
The model is subjected to a combination of gravity loading and pressure loading
(8 bar) applied to the top surface of the laminate. The F.E. model, boundary con-
ditions and loads are shown in Figure 3.10 for a [902,OF-125, 902] lay-up. For
clarity, the mesh is not shown in this figure.
Figure 3.10: F.E. model, boundary conditions and loads for a [902,OF-125, 902] lay-up
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3.2.3.1 Optical fiber properties
The optical fiber is modeled as an isotropic material with material properties cor-
responding to those given in Appendix A. While temperature dependency of the
elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of silica has been reported in literature (E =
72.2+0.0096 · T GPa [40]), these small variations are assumed to be negligible
in the final resin pocket geometry.
However, Voet [41] showed that the Ormocer® coating material properties are
strongly dependent on temperature (Figure 3.11). Using the experimental data
given in [41], the Ormocer® elastic modulus is extrapolated at the cure temperature
of 180 °C, and found to be E = 200MPa. The Poisson coefficient is assumed to
remain unaffected at ⌫ = 0.32.
Figure 3.11: Evolution of Ormocer® E-modulus with temperature [41]
3.2.3.2 Element selection
ABAQUS contains both quadratic and linear elements for meshing of generalized
plane strain problems. As contact pressures may be incorrect when using quadratic
elements (leading to incorrect frictional behavior), only linear elements should
be considered for these forming simulations in which contact and friction is very
important. Amongst the linear elements (CPEG4x), standard element selection
criteria suggest using either reduced integration (CPEG4R) or incompatible modes
(CPEG4I) in simulations where bending is dominant.
Reduced integration elements only use a single integration point per element
(Figure 3.12(a)). As a consequence, bending deformation for these elements is an
energy-free deformation mode, leading to hourglassing.
Even using enhanced hourglass control implementations of these elements, the
large deformations and orthotropic nature of the material lead to significant hour-
glassing of these elements and inability to achieve a converged solution. This is
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: Hourglassing in reduced integration linear elements (a) and shear locking in
full integration linear elements (b)
shown in Figure 3.13, where extreme hourglassing can be observed to occur di-
rectly below the optical fiber sensor.
Figure 3.13: Hourglassing of linear reduced integration elements with enhanced hourglass
control in resin pocket simulation
Incompatible modes elements (CPEG4I) are designed to avoid hourglassing in
reduced integration elements. In most situations involving contact and bending,
these are considered to be the best suited elements available. However, similar to
reduced integration elements, these incompatible mode elements are very sensitive
to element distortion and found to be incapable of modeling the large deformations
involved in the resin pocket modeling.
Full integration linear elements (CPEG4) are generally avoided in bending
simulations, as these elements are not capable of correctly modeling bending de-
formations (Figure 3.12(b)). Due to the element formulation, full integration linear
elements experience shear deformation under bending loads leading to overly stiff
behavior of these elements (called shear locking). This shear locking behavior has
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been shown to significantly increase the bending stiffness of isotropic materials.
However, considering the strong orthotropic material properties given in Table 3.4,
the effect of shear energy (related to the low shear stiffnessG12) can be considered
to be minimal compared to the bending energy (related to the high tensile stiffness
E1). Consequently, all simulations will be meshed using CPEG4 elements.
Each layer is modeled using 5 elements through the thickness of the layer. A
total of 595 CPEG4 elements is used per layer, resulting in 7140 CPEG4 elements
per ply. A mesh convergence study was performed with a refined mesh using up to
45960 CPEG4 elements per ply. No appreciable differences were noticeable in the
deformed shape. The optical fiber and coating are modeled as a single part, and
meshed using a combination of 312 CPEG4 elements and 78 CPEG3 elements.
3.2.3.3 Comparison to experimental samples
Using Python scripting, the deformed coordinates of each ply were exported and
processed in MATLAB in order to compare the F.E. results to microscopic images.
The calibrated scale from the microscopic images was used to overlay the F.E.
coordinates on the microscopic images. The optical fiber was used as a reference
to align F.E. results to the microscopic images. The results of the different F.E.
simulations are shown in Figure 3.14.
The results shown in Figure 3.14 show an almost perfect correspondence to
the actual resin pocket geometry. It is also shown that the resin pocket geometry
differs greatly depending on factors such as ply count (Figure 3.14(a) – (c)), inclu-
sion size (Figure 3.14(d) – (f)), and stacking sequence (Figure 3.14(c) vs Figure
3.14(i)). These variations are all well predicted by the F.E. model while the ana-
lytical models discussed earlier lack the flexibility to model this behavior. Since
these results are based on standard F.E. implementations and take only minutes
to achieve a converged solution, this is clearly a strong benefit of the proposed
method compared to the analytical methods which lack flexibility and require ex-
tensive programming.
The presented F.E. implementation allows for the accurate modeling of the
resin pocket surrounding optical fiber sensors when embedded off-axis to the re-
inforcement direction. Using these predicted geometries, it then becomes possi-
ble to study the influence of a sensor network on the strength, stiffness, failure
mechanism . . . of the host material in order to avoid premature failure of the smart
structure (given sufficient data about material properties and interfacial strengths).
Additionally, the method is applicable to any kind of inclusion geometry and al-
lows the study of resin pockets (and their influence) surrounding any general type
of inclusion. This benefit will be exploited in the following section, where the
influence of the (large) SmartFiber interrogator will be considered.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
(i)
Figure 3.14: Comparison between experimental results and F.E. predictions (dotted lines)
for samples: UD-90-1 (a), UD-90-2 (b), UD-90-3 (c), UD-45-1 (d), UD-45-2 (e), UD-45-3
(f), CP-1 (g), CP-2 (h), CP-3 (i)
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3.3 SmartFiber interrogator resin pockets
Within the SmartFiber project, the entire optical fiber read-out and communica-
tion system will be embedded inside the composite host structure. This inclusion
will inevitably lead to the creation of resin-rich areas surrounding the interrogator
system. In this section, a similar F.E. implementation as described in Section 3.2
is used in order to predict the resin pocket geometry surrounding the interrogator,
and its effect on the structural behavior of the composite part.
3.3.1 Interrogator geometry
In order to protect the sensitive photonics and electronics used in the interroga-
tor system (both during service and production of the composite structure), the
read-out system is protected by a layer of epoxy resin. Depending on the precise
geometry of this epoxy cover, the resulting resin pocket geometry and mechanical
behavior of the part will be affected. Consequently, an optimal interrogator ge-
ometry can be determined, minimizing the influence of the embedded structure on
structural performance of the host.
As the definition of the interrogator geometry is a critical boundary condition
in the development of the interrogator system (limiting component dimensions and
board lay-out), an interrogator geometry was defined early on during the project.
Using several experimental samples, a simplified finite element model was built
with material parameters tuned to obtain similar deformation behavior. The com-
parison between F.E. implementation and experimental samples is shown in Figure
3.15.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.15: Simplified linear elastic F.E. model with tuned material parameters
Note that in this implementation the entire laminate was modeled using only
two parts (one above and one below the inclusion) and consequently the material
properties severely differed from the physical quantities in order to obtain proper
bending response. While this modeling approach was sufficient in order to deter-
mine an initial interrogator geometry early on during the SmartFiber project, Fig-
ure 3.15 shows that the resulting F.E. predictions are only a rough approximation
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of the true resin pocket geometry. Additionally, as the tuned material properties
had no link to physical properties, the simulation of different lay-ups would prove
to be very difficult without extensive experimental test programs. These issues
led to the development of the more advanced modeling approach as discussed in
Section 3.2.
Three distinct possible interrogator geometries were considered (Figure 3.16).
The resin pocket geometry resulting from the embedding of these geometries in a
flat laminate was used to determine the best-suited geometry. Simulia iSight [42]
design exploration software was used in order to vary the curvatures and dimen-
sions of the different geometries. A boundary condition was set, that each ge-
ometry considered should be able to accommodate a square box with dimensions
50⇥ 50⇥ 5mm, corresponding to the specifications determined in Table 2.1 with
an additional 1mm thickness margin. The resin pocket dimensions were used to
determine the most suitable geometry resulting in the smallest resin pocket.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.16: Different interrogator geometries considered within the SmartFiber project
Based on the minimal resin pocket areas for the three geometries considered,
the double-curvature design shown in Figure 3.16(c) was found to produce the
lowest resin pocket area and consequently chosen as the SmartFiber interrogator
geometry. The dimensions of the optimized geometry are shown in Figure 3.17.
Figure 3.17: SmartFiber interrogator geometry
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3.3.2 Sample description & method
In order to experimentally assess the influence of interrogator shape and material
on the structural performance of a composite part, several composite samples with
embedded interrogators of different geometries and material were created.
3.3.2.1 Host material and lay-up
The material and lay-up used in this analysis were chosen to approximate those
found in the tidal turbine application selected as a demonstrator within the Smart-
Fiber project (as described in Section 2.1.1).
Taking into account the interrogator target processing specifications of 1 bar
of pressure and a low curing temperature as determined in WP-2 of the Smart-
Fiber project (see Table 2.1), a HexPly M34N/G-136x5 glass fiber epoxy com-
posite manufactured by Hexcel was selected [36]. This prepreg is curable in an
out-of-autoclave fashion (i.e. only vacuum pressure) at 80 °C for a period of 12 h.
The reinforcements are a weave of E-glass fibers with 90% EC9-136 glass fibers
in the warp direction and 10% EC9-68 fibers in the weft direction (by weight).
A [02, 45, 90, 45]s lay-up was used, to mimic a real lay-up in a tidal turbine
blade, while keeping the total strength of the laminate sufficiently low to be tested
in the available test equipment at the department. The interrogator is embedded
between the two top 0° plies. Plates having dimensions of 400 ⇥ 300mm were
cured using vacuum bagging and out-of-autoclave cycling, and afterwards cut us-
ing water-jet to obtain samples of the desired dimensions.
3.3.2.2 Interrogator geometry and materials
In order to determine the influence of interrogator geometry on the structural be-
havior of the sample, two distinct geometries were used to embed into the host
structure. The first geometry has a cross-section corresponding to the geometry
shown in Figure 3.17. Embedding a revolved part as shown in Figure 3.17 would
make it very difficult to visually assess any damage surrounding the embedded
structure. Consequently, an extruded cross-section is used for these experiments,
allowing the visual assessment of damage at the side-faces of the sample. The sec-
ond geometry is an extruded square shape having a height of 7.73mm (identical to
the total height of the geometry shown in Figure 3.17) and width of 100mm. Both
geometries are shown in Figure 3.18 embedded in M34N/G-136x5, during the lay-
up process. Already, significant differences in prepreg drape and resin pocket can
be observed. Note that the prepreg only uses glass fiber reinforcements, the black
color is attributed to colorant used in the epoxy resin.
Interrogator geometries were created through open-mold casting using both an
epoxy resin (Momentive Epikote RIM-R 135) and silicone rubber (Wacker Elas-
tosil VARIO 40), allowing to determine the influence of material properties on the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.18: Double-curvature (a) and square (b) interrogator geometries embedded in
M34N/G-136x5 prepreg
behavior of the part. The mechanical properties for both materials are given in
Table 3.5.
Momentive Wacker
Epikote RIM-R 135 Elastosil VARIO 40 1
⇢ ( g/cm3) 1.20 1.15
E (MPa) 2730 4.05
⌫ 0.37 0.5
Table 3.5: Mechanical properties of Momentive Epikote RIM-R 135 and Wacker Elastosil
VARIO 40 used as interrogator materials
The large difference in elastic modulus between the epoxy and silicone inter-
rogator is expected to result in different mechanical response of the part.
3.3.2.3 Microscopic samples
Small sections of the cured samples were cut, polished and photographed under
a microscope. The resin pockets for the different inclusions are shown in Figure
3.19.
Figure 3.19 shows significant differences in resin pocket geometry between the
square and double-curvature inclusion. The resin pocket area for the square inclu-
sions is so significant, that insufficient epoxy is available in the prepreg, leading
to the formation of voids (as seen in Figure 3.19(a)). The resin pocket area for
the double-curvature inclusions is significantly lower. Smaller voids can also be
observed in the underlying layers (for all interrogator geometries). These are a
1The stiffness stated in Table 3.5 for Elastosil VARIO 40 is determined from the Shore A hardness
(40) stated by the manufacturer according to [43]. A default Poisson’s ratio of 0.5 is assumed.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.19: Microscopic cross-sections of square epoxy (a), double-curvature epoxy (b),
square silicone (c) and double-curvate silicone (d) inclusions
consequence of epoxy being pulled into the resin pocket from these layers, and the
out-of-autoclave process used to manufacture the samples (the manufacturer ad-
vises a curing pressure between 0.9 and 5 bar). The different layers in the laminate
can be seen clearly in all samples. Significant layer buckling below the inclusion
can be observed for the square inclusions. Careful observation of the microscopic
images, reveals that all layers have buckled, including the bottom 0° ply. The resin
pocket geometry is similar for both square inclusions. The amount of buckling is
minimal for the double-curvature inclusions. Differences in resin pocket geometry
can be observed between both double-curvature inclusions, which can be attributed
to the better compressibility of the silicone inclusion.
3.3.2.4 Bending samples
In order to determine the necessary uncured material properties to perform a drap-
ing simulation, bending samples were created similar to Section 3.2.1.2. As the
F.E. implementation can only be used to tune the bending stiffness in one direction,
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only the warp direction (stiffest direction) is used to tune the material properties.
Figure 3.20 shows the results of cantilever bend experiments on the M34N/G-
136x5 prepreg.
Figure 3.20: Cured geometry of cantilevered M34N/G-136x5 prepreg samples in the warp
direction
Note that the curling which can be seen in Figure 3.20 is attributed to the forced
air circulation inside the oven during the curing. The vertical displacements for the
different cantilever experiments are gathered in Table 3.6.
Sample length Vertical displacement
50mm 4mm
70mm 10mm
90mm 38mm
110mm 83mm
130mm 107mm
150mm 132mm
Table 3.6: Vertical displacements for various sample lengths under cantilever loading of
M34N/G-136x5 prepreg (warp direction) during curing
Compared to Table 3.3, the results given in Table 3.6 show a stiffer response
of the M34N/G-136x5 compared to the M18/M55J. However, the uncured layer
thickness of M34N/G-136x5 is 330µm compared to 105µm for the M18/M55J.
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3.3.3 Determination of uncured material properties
Similar to the determination of uncured material properties for M18/M55J in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, the microscopic and bending samples of M34N/G-136x5 are used to
determine the finite element material parameters in this section.
3.3.3.1 Intra-ply shearing
Using the assumption that the principal material directions (warp, weft and through-
thickness) represent the stiffest and weakest material direction in the different
planes, the range of allowable shear moduli is limited to:
• 2GPa < G12 < 12GPa
• 1MPa < G13 < 12GPa
• 1MPa < G23 < 1GPa
Additionally, the cured shear stiffness in the 1-2 plane is found to be G12 =
4GPa further limiting this value.
Based on these limits, a shear modulus of G13 = G23 = 30MPa and G12 =
2GPa is chosen as a starting point for the simulations.
3.3.3.2 Intra-ply tensile loading
The as-delivered volume fraction of glass fibers in the M34N/G-136x5 prepreg
used in this section is stated to be 51.12% by Hexcel [36], split into 90% along the
warp and 10% along the weft direction. According to datasheets for E-glass [44],
the tensile modulus of an (isotropic) glass fiber filament is 73GPa. As a result,
the tensile stiffness is found to be E11 = 34GPa (warp) and E22 = 4GPa (weft).
3.3.3.3 Ply/ply shearing
The ply shearing behavior is modeled as a frictional contact. A general value of
µ = 0.28 for lubricated glass-glass friction [45] is used for these simulations.
3.3.3.4 Ply bending
Using the results given in Table 3.6 and the modified cantilever process described
in Appendix B, a bending stiffness of 0.8984Nmm2 is obtained. This corresponds
to either a single layer with E11 = 300MPa or 11 layers of E11 = 36GPa.
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3.3.3.5 Compaction/consolidation
Based on cured-ply-thickness measurements, the ply thickness evolves from t =
329µm (uncured) to t = 307µm (cured) under the influence of vacuum pres-
sure, equating to a cured fiber volume fraction of 54.65%. Using these basic
changes in ply thickness and applied pressure, a through-thickness stiffness of
E33 = 1.5MPa is obtained.
Similar to Section 3.2.2, the layers on top of the inclusion are modeled having
their final cured thickness of t = 307µm and correspondingly have an increase
transverse stiffness E33 = 50MPa.
3.3.3.6 Poisson coefficient
Similar to Section 3.2.2, a simplification is made assuming ⌫12 = ⌫13 = ⌫23 =
0.5.
All relevant material parameters are collected in Table 3.7.
top layers bottom layers
Layers per ply 11 11
ply thickness 307µm 329µm
⇢ 1.92 g/cm3 1.92 g/cm3
µ 0.28 0.28
E1 34GPa 34GPa
E2 4GPa 4GPa
E3 50MPa 1.5MPa
⌫12 = ⌫13 0.5 0.5
⌫23 0.5 0.5
G12 2GPa 2GPa
G13 = G23 30MPa 30MPa
Table 3.7: Uncured M34N/G-136x5 prepreg material properties for resin pocket
simulations
3.3.4 F.E. simulations
3.3.4.1 Layered model
A layered model of the square epoxy inclusion was created similar to the approach
presented in Section 3.2. Each layer has a length of 200mm in order to reflect the
true dimensions of the microscopic samples. Frictional contact is defined between
all components of the model. Individual layers in a single ply are not allowed
to separate, mimicking the behavior of a weave structure. Individual plies on the
other hand are allowed to separate, in order to allow for the observed buckling
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in the microscopic samples. Gravity is defined in the model, and a pressure of
1 bar is applied to the top surface, representing the vacuum pressure. The material
properties for the plies are given in Table 3.7, while the material properties for the
inclusion are given in Table 3.5. The F.E. model, boundary conditions and loads
are shown in Figure 3.21.
Figure 3.21: F.E. model, boundary conditions and loads for the layered model
Two levels of mesh refinement were compared. Both models use 5 elements
through the thickness of each layer, in order to accurately model the bending be-
havior. The rough model has an average element size of 1mm in the length di-
rection, equating to 800 CPEG4R elements per ply (reduced integration was used
to avoid shear locking). This results in a total of 88570 CPEG4R elements for the
rough model. The fine model has an average element size of 0.5mm, resulting in
a total of 178161 CPEG4R elements for the entire model. Note that even for the
finest mesh, this still equates to an element width-to-height ratio of 90.
Figure 3.22 shows the predicted resin pocket geometry for both meshes, over-
laid on top of the microscopic image.
The results shown in Figure 3.22 show that both meshes overestimate the actual
resin pocket. Additionally, the predicted geometry differs significantly between
both mesh refinements, with the finer mesh corresponding better to the actual resin
pocket. While it is uncertain whether further mesh refinement will eventually lead
to correspondence with experimental data, it is clear that the current level of mesh
refinement is insufficiently converged.
However, due to the significant element count, the large deformations involved
and the occurrence of buckling, the calculation times for the finest mesh already
amount to over 6 hours using 8 CPU’s (Intel Xeon E5, 2.90GHz) and 128GB
RAM available. Further mesh refinement would lead to calculation times on the
order of days (using above-average computing resources). Consequently, the prac-
tical use of this layered approach considering current computational power is very
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Figure 3.22: Predicted resin pocket geometry for rough (black lines) and fine (red lines)
mesh
limited.
3.3.4.2 Simplified shell model
In order to overcome the computational difficulties associated with the layered
model, a simplified model is proposed using shell elements rather than continuum
elements. Shell elements could not be used in the optical fiber resin pocket simu-
lations, as Figure 3.4 showed an important amount of ply compaction beneath the
optical fiber sensor. For the interrogator simulations however, Figure 3.23 shows
that no (significant) additional compaction exists beneath the inclusion. As a re-
sult, it is possible to model the draping of these laminates using shell layers having
a cured-ply-thickness.
However, the contact algorithms implemented in ABAQUS perform poorly
when contact between many shell layers is simulated. As a result, a layered shell
approach (i.e. using 11 shell layers to model a single ply) inevitably leads to di-
vergence as the displacements fail to converge due to the many contact conditions.
Consequently, the shell model is simplified, using only a single layer of material
to model a ply in the laminate. Based on the results of the bending experiments, a
single layer per ply would require an in-plane stiffness of E11 = 300MPa. The
E22 modulus and shear moduli are scaled in order to retain the ratio values be-
tween the moduli. The shear modulus G13 = G23 is limited to 1MPa to avoid
severe numerical difficulties associated with low shear stiffness. Table 3.8 shows
the resulting material properties for this shell model approach. Note that these
modifications represent severe simplifications and assume that the bending (and
buckling) behavior is the dominant deformation mode.
Each layer has a length of 200mm corresponding to the half width of the man-
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Figure 3.23: Compression below a double-curved inclusion in M34N/G-136x5 prepreg
all layers
Layers per ply 1
ply thickness 307µm
⇢ 1.92 g/cm3
µ 0.28
E1 300MPa
E2 35MPa
E3 1.5MPa
⌫12 = ⌫13 0.5
⌫23 0.5
G12 18MPa
G13 = G23 1MPa
Table 3.8: Uncured M34N/G-136x5 prepreg material properties for resin pocket
simulations using shell modeling approach
ufactured samples. The plies are modeled using 200 S4R reduced integration shell
elements per ply. The interrogator is modeled according to the dimension specified
in Section 3.3.2.2. By exploiting symmetry, only half the sample is modeled. The
square inclusion is modeled using 1140 C3D8R elements, the double-curvature
inclusions contains 3286 C3D8R elements. The loads and boundary conditions
remain identical to those shown in Figure 3.21.
The low stiffness and incompressible nature of the silicone rubber (Table 3.5)
leads to numerical instabilities which require extensive computation times before
a converged solution is achieved. In order to improve the convergence of the F.E.
implementation for the silicone rubber simulations, the material properties for this
material (Table 3.5) were slightly modified. The simulated material properties are
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E = 10MPa, ⌫ = 0.4. While these modifications do affect the predicted de-
formation of the inclusion, the resulting resin pocket geometry is not significantly
affected while the calculating times improve immensely.
3.3.4.3 Comparison to experimental samples
Figure 3.24 shows the predicted F.E. geometry (center lines of shells) overlayed on
top of the microscopic cross-sections for the simplified shell modeling approach.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.24: Comparison between experimental results and F.E. predictions (dotted lines)
for square epoxy (a), double-curvature epoxy (b), square silicone (c) and double-curvature
silicone (d) inclusions
The results in Figure 3.24 show good correspondence to the experimental re-
sults, especially considering the significant simplifications and limited amount of
material characterization involved in the modeling approach.
The buckling of the layers underneath the square inclusions (Figure 3.24(a)
and (c)) is predicted by the F.E. implementation. During the formation of the resin
pocket, the pressure applied on the top ply results in a net force acting inward (to-
wards the inclusion). As the top ply comes into contact with the bottom plies, fric-
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tion between the different plies is sufficient for the bottom plies to contract (and
buckle) under this net inward force. However, the F.E. implementation predicts
significant buckling of all layers, while in reality only the top layers experience
this extensive amount of buckling. This effect can be attributed to the modeling
approach, using friction between layers to model a combination of matrix shear-
ing and fiber friction in a true sample. Using a frictional contact between layers
(in a static simulation) results in either a stick or slip condition between the indi-
vidual layers, while in a real sample a more gradual response is expected because
of the occurrence of shearing. The different possible deformation patterns using
frictional contact or shearing are shown in Figure 3.25.
F
(a) Stick
F
(b) Slip
F
(c) Shear
Figure 3.25: Differences in deformation patterns using frictional stick condition (a), slip
condition (b) or shearing (c)
Based on Figure 3.25 it can be understood that using only frictional contact
between layers leads to either significant buckling (stick condition) or no buckling
(slip condition) as observed in the F.E. predictions. In reality however, the bottom
layers will shear under the influence of the net horizontal force, hence resulting in
the gradual buckling observed in the microscopic cross-sections. Clearly, model-
ing this response requires specialized modeling approaches outside the scope of
this work.
The predicted resin pocket geometry for the double-curvature inclusions (Fig-
ure 3.24(b) and (d)) reveal small differences between experiment and F.E. imple-
mentation. These differences should be attributed to differences in modeled ge-
ometry compared to actual inclusions geometries. Due to factors such as viscosity,
surface tension and the open-mold casting technique, the manufactured geometries
do not correspond perfectly to the theoretical dimensions. For example, because of
surface tension of the resin and open-mold casting, the bottom surface has a slight
curvature (see Figure 3.24(b)). Additionally, the tapered edges are not perfectly
transferred to the epoxy inclusion (noticeable in the different interrogator geome-
try in Figure 3.24(b) vs. Figure 3.24(d)). These small differences in dimensions
are responsible for the small differences in predicted resin pocket geometry.
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3.3.5 Mechanical testing
In order to determine the influence of interrogator geometry and material, sev-
eral mechanical tests were performed to compare the performance of the different
samples. Bending loads were selected, reflecting a relevant loading condition for
tidal turbine applications. Both three-point bending and four-point bending tests
were performed. Additionally, as no mechanical properties of the M34N/G-136x5
are provided by the manufacturer, a series of material characterisation tests were
performed.
3.3.5.1 Cured material properties
Material characterisation was performed according to the ASTM D-3039 standard
(tensile properties) [46] and ASTM D-3518 standard (shear properties) [47]. The
sample lay-up and dimensions are given in Table 3.9.
Lay-up Dimensions Samples
Tensile properties:
• 1-direction [03] 250⇥ 15⇥ 1.1mm 5
• 2-direction [906] 175⇥ 25⇥ 2.0mm 5
Shear properties:
• 1-2 plane [+45, 45]4s 250⇥ 25⇥ 5.25mm 3
Table 3.9: Sample description for mechanical characterisation of M34N/G-136x5
All samples were instrumented with strain gauges aligned parallel and perpen-
dicular to the load application direction. Figure 3.26 shows the stress-strain curves
and the evolution of transverse strain for all samples.
The experimental results shown in Figure 3.26(a) show a linear response along
the 1-direction. The transverse (Figure 3.26(b)) and shear (Figure 3.26(c)) re-
sponse however, exhibit a significant amount of non-linearity at large strains, at-
tributed to the plasticity of the matrix.
The resulting in-plane mechanical stiffness properties determined from these
experiments are given in Table 3.10. According to theoretical considerations E11E22 ⇡
⌫12
⌫21
or E11⌫21E22⌫12 ⇡ 1. Using the material properties determined in Table 3.10, a ratio
E11⌫21
E22⌫12
= 0.994 is obtained, which represents a very good correspondence to the
theoretical value of 1.
The tensile strength and strains in the different directions are given in Table
3.11.
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(a) Axial tensile (b) Transverse tensile
(c) Shear
Figure 3.26: Stress-strain curve and transverse strain for axial tensile test (a), transverse
tensile test (b) and shear test (c)
M34N/G-136x5
E11 35.960± 0.520GPa
E22 13.055± 0.824GPa
G12 3.963± 0.058GPa
⌫12 0.313± 0.015
⌫21 0.113± 0.023
Table 3.10: Mechanical in-plane stiffness properties of M34N/G-136x5
3.3.5.2 3-point bending test
Three-point bending tests were performed on samples in which the inclusion is
embedded at a third of the sample length. Using this geometry, the resin pocket
surrounding the inclusion is located near the center of the sample where a maxi-
mal bending moment is induced. As a result, a three-point bending experiment is
expected to specifically target the resin pocket area.
Figure 3.27 shows the three-point bending set-up on a double-curvature inclu-
sion sample. Note that the samples are all tested up to fracture, or to the maximum
displacement of the set-up. Because of the flexibility of the thin laminates, this
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M34N/G-136x5
 11,UTS 726± 23MPa
"11,UTS 2.132± 0.205%
 22,UTS 71± 2.5MPa
"22,UTS 1.384± 0.119%
 12,UTS 66± 0.6MPa
"12,UTS 8.234± 1.337%
Table 3.11: Mechanical tensile strength and strain of M34N/G-136x5
results in large displacements (and geometric non-linearities) which are no longer
representative for bending loads in tidal turbine applications. The purpose of load-
ing the samples to these large displacements, is to allow comparison of the fracture
strength of the different interrogator materials and geometries.
Figure 3.27: Three-point bending setup, inclusion highlighted in red
All samples have a total length of 400mm and an average width of 30±1mm.
The bending tests were performed on an Instron 8500 electro-mechanical tensile
machine, using a 10 kN load cell. All tests were filmed using a digital camera in
order to relate events in the force-displacement curve to damage in the sample. In
order to more clearly observe damage, all samples were painted white to increase
contrast.
Each combination of inclusion material (silicone or epoxy), inclusion shape
(square or double curvature) was tested both with the inclusion located at the ten-
sile side of the sample as on the compressive side. For each possible combination,
two samples were tested. As a reference, four pure [02, 45, 90, 45]s M34N/G-
136x5 samples were tested as well, leading to a total amount of 20 samples.
The lower supports for the three-point bending set-up were placed such that
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the entire inclusion lies within both supports. This results in a span of 270mm.
The cylindrical supports have a diameter of 16mm and are identical for all three
supports. All specimens were tested up to fracture or to the maximal displacement
of 67mm at which the samples make contact with the set-up. The tests were
performed using a fixed displacement speed of 6mm/min in order to keep the
file-size of the video capture to reasonable size.
Figure 3.28 shows the results of the three-point bending experiments on sili-
cone inclusions.
Figure 3.28: Force-displacement curves for a silicone inclusion under 3-point bending
load
The results in Figure 3.28 show that both the square and curved inclusion lead
to a similar force-displacement curve. Compared to the reference values, the in-
clusions loaded in tension behave slightly stiffer (i.e. induce a higher force for
the same displacement) while the compression samples are less stiff. This can be
attributed to the silicone inclusion which does not bond with the host material. In
tension, the silicone inclusion prevents the outer 0 layer from contracting lead-
ing to an slightly increased bending stiffness. In compression however, the lack
of bonding between inclusion and outer 0 layer quickly results in debonding and
buckling of the outer layer. Consequently, in compression the outer layer does not
contribute to the bending stiffness resulting in a reduced bending stiffness of the
laminate.
Comparing the square and double-curvature inclusions, the results show that
the double curvature samples are capable of carrying a higher load and displace-
ment compared to the square inclusions, both in tension and compression.
Figure 3.29 shows the results of the three-point bending experiments for the
epoxy inclusions.
As the epoxy inclusion bonds with the host matrix, both compression and ten-
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Figure 3.29: Force-displacement curves for an epoxy inclusion under 3-point bending load
sile samples exhibit a stiffer response compared to the reference material. This is
attributed to the increased amount of material because of the presence of the in-
clusion, and the increased moment of inertia. Similar to the observations made in
Figure 3.28, the double-curvature inclusions are capable of withstanding a higher
force and displacement before failure. However, compared to Figure 3.28, the im-
provement in load-carrying ability between square and curved inclusions is much
lower for these epoxy materials.
These results clearly show that under three-point bending loads, the double-
curvature shape indeed outperforms a square inclusion. Additionally, the results
suggest that, from the composite point-of-view, a flexible material is more suitable
than a more rigid material as an inclusion material. However, from the embedded
electronics point-of-view, these flexible materials may result in excessive defor-
mation of the electronics leading to failure of the sensor system. Additionally, the
lack of bonding between the silicone inclusion and composite host may lead to
severe loading of the optical fiber sensor attached to the interrogator, leading to
fracture of the sensor.
Figure 3.30 shows the first failure of the different samples under three-point
bending loads.
As expected, the results from Figure 3.30 show that the failure mechanism for
the silicone inclusions under compressive loads is debonding and buckling of the
top layer. When the inclusion is located in the tension zone of the laminate, the
square inclusion breaks by debonding at the resin pocket location.
The epoxy inclusions show a different failure pattern. When loaded in ten-
sion, the first failure occurs at the resin pocket resulting in debonding of the top
layer from the rest of the laminate, similar to the observation for the silicone inclu-
sion. In compression on the other hand, debonding occurs at the top of the resin
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(a) Square silicone, tension (b) Square silicone, compression
(c) Curved silicone, tension (d) Curved silicone, compression
(e) Square epoxy, tension (f) Square epoxy, compression
(g) Curved epoxy, tension (h) Curved epoxy, compression
Figure 3.30: First failure under three-point bending loads
pocket where inclusion, laminate and resin pocket meet. Further loading leads to
progressive debonding between the inclusion and the top 0 layer.
3.3.5.3 4-point bending test
A four-point bending test was performed on samples in which the inclusion is
embedded centrally along the laminate length. The span of the different rollers
was selected to ensure the entire inclusion was contained in the area of constant
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bending moment. Using this set-up allows the investigation of the entire inclusion,
revealing the weakest point over the entire part rather than focusing on the resin
pocket tip as was done in the three-point bending experiments.
Figure 3.31 shows the four-point bending set-up on a double-curvature silicone
inclusion
Figure 3.31: Four-point bending setup, inclusion highlighted in red
Similar to the three-point bending tests, all possible combinations of inclusion
shape, material and loading side were tested together with 4 reference samples.
For each configuration, two samples were tested, leading to a total of 20 samples.
All samples have a length of 260mm and an average width of 30.19± 0.01mm.
The inner supports have a span of 150mm, the outer supports have a span of
220mm. All supports have a diameter of 16mm. The samples were tested up to a
maximal displacement of 20mm or 40mm depending on whether first failure oc-
cured before 20mm displacement. The tests were performed using displacement
control at a rate of 2mm/min and 4mm/min depending on the total displace-
ment.
Figure 3.32 shows the results for four-point bending of silicone inclusions.
Similar to the observations made for three-point bending experiments, the ten-
sile tests (i.e. with the inclusion located at the tensile side) result in a stiffer re-
sponse compared to the reference, while the compressive tests indicate a lower
stiffness than the reference. This can again be attributed to the lack of bonding
between the host and the silicone inclusion.
In the tensile configuration, the curved inclusion shows a significant improve-
ment over the performance of a square inclusion. In a compressive situation, both
the curved and square inclusion have a comparable response, with the curved ge-
ometry showing a slightly stronger response than the square inclusions.
Figure 3.33 shows the results of four-point bending tests on epoxy inclusions.
For ease of comparison, the scale has been chosen identical to that in Figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.32: Force-displacement curves for a silicone inclusion under 4-point bending
load
Figure 3.33: Force-displacement curves for an epoxy inclusion under 4-point bending load
Compared to the silicone inclusion (Figure 3.32), the epoxy inclusions show
a decreased maximal bending force and displacement before damage occurs. The
curved inclusions perform noticeably better in a tensile configuration while per-
forming similar to the square inclusion under a compressive situation. These ob-
servations are consistent with the results of all other tests. Similar to the three-point
bending experiments, the stiffness of both the tensile and compressive situations is
higher than that of the reference situation owing to the presence of the inclusion.
Similar to the three-point bending experiments, these results prove that opti-
mizing the shape of the inclusion is capable of improving the mechanical perfor-
mance of the structure. Softer materials are found to result in better performance
of the composite host. As was already mentioned in the three-point bending exper-
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iments however, these compliant materials may be too flexible for the embedded
electronics and lead to severe loading of the optical fiber at the interrogator-host
interface. Optimal material selection should then be a trade-off between flexibility
and sufficient rigidity to protect the electronics and photonics.
Figure 3.34 shows the different failure modes under four-point bending for the
different geometries and materials investigated.
(a) Square silicone, tension (b) Square silicone, compression
(c) Curved silicone, tension (d) Curved silicone, compression
(e) Square epoxy, tension (f) Square epoxy, compression
(g) Curved epoxy, tension (h) Curved epoxy, compression
Figure 3.34: First failure under four-point bending loads
Similar to the three-point bend experiments (Figure 3.30), the square silicone
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inclusion fails in tension due to tensile failure of the top ply. Under the same condi-
tions, the curved inclusion debonds at the resin pocket. Under compressive loads,
the interface between the inclusion and underlying layers debonds for both the
square and curved inclusion. At large displacements, the resin pockets eventually
crack and a delamination occurs between the top plies.
In the epoxy inclusions, first damage occurs at the resin pocket. For samples
in tension, the top layer delaminates from the bottom plies at the edge of the resin
pocket. In compression on the other hand, debonding occurs between the resin
pocket, the inclusion and the top layer. Further loading results in the progressive
debonding of the top ply and inclusion under compressive circumstances.
3.3.6 Laminate bending simulations
Using the predicted cured part geometry as described in Section 3.3.4, it is possible
to create a finite element model of the cured, embedded interrogator samples as
used in the bending experiments discussed previously.
As the drape model shown in Section 3.3.4 consists of several separate layers,
some post-processing is necessary in order to create a final cured part in which all
internal voids are filled with matrix properties. This process is achieved by export-
ing the drape geometry predicted by ABAQUS, post-processing in MATLAB and
importing the post-processed geometry back into ABAQUS.
Figure 3.24 showed quite good correspondence between experimental data and
predicted geometries, except for the precise prediction of the buckling behavior of
the separate layers. As this can affect the behavior of the cured part, a linear scaling
was applied to the vertical displacement of the buckled layers using MATLAB.
The scaling is applied as follows: in the absence of a scaling factor, the final
(deformed) coordinates xend of a point on a given ply are found as the sum of the
undeformed coordinates x0 and the displacements u (both obtained from the F.E.
analysis results):
xend = x0 + u (3.3)
A linear scaling factor ↵ is applied, such that the rescaled deformation of the ply
is given by xscaled = x0 + ↵u.
Based on microscopic images, only minimal buckling can be seen to exist in
the bottom ply. Hence, the predicted deformation of this ply is reduced to only
10% of the simulated displacements. As the predicted deformation of the plies in
contact with the inclusion (i.e. ply 9 and 10 counting from the bottom) correspond
well to those found through experiment, no scaling is applied to these plies. A
linear increase in scaling factor is then applied from 10% for ply 1, to 100% for
ply 9 and 10. Note that these scaling factors are necessary due to the limitations
of the modeling approach in which frictional contact is used rather than shear
deformation, as explained in Figure 3.25.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.35: Predicted layer buckling using finite element (a) and after application of a
linear scaling factor (b)
This scaled geometry is used as an input for the cured part finite element
model. The nodal points as extracted from the draping simulations (after rescaling
and post-processing in MATLAB) are connected using splines rather than straight
lines, as this improves the generated mesh quality. The cured samples are modeled
using generalized plane strain assumptions (with a depth of 30mm corresponding
to the experimental samples).
The material properties as given in Table 3.10 are used for the separate plies.
As the through-thickness properties are unknown, the simplification is made as-
suming transverse isotropy resulting in E33 = E22 and choosing ⌫23 = 0.3. Note
that the assumption of transverse isotropy is incorrect as the prepreg is a fabric ma-
terial and not a UD material. However, no additional information could be found
regarding the through-thickness stiffness and ⌫23 factor and thus some simplifying
assumptions were necessary. While this assumption results in an overestimation
of the through-thickness stiffness (due to the absence of reinforcements in this di-
rection), the influence of this parameter is expected to be limited. The material
properties from Table 3.5 are used to model the inclusion. The resin pocket is as-
sumed to be filled entirely with M34N resin. Based on the manufacturer datasheet,
the flexural modulus of 3.8GPa [36] is used as the elastic modulus. An arbitrary
Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 is assumed for this material as no data is available on this
parameter.
3.3.6.1 3-point bending
As no symmetry is present in the three-point bending experiments, the full sample
is simulated and meshed with approximately 50000 generalized plane strain (solid)
2D elements with reduced integration. Using generalized plane strain assumptions,
the analysis is reduced to a 2D problem, significantly reducing the computational
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effort involved. In theory, modeling of the laminate plies could be further simpli-
fied by modeling them as beam elements with a rectangular cross-section. How-
ever, as the resin pocket and inclusion can only be modeled using solid elements,
either tie-constraints or contact would need to be defined between the plies, resin
pocket and inclusion complicating the analysis. Additionally, meshing of the indi-
vidual components would become more critical in order to ensure smooth and full
contact between the components. These problems are avoided by modeling the en-
tire part (plies, inclusion and resin pocket) as a single part with internal partitions,
meshed using solid elements. In order to model the lack of adhesion between the
silicone inclusion and the laminate, boolean operators available in ABAQUS are
used to obtain two separate parts (one for the inclusion, and other one for the com-
bination of plies and resin pocket) with perfectly matching surfaces. The precise
number of elements depends on the inclusion simulated. The individual plies are
meshed using only CPEG4R elements, while the resin pocket is meshed using both
CPEG4R and CPEG3R elements. The supports are modeled as analytical rigids
for simplicity. The model, loads and mesh are shown in Figure 3.36. Because of
the large displacements simulated, non-linear geometry is taken into account in all
simulations.
Figure 3.36: Finite element model of 3-point bending test
De Baere [48] showed the influence of friction between sample and bending
set-up in the obtained force-displacement response. A wide range of friction co-
efficients (µ = 0.1   0.4) has been reported in literature [49–51] for glass-epoxy
laminates in contact with steel depending on the type of contact, sliding velocity,
lubrication, filler material . . . Using the bending experiments on the reference sam-
ples (i.e. without inclusion), an optimal friction coefficient of µ = 0.22 is found
using an iterative finite element analysis of the reference samples and comparing
the force-displacement curve to those found experimentally. Figure 3.37 shows
the comparison between experimental three-point bending tests on the reference
laminate and the finite element force-displacement curve.
The results shown in Figure 3.37 clearly show a very good correspondence be-
tween F.E. simulation and experimental results. Additionally, the results suggest
that using a linear elastic material model is sufficient to capture the bending behav-
ior for these deformations. A friction coefficient µ = 0.22 will be used throughout
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Figure 3.37: Force-displacement curves for reference material and finite element
simulations accounting for geometric non-linearities under three-point bending
all further F.E. simulations shown in this chapter.
The slope of the force-displacement curve is seen to decrease at large displace-
ment values. At large displacements, the significant deformation of the laminate
changes the direction of the net force at the supports from perfectly vertical (at
small displacements) to a combination of horizontal and vertical component (at
large displacements). As the deformation of the laminate evolves, the net force
becomes more and more horizontal leading to a reduction of the vertical force (as
measured by the load cell).
As the experimental results showed a total lack of bonding between the silicone
inclusion and the host material, the inclusion and laminate are modeled as separate
parts. Frictional contact (µ = 1, reflecting significant friction between silicone
rubber and epoxy) is defined between both, with separation of the surfaces after
contact enabled. The resulting simulated force-displacement results are shown in
Figure 3.38.
Figure 3.38 shows a very good correspondence between predicted curve and
experimental force-displacement data up to the first failure event. The discrep-
ancies between simulation and experiment can be attributed to small differences
in sample width and height between experimental results and simulation. Simi-
lar to the pure samples, a decrease in force can be observed at high displacement
indicating large deformation of the laminate.
For the epoxy inclusions, the entire laminate is modeled as a single part with
perfect bonding between all constituents. The resulting force-displacement curves
are shown in Figure 3.39.
Similar to the epoxy inclusions, the correspondence between F.E. and experi-
mental results is very good.
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(a) Square inclusion (b) Curved inclusion
Figure 3.38: Comparison between finite element and experimental force-displacement
curves for silicone inclusions in three-point bending
(a) Square inclusion (b) Curved inclusion
Figure 3.39: Comparison between finite element and experimental force-displacement
curves for epoxy inclusions in three-point bending
3.3.6.2 4-point bending
The four-point bending experiments are modeled similar to the three-point bending
experiments. Because of the symmetry of the problem, only half the sample is
modeled numerically. The models are meshed with approximately 25000 linear
generalized plane strain solid elements.The model, loads and mesh are shown in
Figure 3.40. Similar to the three-point bending simulations, non-linear geometric
effects are taken into account in all simulations.
Figure 3.41 shows the force-displacement curves for a pure M34N/G-136x5
laminate using the same parameters as used in the three-point bending simulations.
Similar to the three-point bending results, the four-point bending simulations
on a pure laminate without inclusion result in a force-displacement curve identical
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Figure 3.40: Finite element model of 4-point bending test
Figure 3.41: Force-displacement curves for reference material and finite element
simulations accounting for geometric non-linearities under four-point bending
to what was found experimentally.
Figure 3.42 shows the different force-displacement curves for the different in-
clusion materials and geometries. The silicone inclusions were modeled as sep-
arate parts using the frictional properties as defined in the three-point bending
section. The epoxy inclusions were modeled as a single part containing both the
laminate and the inclusion, assuming perfect bonding between all constituents.
Similar to the three-point bending simulations, the predicted force-displacement
curves are comparable to the experimental results. Small discrepancies between
both may be attributed to factors such as variability in the experimental samples
and simplifications in modeling approach. A larger discrepancy may be observed
in Figure 3.42(a) for the tensile samples. This is a consequence of the discontinuity
observed in the experimental curve at⇡ 100N, caused by clearance in the test set-
up resulting in a short displacement without applying additional load. However,
even for these curves, the slope is comparable between experiment and simula-
tion. Considering these factors, the finite element predictions clearly correspond
to experimental data.
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(a) Square, silicone inclusion (b) Curved, silicone inclusion
(c) Square, epoxy inclusion (d) Curved, epoxy inclusion
Figure 3.42: Comparison between finite element and experimental force-displacement
curves under four-point bending
The results of the three-point and four-point bending simulations show good
correspondence to the experimental results, indicating that the global behavior is
well captured by the F.E. model. However, it should be noted that the initial be-
havior of all samples is quite similar and therefore, the simulated curves do not
conclusively prove the accuracy of the implementation, especially regarding the
resin pocket behavior. With the exception of the four-point bending test on the
square silicone inclusion in tension however, failure in all samples occurs through
debonding at either the resin pocket-composite interface or the interrogator-com-
posite interface. As no data is available on the bond strength between the different
components, it is not possible to relate the simulated stress fields to observed fail-
ure mechanisms. The square silicone inclusion loaded in tension in a four-point
bending experiment however, consistently fails by fiber breakage of the top layer.
As the tensile strength of the layer is known (Table 3.27), it is possible to predict
failure from the F.E. analysis as the point where the laminate stress surpasses the
tensile strength.
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Figure 3.43 shows the stress in the reinforcement direction when the stress
surpasses the tensile stress.
Figure 3.43: Stress field in a square, silicone inclusion sample under tensile 4-point
bending showing the location of maximal stress
The stress field shown in Figure 3.43 indeed suggests that failure of the top
ply would occur in the form of fiber breakage. This point has also been plotted in
Figure 3.42(a) showing a displacement similar to that found experimentally. This
result suggests that the simulated stress field indeed corresponds to that present in
experimental samples.
Further efforts in material characterization (such as bond strength between
components and inter-laminar strength) and finite element modeling (XFEM, co-
hesive elements . . . ) would allow the simulation of onset (and evolution) of dam-
age in the other samples, and allow for a more detailed geometry optimization
study. However, these subjects are considered far beyond the scope of this work.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented a finite element implementation capable of modeling the
resin pocket geometry surrounding both small and large inclusions using readily
available material models and element formulations.
The method has been illustrated on embedded optical fiber sensors in a car-
bon fiber prepreg host. The necessary material parameters were determined based
on manufacturer datasheets, microscopic images and a simple bending test. The
resulting resin pocket geometry predictions have been compared to microscopic
cross sections showing a very good correspondence for different optical fiber sizes,
laminate thicknesses and lay-ups.
During the early stages of the SmartFiber project, an optimized interrogator
geometry has been proposed using a simplified finite element model. The im-
provements of this optimized geometry over a simple square inclusion have been
investigated both experimentally and numerically.
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Experimentally, several laminates with embedded inclusions were created, vary-
ing both inclusion geometry and material. These samples were subsequently tested
in three- and four-point bending experiments. The optimized geometry is found
to produce results which are equal or better to those of a square inclusion. Signif-
icant improvements can be observed when the inclusion is located at the tension
side of the specimen. A compliant material is found to produce the best results
with regard to laminate strength. However, a side-note should be made that these
materials may be to flexible, compromising the survival of the embedded electron-
ics. A more detailed analysis of the strength of the embedded system should be
performed in order to determine a lower limit of allowable material properties for
the interrogator.
From a numerical point-of-view, the finite element procedure outlined for op-
tical fiber sensors is shown to be capable of predicting the resin pocket geome-
try surrounding these larger inclusions. Some discrepancies are observed for the
larger, square inclusions in which the buckling of the layers is not captured accu-
rately. This is a consequence of the modeling technique employed and could only
be resolved using special-purpose user-elements requiring extensive programming.
Considering the overall performance of the finite element approach and the good
performance for both small and large inclusions, the achieved results are found to
be more than satisfactory.
Finally, using the predicted resin pocket geometries, the three-point and four-
point bending experiments are simulated. A very good correspondence in force-
displacement curves is found for all geometries, materials and loading conditions.
The results discussed in this chapter clearly show the general applicability of
the presented finite element method and the ability to accurately model the creation
of resin pockets surrounding arbitrary inclusions in prepreg laminates. Combined
with strength properties, the method represents an invaluable tool in the design of
optimized inclusions in composite structures.
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4
Fiber optic coating optimization: axial
and transverse loading
In Chapter 3, the influence of the shape of an embedded structure on the struc-
tural performance of a composite part was investigated. While Chapter 3 focused
on the prediction of resin pockets and the distortion of the composite when em-
bedding larger structures, this chapter will investigate the influence of embedding
an optical fiber parallel to the reinforcing fibers. Embedding parallel to the rein-
forcements avoids the creation of resin pockets. However, even when embedded
parallel to the reinforcements, an optical fiber still behaves as an inclusion inside
the host material, locally distorting the composite1. This chapter will focus on
how the coating properties (coating thickness, E-modulus, Poisson’s ratio, CTE)
of the optical fiber can influence the distortions inside the host composite. In this
chapter, the current state-of-the-art will be discussed related to coating optimiza-
tion. The available optimization methods will be applied to the specific case of
an Ormocer® coated optical fiber in a M18/M55J unidirectional host. The results
for an Ormocer® coated optical fiber in the glass fiber composite used for the
SmartFiber tidal turbine demonstrator, are given in Appendix D. In this work, all
simulations are performed on Ormocer® coated optical fibers, as it is the coating
material used by FBGS Technologies within the SmartFiber project. However, the
methods are applicable to other coating material without additional complications.
1Note that, on a microscopic scale, the reinforcement fibers also act as inclusions in the matrix
material and result in stress concentrations. These effects will not be considered here, but are discussed
in detail in Chapter 6.
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4.1 Introduction
Shivakumar et al. [1] have shown that the presence of an embedded optical fiber
is detrimental to the mechanical properties of the host composite. Depending on
the alignment of the optical fiber, reductions in transverse compressive strength
between 10% and 40% were reported. In order to minimize these effects, two so-
lutions were proposed by Zolfaghar [2]. Either the size of mismatch should be
minimized using smaller sensors (or using the reinforcements themselves as sen-
sors as demonstrated by Kister et al. [3, 4]), or tuning the coating properties to
achieve better results. Several researchers have investigated the influence of coat-
ing material on the mechanical behavior of the composite and sensor [2, 5–13].
Her et al. [5] studied the influence of coating properties on the strain transfer be-
tween host and a (surface mounted) optical fiber assuming only the host is loaded,
and stresses and strains are transfered to the sensor by shearing. A closed form
analytical solution was presented and compared to finite element modeling, show-
ing reasonable correspondence between both approaches. A parametric study was
performed in order to investigate the effect of coating stiffness and bond length.
As expected, stiffer coatings and longer bond lengths resulted in a better strain
transfer between host and sensor. The results were validated experimentally using
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer sensor surface-mounted to an aluminium plate.
The theoretical sensed strains inside the Mach-Zehnder sensor showed good cor-
respondence to those actually measured in the experiment. Li et al. [6] and Wang
et al. [7] described similar results for surface-mounted sensors. While bond length
is found to be an important parameter in surface-mounted sensors, Yuan et al. [8]
performed an analytical analysis of a coated optical fiber embedded in a linear
strain matrix material. Several thicknesses of coating material were simulated to-
gether with different embedding lengths. Yuan et al. found that a strain gradient
exists near the ingress of the optical fiber, and perfect strain transfer is achieved
after a couple of millimeters. Consequently, the bond length parameter used in
surface-mounted sensors is no longer important for embedded sensors, and per-
fect axial strain transfer can be assumed for embedded sensors once the matrix has
fully cured.
Zolfaghar et al. [2] investigated the fiber-matrix interfacial shear strength for
different types of coating material. Since strains are transferred from host to sen-
sor via shear strains, proper shear strength is beneficial for applications where
longevity of the sensor is required or high strain levels are to be expected. Zolfaghar
found silane coatings to provide the best shear strength in a pure epoxy matrix. The
shear strength for traditional coatings such as acrylate and polyimide were found
to be slightly lower while having a thicker diameter and thus being more disruptive
to the host material. Grande et al. [9] exploited the plasticity properties of metal
coated optical fibers in order to detect impact events in composite structures. Plas-
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tic deformation in the coating due to impact loads cause permanent strain changes
in the optical fiber which is visible as a change of the sensor read-out. Tuning the
properties of the metal coating enables the sensor to be tuned to a maximal allow-
able load in the composite. The influence of the optical fiber coating properties
(thickness and modulus) on the reduction in composite strength were studied. The
radial strength was found to decrease severely with increasing coating thickness
for an aluminium coated fiber (Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Reduction in tensile and compressive radial strength as a function of coating
thickness for an aluminium coating. [9]
Okabe et al. [10] investigated the influence of coatings on the optical fiber
sensor’s ability to sense transverse cracks in a cross-ply laminate. The results
showed that the strain distribution inside a coated optical fiber were attenuated and
smoothed by the coating material (Figure 4.2). Based on this strain distribution,
the reflection spectra of the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) was calculated showing an
attenuated, smoothed spectrum in case of a coated fiber. These results were vali-
Figure 4.2: Longitudinal strain distribution in the 0° ply calculated from the positions of
transverse cracks and axial strain distributions calculated at the cores of the uncoated
FBG sensor and the polyimide coated one. The average tensile stress is 359MPa [10].
dated experimentally showing severe peak distortions in the uncoated fiber while
a smoothed response was found for the coated FBG. Barton et al. [11] and Wang
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et al. [12] investigated a cross-ply laminate with embedded, coated optical fiber
parallel to the reinforcements, looking at the response of both the host material as
well as the sensor response. Under static tensile loading, the presence of an optical
fiber had no influence on the onset and amount of cracks in the laminate. This cor-
responds to the findings of Shivakumar [1], who reported only minimal changes in
tensile strength when the sensor is embedded parallel to the reinforcements. Two
different coating materials with significantly different properties were used with
similar results. It was concluded by the author that any obstrusive effects of the
optical fiber sensor were less severe than the edge-effects of the samples. Under
fatigue loading however, a decrease in crack growth rate was found in samples
containing an optical fiber sensor. It is the author’s belief that this is caused by the
local stiffening of the laminate at the fiber location. Van Steenkiste et al. [13] in-
vestigated the strain transfer from a composite host to an embedded optical fiber. A
clear difference in transmitted strains was found between a coated optical fiber and
an uncoated fiber, showing that indeed the stresses and strains surrounding an op-
tical fiber are affected by the precise coating properties. Although Van Steenkiste
focused primarily on the strain transfer between host and sensor, the presented
approach is capable of determining the full stress/strain field in host, coating and
sensor.
While the research mentioned previously focused mainly on the influence of
coatings on mechanical properties (i.e. strength and fatigue behavior) of the host,
other authors have investigated the possibility of optimizing the coating properties
in order to achieve a reduced impact on mechanical properties of the host material.
Carman et al. [14] studied the influence of coated reinforcements on the trans-
verse behaviour of composites. Experimental tests were performed on a so-called
’macro-model’ composite, in which the reinforcements had a diameter of⇡ 3mm.
Analytical predictions on optimal coating properties and interfacial stresses were
compared to this macro-model composite in which the reinforcements were either
left untreated, or coated with a vacuum grease coating corresponding to a very
compliant coating. The analytical results were found to give reasonable agreement
with experimental results. Dasgupta et al. [15] performed an analytical study of an
embedded coated optical fiber in a unidirectional composite with the fiber aligned
parallel to the reinforcements. Because of the axial symmetry, the problem could
be analyzed analytically using Lame´’s formulas. Dasgupta showed that by tuning
the coating properties, the amount of stress and strain could be controlled. It was
shown that for certain combinations of coating properties, the stresses and strains
in the composite host or in the optical fiber could be completely reduced to zero.
However, it was not possible to reduce both sensor and host strains simultaneously.
Hadjiprocopiou et al. [16] studied an embedded optical fiber in a unidirectional
composite under transverse tensile loading using finite element analysis. Under
this load condition, it is no longer possible to reduce the host strains to zero and
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an optimization criterion needs to be defined in order to find the optimal coating
properties. The term optimal is used in the sense that the stress state generated
in the composite host is least detrimental to the host. The coating elastic modu-
lus was varied from 45MPa to 72GPa, while the coating thickness investigated
ranged from 5µm to 70µm. The optimal coating thickness was shown to increase
with increasing elastic modulus of the coating. In addition to transverse tensile
strain, Hadjiprocopiou investigated the case of a thermal load in order to account
for residual stresses included during the cool-down phase of the production cy-
cle. Barton et al. [17] performed a finite element analysis on a coated optical fiber
embedded in the 0 plies of a cross-ply E-glass/epoxy laminate. Three different
through-the-thickness positions of the embedded optical fiber were investigated:
(i) close to the 0/90 interface, (ii) at the center of the 0 ply (1mm thickness) and
(iii) at the part surface. The centered optical fiber was compared to analytical
closed-form solutions as no edge-effects from either the 0/90 interface or the part
surface were detected in the interfacial strains for this configuration. The F.E.
results of the centered optical fiber correspond closely to those given by the ana-
lytical equations for an embedded fiber in a UD composite. This suggests that if
the ply into which the optical fiber is embedded is sufficiently thick, the interfacial
stresses and strains become independent of the part lay-up. A parametric study
was performed for all three optical fiber positions, varying both coating thickness
and elastic modulus. It was found that while the stresses at the coating-composite
interface were affected by the optical fiber position, the optimal coating proper-
ties were independent of the position of the optical fiber and the results could be
summarized in a single design curve (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: Optimal coating properties for a coated optical fiber in an E-glass/epoxy host
according to Barton et al. [17]
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In this chapter, the optimal coating properties will be determined for an Ormocer®
coated optical fiber embedded in an M18/M55J carbon fiber thermoset composite
host, for which the relevant material properties are given in Appendix A. How-
ever, the methods described are generally applicable to any type of coating and
host material. The axial and transverse load cases will be analyzed similar to the
work presented by Dasgupta et al. [15] and Hadjiprocopiou et al. [16] respectively.
Subsequently in Chapter 5, a general tool will be presented based on F.E. model-
ing allowing the optimal coating properties to be determined for any kind of load
case. The results of this general tool will be compared to the closed-form solution
as presented by Van Steenkiste et al. [13].
The methods discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 5 can be used to optimize
the stresses in either the optical fiber, the coating or the host material (or at any
interface). However, in general it is not possible to optimize the stresses in multiple
locations simultaneously. In this work, it is chosen to optimize the stresses in the
host material. The rationale behind this, is that the choice of embedding a sensor
network in a structure should only have a minimal effect on the strength (and
stiffness) properties of the host material. In this approach, it is preferred to sacrifice
the sensor system before affecting the host structure. As the largest stress fields
(caused by embedding a sensor) in the host occur directly at the coating-composite
interface, this will be the area of investigation for this and the subsequent chapter.
4.2 Axial loading of a UD composite
4.2.1 Stress and strain fields
The case of a coated, embedded optical fiber inside a unidirectional composite has
been studied by Dasgupta et al. [15]. The problem is illustrated schematically in
Figure 4.4.
The optical fiber is embedded parallel to the reinforcements along the 1 direc-
tion. The optical fiber has a radius a and is coated with a coating of outer radius
b. The entire part is subjected to an axial displacement u011, resulting in a uniform
axial strain "011 (and additional radial and tangential strains because of Poisson
contraction). Perfect bonding between host, coating and optical fiber is assumed.
Under these conditions, the problem possesses axial symmetry around the 1 axis,
and Lame´’s equations can be used to determine all stress and strain components.
The radial displacement fields can be written as [15]:
• Fiber:
ufr (r) = A
fr (4.1)
• Coating:
ucr(r) = A
cr +Bc/r (4.2)
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of a coated embedded optical fiber in a unidirectional composite
host (reproduced from [15])
• Host:
uhr (r) = A
hr +Bh/r (4.3)
The axial displacement is fixed u011 = "011z where z is the distance along
the 1 axis measured from the origin of the coordinate system. Because of the
axisymmetric nature of the problem the circumferential displacement is zero: u✓ =
0 (i.e. all points in the 2-3 plane can only move in the radial direction, but not in
the tangential direction). In Equations (4.1) - (4.3), Ai and Bi (i = f , c, h) are
unknown constants which have to be determined based on boundary conditions
and "011 represents the far-field strain.
Assuming small displacements, the strains (in polar coordinates) can be found
from these displacement fields as:
"rr =
@ur
@r
"✓✓ =
ur
r
+
1
r
@u✓
@✓
"11 = "
0
11
(4.4)
Finally, the stresses in the fiber, coating and host material can be determined
from the stress-strain relationship
 i = Cij"j (4.5)
in which Cij is the stiffness matrix of the fiber, coating or host material and is the
inverse of the compliance matrix S:
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S =
266666666664
1
E11
  ⌫21E22   ⌫31E33 0 0 0
  ⌫12E11 1E22   ⌫32E33 0 0 0
  ⌫13E11   ⌫23E22 1E33 0 0 0
0 0 0 1G23 0 0
0 0 0 0 1G31 0
0 0 0 0 0 1G12
377777777775
(4.6)
For clarity, the compliance matrix S was written using indices 1, 2, 3 rather than
the polar coordinate system z, r, ✓. However, since the (r,✓) plane coincides with
the plane of transverse isotropy (the (2,3) plane in Figure 4.4) this is completely
identical. The hoop and radial stresses in the host can be written as:
 hrr = C21"
h
zz + C22"
h
rr + C23"
h
✓✓
 h✓✓ = C31"
h
zz + C32"
h
rr + C33"
h
✓✓
(4.7)
Using symmetry considerations (Cij = Cji) and transverse isotropy (C31 =
C21, C33 = C22), the number of unknown coefficients Cij can be reduced further
to 4:
 hrr = C21"
h
zz + C22"
h
rr + C23"
h
✓✓
 h✓✓ = C21"
h
zz + C23"
h
rr + C22"
h
✓✓
(4.8)
Similar equations can be written for the fiber and coating stresses.
The unknown constants Ai and Bi (i = f , c, h) used in Equations (4.1) - (4.3)
can be found by requiring continuity of the displacement and traction fields at the
interfaces between fiber, coating and host:
ufr (a) = u
c
r(a)
ucr(b) = u
h
r (b)
 frr(a) =  
c
rr(a)
 crr(b) =  
h
rr(b)
(4.9)
A fifth boundary condition is defined stating that the far-field radial stresses
should vanish:
lim
r!1( 
h
rr) = 0 (4.10)
Equations (4.9) - (4.10) are sufficient to determine the constants Ai, Bi. The
strains can then be calculated according to Equation (4.4), and finally the stresses
are found using Equation (4.5).
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4.2.2 Optimal coating properties
The radial and hoop stresses in the host material (Equation (4.8)) can be rewritten
using Equation (4.3) and (4.4) as
 hrr = C21"
h
zz + C22
 
Ah  Bh/r2 + C23  Ah +Bh/r2 
 h✓✓ = C21"
h
zz + C23
 
Ah  Bh/r2 + C22  Ah +Bh/r2  (4.11)
Enforcing the boundary condition (4.10) results in
Ah =   C21"
0
zz
C22 + C33
(4.12)
Using this equation, the expressions for radial and hoop stresses reduce to:
 hrr = (C23   C22)Bh/r2
 h✓✓ =   hrr
(4.13)
Equation (4.13) indicates that hoop and radial stresses in the host material have
equal magnitudes and opposites signs, meaning that both can be reduced to zero
simultaneously which clearly represents the optimal situation from the point-of-
view of the composite. This is achieved when Bh = 0.
Solving Equation (4.9) and demanding that Bh = 0, Dasgupta derived the
required condition in order to eliminate transverse stresses in the host:
(2Gc + Cf )
 
⌫c   ⌫h12
 
2 (1  ⌫c) =
Cf
 
⌫f   ⌫h12
 h
1  (b/a)2
i (4.14)
in which Cf = Ef/[(1 + ⌫f )(1  2⌫f )].
Notice that in Equation (4.14) only the ratio of coating outer radius to fiber
radius (b/a) appears. Consequently, the absolute dimensions of fiber and coating
have no influence on the optimal coating properties. At first sight, this might seem
contradictory to Zolfaghar et al. [2], who proposed reducing the fiber diameter
as a solution to reduce the local distortion of the composite. However, while the
optimal coating properties are only influenced by the b/a ratio, the total extent
of the distortion is still dependent on the absolute dimensions of the optical fiber
and coating and scales linearly with the inclusion dimensions. Consequently, a
larger fiber will distort the composite host over a larger area compared to a smaller
fiber, and different failure behavior might result from this (e.g. crack initiation
should remain unaffected, but propagation can be influenced due to the extent of
high-stress regions). This is illustrated in Figure 4.5 in which two embedded fibers
with equal b/a ratio (b/a = 2) but different absolute dimension are compared
under constant axial loading "011 = 0.1% in a unidirectional M18/M55J host. The
optical fibers are aligned parallel to the reinforcement direction.
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Figure 4.5:  22 stress for an embedded optical fiber a = 62.5µm, b = 125µm (left),
a = 125µm, b = 250µm (right) under constant axial strain "011 = 0.1% in a
unidirectional M18/M55J composite host
As can be seen from Figure 4.5, the stresses at the coating-composite are iden-
tical for both fibers as predicted by Equation 4.14. However, the extent of the
distortion is clearly larger in Figure 4.5(right) where a larger area of high stress is
visible. Consequently, reducing the fiber diameter as much as possible is advisable
as proposed by Zolfaghar et al. [2].
Equation (4.14) reveals that for ⌫f = ⌫h12, the requirement reduces to ⌫f =
⌫c = ⌫h12. As all components then behave identically in the transverse direction,
the optimal coating is independent of its E-modulus or thickness. In the case that
⌫f < ⌫h12 (as will be the case most often for silica fibers), Equation (4.14) shows
that the b/a ratio becomes imaginary for ⌫c < ⌫h12, and therefore optimal coating
ratios can only be found for coating materials for which ⌫c > ⌫h12. In case that
⌫f > ⌫h12, optimal solutions are only available for ⌫c < ⌫h12. If these inequalities
are not fulfilled, no coating thickness can be found which completely eliminates
host stresses. In this situation, because of boundary condition (4.10), thicker coat-
ings will result in lower host stresses. Also note that ⌫h12 is the only host parameter
present in Equation (4.14) and therefore the optimal coating properties are valid
for all host materials having the same ⌫h12.
Applying Equation (4.14) using the M18/M55J carbon fiber prepreg and silica
material properties (given in Appendix A), all possible optimal combinations of
coating properties (Ec, ⌫c and b/a) can be calculated. The results of this calcula-
tion are shown in Figure 4.6.
In Figure 4.6, the (logarithmic) coating modulus Ec is normalized to the host
longitudinal modulus Eh11. As expected, since ⌫f = 0.16 and ⌫h12 = 0.29, no
solutions exist for ⌫c < 0.29. The Ormocer® material properties are shown as a
red cross-mark in Figure 4.6. A dotted line marks the region where the coating
material properties are varied within ±5% of there reference value. Applying
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Figure 4.6: Contourplot of optimal b/a ratios for given coating properties (Ec, ⌫c) in a
M18/M55J carbon fiber composite host
Equation (4.14) to the case of an Ormocer® (properties given in Appendix A)
coated optical fiber in M18/M55J, an optimal coating ratio b/a = 2.61 is found.
4.2.3 Sensitivity analysis
In the previous section, the optimal b/a ratio was calculated based on the material
properties as given in Appendix A. However, these properties can not be regarded
as absolute values and variations and inaccuracies should be taken into account. In
this section, all properties that influence the optimal b/a ratio will be investigated
in order to assess the sensitivity of the optimal b/a ratio to these parameters.
4.2.3.1 Coating properties
Table 4.1 shows the optimal b/a ratios for small variations (±5%) in coating prop-
erties.
⌫c   5% ⌫c ⌫c + 5%
Ec   5% 3.71 2.61 2.17
Ec 3.71 2.61 2.17
Ec + 5% 3.71 2.61 2.17
Table 4.1: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in coating properties (Ec, ⌫c)
under axial loading
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As can be seen from Table 4.1 and Figure 4.6, for (relatively) low modulus
coatings, the optimal coating ratio is insensitive to small variations in elastic mod-
ulus (Ec), while it fluctuates strongly with varying Poisson’s ratio (⌫c). This is also
seen in Figure 4.6, where the almost vertical lines for small values of Ec indicate a
very low sensitivity to changes in this parameter. The strong dependence of the op-
timal b/a ratio on coating Poisson’s ratio ⌫c is detrimental since the exact value of
⌫c is difficult to measure experimentally and will always exhibit a certain amount
of variation. Note that the change in optimal b/a ratio is not linear with change
in Poisson’s ratio ⌫c, due to the strong non-linear relationship given in Equation
(4.14).
In order to assess the influence of variability in ⌫c on the stresses created in
the host material, Figure 4.7 shows the radial stresses  rr and hoop stresses  ✓✓
calculated according to equation (4.8). The three coating Poisson’s ratio used in
Table 4.1 are simulated, with a fixed ratio b/a = 2.61. The stresses are normalized
to the longitudinal stress  h11 = Eh11"011.
Figure 4.7: Radial and hoop stresses for ⌫c = 0.30, 0.32 and 0.34 with b/a = 2.61
The normalized radial and hoop stresses at the coating-host interface for vari-
ations in coating Poisson’s ratio are gathered in Table 4.2.
⌫c   5% ⌫c ⌫c + 5%
 rr/ h11 (⇥10 6) -77.7 0.0 83.8
 ✓✓/ h11 (⇥10 6) 77.7 0.0 -83.8
Table 4.2: Radial and hoop stress at the coating/composite interface for slight variations
(±5%) in coating Poisson’s ratio ⌫c and fixed b/a = 2.61
The results in Table 4.2 show that stresses are created in the host material when
the coating Poisson’s ratio is varied. As determined analytically, the hoop and ra-
dial stresses are equal in magnitude but have opposite signs. It should be noted
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however, that the resulting stresses are still four orders of magnitude smaller than
the axial stresses. Under most circumstances, fiber failure can therefore be ex-
pected to occur prior to the onset of transverse failure because of the un-optimized
sensor coating. From Figure 4.7 it should also be noted that the highest stresses
occur inside the coating rather than in the host. Depending on the strength of the
coating material, first failure may therefore occur in the coating rather than in the
host.
4.2.3.2 Optical fiber properties
Similar to the study performed on the coating properties, Table 4.3 shows the op-
timal b/a ratios for variations in optical fiber properties Ef and ⌫f .
⌫f   5% ⌫f ⌫f + 5%
Ef   5% 2.68 2.61 2.54
Ef 2.68 2.61 2.54
Ef + 5% 2.68 2.61 2.54
Table 4.3: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in optical fiber properties (Ef ,
⌫f ) under axial loading
The results in Table 4.3 show that again the optimal coating thickness is not
sensitive to variations in elastic modulus Ef . The optimal b/a ratio is sensitive
to the Poisson’s ratio ⌫f but to a lesser extent than was the case for the coating
Poisson’s ratio ⌫c discussed previously.
Table 4.4 shows the resulting normalized host stresses assuming variations in
fiber Poisson’s ratio ⌫f ± 5% while keeping the b/a ratio fixed to 2.61.
⌫f   5% ⌫f ⌫f + 5%
 rr/ h11 (⇥10 6) -9.2 0.0 8.6
 ✓✓/ h11 (⇥10 6) 9.2 0.0 -8.6
Table 4.4: Radial and hoop stress at the coating/composite interface for slight variations
(±5%) in fiber Poisson’s ratio ⌫f and fixed b/a = 2.61
Compared to Table 4.2, the stresses resulting from variations in the silica Pois-
son’s ratio are another order of magnitude lower. Hence, it is unlikely that varia-
tions in optical fiber Poisson’s ratio will lead to failure of the host.
4.2.3.3 Host properties
Equation (4.14) contains only the host Poisson’s ratio ⌫h12. The effect of variations
to this parameter on the optimal b/a ratio are given in Table 4.5.
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⌫h12   5% ⌫h12 ⌫h12 + 5%
b/a 2.12 2.61 3.68
Table 4.5: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in host Poisson’s ratio (⌫h12)
under axial loading
Note that a higher Poisson’s ratio ⌫h12 results in an increased b/a ratio, while an
opposite effect was found for ⌫f and ⌫c. The sensitivity of the b/a ratio to changes
in ⌫h12 is comparable to the sensitivity to changes in ⌫c.
The resulting stresses for variations in ⌫h12 and a fixed b/a ratio of 2.61 are
shown in Table 4.6.
⌫h12   5% ⌫h12 ⌫h12 + 5%
 rr/ h11 (⇥10 6) 85.8 0.0 -86.4
 ✓✓/ h11 (⇥10 6) -85.8 0.0 86.4
Table 4.6: Radial and hoop stress at the coating/composite interface for slight variations
(±5%) in host Poisson’s ratio ⌫h12 and fixed b/a = 2.61
The parameter study revealed that the optimal b/a ratio is not sensitive to vari-
ations in elastic modulus of the fiber, coating and host materials. Meanwhile, a
considerable sensitivity to changes in Poisson’s ratio was found. However, assum-
ing a fixed b/a ratio, the resulting stresses from variations in material properties
were found to be very low. The results shown in Table 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6 reveal that
for variations in Poisson’s ratio of up to 5%, the resulting normalized transverse
stresses are on the order of 10  90⇥ 10 6. Considering a tensile stress  h11 equal
to the tensile strength of 2010MPa for the M18/M55J composite, this would result
in transverse hoop and radial stresses on the order of 0.02   0.18MPa which is
well within the transverse strength of the composite (26MPa tensile and 150MPa
in compression). It is judged unlikely that, even in the case of simultaneous vari-
ations in all three materials, these stresses would lead to premature failure of the
composite part.
Consequently, it can be concluded that a b/a ratio equal to 2.61 is the optimal
value for an Ormocer® coated optical fiber embedded in a M18/M55J carbon fiber
unidirectional composite under a purely axial load. Small variations on coating
material properties have no significant influence on the radial and hoop stresses
created in the host material and are judged unlikely to cause premature failure of
the composite part.
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4.3 Transverse loading of a UD composite
4.3.1 Model description
Hadjiprocopiou et al. [16] investigated the case of an embedded optical fiber in a
unidirectional composite under transverse loading (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of a coated embedded optical fiber in a unidirectional composite
host under transverse u022 displacement
Hadjiprocopiou used finite element analysis to study the influence of coating
properties on the coating-composite interfacial stresses. The analysis was per-
formed using the ABAQUS FE package under the assumption of plane strain.
Because of this assumption, no Poisson contraction in the 1-direction is possible
under a transverse "22 load. Using the equation
⌫12
⌫21
=
E1
E2
(4.15)
a Poisson’s ratio ⌫21 = 0.005 is found for the M18/M55J composite, showing
that indeed the contraction in the 1-direction is limited under a transverse u22
displacement. Consequently, the assumption of plane strain would be acceptable
for this material. However, ABAQUS provides a slightly modified plane strain
analysis termed generalized plane strain. This generalized plane strain allows for
a (constant) strain in the direction perpendicular to the modeling plane (i.e. the
1-direction in Figure 4.8). Using a generalized plane strain approach allows to
account for the axial contraction and thus the more accurate modeling of pure
transverse loading. As the increased computational effort for a generalized plane
strain simulation is only minimal compared to a traditional plane strain analysis,
the simulations in this work will be performed under generalized plane strain con-
ditions.
Figure 4.9 shows the finite element model and mesh used in this analysis. The
part width and height are chosen to be equal to five times the coating radius. This
value was found to be sufficient for edge effects to be eliminated at the coating-host
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interface, while keeping the total part size manageable. The part models a unidi-
rectional material with the embedded optical fiber parallel to the reinforcements,
out of the plane of the paper. The model contains approximately 10522 CPEG4R
generalized plane strain elements. The exact number of elements can vary slightly
depending on the coating thickness simulated. The model exploits symmetry con-
ditions requiring to only model 1/4th of the entire part which significantly reduces
computational efforts.
Figure 4.9: Finite element mesh of transverse load study in a UD composite host with
embedded optical fiber. The principal stress is shown for a transverse tensile strain
"22 = 0.1%. The other directions are left free to contract under this strain.
Using Simulia iSight design exploration software, the F.E. input file can be
modified in order to study the influence of coating thickness and material proper-
ties. The result of the finite element analysis is exported using Python scripting
and stored for further processing in MATLAB.
4.3.2 Optimization criterion
Hadjiprocopiou used the following optimization criterion at the coating-composite
interface in order to decide which coating properties are ”optimal” (the angle ✓ is
measured counterclockwise from the 2-axis, see Figure 4.9):
 rr(0°) =  ✓✓(90°) (4.16)
A similar criterion was proposed by Carman et al. [14]. Carman noticed that for
extremely stiff coatings, the problem was analogous to a rigid inclusion for which
the largest stresses occur at the coating-composite interface at an angle ✓ = 0°
(i.e. in line with the applied load) and in the radial direction. In the case of a very
compliant coating however, the problem is analogous to a hole in a plate for which
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the maximal stresses occur at the coating-composite interface at an angle ✓ = 90°
relative to the load direction, and is oriented in the hoop direction. Reducing the
stiffness from stiff to compliant, continuously decreases the maximal stress at ✓ =
0°, while at the same time it increases at ✓ = 90°. The optimization criterion
works under the assumption that the maximal stress will always occur at either
✓ = 0° or ✓ = 90°, regardless of the value of coating stiffness, and therefore an
intermediate stiffness exists for which the stresses at both locations are equal. This
optimal stiffness is found when Equation (4.16) is fulfilled. For a stiffer coating,
the stresses at ✓ = 0° will be higher than those for the optimal stiffness, while for
a more compliant coating the stresses at ✓ = 90° will be increased compared to
the optimal situation.
A similar effect can be expected for varying coating thickness as varying coat-
ing thickness changes the effective stiffness of the fiber-coating assembly. The
effective stiffness is defined as the stiffness of a fictitious material which has the
same macroscopic behavior as the combination of fiber and coating [14, 18]. The
effective transverse stiffnessEf varies betweenEf for an uncoated fiber and grad-
ually evolves towards Ec for thick coated fibers. However, no exact analytical
formulations are readily available and the concept of an effective transverse stiff-
ness is only used qualitatively in this work. Assuming a coating stiffness Ec lower
than the fiber stiffness Ef , a thin coating will result in a stiff effective stiffness.
Consequently, the maximal stresses are expected to occur at ✓ = 0° in the radial
direction. A thick coating on the other hand results in a compliant effective stiff-
ness and as a result the maximal stresses are expected to occur at ✓ = 90° in the
hoop direction. This is illustrated in Figure 4.10 where it can clearly be seen that
the maximal principal stress shifts from the ✓ = 90° position for b/a = 2.0 to
✓ = 0° for b/a = 1.02. Further analysis of the entire stress field reveals that for
the thick coating (b/a = 2.0) the maximal principal stress indeed corresponds to
the hoop stress at ✓ = 90°, while for the thin coating (b/a = 1.02) the maximal
principal stress corresponds to the radial stress at ✓ = 0°.
The optimization criterion described by Equation (4.16) assumes that the max-
imal stress will always occur at either ✓ = 0° or ✓ = 90°. Since it was shown
to be impossible to reduce the stresses at both locations simultaneously by vary-
ing the coating thickness, the criterion states that an optimal value is found when
the stresses at both locations are equal. This is essentially a simplified version of
minimizing the maximal principal stress at the coating-composite interface under
the assumption that the maximal stress will occur either at ✓ = 0° or ✓ = 90° as
shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Maximal principal stress for an embedded fiber with a thick coating
(b/a = 2.0) (left) and a thin coating (b/a = 1.02) (right) under transverse tensile strain
"22 = 0.1%
4.3.3 Optimal coating properties
In order to determine the optimal coating properties, the material properties for
optical fiber, coating and host (M18/M55J) as defined in Appendix A are applied.
Similar to the axial optimization studied previously, only the ratio of coating outer
radius and fiber radius b/a is of influence on the interfacial strains.
The b/a ratio is varied from b/a = 1.0 (no coating) to b/a = 5.0 in increments
of 0.2. For each b/a ratio, the F.E. simulation is performed and the resulting
interfacial stresses are exported and stored in a MATLAB database.
Figure 4.11 shows the maximal principal stresses in the composite, at the
coating-composite interface. For clarity, only a subset of the simulated b/a ra-
tios is shown. The stresses are normalized to the maximal principal stress found
in a pure host material (no optical fiber) under the same load conditions (i.e. a
transverse displacement resulting in a transverse strain "22). Consequently, nor-
malized stresses deviating from 1.0 correspond to stress concentrations caused by
the presence of an optical fiber sensor.
The results in Figure 4.11 indicate that for a low b/a ratio the maximal princi-
pal stress occurs at ✓ = 0°. Increasing the coating thickness gradually decreases
the stresses at ✓ = 0° while simultaneously increasing the stress at ✓ = 90°. The
results suggest that the optimal b/a ratio should be between 1.2 and 1.4 as for
this ratio, the maximal principal stress over the entire interface (✓ = 0° . . . 90°) is
minimized.
Note that for the uncoated fiber (b/a = 1.0) the maximal principal stress occurs
at ✓ ⇡ 30° and decreases slightly towards ✓ = 0°. Further investigation into
this phenomenon revealed that this shift in location of maximal principal stress
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Figure 4.11: Normalized maximal principal stress at the coating-composite interface for
different b/a ratios
is attributed to the high transverse Poisson’s ratio of the host (⌫23 = 0.49). For
low host Poisson’s ratio (⌫23 = 0.2), the maximal principal stress is located at
✓ = 0°, and gradually shifts to ✓ ⇡ 30° for high Poisson’s ratios (⌫23 > 0.4). This
increased stress at ✓ = 30° is not accounted for by the optimization criterion given
by Equation (4.16). Equation (4.16) assumes that the maximal stress occurs either
at ✓ = 0° or ✓ = 90°. The results shown in Figure 4.11, show that this assumption
is only correct for the case of coated fibers. Consequently, care should be taken
when very low optimal b/a ratios are suggested by the optimization criterion.
Figure 4.12 shows the principal stresses at ✓ = 0° and ✓ = 90° for increas-
ing values of b/a ratio. According to the optimization criterion given by Equa-
tion(4.16), the optimal coating thickness is found where both curves intersect (i.e.
 rr(0°) =  ✓✓(90°)). Based on Figure 4.12, the optimal b/a ratio is found to be
Figure 4.12: Maximal principal stress at ✓ = 0° and ✓ = 90° for increasing values of b/a
ratio
b/a = 1.27.
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The optimization criterion used to determine an optimal coating ratio b/a =
1.27 minimizes the maximal principal stress (which is always oriented in the di-
rection of the applied load for this study) over the entire coating-host interface in
the host material. However, depending on the type of host material (i.e. materials
with a low shear strength compared to the tensile strength) a shear failure criterion
might be more suitable. Figure 4.13 shows the maximum shear stress in the host
material, at the coating-composite interface. Similar to the previous analysis, the
shear stress is normalized to the maximal shear stress that would occur in the pure
host material (no embedded fiber)2.
Figure 4.13: Normalized maximal shear stress at the coating-composite interface for
different b/a ratios
The results of the analysis show that for uncoated (b/a = 1.0) (and very thin
coatings), the highest maximal shear stress no longer occurs at ✓ = 0° or 90°,
but is found at ✓ ⇡ 45°. Additionally, for thin coatings, the maximal shear stress
increases at both ✓ = 0° and 90°. As a result, the highest maximal shear stress
is not always found at ✓ = 0° or 90°, and an optimization criterion similar to
Equation (4.16) can no longer be used in this case. Instead, the entire interface
must be considered to determine the optimal b/a ratio for which the shear stresses
over the entire interface are minimal.
A consequence of the lack of an optimization criterion similar to Equation
(4.16), is that it is no longer possible to interpolate the optimal b/a ratio between
simulated b/a ratios, and only the simulated coating thicknesses can be compared
to obtain the optimal b/a ratio among the simulated ones. This means that much
smaller increments in b/a ratio must be simulated, increasing the computational
times for this optimization study.
Simulating increments in b/a ratio of 0.01, the optimal b/a ratio minimizing
2The applied load for this analysis remains a transverse displacement u022 resulting in a tensile
strain "022 in the coordinate system of Figure 4.8. In a coordinate system rotated over 45° however, this
tensile strain is translated (partly) in shear strains and stresses which are investigated here.
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the maximal shear stress over the entire interface is found to be b/a = 1.05.
4.3.4 Sensitivity analysis
4.3.4.1 Coating properties
Similar to the parametric study performed for the case of axial loading, the effect
of slight fluctuations in material properties of the fiber, coating and host will be
investigated. For the coating material, both the elastic modulus Ec and Poisson’s
ratio ⌫c will be investigated.
Table 4.7 shows the influence of a 5% variation in both material properties
on the optimal b/a ratio using Equation (4.16) (i.e. minimization of maximal
principal stress).
⌫c   5% ⌫c ⌫c + 5%
Ec   5% 1.246 1.254 1.263
Ec 1.263 1.270 1.279
Ec + 5% 1.279 1.286 1.295
Table 4.7: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in coating properties (Ec, ⌫c)
under transverse loading optimizing for principal stress
Compared to the case of axial loading (Table 4.1), Table 4.7 shows a much
lower sensitivity to variations in coating material properties. A trend can be seen
that increasing either the Poisson’s ratio ⌫c or the elastic modulus Ec results in an
increase of the optimal b/a ratio.
Increasing the elastic modulus Ec, increases the effective stiffness Ef of the
fiber-coating assembly. For the purpose of this parametric study, a ratio   = Ef
Eh2
can be defined indicating the amount of mismatch between the host transverse
properties and the inclusion. A value   = 1 would indicate that no mismatch
exists between the transverse stiffness of the host and the coating-fiber assembly.
For thin coatings however Ef   Eh2 and consequently   > 1. Increasing Ec
results in an increased mismatch between host and inclusion and thus an increase
in  . Based on the results shown in Table 4.7, an increase in mismatch   results
in an increase in optimal b/a ratio. This can be understood as increasing the b/a
ratio leads to a decrease in Ef when Ec < Ef as the coating stiffness becomes
more important in the effective stiffness for thicker coatings. Hence increasing the
b/a ratio is equivalent to decreasing  , effectively compensating for the increase
in   resulting from the higher value of Ec.
Table 4.8 shows the influence of variations in coating properties on the optimal
b/a ratio, optimizing for shear stress.
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⌫c   5% ⌫c ⌫c + 5%
Ec   5% 1.047 1.045 1.042
Ec 1.049 1.047 1.045
Ec + 5% 1.051 1.049 1.047
Table 4.8: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in coating properties (Ec, ⌫c)
under transverse loading, optimizing for shear stress
The optimization for shear stress (Table 4.8) shows a slight increase in optimal
b/a ratio with increasing E-modulus Ec and decreasing Poisson’s ratio ⌫c. Similar
as when optimizing for principal stress, an increase in mismatch   corresponds to
an increase in optimal b/a ratio. Note however that these changes are minimal.
In order to study the influence of larger variations of coating properties, a larger
design space was examined. The coating stiffness was varied between 500MPa
and 5000MPa in increments of 500MPa. The Poisson’s ratio was varied from
0.1 to 0.45 in increments of 0.05. For each combination of E-modulus Ec and
Poisson’s ratio ⌫c, the coating thickness was varied between b/a = 1.0 and b/a =
5.0 in increments of 0.2.
Figure 4.14 shows the optimal b/a ratios for this design space, minimizing the
maximal principal stress over the interface. In order to show sufficient details for
realistic coating ratios, the contour levels are truncated to a maximum b/a ratio of
5.
Figure 4.14: Optimal b/a ratio for a large range of coating properties (Ec, ⌫c) optimizing
for principal stress
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The results show that increasing the coating stiffness or Poisson’s ratio in-
creases the optimal b/a ratio. For the axial load case (Figure 4.6), the Poisson’s
ratio was found to be dominant in the optimal b/a ratio. In the case of a trans-
verse load however, Figure 4.14 shows that the stiffness Ec is more important than
the Poisson’s ratio ⌫c. As the coating properties approach the transverse prop-
erties of the host (Eh2 = 6GPa, ⌫h23 = 0.49), the optimal b/a ratio increases
sharply. Under these circumstances, the problem degenerates into the case of an
uncoated optical fiber as no differences exist between the coating and the host.
In this case, the only stress concentration will occur at the interface between the
optical fiber and the coating, while no (additional) stress concentrations will exist
at the coating-composite interface (since they have identical material properties).
Increasing the b/a ratio will then move the (fictitious) coating-composite interface
further away from the stress concentration at the fiber-coating interface, hence re-
ducing the stress levels at the coating-composite interface. As a result, when the
coating properties approach those of the host, the optimal b/a ratio tends to infin-
ity, leading to the observations seen in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.15 shows the results minimizing the maximal shear stresses at the
coating-composite interface. Similar to Figure 4.14, the contour levels are trun-
cated to a maximum value b/a = 5.
Figure 4.15: Optimal b/a ratio for a large range of coating properties (Ec, ⌫c) optimizing
for shear stress
As was already found in Table 4.8, in the immediate vicinity of the Ormocer
material properties, an increase in coating stiffness and a decrease of Poisson’s
ratio lead to an increase in optimal b/a ratio. However, this local behavior does
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not correspond to the global behavior in which both an increase in stiffness and
Poisson’s ratio result in an increased optimal b/a ratio. Note that the sharp tran-
sition to b/a = 5 seen in Figure 4.15 should be attributed to the limited amount
of points simulated in the design study and the b/a step size of 0.2. For high
values of Poisson’s ratio and E-modulus, the increase in optimal b/a ratio is very
sharp and is not fully captured by the limited amount of simulation points in the
design space. Again, the optimal b/a ratio increases with increases in both Ec and
⌫c. When the coating properties approach the transverse properties of the host,
the optimal b/a ratio converges to the maximal b/a ratio simulated (b/a = 5.0).
Compared to Figure 4.14, the results in Figure 4.15 indicate that the optimal b/a
ratios increases more sharply with increasing coating stiffness and Poisson’s ratio
when optimizing for shear stress.
4.3.4.2 Optical fiber properties
Table 4.9 shows the optimal b/a ratios for slight variations in optical fiber proper-
ties Ef and ⌫f . The host and coating properties are kept at the values as stated in
Appendix A.
⌫f   5% ⌫f ⌫f + 5%
Ef   5% 1.269 1.269 1.269
Ef 1.270 1.270 1.270
Ef + 5% 1.272 1.272 1.272
Table 4.9: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in optical fiber properties (Ef ,
⌫f ) under transverse loading optimizing for principal stress
In order to reveal small trends, the optimal b/a ratios in Table 4.9 are given up
to three significant numbers. It should be noted that these tolerances will never be
achievable in any coating nozzle design. From a practical point of view, the data
in Table 4.9 show that the optical fiber properties have no significant influence on
the optimal b/a ratio.
A slight increase in b/a ratio can be observed with increasing E-modulus. The
results in Table 4.9 show that the optimal b/a ratio is not sensitive to small varia-
tions in the fiber Poisson’s ratio ⌫f . Similar to the increasing the coating stiffness
Ec, increasing the fiber stiffness Ef results in an increased effective stiffness Ef
and consequently an increased mismatch  . The same conclusion can then be
drawn that increasing the mismatch   results in an increase of optimal b/a ratio.
Table 4.10 shows the variation of b/a ratio with variations in fiber properties,
optimizing for shear stress.
Variations in both stiffness Ef as well as Poisson’s ratio ⌫f have no measur-
able influence on the optimal b/a ratio when optimizing for lowest maximal shear
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⌫c   5% ⌫c ⌫c + 5%
Ec   5% 1.047 1.047 1.047
Ec 1.047 1.047 1.047
Ec + 5% 1.047 1.047 1.047
Table 4.10: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in optical fiber properties (Ef ,
⌫f ) under transverse loading, optimizing for shear stress
stress.
The material properties of the optical fiber (i.e. fused silica) are generally
assumed to be in the range Ef = 69  73GPa, ⌫f = 0.16  0.17 [15–17, 19, 20].
Consequently, the range covered by the ±5% variation (Ef = 68.8   76.0GPa,
⌫c = 0.15   0.17) is assumed to be sufficient and no extended design space is
explored for the optical fiber properties.
4.3.4.3 Host properties
The orthotropic host material is described by five independent material properties
(E1, E2 = E3, ⌫12 = ⌫13, ⌫23 and G12 = G13). Consequently, a total of 5
independent parameters could be varied in a parametric study leading to a very
large design space and correspondingly high computation times. However, as an
approximation, it can be assumed that the host axial properties (E1, ⌫12 = ⌫13 and
G12 = G13) do not significantly affect the interfacial stress state under transverse
loading conditions. Consequently, the design space can be reduced to E2 and
⌫23. The host material is assumed to be transversely isotropic, and thus G23 =
E2
2(1+⌫23)
.
Table 4.11 shows the variation of optimal b/a ratio caused by slight variations
in host transverse properties, optimizing for principal stress.
⌫h23   5% ⌫h23 ⌫h23 + 5%
Eh2   5% 1.288 1.289 1.289
Eh2 1.270 1.270 1.271
Eh2 + 5% 1.253 1.253 1.254
Table 4.11: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in host transverse properties
(Eh2 = Eh3 , ⌫h23) under transverse loading optimizing for principal stress
The results show a slight increase in b/a ratio with increasing ⌫23. When the
host properties approach those of the coating, it is expected that the optimal b/a ra-
tio tends to infinity as explained earlier. Since ⌫c = 0.32 and ⌫h23 = 0.49, it would
therefore be expected that decreasing Poisson’s ratio ⌫23 leads to an increased op-
timal b/a ratio which is opposite to what is shown in Table 4.11. However, the b/a
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ratio was increased in steps of 0.2 in the F.E. simulations. The optimal b/a ratios
are then interpolated from the simulated data. The slight increase in b/a ratio of
0.001 might therefore well be attributed to numerical effects rather than reflect the
actual behavior. This is supported by Figure 4.16 showing that changes in ⌫h23 has
barely any effect on the optimal b/a ratio. A more pronounced decrease in b/a
ratio can be seen with increasing stiffness E2. Increasing E2 is equivalent to re-
ducing the mismatch   = Ef
Eh2
. The observation can then be made that the optimal
b/a ratio increases with increasing mismatch  . This observation is identical to
the observations made for variations in coating and optical fiber properties. This
also coincides with the expectation that approaching the coating properties leads
to an increase in b/a ratio.
Table 4.12 shows the variation of b/a ratio when optimizing for shear stress
rather than principal stress.
⌫h23   5% ⌫h23 ⌫h23 + 5%
Eh2   5% 1.046 1.049 1.052
Eh2 1.044 1.047 1.050
Eh2 + 5% 1.042 1.045 1.047
Table 4.12: Optimal b/a ratio for small variations (±5%) in host transverse properties
(Eh2 = Eh3 , ⌫h23) under transverse loading, optimizing for shear stress
Similar to the optimization for principal stress, the results in Table 4.12 indi-
cate a decrease in optimal b/a ratio with increasing stiffnessE2. However, a larger
sensitivity to changes in Poisson’s ratio ⌫23 can be observed compared to the re-
sults in Table 4.11. Similar to the optimization for principal stress, increasing the
Poisson’s ratio results in an increase of the optimal b/a ratio.
Finally, an extended design space was explored with E2 ranging from 1GPa
to 10GPa in steps of 1GPa, and ⌫23 = 0.1   0.45 in steps of 0.05. For each
combination of E2 and ⌫23, the coating thickness was varied between 1 and 5.0 in
increments of 0.2.
Figure 4.16 shows the optimal b/a ratio for the extended design space when
optimizing for minimal principal stress at the coating-composite interface. As
done previously, the contour plot is truncated at a maximal b/a ratio of 5 in order
to reveal sufficient detail for realistic coating thicknesses.
The results show a behaviour similar to that observed for small fluctuations:
reducing E2 leads to an increased optimal b/a ratio. The b/a ratio seems to be
insensitive to transverse Poisson’s ratio ⌫23 as was already observed in Table 4.11.
As was explained previously, when the host transverse modulusE2 approaches the
coating modulus Ec, the optimal b/a ratio tends to infinity.
Figure 4.17 shows the optimal b/a ratio for the extended design space, when
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Figure 4.16: Optimal b/a ratio for a large range of host transverse properties (E2, ⌫23)
optimizing for principal stress
optimizing for minimal shear stress at the interface.
Figure 4.17: Optimal b/a ratio for a large range of host transverse properties (E2, ⌫23)
optimizing for shear stress
Similar to the optimization for principal stress, decreasing E2 leads to an in-
creased optimal b/a ratio. Compared to the principal stress optimization, the op-
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timization for shear stress is also sensitive to variations in Poisson’s ratio ⌫23. At
low values of E2, decreasing the Poisson’s ratio ⌫23 results in increased values for
optimal b/a ratios, while at higher values of E2 the opposite is true. As the host
properties approach the coating properties, once again the optimal b/a ratio tends
to the maximal b/a ratio simulated (b/a = 5.0). Compared to the optimization
for principal stress, the optimal b/a ratio increases more sharply when the host
properties evolve towards the coating properties. A similar observation was made
when the coating material was investigated.
4.3.5 Axial vs transverse loading
The axial optimization study of a UD M18/M55J composite with an Ormocer®
coated optical fiber resulted in an optimal b/a ratio of 2.61. The transverse opti-
mization on the other hand revealed an optimal coating thickness b/a = 1.27when
optimizing for principal stress, and b/a = 1.05when optimizing for shear stresses.
However, in cases where both load conditions are to be expected (either simultane-
ously or interchanging) a decision has to be made which coating thickness is most
suitable.
Figure 4.18 shows the normalized principal stresses at the coating-composite
interface under transverse loading for b/a = 1.27 (optimal ratio for transverse
loads) and b/a = 2.61 (optimal ratio for axial loads).
Figure 4.18: Normalized principal stresses at coating-composite interface for two optimal
b/a ratios
It can be seen from Figure 4.18 that increasing the b/a ratio from 1.27 to 2.61
leads to an increase in normalized principal stress from 1.25 to 1.80. Meanwhile,
Table 4.13 shows the resulting radial stresses under axial loading of both b/a ratios
(optimized for minimal principal stress and minimal shear stress) as well as the
optimal b/a ratio (= 2.61) for the axial load case.
These results show that transverse loading is much more affected by the choice
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b/a = 1.05 b/a = 1.27 b/a = 2.61
 rr/ h11 (⇥10 6) -1273.7 -677.0 0.0
Table 4.13: Radial stresses at the coating/composite interface resulting from axial loading
of three optimal b/a ratios
of b/a ratio than axial loading. Consequently, if both load cases are expected to
occur in a structure, it is advisable to use a coating thickness as close as possible to
the optimal value predicted using a transverse optimization approach as discussed
here. Depending on the material properties of the host, either the principal stress
optimization or the shear stress optimization is to be used.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the current state-of-the-art methods for optical fiber coating opti-
mization were discussed in detail. The coating thickness (or more precisely the
ratio of outer to inner radius b/a) was chosen as the parameter to minimize the
detrimental influence of the optical fiber sensor in the composite host.
The methods optimizing for an axial and a transverse load were applied to the
specific case of an Ormocer® coated optical fiber in a M18/M55J host material.
Several studies were performed, investigating the effect of changing material pa-
rameters on the optimal b/a ratio.
Using the currently available methods, two different optimal coating b/a ratios
were found depending on whether an axial (b/a = 2.61) or a transverse load
(b/a = 1.05 for shear loads and b/a = 1.27 for principal loads) was considered.
An attempt was made to determine which load case was most sensitive to changes
in b/a ratio in order to obtain a coating b/a ratio which is optimal for both load
circumstances. It was found that the transverse load case is significantly more
sensitive to changes in b/a ratio than the axial load case.
Note that these obtained b/a ratios represent relatively low coating thicknesses
and are challenging to manufacture. Within the SmartFiber project, the lowest b/a
ratio obtained was b/a = 92µm/61µm = 1.51. In [19], Voet achieved a b/a =
1.39 using a 80µm optical fiber. Using current coating application technologies,
obtaining the (low) b/a ratios proposed in this (and subsequent) chapter may prove
difficult. Modified coating application techniques should be considered to further
reduce the achievable b/a ratios.
A clear limitation of the current methods is that they are limited to only a
certain load condition, and cannot provide information on more general loads.
Additionally, the axial load method is limited to a purely unidirectional host ma-
terial. The transverse load study is more flexible and can account for other host
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lay-ups. However, a significant amount of finite element simulations is needed for
each individual combination of host lay-up and material properties. In the follow-
ing chapter, a new methodology will be developed capable of overcoming these
short-comings.
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Fiber optic coating optimization:
arbitrary loading
In the previous chapter, the current state-of-the-art in optical fiber coating opti-
mization was discussed in detail and applied to an Ormocer® coated optical fiber
in a M18/M55J host material. While the presented methods are capable of pro-
viding an optimized coating thickness, the methods are limited in their practical
usability. For example, the optimized coating b/a ratio determined assuming an
axial load, would result in a very obtrusive sensor for transverse load cases. Us-
ing the available methods, it is very challenging to determine an optimal b/a ratio
for a realistic load case. In this chapter, a novel methodology is developed capa-
ble of providing optimal coating properties for any arbitrary load. Additionally,
the method only relies on the knowledge of host material properties and far-field
strains, and does not require the precise lay-up or load condition to obtain an op-
timal b/a ratio. From an industrial point-of-view, this can represent an attractive
property, as sharing details on lay-up and load conditions might be restricted. It
will be shown that the method is generally applicable to any type of host lay-up,
provided that certain boundaries of applicability are respected. Similar to the anal-
ysis in Chapter 4, the optimization in this chapter is focused on minimizing the
stresses and strains in the host material, such that the inclusion of a sensor network
has a minimal influence on the structural performance of the host. If desired, the
presented methodology can be used to optimize stresses and strains in any other
constituent or interface, or even at multiple locations (given a proper optimization
criterion). The results shown in this chapter are focused on an Ormocer® coated
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optical fiber in a M18/M55J host. The results for an Ormocer® coated optical fiber
in the glass fiber composite used for the SmartFiber tidal turbine demonstrator,
are given in Appendix D. Finally, the influence of coating thickness on achievable
sensor accuracy will be considered numerically.
5.1 Arbitrary loading of a composite
The previous chapter has shown that by tuning the properties of the optical fiber
coating, it is possible to reduce the impact of the sensor on the host structure. How-
ever, the load cases considered (pure axial and pure transverse loads) are rather
academic and do not reflect load conditions which are to be expected in actual
industrial parts. In this chapter, a tool is presented capable of providing optimal
coating properties for any arbitrary load condition, and hence represents a tool that
is more interesting from an industrial point-of-view.
5.1.1 Model description
When a (pure) host structure is subjected to (arbitrary) external loads, strains "1i
are created within the material. The process of embedding an optical fiber within
this host leads to a local perturbation of these strain components under the same
external loads. This perturbation is limited to a small region surrounding the in-
clusion. At a certain distance from the perturbation (3 or 4 sensor diameters [1–3])
the stresses and strains remain unaffected and equal to those found in the pure host
material. These far-field strains will be indicated as "1i . Similar to the work of
Luyckx [4] who investigated the strain transfer from the far-field to the core of an
embedded optical fiber, a transfer coefficient matrix (TC-matrix) can be defined
between the far-field strains and those at any point on the coating-composite inter-
face ("i) described by its angle ✓ from the horizontal. This is illustrated schemati-
cally in Figure 5.1.
For each point on the interface, the strains "i(✓) can be related to the far-field
strains "1i by the equation:26664
"1(✓)
"2(✓)
...
"6(✓)
37775 =
26664
TC11(✓) TC12(✓) . . . TC16(✓)
TC21(✓) TC22(✓) . . . TC26(✓)
...
...
. . .
...
TC61(✓) TC62(✓) . . . TC66(✓)
37775
26664
"11
"12
...
"16
37775 (5.1)
In which TC(✓) represents a 6⇥ 6 matrix. In Equation (5.1) "1i and "i refers
to the far-field and interfacial strains respectively in contracted notation [5].
The TC-matrix works under the assumption of perfect bonding between fiber,
coating and host and small strains such that all material behave in a linear elastic
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2
3
FRP host
coating
optical fiber
εi
θ
FRP host
εi∞
TC(θ)
Figure 5.1: Principle of transfer matrix between far-field strains "1i and
coating-composite interfacial strains "i in a cartesian coordinate system
way, and any arbitrary far-field strain can be written as the superposition of its indi-
vidual strain components
P
i "
1
i . Under these conditions "i(✓) =
P
j TCij(✓)"
1
j .
Additionally, the optical fiber is assumed to be aligned parallel to the reinforcing
fibers. Embedding at other orientations will result in the creation of resin pockets
as discussed in Chapter 3 resulting in a much increased complexity of the analysis.
In this work, the coating material properties (Ec, ⌫c) are assumed to be fixed
values for Ormocer® (Appendix A), and the only degree-of-freedom is the coating
thickness ratio b/a. Note however, that the presented method can be used just as
easily if another parameter were chosen as the degree-of-freedom.
As was already shown previously, the stresses and strains at the coating-com-
posite interface are dependent on the choice of degree-of-freedom (i.e. b/a ratio).
Consequently, the TC-matrix will also be dependent on the b/a ratio. Once the TC-
matrices are known at every point ✓ on the interface, and for each coating thickness
ratio b/a, the resulting interfacial strains at the interface can be calculated for each
coating ratio. Using the stiffness matrix (Equation (4.5)) the interfacial stresses
can be calculated. Any desired optimization criterion can then be applied in order
to obtain the optimal b/a ratio.
The method of using a TC-matrix presents a couple of advantages over other
approaches:
• The necessary calculations for all feasible b/a ratios only needs to be per-
formed once. The results can then be stored in a database for future refer-
ence.
• The calculations are independent of the optimization criterion. The method
outputs the stresses (or strains) on the coating-composite interface and thus
provides all relevant information needed. As a result, any type of optimiza-
tion criteria can be explored without the need of performing additional sim-
ulations.
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• As long as the layer into which the sensor is embedded is sufficiently thick,
the results are applicable to any kind of lay-up (as will be shown in section
5.1.6). This was already observed by Barton et al. [6] who studied an em-
bedded optical fiber in a cross-ply laminate. For thin layers however, edge
effects will affect the stress/strain field at the coating-composite interface
and the TC-matrix method can no longer be used. As a result, minimal layer
thickness will determine the limits of applicability of the method.
• The far-field strains "1i are the only required input for the model (together
with the material properties). This allows the problem of optimizing the
coating properties to be decoupled from the modeling of the structure into
which the sensor will be embedded. From an industrial point-of-view, this
means a consulting company can provide the optimal coating properties
without requiring knowledge of precise part geometry and loading condi-
tions which might be confidential.
The determination of the TC-matrix can be achieved using either an analytical
approach or using finite element modeling.
5.1.2 Flowchart
Figure 5.2 shows the flow-chart of the tool capable of determining optimal b/a
ratios for arbitrary loads.
The model requires three inputs from the end-user: (i) host material mechan-
ical properties, (ii) coating mechanical properties and (iii) far-field strains. If the
given combination of host and coating material was already simulated previously,
it should be available in the tool’s database and the tool can immediately proceed to
the evaluation of the limits of applicability and determination of interfacial strains.
If the combination of materials has not been simulated before, the TC-matrices
need to be determined (using either F.E. or analytical implementations) and the
limits of applicability should be determined. These topics are discussed in detail
in the next sections.
Once the interfacial strains are known, either from the TC-matrix approach,
or from dedicated simulations (when the problem falls outside the scope of the
TC-matrix approach, for example in very thin laminates), the desired optimization
criterion can be applied in order to determine the optimal b/a ratio.
The necessary calculations to determine the TC-matrices and limits of appli-
cability are discussed next.
5.1.3 Finite element implementation
The finite element model consists of two parts: (i) a pure unidirectional host mate-
rial and (ii) a unidirectional host material with embedded coated optical fiber. Both
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- Host material properties
- Coating material properties
- Far-field strains ε∞
USER INPUT
Material and coating 
combination in 
database?
NO
Calibrate TC matrices
(F.E. / Analytical)
Determine 
limits of applicability:
- Lay-up
- Coating eccentricity
Store results in database
YES
Design within
limits of applicability?
YES
NO Dedicated F.E. simulations 
required
Interfacial strains
ε = TC ε∞
Optimization criterion
Optimal b/a ratio
SmartFiber tool
Figure 5.2: Flowchart of the SmartFiber tool capable of determining optimal b/a ratios
for arbitrary loads
parts are exposed to the same boundary conditions and loads. While theoretically,
the pure host material part can be ignored as the calculation of stresses and strains
is straight-forward, it is simulated in order to insure no edge effects are present at
the embedding location as these would affect the TC-matrix determination. The
two parts are shown in Figure 5.3.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Pure host (a) and embedded optical fiber (b) parts for F.E. analysis
By exploiting certain symmetry planes, only one quarter of the full part is mod-
eled in order to reduce computational effort. Both models have been partitioned in
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order to allow for mesh refinements in the vicinity of the optical fiber. The width
and height of the sample are chosen to be five times the coating radius. The length
is chosen to be 50 times the coating radius. The width and height dimensions were
chosen as a trade-off between calculating times and convergence of the coating-
composite interfacial strains. The length of the model (1-direction) was chosen so
as to achieve a state of homogeneous stresses and strains under a "12 shear load.
An additional partition has been made half-way in the length direction allowing
for further mesh refinement and representing the location where far-field strain "1i
and coating-composite interfacial strains "si will be determined. Both parts contain
approximately 42000 C3D8R linear brick elements with reduced integration. The
exact number of elements can vary slightly depending on the b/a ratio simulated.
The mesh is shown in Figure 5.4, showing the maximal principal strain under axial
shear loading "112 = 0.01.
Figure 5.4: Finite element mesh showing maximal principal strain at the middle section of
the part
5.1.3.1 Model reduction
In order to determine all 36 TC-matrix coefficients from Equation (5.1), 6 indepen-
dent load cases need to be applied to the finite element model. However, account-
ing for symmetry planes in the model and the transverse isotropy of the model, the
number of required simulations can be reduced.
• Transverse tensile strain Because of the transverse isotropic nature and
symmetry planes of the host material, it is clear that an in-plane transverse
strain "12 and an out-of-plane transverse strain "13 result in a similar stress/s-
train field, with the strain field rotated over 90° for "13 compared to the field
for "12 . Consequently, only one of both load cases needs to be simulated.
• Axial shear strain Similar to the case of transverse tensile strains, axial
shear strains "113 results in a stress and strain field equal to that under influ-
ence of an "112 strain, only rotated over 90°.
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• Transverse shear strain Finally, transverse shear strain "123 does not need
to be simulated, as shear strain is equivalent to tensile strains "12 and "13
in a coordinate system rotated over 45°. This is illustrated schematically in
Figure 5.5 where a shear strains "23 in the 2-3 coordinate system is equiva-
lent to a combination of tensile strain "22 and compressive strain "33 in the
2’-3’ coordinate system.
2
3
FRP host
ε23
2’
3’
FRP host
ε 22
ε
33
ε23 ε
33
ε 22
Figure 5.5: Equivalence of shear strain and tensile strains in a coordinate system rotated
over 45°
The contribution of a "123 shear strain can then be accounted for by:
1. Calculating the equivalent tensile and compressive strains "122 and "133
in a coordinate system (2’-3’) rotated over 45°.
2. Using the TC-matrix (columns 1, 2 and 3) to calculate the interfacial
strains in the rotated coordinate system.
3. Performing a coordinate transformation over  45° to transform back
from the 2’-3’ coordinate system to the 2-3 coordinate system
4. Adding an additional rotation ✓ = ✓ + 45° to account for the rotation
of the stress field due to the shear strains
Hence, the contribution of transverse shear strain can be calculated based on
the behavior under tensile loading along the 2- and 3-direction (columns 1,
2 and 3 in the TC-matrix).
Alternatively, due to the transverse isotropy of the material, it is possible
to always work in a coordinate system for which the transverse shear stress
vanishes ("123 = 0). This approach will be used in this work, effectively
reducing the TC-matrix to a 6⇥ 5 matrix.
Based on these considerations, the number of independent loads required to
determine the full TC-matrix is effectively reduced from 6 to 3 independent loads.
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5.1.3.2 Boundary conditions and loads
Symmetry planes Symmetry boundary conditions are applied to the 1-2 and 1-3
plane going through the center of the optical fiber (bottom and left face in Figure
5.3). No symmetry conditions are applied to the 2-3 plane as this would prevent
the application of axial shear strains.
Loads The three independent loads are shown in Figure 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. These
loads were chosen for their ease of modeling. However, any combination of three
independent loads may be used to determine the TC-matrix. The first load (Figure
Figure 5.6: Load 1: axial displacement resulting in tensile strain "11
5.6) represents an axial strain "11 and is achieved by applying a displacement in
the 1-direction on the front and back face of the part. The other faces are left
free to contract because of the Poisson effect. The displacement is applied to the
host material as well as the optical fiber and coating material. Researchers [7, 8]
have shown that a strain gradient only exists at the ingress of the optical fiber,
but perfect strain transfer is achieved after only a couple of millimeters. As we
assume the part to be sufficiently large for end-effects to have disappeared, this
perfect strain transfer is assumed to be realistic.
The second load (Figure 5.7) represents a transverse strain "13 (and Poisson
contraction in the other directions) achieved by applying a fixed displacement to
the top face of the part. The other faces are left free to deform by Poisson’s con-
traction.
The third load (Figure 5.8) is a simple shear load "112. In order to achieve the
correct displacements on all faces of the part, the load was applied in ABAQUS us-
ing a predefined field displacement allowing the side faces to deform as a parallel-
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Figure 5.7: Load 2: transverse displacement resulting in tensile strain "13
Figure 5.8: Load 3: simple shear displacement resulting in shear strain "112
ogram (something which can not easily be achieved using traditional displacement
loads in ABAQUS). The part length (measured in the 1-direction) was chosen in
order for the stresses and strains at the mid-face of the part to be homogeneous
under influence of this shear load.
These three loads are clearly independent of each other and consequently form
a sufficient set of simulations to determine all 30 TC-coefficients.
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5.1.3.3 Design space exploration
As was already mentioned previously, the TC-matrix is not only dependent on the
location ✓, but also on the coating thickness ratio b/a. In order to illustrate the use-
ability of the presented method the TC-matrices are calculated for an M18/M55J
composite with Ormocer® coated embedded optical fiber.
The b/a ratio is varied from 1.1 to 3.0 in increments of 0.01 in order to achieve
sufficient detail within the range of realistic coating values. For each b/a ratio, the
three loads described previously are applied to the part and the resulting strains at
the coating-composite interface exported. The resulting strains are then fed into
MATLAB in order to calculate the TC-matrices for all angles ✓ in the model (de-
termined by the mesh size). The results are finally stored in a MATLAB database
for future reference. The entire process is automated using Simulia iSight software
and is shown in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Simulia iSight loop diagram
As can be seen, the first step in the analysis is to determine the reference far-
field strain "1i in the pure host material. A second step then gradually increases
the coating b/a ratio from 1.1 to 3.0 and simulates the resulting strain fields. The
results of the ABAQUS simulation are exported to MATLAB and the resulting
TC-matrices stored in a database.
5.1.4 Analytical implementation
Van Steenkiste et al. [1, 9] presented an analytical solution to the problem of an
embedded coated optical fiber exposed to an arbitrary far-field strain. While Van
Steenkiste focused solely on the strain transfer from host to optical fiber, the so-
lution presented enables the derivation of the full strain field in optical fiber, coat-
ing and composite. Hence, the method can be adapted to provide the coating-
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composite interfacial strains. In this work, the methodology presented by Van
Steenkiste will be extended in order to obtain the necessary equations for the
coating-composite interfacial strains under arbitrary far-field strains. The resulting
equations will then be used to calculate the TC-matrices.
5.1.4.1 Model assumptions
Similar to the assumptions described previously, Van Steenkiste assumes the fiber
to be embedded parallel to the reinforcements. Perfect bonding is assumed be-
tween all parts and deformations are assumed to be small. The materials are as-
sumed to behave in a linearly elastic manner. Finally, the optical fiber inclusion
is considered as an infinitely long cylinder. Consequently, the stresses and strains
may vary in the directions perpendicular to the fiber, but are constant in the lon-
gitudinal direction. Van Steenkiste also considers the effect of temperature. For
simplicity, the temperature is assumed to be uniform throughout the entire model,
and corresponds to the far-field temperature T1.
5.1.4.2 Constitutive equations
The analysis is performed in a cylindrical coordinate system normalized to the
fiber radius a as shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10: Coated sensor geometry in the x2, x3 coordinate system (left) and the
dimensionless coordinate systemX2,X3 (right) [1]
The dimensionless displacements U are given by:
U1 =
u1
a
Ur =
ur
a
U✓ =
u✓
a
(5.2)
In this coordinate system, the coating outer radius is defined as
⇢ = b/a (5.3)
The strains in cylindrical coordinates are found from the displacements as:
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"1 =
@U1
@X1
"rr =
@Ur
@R
"✓✓ =
UR
R
+
1
R
@U✓
@✓
"rx1 =
@UR
@X1
+
@U1
@R
"✓x1 =
1
R
@U1
@✓
+
@U✓
@X1
"r✓ =
1
R
@UR
@✓
+
@U✓
@R
  U✓
R
(5.4)
Finally the stresses and strain are linked by the traditional constitutive equa-
tions for a transversely isotropic material:
266666666664
"1   ↵xx T
"rr   ↵yy T
"✓✓   ↵yy T
"r✓
"rx1
"✓x1
377777777775
=
266666666664
1
E11
  ⌫21E22   ⌫31E33 0 0 0
  ⌫12E11 1E22   ⌫32E33 0 0 0
  ⌫13E11   ⌫23E22 1E33 0 0 0
0 0 0 1G23 0 0
0 0 0 0 1G31 0
0 0 0 0 0 1G12
377777777775
266666666664
 1
 rr
 ✓✓
 r✓
 rx1
 ✓x1
377777777775
(5.5)
The goal is to find expressions for the stresses and strains at the coating-
composite interface for any type of far-field loading. Lekhnitskii [3] proposed that
the stresses in an orthotropic material with circular inclusion could be expressed
as:
 rr =
1
R
@ 
@R
+
1
R2
@2 
@✓2
 ✓✓ =
@2 
@R2
 rx1 = <

1
R
@ 
@✓
 
 ✓x1 =  <

@ 
@R
 
 r✓ =   @
2
@R@✓
✓
 
R
◆
(5.6)
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The symbol< in Equation (5.6) represents the real part of the complex function
and   and represent stress functions which must be chosen such that they satisfy
the compatibility equations:
  = 0  (  ) = 0 (5.7)
in which   represents the Laplacian operator.
The axial stress can be found from Equation (5.5):
 1 = E11("1   ↵xx T ) + ⌫21( rr +  ✓✓) (5.8)
For convenience of analysis, an average ("h) and differential ("d) strain is de-
fined as:
"h =
"2 + "3
2
"d =
"2   "3
2
(5.9)
The analysis is separated in three load cases for which closed form stress func-
tions   and  are available. In sequence, the following loads are applied: (i)
out-of-plane shear "15 and "16 (Figure 5.11), (ii) axisymmetric strains "11 , "1h and
temperature  T (Figure 5.12) and (iii) non-axisymmetric strains "1d , "
1
4 (Figure
5.13). As the materials are assumed to behave in a linear elastic way, the total
strain field is found as the sum of the strain field for each individual load case.
5.1.4.3 Out-of-plane shear load
Figure 5.11: Out-of-plane shear load [1]
A possible solution to Equation (5.7) for the problem of a coated embedded
sensor under out-of-plane shear strain loads "15 , "16 (Figure 5.11) is [10]:
 =
✓
 1R+
 2
R
◆
e i✓
  = 0
(5.10)
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in which 1 and 2 are complex constants. For these stress functions, the stresses
(Equation (5.6)) become
 rx1 = <

 i
✓
 1 +
 2
R2
◆
e i✓
 
 ✓x1 =  <
✓
 1    2
R2
◆
e i✓
 
 rr =  ✓✓ =  r✓ =  1 = 0
(5.11)
Equations (5.11), (5.4) and (5.5) are then satisfied by the following displace-
ment field:
U1 = <
"
 i 1R 
 2
R
G12
e i✓
#
(5.12)
In order to uniquely determine the displacements, strains and stresses in host,
coating and fiber, a total of twelve unknown constants (i.e. the real and complex
parts of  1 and  2 in the fiber, coating and host) need to be determined. These
parameters can be determined by requiring continuity of the displacements U1 and
shear stresses  rx1 at the fiber-coating and coating-composite interfaces. While
these continuity conditions have to be satisfied at every point on the interface, it is
sufficient to enforce them at two points on these interfaces. Van Steenkiste chose
to enforce the continuity at ✓ = 0 and ✓ = ⇡/2.
Using superscript s to indicate the optical fibers sensor, c for the coating ma-
terial and h for the host, the continuity requirements at the fiber-coating interface
can be written as:
Us1 = U
c
1
 srx1 =  
c
rx1
 
at R = 1 and
⇢
✓ = 0
✓ = ⇡/2
(5.13)
Equally, the continuity conditions at the coating-composite interface are given
as
U c1 = U
h
1
 crx1 =  
h
rx1
 
at R = ⇢ and
⇢
✓ = 0
✓ = ⇡/2
(5.14)
Additionally, in order to obtain physically valid solutions, the stresses  rx1 ,
 ✓x1 and displacement U1 need to be finite at R = 0 which, based on Equation
(5.11) and Equation (5.12), requires
< ( 2) = = ( 2) = 0 (5.15)
Finally, at R = 1, the host strains need to be equal to the far-field applied
strains
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"15 = "
h
rx1 for R!1 and ✓ = ⇡/2
"16 = "
h
rx1 for R!1 and ✓ = 0
(5.16)
Equations (5.13) - (5.16) represent a set of twelve independent equations al-
lowing the determination of the unknown constants  . The resulting expressions
for  however are excessively long and as a consequence are not given explicitly
in this work.
As an example, the resulting strains at the coating-composite interface are
given for an Ormocer® coated optical fiber with a coating thickness ratio b/a = 2.0
embedded in a M18/M55J composite host are given. The material properties for
the different materials are defined in Appendix A.
"h5 (⇢) = (1.31217 cos
2(✓) + 0.34391)"15   1.31217 cos(✓) sin(✓)"16
"h6 (⇢) =  1.31217 cos(✓) sin(✓)"15 + (1.65609  1.31217 cos2(✓))"16
(5.17)
5.1.4.4 Axisymmetric and temperature load
Figure 5.12: Axisymmetric and temperature load [1]
In case of an axisymmetric and temperature load (Figure 5.12), a possible so-
lution to Equation (5.7) is given by [10]:
 = 0   =
 1R2
2
+  2 ln(R) (5.18)
Substitution of Equation (5.18) in Equation (5.6) results in
 rr =  1 +
 2
R2
 ✓✓ =  1    2
R2
 r✓ =  rx1 =  ✓x1 = 0
(5.19)
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Substituting Equation (5.19) into Equation (5.5) immediately leads to:
"r✓ = "rx1 = "✓x1 = 0 (5.20)
Additionally, because of the assumptions of an infinitely long fiber:
"s1 = "
c
1 = "
h
1 = "
1
1 (5.21)
Combining Equations (5.20), (5.21), (5.19) and substituting into Equation (5.5)
we finally obtain:
"rr =
 1⌫mod
Cmod
+
 2
2R2Gmod
+ (↵yy + ⌫12↵xx) T   ⌫12"11
"✓✓ =
 1⌫mod
Cmod
   2
2R2Gmod
+ (↵yy + ⌫12↵xx) T   ⌫12"11
(5.22)
The modified elastic properties ⌫mod, Cmod andGmod are defined in Table 5.1.
Emod =
E22+2E22⌫23+
E222
E11
⌫212
(1+⌫23)2
⌫mod =
⌫23+
E22
E11
⌫122
1+⌫23
Gmod = G23
Cmod =
⌫modEmod
(1+⌫mod)(1 2⌫mod)
 22 =
1 ⌫mod
2Gmod
 23 =   ⌫mod2Gmod
Q12 = Q13 =
⌫12Cmod
⌫mod
Q22 = Q33 =
Cmod(1 ⌫mod)
⌫mod
Q23 = Cmod
Q44 = Gmod
Q55 = Q66 = G12
Table 5.1: Modified elastic properties of a transversely isotropic material
Finally, combining Equation (5.4) and Equation (5.22) leads to the following
expression for the displacement field:
UR =
⇢
 1⌫mod
Cmod
+ (↵yy + ⌫12↵xx) T   ⌫12"11
 
R   2
2RGmod
(5.23)
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The six constants  1 and  2 for the fiber, coating and host material can now be
determined using continuity conditions similar to the first load case. Continuity of
displacements and radial stress at the fiber-coating interface:
UsR = U
c
R
 srr =  
c
rr
 
at R = 1 (5.24)
and continuity of the displacements and radial stress at the coating-composite in-
terface:
U cR = U
h
R
 crr =  
h
rr
 
at R = ⇢ (5.25)
In order to obtain a physically valid solution, the stresses, strains and displace-
ment need to be finite at R = 0. Using Equation (5.19), it can be seen that  s2
needs to be zero:
 s2 = 0 (5.26)
Finally, for R ! 1 the radial strains must be equal to the applied far-field
strain "1h :
"rr = "
1
h R!1 (5.27)
Equations (5.24) - (5.27) are sufficient to determine all unknown constants
and determine a unique solution for the stresses and strains. Due to the length
of the expression for  i, the exact analytical solutions are not given in this work.
However, as was done for the case of out-of-plane shear, the strains at the coating-
composite interface for an Ormocer® coated optical fiber with b/a = 2.0 in a
M18/M55J composite are given as an example:
"h2 (⇢) =(0.27104  0.54208 cos2(✓))"11 +
(0.94989  0.89979 cos2(✓))"12 +
(0.94989  0.89979 cos2(✓))"13 +
(17.64884⇥ 10 6   35.29769⇥ 10 6 cos2(✓)) T
"h3 (⇢) =( 0.27104 + 0.54208 cos2(✓))"11 +
(0.05010 + 0.89979 cos2(✓))"12 +
(0.05010 + 0.89979 cos2(✓))"13 +
( 17.64884⇥ 10 6 + 35.29769⇥ 10 6 cos2(✓)) T
"h4 (⇢) =  1.08415 sin(✓) cos(✓)"11 +
  1.79958 sin(✓) cos(✓)"12  
  1.79958 sin(✓) cos(✓)"13
  70.59538⇥ 10 6 sin(✓) cos(✓) T
(5.28)
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5.1.4.5 Non-axisymmetric load
Figure 5.13: Non-axisymmetric load [1]
In case of a non-axisymmetric load, the analysis is split up into two parts. First
a differential far-field strain "1d is analyzed (Figure 5.13 (left)). Afterwards, the
case of in-plane far-field strain "14 is analyzed (Figure 5.13 (right)).
In case of a differential far-field strain "1d , a possible solution to (5.7) is [10]:
 = 0
  =
⇣
 1R
2 +  2R
4 +  3 +
 4
R2
⌘
"1d cos(2✓)
(5.29)
Using Equation (5.6) the stresses are found to be:
 rr =  2"1d
✓
 1 +
2 3
R2
+
3 4
R4
◆
cos(2✓)
 ✓✓ = 2"
1
d
✓
 1 + 6 2R
2 +
3 4
R4
◆
cos(2✓)
 r✓ = 2"
1
d
✓
 1 + 3R
2 2    3
R2
  3 4
R4
◆
sin(2✓)
 rx1 =  ✓x1 =  1 = 0
(5.30)
Substituting Equation (5.30) in Equation (5.5) the corresponding (non-zero)
strains can be determined:
"rr =   e
1
d
Gmod

 1 + 6 2R
2⌫mod +
2 3(1  ⌫mod
R2
=
3 4
R4
 
cos(2✓)
"✓✓ =
"1d
Gmod

 1 + 6 2R
2(1  ⌫mod) + 2 3⌫mod
R2
+
3 4
R4
 
cos(2✓)
"r✓ =
2"1d
Gmod

 1 + 3R
2 2    3
R2
  3 4
R4
 
sin(2✓)
(5.31)
In the absence of rigid body motions, Equation (5.31) combined with Equation
(5.4) eventually lead to the following displacement functions:
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UR =

  R 1
Gmod
  2R
3⌫mod 2
Gmod
+
2(1  ⌫mod) 3
GmodR
+
 4
GmodR3
 
"1d cos(2✓)
U✓ =

R 1
Gmod
+
(3  2⌫mod)R3 2
Gmod
  2⌫mod 3
CmodR
+
 4
GmodR3
 
"1d sin(2✓)
(5.32)
With the displacement functions defined by Equation (5.32) the problem is
reduced to the determination of the twelve constant  i (i.e.  1,  2,  3 and  4 in
fiber, coating and host).
This is achieved by requiring continuity of both displacement field, the nor-
mal stresses  rr and circumferential stresses  r✓ at the fiber-coating and coating-
composite interface. In order for these continuity conditions to be enforced on the
entire interface, it is sufficient to enforce them at one point where the functions do
not vanish. In this work, the angle ✓ = ⇡/8 is selected (note that for ✓ = 0, ⇡/4 or
⇡/2 some functions would reduce to zero) as a point where none of the functions
vanish. At the fiber-coating interface this can be written as:
UsR = U
c
R
Us✓ = U
c
✓
 srr =  
c
rr
 sr✓ =  
c
r✓
9>>=>>; at R = 1 and ✓ =
⇡
8
(5.33)
The same equations can be written for the coating-composite interface:
U cR = U
h
R
U c✓ = U
h
✓
 crr =  
h
rr
 cr✓ =  
h
r✓
9>>=>>; at R = ⇢ and ✓ =
⇡
8
(5.34)
Seeing that the stresses, strains and displacements must be finite at R = 0, this
results in the additional requirement that
 s3 =  
s
4 = 0 (5.35)
Additionally, the stresses and strains must remain finite for R ! 1 and con-
sequently
 h2 = 0 (5.36)
Finally it is required that strains in the material for R ! 1 are equal to the
far-field strains applied:
"rr = "1rr
"✓✓ = "1✓✓
"r✓ = "1r✓
9=; at R = ⇢ and ✓ = ⇡8 (5.37)
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These three equations are not independent and it is sufficient to satisfy only
one of them (or any non-trivial linear combination) in order to satisfy all three
equations. Here, the following equation is selected:
"rr   "✓✓ = "1rr   "1✓✓ (5.38)
for which the far-field strains "1rr and "1✓✓ can be found from a coordinate transfor-
mation:
"1rr = cos
2(✓)"12 + sin
2(✓)"13 + sin(✓) cos(✓)"
1
4
"1✓✓ = sin
2(✓)"12 + cos
2(✓)"13   sin(✓) cos(✓)"14
(5.39)
Seeing that "14 is assumed zero in this analysis, Equation (5.38) can be written
as:
"rr   "✓✓ = 2 cos(2✓)"1d (5.40)
Solution of Equations (5.33) - (5.40) results in the twelve unknown constants.
Finally, the stress and strain field for a load case of a far-field in-plane shear
strain "14 can be obtained by replacing ✓ by ✓   ⇡/4 and "1d by "14 as these two
load cases are identical (Figure 5.5). Note that this approach is identical to the
procedure described in section 5.1.3.1, where the contribution of shear was found
by applying equivalent tensile and compressive strains (equal to a far-field strain
"1d ) and performing a coordinate transformation. Since Van Steenkiste uses a
cylindrical coordinate system, the coordinate transformation is not required in this
approach and only a rotation over 45° is required. Of course, in order to convert
from a cylindrical coordinate system to a cartesian coordinate system, a coordinate
transformation is still required.
The results for an Ormocer® coated optical fiber with b/a = 2.0 in aM18/M55J
composite are given below:
"hh(⇢) =  0.22716(cos(2✓)"1d + sin(2✓)"14 )
"hd(⇢) = (0.38869 + 1.22261 cos
2(2✓))"1d
"h4 (⇢) = (0.38869 + 1.22261 sin
2(2✓))"14
+ 4.89044 sin(✓) cos(✓) cos(2✓)"1d
+ 4.89044 sin
⇣
✓   ⇡
4
⌘
cos
⇣
✓   ⇡
4
⌘
sin(2✓)"14
(5.41)
5.1.5 Model validation
The finite element model and analytical implementation can be compared to each
other and can be validated against the solutions presented by Dasgupta for axial
loading and the solution of Hadjiprocopiou for transverse loading.
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5.1.5.1 F.E. vs analytical
Equations (5.17), (5.28) and (5.41) are first compared to the strains found through
finite element simulations. The simulations are performed on an Ormocer® coated
optical fiber with a b/a ratio of 2.0 so that the analytical expression presented
previously can be used for comparison.
Figure 5.14 shows the comparison between the analytical approach and finite
element approach for an axial far-field strain "11 = 0.1%. For clarity, the ax-
Figure 5.14: Coating-composite interfacial strain under axial strain "11 using analytical
solution (dotted line) and F.E. implementation (symbols)
ial strain component is omitted as both analytical and F.E. approach determine an
axial strain equal to the far-field strain. The results show an almost perfect corre-
spondence between analytical implementation and finite element approach.
Figure 5.15 shows the resulting interfacial strains under influence of an out-of-
plane transverse tensile strain "13 = 0.1%. Small differences between analytical
and finite element solutions can be observed for "h22, "h33 and "h23. This can be
attributed to both mesh convergence and the assumption of an infinitely wide sam-
ple in the analytical approach while the width of the F.E. model was limited to 5
times the coating radius. However, both approaches predict similar evolutions of
all strain components over the interface.
Figure 5.16 shows the interfacial strains resulting from an axial shear load "14 .
Again small differences between F.E. implementation and analytical solution can
be seen, but quite close agreement is found between both models.
Finally, as the analytical approach also accounts for temperature effects, the
F.E. model was exposed to a temperature step  T = 10 °C in order to compare
the results to analytical predictions. The results of this analysis can be seen in
Figure 5.17.
Similar to the other simulations, close agreement is observed between analyt-
ical and finite element implementation. It can be concluded that both approaches
generally produce comparable strains at the coating-composite interface. The dif-
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Figure 5.15: Coating-composite interfacial strain under out-of-plane transverse strain "13
using analytical solution (dotted line) and F.E. implementation (symbols)
Figure 5.16: Coating-composite interfacial strain under axial shear "14 using analytical
solution (dotted line) and F.E. implementation (symbols)
Figure 5.17: Coating-composite interfacial strain resulting from a temperature step
 T = 10 °C using analytical solution (dotted line) and F.E. implementation (symbols)
ferences noted may be attributed to effects such as mesh convergence and the as-
sumption of infinitely wide host in the analytical approach compared to the finite
dimensions (5⇥ b) of the finite element model. The differences are comparable to
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those published by Barton et al. [6] who compared finite element analysis to the-
oretical models by Carman et al. [11] and Lekhnitskii [12]. The small differences
are not expected to significantly affect the determination of optimal b/a ratio.
5.1.5.2 Axial loads
The finite element implementation and the analytical approach can be validated
against the solution of Dasgupta for axial strain. Figure 5.18 shows the radial and
hoop stresses according to Dasgupta (Equation (4.13)), finite element predictions
(described in Section 5.1.3) and analytical results (Section 5.1.4) under influence
of an axial strain "11 = 0.1%.
Figure 5.18: Comparison of radial and hoop stresses according to Dasgupta (dashed line),
finite element (circles) and analytical approach (triangles)
The results show a near perfect correspondence between all approaches. Con-
sequently the predicted optimal b/a ratio is identical for all methods: b/a = 2.61.
5.1.5.3 Transverse loads
Similarly, the analytical and F.E. methods can be validated against the transverse
load case presented by Hadjiprocopiou (Section 4.3). The radial stresses  rr at
✓ = 0° and the hoop stresses  ✓✓ at ✓ = 90° are shown in Figure 5.19 for all three
approaches under influence of a transverse strain "12 = 0.1%. For comparison,
the analysis proposed by Hadjiprocopiou has been performed on a small (5 coating
radii) and wide (20 coating radii) host.
As can be seen, all three approaches determine an identical b/a ratio for which
 rr(0°) =  ✓✓(90°). At higher b/a ratios, small differences exist between the
three methods. The F.E. approach predicts the lowest stresses of all three meth-
ods. Since both the original approach presented by Hadjiprocopiou and the F.E.
implementation are based on finite element analysis and have identical part dimen-
sions (5 times the coating radius), the differences between both can be attributed
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of radial stresses at ✓ = 0° and hoop stresses at ✓ = 90°
according to Hadjiprocopiou (dashed line for small host, solid red line for wide host),
finite element (circles) and analytical approach (triangles)
to differences in mesh size. The method described by Hadjiprocopiou utilizes a
generalized plane strain approach which requires less computational effort than
the three-dimensional analysis in the F.E. approach. Consequently, the mesh size
in the Hadjiprocopiou analysis is more refined than the F.E. implementation, re-
sulting in higher stress values for larger b/a ratios.
The analytical implementation determines the highest stresses of all three mod-
els and gives comparable results as the Hadjiprocopiou analysis in a wide host ma-
terial. This shows that the differences between the finite element implementation
and analytical approach can be attributed mainly to part size. Edge effects in the
finite element analysis due to the finite dimensions of the host affect the stresses
leading to the differences noticed in Figure 5.19. The results also suggest that the
influence of edge-effects is more pronounced for thick coatings than for thin coat-
ings. Finally, it should be noted that even for the small host (5 coating radii), the
differences are limited to less than 5% for a coating thickness ratio b/a = 5.0.
As this b/a ratio is already unrealistically thick for any practical applications, the
differences in predicted stresses are not expected to affect the determination of
optimal b/a ratio.
5.1.6 Boundaries of applicability
As was already mentioned previously, the TC-matrix approach (and the analytical
equivalent) can be used for any type of lay-up, as long as the layer into which
the sensor is embedded is sufficiently thick in order for edge-effects not to affect
the stress and strain distributions at the coating-composite interface. These edge-
effects can either be at the laminate edges or internally at a change in ply orienta-
tion such as in cross-ply laminates. The effect of ply thickness on the TC-matrix
coefficients is investigated in order to determine the minimal layer thickness re-
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quired for the method. As the analytical approach explicitly assumes an infinite
host, only the F.E. approach is capable of determining these limits. In this section,
the change in TC-matrix with changes in ply thickness of a unidirectional and a
cross-ply laminate will be investigated.
In the F.E. implementation, a TC-matrix is determined consisting of 30 coeffi-
cients for each node on the coating-composite interface. With the mesh refinement
as shown in Figure 5.4, 72 nodes are created on this interface. Consequently, for
every simulation, 2160 TC-coefficients are determined. Reporting the evolution
of all these coefficient with changing ply thickness is impossible and therefore an
alternative measure of conversion of the coefficients is required.
In this work, the five independent far-field strain "1i are applied individually.
For each individual load case, the following procedure is followed:
1. The coating-composite interfacial strains ("j) are calculated
2. The same load case is applied to the reference situation (i.e. an infinitely
wide host) and the coating-composite interfacial strains ("refj ) are calculated
3. The difference between both strain fields ("j   "refj ) is calculated over the
entire interface and normalized to the far-field strain "1i
4. The largest normalized difference is stored as an indicator of the maximal
difference in strain (relative error) determined using true part dimensions
(c) and those found assuming infinite dimensions for that far-field strain and
sample thickness c
This procedure is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.20 for the case of an "12
far-field strain. A similar procedure is employed for all other far-field strains "1i .
FRP host
coating
optical fiber
θ
FRP host
coating
optical fiber
ε2
∞ ε2
∞ε2
∞ ε2
∞
(a) Finite sample dimensions (b) Reference
      (wide / infinite sample dimensions)
εj = TC . ε2
∞ εj
ref = TCref . ε2
∞
1 2
error = max (εj - εj
ref)/ε2
∞3
Figure 5.20: Boundaries of applicability procedure illustrated for an "12 far-field strain
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Using this approach, an error of 1% under influence of a far-field strain "1i sig-
nifies that for an applied far-field strain of "1i = 100µ" all calculated interfacial
strains will be within 1µ" of the reference strains (i.e. the strains for an infinitely
wide host). Note that these errors are expressed relatively to the far-field strain
component "1i . Depending on the absolute value of this far-field strain compo-
nent in the total load, these relative errors may only represent small absolute errors
and therefore be negligible. However, the decision whether the absolute error is
acceptable or not will be entirely dependent on the precise load case considered,
and should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The user can use the TC-matrix
error curves reported below to estimate the absolute error depending on the abso-
lute value of the individual strain components.
5.1.6.1 Ply thickness - UD
When studying the optimal coating properties, it was shown that the absolute val-
ues of fiber and coating had no influence on the strain field at the coating-composite
interface and only the b/a (with a the fiber radius and b the coating radius) ratio
was relevant. Similarly, absolute values of part thickness c have no meaning and
only the ratio of part thickness c to inclusion radius b is important. Note that in the
F.E. model, symmetry was exploited. Hence, the total layer thickness is equal to
2c. The different part dimensions are shown schematically in Figure 5.21 showing
the fiber radius a, coating radius b and part thickness c.
a
b
c
Figure 5.21: Dimensions for ply thickness study in a UD laminate
In the case of a UD laminate, the part dimensions were varied between c/b =
2.0 and c/b = 20. The value c/b = 20 is chosen as the reference part and assumed
to approximate an infinitely wide host. Figure 5.22 shows the relative errors cal-
culated according to the procedure outlined above for a fiber with a b/a ratio of
1.1. As was discussed in Section 5.1.3.1, transverse strains "22 and "33 have equal
strain distributions only rotated over ✓ = 90°. The same goes for "12 and "13
loads. Consequently, only three curves corresponding to three far-field strains are
shown.
The results shown in Figure 5.22 show that the transverse strains are most
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Figure 5.22: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing part dimensions for a coated fiber
with b/a = 1.1
sensitive to part dimensions. Additionally, it can be seen that a c/b = 20.0 is suf-
ficiently large to approximate an infinitely wide host, as for c/b values higher than
10 no significant changes in TC-matrix coefficients can be observed. A c/b ratio
of 4 is required in order for all strains to be accurate within 5% of the values found
for a c/b ratio of 20. The required laminate thickness (total thickness assuming the
optical fiber is embedded at the center of the laminate) for 5% and 1% error are
given in Table 5.2.
60µm 80µm 125µm
5% error 0.27mm 0.36mm 0.55mm
1% error 0.53mm 0.71mm 1.10mm
Table 5.2: Total layer thickness (2c) for 5% and 1% error for b/a = 1.1 and different
optical fiber diameters
Figure 5.23 shows the errors for a fiber with b/a = 3.0. Similar to the case of
b/a = 1.1, the transverse loads are most sensitive to part size.
A discontinuity can be observed in the curve for "22 in Figure 5.23. This can
be attributed to the way the error value is determined. With increasing c/b ratio, all
strain components gradually converge to the reference strain values and hence the
error for all individual strain components continuously decreases. If all individual
error curves (i.e. "i   "refi for i = 1 . . . 6) were plotted, all curves would be
smooth without discontinuities. However, in Figure 5.23, only the maximal error
(in absolute value) over all strain components is shown. At a c/b ratio of 5, the
maximal error jumps from one strain component to another (having an opposite
sign) leading to the observed discontinuity.
Compared to the previous case, the errors are larger and a wider host is re-
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Figure 5.23: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing part dimensions for a coated fiber
with b/a = 3.0
quired for the TC-matrix to converge. This corresponds to the observations shown
in Figure 5.19 where it is seen that for fixed part dimensions, increasing the coat-
ing thickness leads to larger differences between the analytical implementation
(assuming an infinite host) and the F.E. implementation.
The results show that at a c/b ratio of 5, the strains are within 5% of the strains
found in an infinitely wide host. This again corresponds to the observations made
in Figure 5.19, in which the small model by Hadjiprocopiou and the F.E. imple-
mentation both had a c/b = 5. The resulting laminate thicknesses required for an
error less than 5% and 1% are shown in Table 5.3.
60µm 80µm 125µm
5% error 0.90mm 1.20mm 1.88mm
1% error 1.98mm 2.64mm 4.13mm
Table 5.3: Total layer thickness (2c) for 5% and 1% error for b/a = 3.0 and different
optical fiber diameters
Note that these errors pertain to interfacial strains. The exact influence on
optimal b/a ratio will be dependent on these strains via the optimization criterion
used.
Influence on optimal b/a ratio The boundaries of applicability studied in this
section (and the next sections), are focused on the convergence of the TC-matrix
coefficients with variations in ply thickness and/or lay-up. This approach is cho-
sen, as it is an indicator of the maximal error that can occur for any possible load
situation and optimization criterion.
In order to determine the effects of ply thickness on the error in optimal b/a ra-
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tio (determined using the TC-matrix approach assuming an infinite host), a couple
of extra assumptions need to be made:
• The loading conditions (i.e. far-field strains) have to be prescribed
• The optimization criterion has to be chosen
• For each ply thickness of interest, the entire simulation shown in Figure 5.9
has to be performed
Clearly, this process requires extensive computational efforts and only reflects the
errors for one specific combination of load and optimization criterion. Addition-
ally, depending on the chosen load case and optimization criterion, the results from
such an analysis could underestimate the effect of ply thickness for other load con-
ditions or optimization criteria.
Nonetheless, in order to give the reader a general idea of the influence on b/a
ratio for more common load cases, the necessary calculations have been performed
to study the effects on b/a ratio in a laminate with c/b = 2.0. The optimization
criterion is that used in Chapter 4, namely the minimization of maximal principal
stress over the coating-composite interface. The far-field strains considered, are
a combination of axial loading (ua) and transverse loading (ut), given as: "1 =
↵u1a +(1 ↵)u1t . This load scenario is discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.7.
Figure 5.24 shows the optimal b/a ratio as a function of ↵, with ↵ = 0 repre-
senting a purely transverse load and ↵ = 1 a purely axial load. The optimal b/a
ratios are shown for a c/b = 2.0 and for c/b =1.
Figure 5.24: Optimal b/a ratio for combination of axial and transverse load for c/b = 2.0
and c/b =1
From Figure 5.24, it can be seen that for most values of ↵, the optimal b/a ratio
is nearly identical for a laminate with c/b = 2.0 as for a laminate with c/b = 1.
However, at ↵ ⇡ 90%, the curves for both c/b ratios differ noticeably. This il-
lustrates the fact that the error on the b/a ratio is very dependent on the precise
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loading condition. Additionally, it was shown in Section 4.3.5 that for axial loads,
large variations in b/a ratio do not necessarily result in large fluctuations in inter-
facial stresses.
These results show that the optimal b/a ratio is not suited as an indicator for
errors due to ply thickness, since:
• Errors in b/a ratio give no information on the effect on stresses and strains
(i.e. for mainly axial loads, large fluctuations in b/a ratio do not result in
significant increases in stress levels)
• Depending on the applied load conditions and optimization criterion, the
analysis may significantly under- or over-estimate the true impact on inter-
facial stresses
• The analysis requires a significant amount of additional computational effort
• The b/a ratio can only be determined for a given load condition and opti-
mization criterion, while the TC-matrix approach is developed especially to
be valid for any type of load and optimization criterion.
It is recognized that the TC-matrix coefficient error approach discussed previously
may over-estimate the true impact of ply thickness. However, considering the
downsides and pitfalls of studying the errors in optimal b/a ratios, it is the author’s
opinion that this TC-matrix error approach is more sensible than looking at errors
in optimal b/a ratio. Consequently, the analysis of error in b/a ratio will not
be performed in the following sections, and only the determination of TC-matrix
coefficient errors will be discussed.
5.1.6.2 Ply thickness - cross ply
A similar analysis can be performed for a cross-ply laminate [90x, 0x]s for which
the thickness can be varied. The reference situation is that of a UD laminate with
a c/b ratio of 20. Compared to a unidirectional lay-up, the transverse isotropy of
the host material is lost, leading to three additional complications:
Transverse strains The behavior of the part in response to transverse in-plane
"12 and transverse out-of-plane "13 loads is no longer identical due to the cross-ply
lay-up. Consequently, both load cases must be simulated, increasing the computa-
tional effort.
Axial shear strains Similar to the transverse strains, the behavior of the part
will be different for both axial shear strains "112 and "113 and hence require another
additional load case to be simulated.
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Transverse shear strains In a unidirectional lay-up, the influence of transverse
shear strains "123 could be either neglected (by working in the principal coordi-
nate system for which "123 = 0) or calculated based on the response under trans-
verse tensile loading (as discussed in Section 5.1.3.1). In order to assess whether
transverse shear strains need to be simulated, it is necessary to determine if the
shear contributions can still be calculated in the same way as described in Sec-
tion 5.1.3.1, or if the cross-ply lay-up prevents this. Figure 5.25 shows a cross-ply
laminate exposed to pure shear (left) and equivalent tensile strains (right). The 0°
layer thickness in both models is equal to 5 times the coating diameter, leading to
a c/b = 5.0. The total part width and height is equal to 10 coating diameters.
Figure 5.25: Cross-ply laminate with a c/b ratio of 5.0 exposed to a pure transverse shear
strain "123 (left) and an equivalent tensile strain "122 and "133 (right)
From Figure 5.25, it can already be seen that the strain field at the coating-
composite interface is equal for both parts, only rotated over 45°. This suggests
that the transverse shear contributions in a cross-ply laminate of c/b = 5.0 can
indeed be calculated based on the response of the part under transverse tensile
loading following the same procedure as outlined in Section 5.1.3.1.
Figure 5.26 shows a similar simulation, however with c/b = 2.0.
Figure 5.26: Cross-ply laminate with a c/b ratio of 2.0 exposed to a pure transverse shear
strain "123 (left) and an equivalent tensile strain "122 and "133 (right)
From this figure it can clearly be seen that the total strain field is affected by
the presence of the 90° layers. However, the strain-field at the coating-composite
interface seems to be unaffected.
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Figure 5.27 shows the comparison of the interfacial strains for the part shown
in Figure 5.26. The tensile loaded part was rotated and a coordinate transformation
was performed according to Section 5.1.3.1 in order to compare the strain field
with that of the shear loaded part.
Figure 5.27: Comparison between shear loaded part (dots) and tensile loaded part (solid
line) after the proper coordinate transformation according to Section 5.1.3.1
The results in Figure 5.27 show a near-perfect correspondence of strain values
in both shear loaded and tensile loaded parts. The small differences can be at-
tributed to mesh convergence. These results conclusively show that even in a thin
(c/b = 2.0) cross-ply laminate, the transverse shear contribution can be calculated
based on the part behavior under transverse tensile loading. As a result it is not
necessary to simulate the transverse shear load, as the resulting stresses and strains
can be calculated based on the results of tensile loads. This also means that once
the TC-matrix has converged for the tensile loads, transverse shear loads will also
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have converged. Consequently, only tensile strains "11 , "12 , "13 and shear strain
"112, "113 need to be considered in the determination of ply thickness errors.
Figure 5.28 shows the dimensions used to study the minimal layer thickness
in a cross-ply laminate. For ease of comparison with the UD study, the parameter
c reflects half the 0° layer. Hence both UD and cross-ply samples with the same
c/b ratio, have the same 0° layer thickness. Note that this signifies that the total
thickness of the cross-ply laminate is now 4 ⇥ c, compared to 2 ⇥ c for the UD
laminate.
a
b
c
90°
0°
Figure 5.28: Dimensions for ply thickness study in a cross-ply laminate
Figure 5.29 shows the errors for a fiber with b/a = 1.1.
Figure 5.29: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing layer thickness for a coated fiber
with b/a = 1.1 in a cross-ply laminate
The results show that the out-of-plane transverse strain "133 is most sensitive
to part dimensions for this cross-ply lay-up. This can be attributed to the fact that
under these loading conditions, the 90° layers of the cross-ply laminate will only
exhibit minimal Poisson contraction in the 2-direction. For thin laminates, the
90° layers will prevent Poisson contraction in the neighboring 0° plies, leading to
an altered strain-field at the coating interface. With increasing ply thickness, the
effect of the cross-ply laminate becomes less pronounced at the coating interface.
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The required ply thickness in order for the errors to be less than 5% and 1% are
found to be identical to those for a UD laminate.
As the c/b ratio exceeds a value of 10, a saw-tooth pattern emerges for the rel-
ative error. This is similar to the results shown in Figure 5.23. While all individual
strain components continuously converge to those of the referencce situation, only
the maximal error is plotted in Figure 5.29. At c/b > 10, the (absolute) error for
several strain components ("i   "refi ) becomes almost identical, and the maximal
error tends to ”jump” between these coefficients. This results in the saw-tooth
pattern observed if the different strain components have a different sign but near
identical absolute value.
Figure 5.30 shows the errors for a fiber with b/a = 3.0 in a cross-ply laminate.
Similar to the UD case, these results show that thicker coatings are more sensitive
to part dimensions and require a larger host in order for the TC-matrix to converge
to that of an infinitely wide sample.
Figure 5.30: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing layer thickness for a coated fiber
with b/a = 3.0 in a cross-ply laminate
Again, the out-of-plane transverse strain "133 is most sensitive to part dimen-
sions. The required ply thickness in order for the error to be less than 5% is again
identical to that found in the UD laminate. In order for the error to be less than
1%, a c/b = 9 is needed compared to c/b = 11 for a UD laminate. The resulting
layer thicknesses are shown in Table 5.4.
60µm 80µm 125µm
5% error 0.90mm 1.20mm 1.88mm
1% error 1.62mm 2.16mm 3.38mm
Table 5.4: Total layer thickness (2c) for 5% and 1% error for b/a = 3.0 and different
optical fiber diameters in a cross-ply laminate
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Note that the results in Table 5.4 are calculated under the assumption of a
worst-case scenario (i.e. "133 loads in this case). Depending on the specific load
case expected, the minimal layer thickness can be further reduced. For example,
for a purely "112 load, the TC-matrix error is very low for all considered c/b ratios
and hence very thin laminates can be used for this load case. Additionally, it should
be emphasized that the results in Table 5.4 were determined assuming b/a = 3.0.
For most stress sensing applications, low b/a ratios will be preferable, further
reducing the minimal layer thickness required.
5.1.6.3 Ply thickness - 0/45 lay-up
The abrupt change in fiber orientation from 0° to 90° found in a cross-ply laminate
will generally be avoided, and instead a gradual change in ply orientation will
be used to achieve the desired stiffness and strength properties of a structure. In
order to investigate a more realistic change in ply orientation, the effect of ply
thickness on the transfer matrix coefficients has been examined for a [45x, 0x]s lay-
up. As this lay-up represents an unbalanced laminate, the effect of ply thickness
on the TC matrix in a balanced [±45x, 0x]s laminate is also investigated. Similar
to the previous investigations, both a thin coating (b/a = 1.1) and thick coating
(b/a = 3.0) are considered.
Similar to the cross-ply study, both transverse directions must be simulated
independently as transverse isotropy is no longer valid in this lay-up (both the bal-
anced and unbalanced lay-up). F.E. simulations revealed that, just like in the case
of a cross-ply laminate, the transverse shear ("123) behavior can still be found using
the tensile response in the 2 and 3 direction, and does not need to be simulated
independently. As a result, a total of 5 load cases must be simulated to determine
the full TC-matrix of this lay-up.
Figure 5.31 shows the error in TC-matrix coefficients in both a [45x, 0x]s un-
balanced, and a [±45x, 0x]s balanced lay-up for increasing layer thickness c (de-
fined similar to Figure 5.28).
Compared to the results for a pure UD laminate or a cross-ply laminate, the
convergence of the TC-matrix coefficients is seen to require significantly larger
layer thicknesses. This is attributed to the off-axis loading of the 45° plies. Both
tensile and shear loads in these plies lead to coupling between tensile strain com-
ponents and shear components as well as coupling between the different shear
components. This is explained in more detail in Appendix C. As a result of
these couplings, additional stresses are created inside these layers, which affect
the stress/strain distribution at the coating-composite interface in the neighbor-
ing layer. A large layer thickness is required before these additional stresses and
strains no longer affect the strain field at the coating-composite interface.
From Figure 5.31, it can be seen that the "13 load is most affected by the pres-
ence of the 45° layer and an almost constant error of 5% is found. The error starts
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(a) Unbalanced lay-up
(b) Balanced lay-up
Figure 5.31: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing layer thickness for a coated fiber
with b/a = 1.1
to reduce slightly for very large part dimensions. A minimal c/b ratio of 9 (unbal-
anced) and 10 (balanced) is required for the maximum error over all load cases to
be less than 5% for b/a = 1.1. Table 5.5 shows the resulting layer thickness for
different optical fiber diameters.
60µm 80µm 125µm
Unbalanced, 5% error 0.60mm 0.80mm 1.24mm
Balanced, 5% error 0.66mm 0.88mm 1.38mm
Table 5.5: Total layer thickness (2c) for 5% error for b/a = 1.1 and different optical fiber
diameters in a [45x, 0x]s unbalanced, and a [±45x, 0x]s balanced lay-up
Figure 5.32 shows the error in TC-matrix coefficients for a b/a = 3.0 for both
an unbalanced and balanced lay-up.
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(a) Unbalanced lay-up
(b) Balanced lay-up
Figure 5.32: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing layer thickness for a coated fiber
with b/a = 3.0
Similar to the case of b/a = 1.1, the TC matrix coefficients are found to be
most affected for "13 loads. A c/b ratio of 12 (balanced and unbalanced) is required
for the errors to reduce to < 5%. Table 5.6 shows the resulting layer thickness for
different optical fiber diameters.
60µm 80µm 125µm
Unbalanced, 5% error 2.16mm 2.88mm 4.50mm
Balanced, 5% error 2.16mm 2.88mm 4.50mm
Table 5.6: Total layer thickness (2c) for 5% error for b/a = 3.0 and different optical fiber
diameters in a [45x, 0x]s unbalanced, and a [±45x, 0x]s balanced lay-up
The results from Table 5.6 show that very large layer thicknesses are required
in order for the TC-matrix approach to be applicable for this lay-up. Even for thin
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coatings (b/a = 1.1), the required layer thickness is still relatively thick and might
be too limiting for real-life applications. It is worth noting however that:
• The figures illustrating the maximal relative error focus on the strain com-
ponent which has the largest deviation from the reference strain. However,
this does not necessarily coincide with the most dominant strain component.
This can lead to the illusion that the TC matrices have not converged. Imag-
ine for example the following (actual) TC matrices:
TCA =
26666664
1.00 0 0 0 0
0.31 1.93 0.14 0  0.10
 0.31  0.64 0.57 0 0.10
0 0 0 1.60  0.03
0 0 0  0.03 0.28
 0.03  0.09 0 0 0
37777775
TCB =
26666664
1.00 0 0 0 0
0.31 1.93 0.14 0 0
 0.31  0.64 0.57 0 0
0 0 0 1.60  0.03
0 0 0  0.03 0.28
 0.03  0.09 0 0 0
37777775
(5.42)
It is clear that matrices TCA and TCB are nearly identical and will produce
comparable strain-field. However, as a result of the way the error determi-
nation is defined, the error between both will be 10% (because of the change
from 0.1 to 0 in the last column). It should thus be clear that the error
indicator can potentially overestimate the true error between different TC
matrices. However, given the 30 coefficients in each TC-matrix, any single
value representing the ”error” will have its downsides.
• The previous studies all focus on the convergence of the strain field sur-
rounding the interface. The precise influence on the optimal b/a ratio will
be dependent on the loading case and optimization criterion. A change of
5% in strain field does not necessarily result in any significant changes in
optimal b/a ratio.
From the previous analyses, it should be clear that for sufficiently thick lam-
inates, the TC-matrices indeed converge to that of a UD laminate and therefore
the TC-matrix approach is independent of the lay-up under those circumstances.
However, the [45x, 0x]s laminate has revealed that the determination of what can
be considered ”sufficiently thick” is not so straight-forward. This problem can be
(partially) overcome in practical applications when the expected load(s) are given.
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In that case, the actual interfacial strain field can be calculated and the optimiza-
tion criterion applied in order to assess the actual influence of part dimensions on
optimal b/a ratio. (For example, when minimizing the maximal principal stress/s-
train, this value can be calculated for each part dimension and the result will be far
less depedent on small fluctuations in the TC-matrix.)
5.1.6.4 Coating eccentricity
Both the F.E. analysis and the analytical approach assume an optical fiber coating
which is perfectly concentric to the optical fiber. In reality however, some eccen-
tricity will always exist, which may affect the strain distribution at the coating-
composite interface. In order to evaluate the influence of coating eccentricity on
the TC-matrix coefficients, a number of finite element simulations was performed
with increasing coating eccentricity. In this study eccentricity is defined as shown
in Figure 5.33.
coating
optical fiber
(a) 0% eccentricity
coating
optical fiber
(b) 100% eccentricity
Figure 5.33: Definition of coating eccentricity
As eccentricity of the coating breaks all forms of symmetry in the problem,
no symmetry planes could be determined leading to a larger F.E. model and in-
creased computation times. Additionally, all six independent loads "1i have to be
simulated. Figure 5.34 shows the F.E. model for a fiber with b/a = 1.1 and an ec-
centricity of 55% under transverse shear strain "123. The value of eccentricity was
chosen purely for illustrative purposes. In commercial sensor systems, this high
value is not expected to occur. The position of the optical fiber in the 2-direction
can be changed in order to alter the coating eccentricity.
Similar to the study of ply thickness, the error in TC-matrix coefficients can
be calculated for increasing values of eccentricity. The reference situation is that
of a perfectly concentric coating (eccentricity 0%). The resulting errors for a fiber
with b/a = 1.1. are shown in Figure 5.35 for eccentricities from 0% to 90%. In
currently available commercial sensors, the eccentricities can be expected to be
limited (for example, Voet [13] achieved an eccentricity of < 1.9% in a 80µm
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Figure 5.34: Coated fiber with b/a = 1.1 and 55% eccentricity under transverse shear
strain "123
DTG fiber). However, in thin fibers and coatings, positioning of the fiber in the
coating nozzle becomes very critical. For example, a 60µm optical fiber (e.g. as
developed in the SmartFiber project) with a coating ratio of b/a = 1.27 (optimal
value for transverse sensing, as found in Chapter 4) results in a coating thickness of
only 8.1µm. For these thin coatings, a positioning inaccuracy of 1µm is equiva-
lent to 12% eccentricity. In order to account for these possible higher eccentricities
in thin coatings and fibers, a very wide range of eccentricities is studied.
Figure 5.35: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing eccentricity for a fiber with
b/a = 1.1
The results show that the out-of-plane transverse strain "133 (i.e. perpendicular
to the direction of eccentricity) is most sensitive to changes in coating eccentricity.
For coating eccentricities up to 10%, the error in TC-matrix coefficients is limited
to 5% for all load cases considered.
Figure 5.36 shows the change in error for a fiber with b/a = 3.0.
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Figure 5.36: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing eccentricity for a fiber with
b/a = 3.0
Compared to a fiber with b/a = 1.1 (Figure 5.35), the resulting errors caused
by coating eccentricity are much lower. For coating eccentricities up to 20%, the
maximal error in TC matrix coefficients over all load cases considered is limited
to below 5%. The most sensitive load cases are "122 and "133 loads. For a purely
axial load ("111), the error in TC matrix coefficients is limited to below 5% for
eccentricities up to 60%.
The results show that for thinner coatings, coating eccentricity becomes more
important to control as the thinner coatings have less capability of averaging out
the stresses resulting from eccentricity. For most realistic coating thicknesses
(b/a = 1.1 . . . 3.0), and assuming a worst-case load scenario (i.e. "133 accord-
ing to Figures (5.35) and (5.36)), a coating eccentricity of < 10% is sufficient in
order for all TC-matrix coefficient to be within 5% of the values for a perfectly
concentric coating. If the precise load case is known, the allowable eccentricity
may be much larger. In cases where the expected load and coating eccentricity
result in excessive errors in TC-matrix coefficients, a separate simulation incorpo-
rating the actual coating eccentricity should be considered rather than relying on
the F.E. implementation or analytical approach presented which assume an infinite
host and perfectly concentric coating.
5.1.7 Optimal coating properties
The previous sections have shown that the F.E. model and analytical implementa-
tion converge to the solutions by Dasgupta and Hadjiprocopiou for the axial and
transverse load cases respectively. Additionally, the limits of applicability of the
TC-matrix method were explored.
The principal benefit of the F.E. approach (and analytical solution) is that they
are not limited to the rather academic load cases of pure axial or transverse loads,
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but can be used in order to determine the optimal coating b/a ratio for any type
of load (given by the far-field strains "1i ) and any type of lay-up (respecting the
boundaries of applicability determined previously).
In order to illustrate the flexibility of the proposed approach, two load cases
which could not be analyzed using the approach by Dasgupta or Hadjiprocopiou
will be discussed briefly.
5.1.7.1 Combined axial and transverse loads
In Section 4.3.5, an attempt was made to determine whether axial loading or trans-
verse loading was the most dominant load condition determining the optimal coat-
ing thickness. From this analysis, it was concluded that transverse loading was
more sensitive to the b/a ratio. However, this analysis provided no information
as to how the coating thickness varies if a combination of axial load (u1a ) and
transverse load (u1t ) is applied to the part. The axial and transverse load cases are
defined in Table 5.7 and represent the far-field strains under axial and transverse
displacements including the resulting Poisson contraction.
u1a u1t
"111 "  ⌫21"
"122  ⌫12" "
"133  ⌫13"  ⌫23"
Table 5.7: Definition of axial and transverse loads
The combined load of axial and transverse load can be written as u1 = ↵u1a +
(1   ↵)u1t . As all materials in the analysis are assumed to behave in a linear
elastic fashion, the magnitude of u1a and u1t (determined by the parameter ") has
no influence on the optimal coating properties. Figure 5.37 shows the evolution of
optimal b/a ratio with increasing ↵ (i.e. more axial load), optimizing for minimal
principal stress in a M18/M55J host.
The results shown in Figure 5.37 contain the results of 101 (↵ = 0 . . . 100)
different load cases. For each load case, a total of 191 different b/a ratios was
analyzed in order to determine the optimal b/a ratio for that specific load case.
Consequently, Figure 5.37 represents a total of 19291 simulations. Without using
the TC-matrix principle (either through F.E. modeling or analytical), the required
computational effort would be extremely high.
As expected, for low ↵ values (i.e. mainly transverse load), the optimal b/a ra-
tio approaches the optimal value found for a purely transverse load (b/a = 1.27).
For very high ↵ values (i.e. purely axial loads), the optimal b/a ratio approaches
the optimum found by Dasgupta (b/a = 2.61). Both the analytical and finite ele-
ment approach predict identical b/a ratios. However, two additional observations
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Figure 5.37: Optimal b/a ratio (minimal principal stress) for combination of axial and
transverse load
can be made. In order to explain the observations, Figure 5.38 shows the individual
stress vectors for axial and transverse loads in points A (✓ = 90°) and B (✓ = 0°).
Note that the vectors are not drawn to scale.
σt
σθθ
σrr
σt
σθθ
σrr
A
B
Transverse load
Axial load
Figure 5.38: Diagram showing the individual stress components caused by an axial load
(red) and transverse load (blue). Vectors are not drawn to scale.
A first observation is that, at low values of ↵, the optimal b/a ratio decreases
with increasing ↵. As ↵ increases,  rr and  ✓✓ increase, while  t decreases.
Looking at Figure 5.38, it can easily be seen that the stresses in point A reinforce
each other, while they (partly) compensate each other in point B. As a result, with
increasing ↵, the increase in stresses  rr and  ✓✓ is best compensated by lowering
the transverse stress  t at point A, and increasing it at point B. From Figure 4.10 it
is known that this can be achieved by reducing the coating thickness, shifting the
stress concentration towards ✓ = 0°. This corresponds to the observed decrease in
coating thickness shown in Figure 5.37.
Secondly, a sudden sharp rise in optimal b/a ratio is observed for high ↵ (↵ =
0.95) in Figure 5.37. At this point, the radial stress  rr and transverse stress  t
almost completely cancel each other out in point B. When this happens, the point
of highest stress shifts towards point A. The principal stress at point A can be
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reduced by either (i) further reducing the coating thickness (reducing  t at point
A, while  rr and  ✓✓ increase), or (ii) by increasing the coating thickness (reducing
 rr and  ✓✓, while  t increases). As the load is almost purely axial (↵ > 0.95), the
reduction in  t by further reducing the coating thickness does not compensate for
the increase in  rr and  ✓✓. On the other hand, the reduction in  rr (and  ✓✓) by
increasing the coating thickness for these load cases is far more significant than the
minor increase in  t. As a result, the optimal coating thickness suddenly increases
to very high values. As the influence of transverse strains decreases (increasing
↵), the optimal b/a ratio gradually decreases to the final value b/a = 2.61. Note
however that while the optimal b/a ratio fluctuates strongly at high ↵, this does not
translate into strong fluctuations of interfacial stresses, as was shown in Section
4.2.3.
Figure 5.39 shows the evolution of optimal b/a ratio with increasing ↵ (i.e.
more axial load), minimizing the maximal shear stress in a M18/M55J host.
Figure 5.39: Optimal b/a ratio (minimal shear stress) for combination of axial and
transverse load
A similar behavior as seen in Figure 5.37 can be observed. At low ↵ values,
the predicted optimal b/a ratio using the TC-matrix approach corresponds to that
found in Chapter 4 (b/a = 1.05) for a transverse load. The optimal b/a ratio
stays almost constant for ↵ < 90% and then suddenly increases sharply as was
also observed in Figure 5.37. At high ↵ values (axial loads), the optimal b/a ratio
converges to that found in Chapter 4 (b/a = 2.61) for axial loading.
5.1.7.2 Global optimum
While for large projects, it might be feasible to order a tailored coating thickness
optimized for the expected loading conditions, smaller applications might not have
the resources (both time-wise as financially) to develop a custom coating nozzle.
It is therefore interesting to study the optimal coating thickness, assuming all far-
field strains "1i (or any linear combination) are as likely to occur. Note that the
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effects of temperature fluctuations are ignored in this section, and only mechanical
strains are considered. In the following section, the effect of temperature will be
discussed in more detail.
In order to study this problem, the interfacial stresses for all load cases
" =
6X
i=1
↵i"
1
i (5.43)
with ↵ =  1 . . . 1 are calculated for b/a = 1.0 . . . 3.0. The optimal b/a ratio
is then the one for which the maximal stress over all loads (Equation (5.43)) is
minimal.
Table 5.8 shows the optimal b/a ratio in a M18/M55J host assuming only prin-
cipal strains ("11 , "12 and "13 ) can occur, only shear strains ("15 and "16 ) or all
strains are likely to occur, optimizing for a minimal principal stress according to
Equation (4.16) and when minimizing the maximal shear stress. Note that in the
case of pure shear strains, "23 is omitted as this load case is identical to transverse
principal strains.
b/a ratio
Principal stress Shear stress
Principal strains 1.17 1.06
Shear strains 1.00 1.00
All strains 1.17 1.06
Table 5.8: Optimum b/a ratio assuming all far-field strains are as likely to occur
The critical load case (i.e. resulting in the highest interfacial stresses) varies
with the b/a ratio. For the optimal b/a ratios given in Table 5.8, the critical far-
field strains are given in Table 5.9.
Critical load "
Principal stress Shear stress
Principal strains " = "1 + "2 + "3 " = "1 + "2   "3
Shear strains " = "5 + "6 " = "5 + "6
All strains " = "1 + "2 + "3 + "5 + "6 " = "1 + "2   "3 + "5 + "6
Table 5.9: Critical loads for optimal b/a ratios as given in Table 5.8
The results show that the optimal b/a ratio in case of only principal strains is
lower than either the optimal coating properties for pure axial or transverse loading
when minimizing the principal stresses. When minimizing the shear stresses, the
optimal coating ratio is slightly higher than that found for a purely transverse load.
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In case of only (axial) shear strains, the optimal b/a ratio reduces to the minimal
coating thickness simulated (b/a = 1.0) for both optimization criteria. The results
of the combined (all strains) analysis show an optimal b/a ratio equal to that ob-
tained for only principal strains. This suggests that the principal strains are much
more dominant load cases in the determination of optimal coating properties than
the shear loads.
In order to calculate the optimal b/a ratios in Table 5.8, ↵i was varied from
 1 to 1 in increments of 0.1. Consequently, for the principal strains, a total of
9261 loads were simulated. For each load case, 191 b/a ratios were considered
representing a total of 1.8 million simulations. For the case where all strain com-
ponents were considered, a total of 95 loads are considered as the increment in ↵i
was increased to 0.25 in order to keep calculation times feasible, leading to a total
of 11 million simulations. It should be clear that this presents an insurmountable
amount of F.E. simulations in the absence of the TC-matrix approach. Using the
TC-matrix approach, the calculations are performed in less than 7 minutes (1.8
million simulations for the ’principal strains’ and ’shear strains’ simulations) and
43 minutes (11 million simulations for the ’all strains’ simulation), clearly indicat-
ing the benefit of the proposed methodology.
5.2 Temperature effects
Differences in CTE between the optical fiber, coating material and surrounding
host will lead to residual strains at the coating-composite interface under the in-
fluence of temperature changes. These thermal residual strains will in turn affect
the optimal coating properties as discussed previously. In order to account for
these thermal effects, the TC matrix (Equation (5.1)) can be extended to include
the influence of temperature changes:
26664
"s1(✓)
"s2(✓)
...
"s6(✓)
37775 =
26664
TC11(✓) TC12(✓) . . . TC16(✓) TC17(✓)
TC21(✓) TC22(✓) . . . TC26(✓) TC27(✓)
...
...
. . .
...
...
TC61(✓) TC62(✓) . . . TC66(✓) TC67(✓)
37775
2666664
"11
"12
...
"16
 T
3777775 (5.44)
Note that in Equation (5.44), the temperature parameter ( T ) only accounts
for residual strains resulting from differences in thermal expansion between the
optical fiber, coating and host. In a cross-ply laminate (or any other lay-up than
UD), temperature changes will lead to additional mechanical strains ("1i ) at the
embedding location due to different thermal response of plies oriented at different
angles. These mechanical strains must be included in Equation (5.44) in order to
obtain the correct interfacial strains for these lay-ups.
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5.2.1 Boundaries of applicability
As stated in section 5.1.6, the TC-matrix principle is generally applicable to any
type of lay-up and loading conditions, provided that the ply thickness at the embed-
ding location is sufficiently thick in order for edge-effects (from laminate bound-
aries, or internally at changes in ply orientation) to have no influence on the strain
distribution surrounding the coating-composite interface.
In this section, the change in TC-matrix with changes in ply thickness of a
unidirectional, a cross-ply and a 0/45 laminate will be investigated under influence
of temperature changes. A similar method as presented in Section 5.1.6 will be
employed.
A temperature step of  T = 10 °C is applied to the F.E. model described in
Section 5.1.3. The following procedure is employed to determine the influence of
ply thickness:
1. The coating-composite interfacial strains ("i) are calculated
2. The same load case is applied to the reference situation (i.e. an infinitely
wide host) and the coating-composite interfacial strains ("refi ) are calculated
3. The difference between both strain fields ("i   "refi ) is calculated over the
entire interface and normalized to the applied temperature step T = 10 °C
4. The largest normalized difference is stored as an indicator of the maximal
error for that far-field strain
Note that compared to the method described in Section 5.1.6, the resulting
changes are no longer dimensionless, but are expressed in units of µ"/°C.
5.2.1.1 Ply thickness - UD
Similar to the analysis in Section 5.1.6, the absolute dimensions of fiber radius
(a), coating radius (b) or ply thickness (half thickness c) have no influence on
the resulting interfacial strain field, but only the relative ratios b/a and c/b are of
importance.
In order to study the effect of ply thickness in a UD laminate under influence
of temperature variations, the part dimensions were varied between c/b = 2.0 and
c/b = 20. The value c/b = 20 is chosen as the reference part and assumed to
approximate an infinitely wide host. Figure 5.40 shows the changes in TC matrix
with increasing c/b ratio under influence of temperature changes.
The results in Figure 5.40 show that thicker coatings are significantly more
sensitive to the influences of edge-effects (i.e. part dimensions) under temperature
changes than a thinner coating. Figure 5.41 shows the maximal principal strain
field for a UD laminate with a c/b ratio of 2.0 and fiber coatings of b/a = 1.1
(left) and b/a = 3.0 (right).
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Figure 5.40: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing part dimensions for a coated fiber
under influence of temperature changes
Figure 5.41: Maximal principal strain field for UD laminates with embedded optical fiber
and c/b = 2.0 (left: b/a = 1.1, right: b/a = 3.0)
From Figure 5.41, it can clearly be seen that the thicker coating results in a
significant disruption of the strain field which reaches to the boundaries of the
part. This results in the larger relative error as found in Figure 5.40.
For a b/a = 1.1 ratio, the resulting error is less than 1µ"/°C for all c/b ratios
investigated. A c/b ratio of 7 is required for the thicker coating (b/a = 3.0) in
order for the error to be less than 1µ"/°C. The significance of errors resulting
from thermal effects must be evaluated for each individual case, depending on the
mechanical loads expected. (In heavily loaded structures, an error of a couple of
microstrain might be negligible. However, when the mechanical loads are limited,
errors of a couple of tens of microstrain might represent a significant change.)
5.2.1.2 Ply thickness - cross ply
A similar analysis is performed on a [90x, 0x]s cross-ply laminate with the 0 ° ply
thickness defined as 2c. A UD laminate with c/b = 20.0 is used as a reference
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situation to evaluate the changes in TC matrix coefficients. Figure 5.42 shows the
resulting change in maximal error of the TC matrix coefficients under influence of
temperature changes for b/a ratios of 1.1 and 3.0.
Figure 5.42: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing part dimensions for a coated fiber
under influence of temperature changes in a cross-ply laminate
Comparing Figure 5.40 to Figure 5.42, it can be seen that the b/a = 3.0 coated
fiber is not significantly affected by the presence of the cross-ply layers. The thin-
ner coating (b/a = 1.1) on the other hand shows a much more pronounced sensi-
tivity to edge effects compared to the UD situation. A c/b ratio of 6 (b/a = 1.1)
and 7 (b/a = 3.0) is required in order for the error to be reduced to 1µ"/°C. Note
that, as mentioned previously, these errors only account for differences in CTE
between fiber, coating and host and do not account for the additional mechanical
strains at the embedding location due to the cross-ply lay-up.
5.2.1.3 Ply thickness - 0/45 lay-up
Similar to the cross-ply laminate, a [45x, 0x]s and [±45x, 0x]s lay-up was exam-
ined. Figure 5.43 shows the resulting change in maximal error of the TC matrix
coefficients under influence of a temperature change for b/a = 1.1 and b/a = 3.0.
The results from Figure 5.43 are similar to those found for the cross-ply lam-
inate. The difference between an unbalanced and a balanced lay-up is minimal.
However, compared to the cross-ply laminate, the convergence to 0 error is slower.
A c/b ratio of 15 (b/a = 1.1) and 16 (b/a = 3.0) is needed for the unbalanced
laminate, while a c/b of 16 (b/a = 1.1) and 18 (b/a = 3.0) is necessary for the
balanced laminate, in order for the error to be less than 1µ"/°C.
5.2.1.4 Coating eccentricity
Figure 5.44 shows the changes in TC matrix coefficient under influence of temper-
ature fluctuations for varying coating eccentricity. A perfectly concentric coating
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(a) Unbalanced lay-up (b) Balanced lay-up
Figure 5.43: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing part dimensions for a coated fiber
under influence of temperature changes in a 0/45 laminate
situation is used as the reference situation. The eccentricity is varied from 0% to
90% in increments of 10%. Similar to Section 5.1.6.4, a wide range of eccentrici-
ties is considered in order to account for the higher eccentricities possible in very
thin coatings and fibers.
Figure 5.44: Change in TC-matrix error with increasing eccentricity of the coating for a
coated fiber under influence of temperature changes
For most eccentricity values considered, the thicker coating produces less error
than the thinner coatings. This is similar to the observations made in Section 5.1.6,
where thinner coatings were also found to produce more errors under influence of
mechanical loads. Only at extreme values of eccentricity (90%) a similar error is
obtained for both thick and thin coatings.
These results show that for realistic part dimensions and coating ratios, edge-
effects and eccentricity effects produce errors on the order of a couple of µ"/°C
under influence of temperature changes. Whether these errors are significant (and
the TC-matrix approach is invalid) has to be evaluated for each individual case,
depending on the expected mechanical loads, the ply lay-up and the coating ec-
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centricity.
5.2.2 Optimal coating properties
The load cases as discussed in Section 5.1.7 can be re-evaluated accounting for
temperature induced strains. In this section, the influence of cure-induced residual
strains on the optimal coating properties will be discussed briefly for three load
cases. Assuming the M18/M55J laminate studied here to be strain free at the
curing temperature T = 180 °C, a temperature change  T =  160 °C has to be
considered in order to account for cure-induced residual strains.
5.2.2.1 Pure temperature loading
The most straight-forward load case, is the pure temperature load in the absence
of any additional mechanical strains. Under influence of a temperature step T =
 160 °C, the optimal b/a ratio is found to be b/a = 1.14 (optimizing for principal
stress as well as for shear stress). This low b/a ratio can be attributed to the high
CTE of the Ormocer® coating (↵ = 142 ⇥ 10 6K 1) resulting in tensile radial
stresses inside the host material during cool-down. The magnitude of the resulting
tensile stress increases with increasing b/a ratio. At very low coating ratios, the
low CTE of the optical fiber (↵ = 0.55 ⇥ 10 6K 1) results in the creation of
compressive radial stresses in the host material. The optimal b/a ratio is a trade-
off between the tensile strains created by the coating and the compressive strains
created by the optical fiber.
5.2.2.2 Combined axial, transverse and temperature loads
Figure 5.45 shows the optimal b/a ratio for combined axial (u1a ) and transverse
loads (u1t ) defined by u1 = ↵u1a + (1   ↵)u1t . The axial and transverse load
cases are defined in Table 5.10 and represent the far-field strains under axial and
transverse displacements including the resulting Poisson contraction.
u1a u1t
"111 "  ⌫21"
"122  ⌫12" "
"133  ⌫13"  ⌫23"
Table 5.10: Definition of axial and transverse loads
In Section 5.1.7, the magnitude of the applied mechanical load was of no in-
fluence since all materials are modeled as linear elastic and a minimization of the
maximal principal stress criterion was used as an optimization criterion. Conse-
quently, in that analysis all strain components scale equally with the magnitude
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of the applied load and is therefore of no influence on the optimal coating b/a
ratio. When considering the effects of thermal strains however, the magnitude of
the residual strains is fixed by the temperature change (i.e.  T =  160 °C).
As a result, the relative importance of thermal residual strains will depend on the
magnitude of the applied mechanical strains. Consequently, Figure 5.45 shows the
results for both a 0.1% and a 1.0% mechanical strain on top of the thermal strains
induced by a  160 °C temperature change.
Figure 5.45: Optimal b/a ratio (minimal principal stress) for combination of axial and
transverse load from purely transverse (↵ = 0%) to purely axial (↵ = 100%) with
additional temperature load
For small mechanical strains (" = 0.1%), the optimal b/a ratio has a nearly
constant value of b/a = 1.14. The large, positive CTE of the Ormocer® coating
(↵ = 142 ⇥ 10 6K 1) results in the creation of significant tensile stresses in the
host material having a lower CTE (↵2 = 35.2 ⇥ 10 6K 1). For b/a = 2.0,
F.E. results show that purely due to thermal contraction a radial, tensile strain
"r = 0.75% exists. The magnitude of this tensile strain field increases with in-
creasing b/a ratio and is far more important than the additional mechanical strains
(" = 0.1%). Consequently, the optimal b/a ratio for mechanical strains on the
order of 0.1% accounting for thermal effects is almost completely independent of
mechanical strains as seen in Figure 5.45.
For large mechanical strains (" = 1.0%), the optimal b/a ratio varies between
b/a = 1.04 (↵ = 0%) and b/a = 1.17 (↵ = 100%). As was stated previ-
ously, for b/a > 1.14, the temperature changes induces tensile radial stresses,
while for b/a < 1.14 the thermal radial stresses are compressive in nature. At low
↵’s, the transverse stresses created by the mechanical transverse strain are com-
pensated by lowering the b/a ratio, inducing compressive stresses. At high ↵’s,
the Poisson contraction from the axial load results in compressive radial stresses.
These are compensated by increasing the b/a ratio, resulting in thermally induced
tensile radial stresses. As the mechanical strains become more important com-
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pared to the temperature changes, the variation of b/a ratio increases. However,
it should be noted that mechanical strains on the order of 1.0% already represent
very high strain levels. Consequently it can be concluded that for the combination
of Ormocer® coating in a M18/M55J host, the thermal residual stresses are the
dominant factor affecting the optimal b/a ratio.
Figure 5.46 shows the results of this analysis when optimizing for minimal
shear stresses.
Figure 5.46: Optimal b/a ratio (minimal shear stress) for combination of axial and
transverse load from purely transverse (↵ = 0%) to purely axial (↵ = 100%) with
additional temperature load
A similar response can be observed as in Figure 5.45. For low strain levels
(0.1%), the response is completely dominated by thermal effects and the optimal
b/a ratio is a constant value b/a = 1.14. For large strain levels (1.0%), a small
decrease in optimal b/a ratio is observed for low ↵ values. However, as the load
becomes more axial, the thermal effects again dominate the optimal b/a ratio.
5.2.2.3 Global optimum
Similar to the analysis performed in Section 5.1.7.2, it is possible to determine the
optimal coating properties assuming that all far-field strains "1i are as likely to
occur.
In order to study this problem, the interfacial stresses for all load cases
" =
6X
i=1
↵i"
1
i (5.45)
with ↵ =  1 . . . 1 are calculated for b/a = 1.0 . . . 3.0 and  T =  160 °C.
The optimal b/a ratio is then the one for which the maximal stress over all loads
(Equation (5.45)) is minimal.
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Table 5.11 shows the optimal b/a ratio in a M18/M55J host assuming only
principal strains ("11 , "12 and "13 ) can occur, only shear strains ("15 and "16 ) or all
strains are likely to occur, optimizing for minimal principal stress. Note that in the
case of pure shear strains, "23 is omitted as this load case is identical to transverse
principal strains.
Optimized for principal stress
b/a ratio ( T = 0 °C) b/a ratio ( T =  160 °C)
" = 0.1% " = 1.0%
Principal strains 1.17 1.14 1.16
Shear strains 1.00 1.14 1.14
All strains 1.17 1.14 1.16
Optimized for shear stress
b/a ratio ( T = 0 °C) b/a ratio ( T =  160 °C)
" = 0.1% " = 1.0%
Principal strains 1.06 1.14 1.09
Shear strains 1.00 1.14 1.14
All strains 1.06 1.14 1.09
Table 5.11: Optimum b/a ratio assuming all far-field strains are as likely to occur
accounting for thermal residual strains
The critical load case (i.e. resulting in the highest interfacial stresses) varies
with the b/a ratio. For the optimal b/a ratios given in Table 5.11, the critical
far-field strains are given in Table 5.12.
Optimized for principal stress
Critical load "
"i = 0.1% "i = 1.0%
Principal strains " =  "1   "2   "3 " = "1 + "2 + "3
Shear strains " =  "5   "6 " =  "5   "6
All strains " =  "1   "2   "3   "5   "6 " = "1 + "2 + "3   "5   "6
Optimized for shear stress
Critical load "
"i = 0.1% "i = 1.0%
Principal strains " = "1 + "2   "3 " =  "1 + "2   "3
Shear strains " =  "5   "6 " =  "5   "6
All strains " = "1 + "2   "3   "5   "6 " =  "1 + "2   "3   "5   "6
Table 5.12: Critical loads for optimal b/a ratios as given in Table 5.11
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These results show that for low mechanical strain levels (" = 0.1%) the opti-
mal coating properties are determined entirely by the thermal residual strains and
the optimal coating ratio corresponds to that of a pure temperature change. For
larger mechanical strains (" = 1.0%) a very small increase in optimal coating
ratio is observed when optimizing for principal stress, while a small decrease is
observed when optimizing for minimal shear stresses.
Compared to the optimal coating properties found in Section 5.1.7.2 in the
absence of temperature changes, the optimal coating properties are similar. Only
for the pure shear strain load case, the effects of thermal stresses result in a clear
difference between T = 0 °C (b/a = 1.00) and  T =  160 °C (b/a = 1.14).
Based on these results, it can be concluded that for the combination of an
Ormocer® coated fiber and an M18/M55J host, thermal residual stresses have a
significant influence on the resulting optimal coating properties and are more im-
portant than effects of mechanical strain. The global optimum coating b/a ratio
accounting for thermal residual stresses is between b/a = 1.14 and b/a = 1.16
depending on the magnitude of mechanical strains when optimizing for principal
stresses, and between b/a = 1.09 and b/a = 1.14 when optimizing for shear
stresses.
5.3 Sensor accuracy
The previous sections have all focused on reducing the coating-composite interfa-
cial stresses and strains in order to minimize the effects of the optical fiber on the
host material. In these analyses, the optical fiber was only regarded as a cylindrical
inclusion, independent of whether a sensor is inscribed in the fiber or not.
In this section, the influence of coatings on optical fiber sensors (more specifi-
cally fiber Bragg gratings) is investigated. The previous studies illustrated that thin
coatings are usually desirable in order to reduce stresses in the host material. At
the same time however, the coating will act as a buffer between the optical fiber
sensor and the host material. Depending on the coating properties, more or less
strain is transferred from the host to the sensor, thereby affecting the achievable
resolution and accuracy of the sensor.
5.3.1 Fiber Bragg grating sensors
As already explained briefly in Chapter 1, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors are
periodic modulations of the core refractive index in an optical fiber. Details about
FBG technology and derivation of formulas relating to these sensors are given in
Chapter 7. For the purpose of this chapter, it is sufficient to say that FBGs are the
optical counterpart of strain gauges and are sensitive to a multi-axial strain field.
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The sensitivity of an FBG to strain is given as:
  B,1
 B
= "03  
n1
2
2
(p11"
0
1 + p12 ("
0
2 + "
0
3))
  B,2
 B
= "03  
n2
2
2
(p11"
0
2 + p12 ("
0
1 + "
0
3))
(5.46)
in which  B represents the Bragg-wavelength, p11 and p12 the strain-optic coeffi-
cients and n the effective refractive index of the FBG. The strains "0i are expressed
in the optical fiber coordinate system as shown in Figure 5.47(a). Note that this
does not correspond to the default system used in composites (Figure 5.47(b))
(a) Optical fiber coordinate system
1
2
3
(b) Composite coordinate system
Figure 5.47: Default optical fiber coordinate system (a) and composite coordinate system
(b)
Using a proper configuration of FBG sensors, Equation (5.46) allows multi-
axial strain sensing with FBGs. However, as discussed in detail in Chapter 7,
using commercial read-out systems a certain threshold in transverse strain must
be overcome before full-field sensing becomes possible with FBGs. Below this
threshold, only an averaged Bragg-wavelength
 avg =
 B,1 +  B,2
2
(5.47)
is detected. Using Equation (5.46), the shift of this average wavelength caused by
a strain field "0i can be found as:
  avg
 avg
="03  
n2
4
(p11 ("
0
1 + "
0
2) + p12 ("
0
1 + "
0
2 + 2"
0
3)) (5.48)
Equation (5.48) shows that the averaged (measured) wavelength shift is depen-
dent on three principal strain components, making it impossible to retrieve the full
strain field based on knowledge of the recorded FBG wavelength shift. In order to
overcome this problem, Equation (5.48) is often simplified to
  avg
 avg
= (1  p") "03 (5.49)
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in which p" is also called a strain-optic coefficient. This equation can then be
inverted to yield the axial strain "03 from the measured wavelength shift.
In an unconstrained optical fiber, p" can be determined from Equation (5.48)
by assuming "01 = "02 =  ⌫f"03 in which ⌫f is the Poisson’s ratio of the optical
fiber. When embedded in composite materials however, these assumptions are no
longer valid and the p" factor should be calibrated by applying an axial strain "03
to the host material.
However, from Equation (5.48), it is clear that a single, constant scale factor p"
is only an approximation of the true strain field in an embedded optical fiber sensor
exposed to an arbitrary strain field. The accuracy of Equation (5.49) in determin-
ing the axial strain "03 will be dependent on the amount of transverse strain applied
to the sensor. Consequently, by varying the coating thickness, the amount of trans-
verse strain transmission from host to sensor can be varied, thereby affecting the
accuracy of the sensor system1.
A combined experimental-numerical study was performed by Lai et al. [14] on
the effect of loading conditions on the accuracy of axial strain measurements in
optical fiber sensors. Lai et al. showed that depending on the load conditions, the
effective strain-optic coefficient peff" can vary considerably and large errors may
be induced by not properly accounting for the loading conditions. They found that
Equation (5.49) only provides accurate results when the axial strains are dominant.
In other cases, modifications to the strain-optic coefficient are necessary to obtain
accurate measurements.
In the next section, the amount of error in sensor accuracy will be determined
when using Equation (5.49) for different values of the coating b/a ratio. Both a
UD laminate as well as a cross-ply laminate will be considered.
5.3.2 Sensor error
The determination of the sensor error is a two-step process as illustrated in Figure
5.48.
1. In a first step, the embedded optical fiber is exposed to a tensile test. The re-
sulting wavelength shift is recorded together with the corresponding tensile
strain "03. Using Equation (5.49), it is then possible to determine the strain-
optic coefficient p". In this work, all loads are simulated using finite element
simulations. The resulting (averaged) wavelength shift during a simulated
tensile test is calculated using Equation (5.48).
2. In a second step, the embedded sensor is exposed to an arbitrary load. The
wavelength shift is again calculated using Equation (5.48), and the applied
1Note that this applies only to strain levels below the threshold mentioned previously and when
using standard optical fiber sensors and read-out systems. Chapter 7 discusses methods capable of
performing multi-axial strain sensing at low strain levels, for which this analysis does not apply.
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u1
(a) Tensile test
u1
u2
u3
(b) Arbitrary load
Figure 5.48: Illustration of steps in determination of sensor error
axial strain "03,applied is extracted from the F.E. simulation. Using the strain-
optic coefficient p", determined in step one, the determined wavelength shift
for this arbitrary load can be converted into a sensed axial strain "03,sensed.
In this work, three different loads are considered in step two, corresponding
to a tensile load along the three principal directions of the material. Assum-
ing linear elasticity and small deformations, any combination of principal
loads can then be found as a superposition of the three independent load
cases.
Finally, the sensed axial strain "03,sensed can be compared to the actual applied
axial strain "03,applied in order to determine the error in sensor accuracy. This anal-
ysis is carried out for different coating thicknesses in order to assess the influence
of coating b/a ratio on sensor accuracy.
All calculations are performed using finite element analysis. The full laminate
has a width of 40mm and thickness of 5mm. Using periodic boundary conditions,
an infinite length is simulated. These dimensions were chosen to ensure that only
effects of transverse strain affect the sensor accuracy, and no edge effect affect the
results. The optical fiber has a diameter of 125µm. However, similar to previous
results, the absolute dimensions of the fiber have no meaning and only ratios b/a
and c/b have an effect on the transmitted stresses and strains. Symmetry of the
laminate is exploited in order to only simulate 1/8 of the total model. The mate-
rial properties for optical fiber, Ormocer coating, and M18/M55J host are given
in Appendix A. The model, boundary conditions and mesh are shown in Figure
5.49. The model contains a total of 75340 C3D8R three-dimensional linear brick
elements.
The coating thickness is varied using Simulia iSight design exploration soft-
ware. The results of each b/a ratio are post-processed using MATLAB.
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Figure 5.49: F.E. model for sensor accuracy study
5.3.2.1 UD laminate
Equation (5.49) can be rewritten to yield
  avg = (1  p") avg"03
= S""
0
3
(5.50)
in which S" represents the sensitivity to strain.
Figure 5.50 shows the evolution of S" with increasing b/a ratio, assuming
n = 1.456, p11 = 0.113, p12 = 0.252 and  avg = 1550 nm, in a UD laminate as
determined from a (F.E.) tensile test.
Figure 5.50: Evolution of sensitivity with increasing b/a ratio in a UD laminate
A very small decrease in sensitivity can be observed with increasing b/a ra-
tio. Using this sensitivity S" (or the strain-optic coefficient p"), the error between
sensed strain and applied strain can now be calculated for any combination of
principal loads. However, because of transverse isotropy application of a through-
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thickness load and an in-plane transverse load have identical effects on the optical
fiber sensor.
Figure 5.51 shows the sensor error (in percent) as a function of the applied
load case. Note that the load case is defined in the standard composite coordinate
system, in which the 1-axis corresponds to the reinforcement direction, the 2-axis
to the in-plane transverse direction and 3-axis out-of-plane transverse direction as
shown in Figure 5.47(b).
Figure 5.51: Sensor error for different b/a ratios in a UD laminate as a function of
transverse strain levels (normalized to axial strain)
From the curves in Figure 5.51, it can be seen that all b/a ratios result in 0%
error when "2/"1 =  ⌫12, in which ⌫12 = 0.29 represents the Poisson’s ratio of
the host. The largest error is found for a b/a = 1.0 corresponding to an uncoated
fiber, while the smallest error over all load cases is found for the thickest coating.
Increasing the coating b/a ratio isolates the sensor from transverse strains which
affect the sensor accuracy.
Therefore, in order to achieve the highest sensor accuracy, a thick coating is
beneficial. This is opposite to the requirement for minimizing coating-composite
interfacial stresses, where a thin coating is beneficial. Eventually, a trade-off will
have to be made between sensor accuracy and disruptive influence of the sensor
system.
However, it should be noted, that the maximal sensor error is limited to 3%
for all load cases considered. Additionally, it can be seen from Figure 5.51 that
for b/a > 1.40, all curves are almost identical and only small improvements are
achieved by further increasing the coating thickness.
5.3.2.2 Cross-ply laminate
A similar analysis to the UD laminate was performed for a [902, 02]2s cross-ply
laminate. Figure 5.52 shows the evolution of the sensitivity S" with increasing b/a
ratio.
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Figure 5.52: Evolution of sensitivity with increasing b/a ratio in a cross-ply laminate
In contrast to the evolution in a UD laminate (Figure 5.50), the sensitivity
is slightly lower for a cross-ply laminate and increases with increasing coating
thickness. This is attributed to the cross-ply lay-up which results in a different
strain field inside the sensor under tensile load.
As a cross-ply laminate has no transverse isotropy, out-of-plane and in-plane
transverse loads will result in different strain fields in the sensor and therefore,
different sensor errors. Figure 5.53 shows the evolution of the sensor error as
a function of the applied load, considering both a combination of axial and in-
plane transverse loads (Figure 5.53(a)) and axial and out-of-plane transverse loads
(Figure 5.53(b)).
(a) In-plane load (b) Out-of-plane load
Figure 5.53: Sensor error for different b/a ratios in a cross-ply laminate as a function of
transverse in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (b) strain (normalized to axial strain)
Similar to the analysis of a UD laminate, all b/a ratios result in a 0% error
when the ratio of strains matches the laminate Poisson’s ratio (note: due to the
cross-ply lay-up, this does no longer correspond to the material Poisson’s ratio).
Out-of-plane loads are found to have the most pronounced influence on sensor
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accuracy (up to 7% error). Once again, thick coatings are found to produce less
sensor error as they are capable of isolating the sensor from the transverse strain
effects.
Both the analysis of the UD laminate as well as the cross-ply laminate have
shown that some sensing error may occur if only axial strains are considered in
the response of the FBG sensor. In Chapter 7 advanced techniques for multi-axial
strain sensing are presented in order to overcome these issues of sensor accuracy.
The results show that when only axial strains are considered, thick coatings are
preferable as they are capable of isolating the sensor from the transverse strains
which influence the sensing accuracy. However, this is opposite to the findings
concerning minimiziation of the coating-composite strains, for which thin coatings
are preferable. A trade-off will have to be made between sensor accuracy and
impact on the host structure.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter investigated the possibility of tuning the optical fiber coating prop-
erties in order to minimize the detrimental effects of embedding an optical fiber
inside a composite host for an arbitrary load case. In this chapter, only the stresses
in the host material were investigated and minimized. However, this process may
result in increased stresses inside the coating or optical fiber sensor. The pre-
sented method can be extended to include stresses in sensor and coating. How-
ever, the optimization problem then evolves from a single-objective problem to a
multi-objective optimization for which the definition of an optimization criterion
is significantly more difficult. A TC-matrix approach was presented capable of
determining optimal coating parameters for any arbitrary load in a composite host.
Both a finite element implementation as well as an analytical approach were
discussed and shown to produce comparable results. The proposed method was
validated against results available in literature and the boundaries of applicabil-
ity were determined. Using the TC-matrix approach, a global optimal coating
thickness (b/a = 1.17 for principal stresses, b/a = 1.06 for shear stresses) was
determined assuming all possible load cases to be as likely to occur.
The effects of cure-induced residual strains on the optimal coating properties
have been investigated by creating a superposition of temperature and load induced
interfacial strains. For the case of an Ormocer® coated optical fiber embedded in a
M18/M55J prepreg composite, the large CTE of the Ormocer® coating was found
to be dominant in the optimal coating properties. The global optimal coating ratio
was found to be between b/a = 1.14 and b/a = 1.16 (minimizing the maximal
principal stress) and b/a = 1.09 and b/a = 1.14 (minimizing the maximal shear
stress) depending on the amount of mechanical strain expected.
As the TC-matrix approach only requires far-field strains "1i as input, the pro-
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cess of optimizing the coating properties can be decoupled entirely from the exact
part dimensions, lay-ups and expected loads. From an industrial point-of-view,
this means that an external consultant can advise on optimal coating properties (or
the use of optical fiber sensors in general) without requiring project-specific details
such as exact part geometry and lay-up which might be confidential.
Given the superior flexibility and performance of the analytical implemen-
tation, the F.E. and analytical approach should be used complementary to each
other. While the analytical approach allows the quick determination of coating-
composite interfacial stresses for any combination of materials (without the need
of finite element simulations), only the F.E. implementation can provide limits on
minimal ply thickness and maximal fiber eccentricity. In combination, they form a
very powerful tool towards optimizing the coating properties. Note that this chap-
ter focused solely on optimizing the b/a ratio of an Ormocer® coated optical fiber
in an M18/M55J host material. However, the methods presented are not limited to
only the b/a ratio and other coating properties (Ec, ⌫c) can also be optimized if de-
sired. Additionally, no restrictions in allowable b/a ratios were considered in the
analysis in this chapter (and the previous one). However, the TC-matrix approach
can easily be adapted to only consider a subset of b/a ratios (or other properties)
corresponding to commercially available coatings.
Finally, the topic of sensor accuracy was briefly discussed. It was shown that,
when multi-axial sensing is not possible (due to limitations of the read-out sys-
tem), the sensed axial strain can be affected by the presence of transverse strains.
Depending on the choice of b/a ratio, the amount of transverse strain transferred to
the sensor system can be varied, influencing the achievable sensor accuracy. The
results of the analysis illustrate that thicker coatings result in a better sensor accu-
racy under these circumstances, as they are more capable of isolating the sensor
from transverse effects.
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6
Micro-modeling influences on optimal
coating values
When studying the optimal coating thickness in Chapters 4 and 5, it was implic-
itly assumed that the host material could be modeled using homogenized material
properties. Although the optical fiber diameter (60   125µm) is indeed still an
order of magnitude larger than the reinforcing fibers (5   10µm, depending on
the type of reinforcement), the heterogeneous composition of the host material at
a microscopic scale might still affect the stress/strain distribution at the coating-
composite interface. In this chapter, the micro-structure of the host material will be
modeled using finite element modeling. The randomness of the simulated micro-
structure will be validated using several statistical indicators. Applying periodic
boundary conditions, the homogenized material properties will be extracted and
compared to those available from experimental tests. A modified algorithm is de-
veloped in this chapter, modeling an embedded optical fiber sensor and surround-
ing host material at the micro-scale level. Using this novel model, the coating-
composite interfacial stresses and strains will be compared to those found using a
macro-level F.E. model with homogenized material properties.
6.1 Introduction
On a microscopic scale, a composite part (or even just a single ply) consists of
thousands of reinforcing fibers embedded in a matrix. Trying to incorporate these
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microscopic details (i.e. micro-modelling) in a full-scale part would require mil-
lions (or more) of finite elements and massive amounts of computing power and
time. For the time being, such a simulation is therefore unrealistic. However, if
we assume a periodic packing (e.g. hexagonal, square, . . . ) the amount of compu-
tational power can be severely reduced by using a so-called representative volume
element (RVE). Figure 6.1 shows one possible RVE for the case of square and
hexagonal packing. Note that in both cases, other RVE’s can be determined.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Square (a) and hexagonal (b) packing with possible representative volume
element (dotted line)
The entire part shown in Figure 6.1 can be built-up by translating the RVE
over an integer amount of RVE lengths. Assuming an infinite part, the allowable
deformations of the RVE boundaries must then be such that the deformations of
one element correspond to the deformations of all neighbouring elements. Figure
6.2 shows a periodic array of a deformed, square repetitive element.
Figure 6.2: Periodic array of deformed, square repetitive element
As can be seen from Figure 6.2, the right face of the central element (bold
line) forms the left face of the adjacent element (dotted line). This means that, in
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order to maintain the repetitive nature of the structure (i.e. the periodic boundary
conditions), the deformation of the left side of the element must be equal to that
of the right side. Otherwise the repetitive elements won’t fit each other. However,
the left and right face are allowed to separate from each other by a constant value
(for example caused by a uniform strain field). Consequently, in the case of square
packing, this means that the deformations of the right face must be equal to those
of the left face plus a constant value. The same applies to the top and bottom faces.
These restrictions on the faces of an RVE are called periodic boundary conditions
(PBCs). Several researchers have formulated different formulations of periodic
boundary conditions for both 2D and 3D parts [1–7]. Daggumati [1] studied a
satin weave at the meso-scale level and provided the necessary boundary condi-
tions for this 3D volume. Carvelli et al [2] applied a two-step homogenization
procedure using periodic boundary conditions to study the behaviour of woven
fabric composites. On a first level, the homogenized properties of a fiber bundle
are determined from a RVE of a UD layer of fibers. A second stage homogeniza-
tion is then applied to the woven bundles to find the homogenized properties of
the fabric. The predicted material behaviour using finite element analysis revealed
very good correspondence to experimental tests. Li [3, 4] provided boundary con-
ditions for both two dimensional and three dimensional unit cells. Contrary to
other PBC’s, Lee also exploited symmetries within the unit cell in order to further
reduce the size of the smallest RVE. Different possible definitions of unit cells
were compared using F.E. and no appreciable differences in behaviour could be
observed between different RVE’s. Li et al. [5] investigated the problem of par-
ticle reinforced composites. In these particle reinforced composites, the possible
choices for RVE’s usually exhibit a more difficult structure and hence the defini-
tion of periodic boundary conditions is more difficult. Boundary conditions were
provided for the case of simple cubic packing, body centered cubic packing, face
centered cubic packing and other 3D packing methods (Figure 6.3).
(a) Simple cubic (b) Body centered cubic (c) Face centered cubic
Figure 6.3: Different periodic packing geometries
Li et al. [6] used a RVE with periodic boundary conditions and translational
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symmetries to investigate the behaviour of cracked laminates. The finite element
simulations were compared to experimental data and good correspondence was
found between both. van der Sluis et al. [7] studied the elastoviscoplastic be-
haviour of heterogeneous materials by using a two dimensional RVE with peri-
odic boundary conditions. van der Sluis compared periodic boundary conditions
to mixed mode boundary conditions in which a combination of tractions and dis-
placements are prescribed on the boundaries of the RVE. It was found that mixed
mode boundary conditions are more sensitive to the exact definition of the RVE,
while displacement-based periodic boundary conditions were insensitive to the
choice of RVE geometry. Consequently, in this chapter, only displacement-based
periodic boundary conditions will be used, as they are valid for any definition of
RVE geometry.
Regardless of the exact formulation however, all PBCs essentially result in the
same deformation behaviour of the RVE. Within this work, the following PBCs
will be applied to all 2D RVEs:
uR   uL   v1 = 0
uT   uB   v2 = 0
(6.1)
In equation (6.1), u represents the displacement of the top (uT ), bottom (uB),
left (uL) and right (uR) face. The variables v1 and v2 represent two reference
points to which a macroscopic displacement can applied. This is basically a mathe-
matical expression of the requirement that left (top) and right (bottom) face should
have equal deformations plus a constant value (v1 or v2) as shown in Figure 6.2.
The use of reference points provides an elegant way of determining homog-
enized material properties (discussed further in Section 6.2.3.2). By applying a
concentrated load to the reference point, a macroscopic stress state is applied to
the RVE [4, 5], while the resulting displacement of the reference point reflects
the macroscopic strain resulting from this stress state. The ratio of stress to strain
then gives the macroscopic modulus. This avoids the need for volume averaging
approaches to obtain homogenized material properties.
While assumptions of square or hexagonal packing result in much more sim-
plified modeling and decreased computational efforts, researchers have shown that
these assumptions are to restrictive to model the true behaviour of a composite
part [8–13].
Maligno et al. [8] studied the influence of inter-fiber spacing on mechanical
properties and damage initiation behaviour. A hexagonal packing array was used
as reference model. Subsequently, a single fiber in the array was then progessively
moved closer to the neighbouring fibers, decreasing the inter-fiber spacing. A max-
imal principal stress criterion was used to model onset of damage in both reference
model and the model with decreased inter-fiber spacing. The simulations showed
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an increase in transverse stiffness and residual stresses with decreasing inter-fiber
spacing and noticeably different failure patterns with changing inter-fiber spacing
(Figure 6.4). It was found that for small inter-fiber spacings (⇡ 0.05µm) even
small values of chemical shrinkage could be sufficient to lead to matrix failure
during curing.
Figure 6.4: Onset of damage in an RVE with increasing eccentricity of the central fiber [8]
Yang et al. [9] performed a similar study, however instead of starting from
a hexagonal packing, they used a random fiber distribution with varying volume
fraction and inter-fiber spacing. As a damage model, they used an extended linear
Drucker-Prager criterion. The interface between fibers and matrix was modeled
using cohesive elements. Similar to Maligno et al., Yang et al. found a signficant
influence of volume fraction and inter-fiber spacing on the behaviour of the com-
posite structure. The presence of residual stresses caused a decrease in both tensile
and compressive strength, with a more pronounced decrease in strength for mi-
crostructures with higher volume fractions and smaller inter-fiber spacings. Swolfs
et al. [10] studied the stress redistributions after a single fiber break and compared
the results of a random fiber packing to those assuming square and hexagonal pack-
ing. Significant differences in stress concentration factors were found between
random packing and periodic structures. The random packing structure resulted
in stress concentration factors of up to 70% higher than in a periodic packing.
This resulted from the smaller inter-fiber distance in random packings compared
to square or hexagonal packings. Brockenbrough et al. [11] investigated the in-
fluence of fiber distribution on metal-matrix composites. It was found that the
transverse deformations under shear and tensile loading were strongly dependent
on the packing of the fibers. Pyrz [12, 13] analyzed the influence of packing struc-
ture on the interfacial stresses between fiber and matrix. The radial stresses were
found to be strongly dependent on the geometric arangement of the fibres. Clus-
tered patterns were found to result in higher radial stresses increasing the chances
of micro-failure at the fiber-matrix interface in these structures. As a result, the
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macroscopic material behaviour is strongly dependent on the spatial arrangement
of reinforcing fibers.
These results indicate that assumptions of periodic packing are too simplified,
and a larger volume with random fiber distribution needs to be studied in order to
approximate the true behaviour of a composite material. This has led to the devel-
opment of statistically equivalent RVEs (SERVEs). A SERVE represents a larger
volume than is typical for RVEs, containing many reinforcing fibers distributed
in a random fashion, while still complying to the periodic nature of an RVE (i.e.
a fiber that intersects with the left boundary of the SERVE should appear at the
right side of the RVE as well). The size of the SERVE and the algorithm used to
distribute the reinforcing fibers have to be chosen in order to achieve macroscopic
results which are statistically equivalent to those of a real specimen. The Poisson
point pattern [13] represents a distributions of points (with zero radius) which is
perfectly random (i.e. the probability of finding a point anywhere within a given
volume is exactly the same for any location within the volume). Unfortunately, this
pattern was developed for point patterns of zero radius, and does not prevent over-
lapping of points with finite radius (i.e. reinforcing fibers). An adaptation of the
Poisson point pattern is the hard-core model. In this hard-core model, points are
regarded as the center point of circles with a given radius, and additional checks are
used to prevent intersecting of circles. Similarly, the Random Sequential Adsorp-
tion (RSA) algorithm [14] allows a random circle to be placed anywhere within a
given volume, but only adsorbs (retains) those circles which do not intersect with
those already adsorbed in the volume. While these algorithms are straight-forward
to implement, they are rarely capable of generating volume fractions in excess of
50% (54.7% for RSA [14, 15]). This value is referred to as the jamming limit of
the hard-core and RSA algorithm. Although a volume fraction of 54.7% might be
sufficient to model certain composites (hand lay-up, vacuum infused parts), many
high-performance composites have volume fractions in the range of 60   70%1.
Consequently, algorithms capable of reaching higher volume fractions are desired.
Yang et al. [16] developped an algorithm called random sequential expansion
(RSE), based on the RSA algorithm but capable of overcomming the jamming
limit of 54.7% and allowing the creation of high fiber-volume SERVEs. The RSE
algorithm starts with a single fiber located at the center of the SERVE. Fibers are
then placed in a ring surrounding this central fiber until no more fibers can be
placed. The algorithm then moves on to the following fiber and the algorithm is
repeated. By forcing the placement of fibers in a small ring surrounding a fiber
before moving on to other locations, the density of placed fibers is higher than
what is achieved using the RSA algorithm. Wang et al. [17] started from a square
1Note that this applies only to composites using UD plies. The maximal theoretical (assuming
perfect parallel alignment of the fibers) volume fraction achievable for these UD plies is 91%. In
practice, volume fractions up to 70% can be achieved. When woven fabrics are used, the achievable
volume fraction is significantly lower. However, fabric materials fall outside of the scope of this chapter.
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packing of fibers and then applying small, random displacements to all fibers in
order to achieve a more random packing. However, no analysis was performed
to validate that a truly random packing was achieved. Pyrz [13] analyzed the mi-
crostructure of a composite material under different manufacturing conditions and
found the microstructure to differ depending on the procedure used. In his analy-
sis, Pyrz determined that the spatial patterns measured did not coincide with those
of a complete spatial random (CSR) pattern. Based on these findings, Vaughan et
al. [18] developed an experimental-numerical approach in which the SERVE algo-
rithm (called nearest-neighbour algorithm, NNA) was forced to comply with near-
est neighbour data available from experimental data. While this approach enables
the creation of SERVEs which are (statistically) more closely related to experi-
mental data, the required amount of experimental data and specialized processing
are far outside the scope of this work. Additionally, no mechanical simulations
have been performed on this algorithm to prove the merits of the algorithm. For
the purpose of this work, it will be assumed that a realistic fiber packing can be ap-
proximated sufficiently accurate by a CSR pattern. Melro et al. [19] developed an
algorithm capable of producing high fiber volumes which are statistically equiv-
alent to that of a Poisson point pattern. The algorithm starts from a hard-core
model which is compacted in a two step heuristic algorithm in order to achieve
more densely packed fibers. Melro et al. provided extensive statistical data of the
algorithm, showing that the resulting SERVEs are close to that of a Poisson point
pattern. Trias [20] investigated the influence of SERVE dimensions (expressed as
  = b/rf where b is the width of the SERVE and rf the radius of the fibers) on
effective (macroscopic) properties of the SERVE. Trias found that for a volume
fraction vf = 50%, a minimal SERVE size of   = 50 is required in order for
the effective properties to converge. Romanov et al. [21] suggested that multiple
smaller SERVEs could be analyzed in order to reduce computational effort.
6.2 SERVE implementation
6.2.1 Algorithm
In this work, the algorithm described by Melro et al. [19] will be implemented as
it is capable of generating high fiber volume fractions with relatively low com-
putational effort. The top-level flowchart of the random micro-structure generator
(RAND uSTRU GEN) algorithm is shown in Figure 6.5. This algorithm is modified
slightly in this work. Melro uses a square RVE (area A), in which the width b is
determined by a factor   = b/rf , in which rf represents the fiber radius. Based
on Trias’ work [20], Melro uses a factor   = 50. Since a discrete amount of fibers
will be generated (i.e. when a fiber intersects with one of the RVE boundaries, the
cut off part will reappear at the opposite side of the RVE), the area enclosed by all
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fibers in the RVE is necessarily a discrete multiple of fiber areas (Af ). Hence the
fiber volume fractions (vf ) which can be generated are limited to vf = N
Af
A in
which A = b2 = ( rf )
2. As a consequence, the requested volume fraction can
only be approximated, resulting in the comparison vcurf < v
req
f in the flowchart.
The implementation in this work uses a rectangular RVE rather than a square
RVE. In this way, the width can be chosen to respect the desired   = b/rf value,
while the height h can be varied independently in order to obtain a certain area A.
With a given fiber radius rf and ratio  , the achievable volume fractions vf are
given by:
vf = N
Af
A
= N
⇡r2f
b · h
= N
⇡r2f
 rf · h
= N
⇡rf
  · h
(6.2)
In Equation (6.2) the number of fibersN is an integer number because of the peri-
odic nature of the SERVE. In the case of a square RVE, Equation (6.2) reduces to
vf = N
⇡
 2 and the only achievables volume fractions vf are necessarily multiples
of ⇡/ 2 . By using a rectangular SERVE rather than a square SERVE, the height h
remains available as a degree-of-freedom to obtain a desired volume fraction vf
exactly.
6.2.1.1 Step 1: Hard-core model
The algorithm starts by collecting the necessary input variables such as desired
fiber volume fraction,   value, fiber radius and a minimum fiber spacing  min
is required. These input variables are used throughout the remainder of the algo-
rithm, starting with the hard-core model. In this step, fibers are place randomly
throughout the RVE checking that minimal fiber spacing and periodicity of the
RVE are respected. After every placement of a fiber, the current volume fraction
vcurf is calculated and compared to the requested volume fraction. If the requested
volume fraction is reached, the algorithm has reached its end. Otherwise, the next
fiber is placed. Placing a single fiber is attempted a maximum of 50.000 times. If
the fiber cannot be placed within this number of attempts, the algorithm moves on
to step 2 of the flowchart.
6.2.1.2 Step 2 - 3: Heuristics
Steps 2 and 3 in the algorithm are basically heuristics designed to compress the
fibers already present in the RVE. The process of moving the fibers closer to one
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Figure 6.5: Flowchart of algorithm RAND uSTRU GEN (after Melro et al. [19])
another creates resin rich areas within the RVE, thereby increasing the odds of
the hard-core model to find locations for new fibers to be placed. Within Melro’s
implementation, step 2 works on all fibers present in the RVE, while step 3 specif-
ically focuses on the fibers at the outskirts of the RVE. These steps do not alter the
volume fraction of the RVE.
After completion of both heuristics a check is performed to determine wether
the required volume fraction has been achieved or not. Depending on the outcome,
the algorithm finishes or a new iteration of the hard-core model is started.
Figure 6.6 shows three different SERVE volumes generated with this algo-
rithm, using the following input parameters: rf = 0.0026mm,   = 50,  min =
2.07 ⇥ rf , vf = 60%. These input parameters will be used in the following sec-
tion to calculate the different statistical indicators. Notice that periodicity of the
SERVE is maintained as fibers which intersect with the SERVE boundaries reap-
pear on the opposite side of the SERVE.
6.2.2 Statistical indicators
As was already stated previously, the goal of a SERVE is to achieve a RVE with
macroscopic properties which are statistically equivalent to that of a true speci-
men. Since a true specimen is assumed to have a completely random distribution
of fibres, statistical indicators have been used to measure the randomness of a gen-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: Three different SERVEs generated according to Melro’s algorithm
(rf = 0.0026mm,   = 50, min = 2.07⇥ rf , vf = 60%)
erated SERVE [12, 13, 21, 22]. A SERVE as shown in Figure 6.6 will be used to
calculate the different indicators.
6.2.2.1 Voronoi polygon area
In a set of points (also called seeds), a Voronoi polygon corresponding to a certain
seed is the region for which the distance to the given seed is shorter than to any
other seed. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7 where the seeds (points) and corre-
sponding Voronoi polygons are shown. The Voronoi polygon area, is the area of a
Voronoi polygon associated to a certain seed (point).
Figure 6.7: Voronoi seeds (points) and corresponding Voronoi polygons
In a periodic structure, the Voronoi polygon area will be identical for each fiber
(or seed). The standard deviation of the Voronoi polygon area is an indicator for
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randomness of the RVE, with a value of zero corresponding to a periodic struc-
ture. In order to be able to compare different volume fractions and fiber radii, it
is common to compare the coefficient of variance ⇢(x), rather than the standard
deviation. The coefficient of variance is defined as:
⇢(x) =
 (x)
µ(x)
(6.3)
In Equation (6.3), x represents the Voronoi polygon areas,  (x) the standard devia-
tion and µ(x) the mean value. The coefficient of variation of the Voronoi polygon
area (⇢A) is shown in Table 6.1. A larger value corresponds to a more random
structure. For reference, the coefficient of variation determined by Melro is also
given. The value found in this work falls between the values given by Melro for
vf = 56% and vf = 65%.
6.2.2.2 Neighbouring fibers distance
Based on the Voronoi polygons, a neighbouring fiber is defined as a fibre which
shares a side of its Voronoi polygon with the present fiber. The coefficient of
variance of the distance between neighbouring fibers is again an indicator of ran-
domness. A coefficient of variance of zero reflects an equal distance between all
neighbouring fibers, indicating a periodic structure. The coefficient of variation
of the neighbouring fibers distance (⇢D) is given in Table 6.1. The result falls in
between the values given by Melro.
vf ⇢A ⇢D
Melro et al. [19] 56% 0.137 0.196
65% 0.099 0.170
Lammens 60% 0.126 0.177
Table 6.1: Coefficient of variation for Voronoi polygon area (⇢A) and Neighbouring fibers
distance (⇢D)
6.2.2.3 Nearest neighbour distances
The nearest neighbour distance can be calculated for every single fiber in the
SERVE volume. In the case of a periodical lattice, the distance should be equal for
every single fiber, while for random stacking the values should show some vari-
ation. Plotting the probability density function (PDF) for the nearest neighbour
distances gives an indication of short distance fiber interactions. A pronounced
peak in the PDF might indicate the presence of clustering. However, at high fiber
volume fractions, the distances between fibers become smaller and smaller and this
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might also result in a distinct peak in the nearest neighbour PDF. In order to distinct
between clustering and high volume fractions, the 2nd and 3rd nearest neighbour
PDFs can be consulted. These should indicate a smooth decrease in the absence
of clustering. Since damage initiation is most likely to occur in locations where
fibers are closely packed together (i.e. where the stresses and strains in the matrix
are highest), the nearest neighbour distance is an important indicator and should
not reveal artificially high clustering in the SERVE. Figure 6.8 shows the first, sec-
ond and third nearest neighbour distances for the SERVE under investigation. The
distance (h) is normalized to the fiber radius (rf ).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.8: First (a), second (b) and third (c) nearest neighbour distances
Figure 6.8(a) reveals a strong peak at short distance (h/R = 2), indicating
either a high volume fraction or the presence of periodicity. If periodicity was
the cause of the sharp peak in the first nearest neighbour, sharp peaks are also
expected in both the second and third nearest neighbour distances. From Figure
6.8(b) it can be seen that the peak is much less pronounced in the second nearest
neighbour distance and the decrease in PDF is much smoother than for the first
nearest neighbour. In Figure 6.8(c), the peak is even less pronounced, thereby
indicating that no significant periodicity exists at short distances. The distinct peak
in the first nearest neighbour distance is a consequence of the high fiber volume
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(vf = 60%).
6.2.2.4 Nearest neighbour orientation
In a random packing, there should not be any preferential orientations in the fiber
distribution. The presence or absence of preferred orientations can be determined
by measuring the angle (measured clockwise with respect to the horizontal) be-
tween nearest neighbours in each individual fiber in the SERVE (Figure 6.9).
Figure 6.9: Definition of nearest neighbour orientation angle
For a random packing with no preferred orientation, the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) should be close to a diagonal line, indicating that each orientation
is as likely to occur as any other. Figure 6.10 shows the orientation for the SERVE
under investigation. As a reference, a diagonal line is added to the graph (dot-
ted line). The results from Figure 6.10 show that the SERVE has no preferential
orientations, since the CDF is close to a diagonal line.
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Figure 6.10: Nearest neighbour orientation
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6.2.2.5 Ripley’s K function
While the nearest neighbour indicators are focused on the short distance interac-
tions, the Ripley’s K function (K(h)) [23–25] is an indicator for patterns at a larger
distance. K(h) is defined as the ratio between the number of extra points (or in this
specific case, center-points of different reinforcement fibers) expected to lie within
a radial distance h of an arbitrary point, and the number of points per unit area.
Accounting for edge-effects in the SERVE,K(h) can be estimated by [26, 27]:
Kˆ(h) =
A
N2
X
i
X
j 6=i
I(dij  h)
w(li, lj)
(6.4)
In Equation (6.4), A represents the area of the SERVE, N is the total number
of fibers, dij is the distance between points i and j and I() is an indicator function
having value 1 if the condition between brackets is fulfilled and zero otherwise.
To compensate for edge effects, w(li, lj) is a weight function with a value of 1
if the circle with center at point li and radius dij is completely inside the area of
the SERVE. If not, w(li, lj) is the portion of the area of the circle lying within the
SERVE. Note that other definitions of w(li, lj) exist [28, 29], leading to slightly
different outcomes. Melro et al. used the proportion of the circumference of that
circle. However, at very large values of h the proportion of the circumference
becomes very small leading to incorrect results. Using the circle area avoids this
problem, and is therefore the choice in this work.
To better understand Equation (6.4), it is separated into parts. The partX
j 6=i
I(dij  h)
w(li, lj)
represents the number of points found within a radius h of point i. The scale factor
w(li, lj) is necessary to compensate for edge effects. At large values of h, the
circle with radius h and centered on point i, will extend beyond the boundaries of
the SERVE where no more additional points will be found, resulting in a constant
K-value for large values of h. In reality however, at large h-values, the circle
would extend into other SERVE volumes and the number of points would keep
increasing. This summation is performed over all points inside the SERVE, and
averaged, leading to:
1
N
X
i
X
j 6=i
I(dij  h)
w(li, lj)
This value gives the average number of points found in a circle of radius h
around any point within the SERVE. Finally, this value is divided by the aver-
age number of points in the SERVE (N/A) to give Ripley’s K function (Equation
(6.4)).
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In a Poisson point pattern, the expected number of points within a radius h
from any point in the pattern is
1
N
X
i
X
j 6=i
I(dij  h)
w(li, lj)
=
N
A
⇡h2 (6.5)
Consequently Ripley’s K function for a Poisson point pattern (Kp(h)) is given
by [27]:
Kp(h) = ⇡h
2 (6.6)
If Kˆ(h) is belowKp(h) then there is likely some regularity to the distribution,
while a value above Kp(h) indicates the presence of clustering. A stair-shaped
plot of Kˆ(h) indicates the presence of periodicity in the distribution.
In order to compare the K-function of the SERVE to that of a Poisson point
pattern, it is common to plot
Lˆ(h) =
s
Kˆ(h)
⇡
  h (6.7)
In Equation (6.7), positive values indicate clustering, while negative values
indicate regularity. The graph of Lˆ(h) is shown in Figure 6.11. Note that Ripley’s
K function was originally designed for point patterns (i.e. without radius). In
a SERVE, the minimal distance between two points is determined by  min =
2.07⇥ rf . As a result, the value of Lˆ(h) has no meaning below h/rf = 2.07 and
is omitted in this plot.
Figure 6.11: Ripley’s K function
The results from Figure 6.11 show very minute regularity, decreasing with
increasing radius h. The results do not indicate any clustering or periodicity in the
generated RVE.
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6.2.2.6 Pair distribution function
Finally the pair distribution function g(h) is defined as the probability of finding
the center of a fiber inside a ring of internal radius h and thickness dh with center
at a random fiber in the SERVE. It is calculated as [12, 30]:
g(h) =
1
2⇡h
dKˆ(h)
dh
(6.8)
in which Kˆ(h) represents the Ripley’s K function discussed previously. Using
Equation (6.4), this can be written as [22]:
g(h) =
1
2⇡h dh
A
N2
NX
i=1
ni(h) (6.9)
in which ni(h) is the number of fiber center found in a ring around fiber i
with inner radius h and thickness dh. Given the Ripley’s K function for a Poisson
point pattern as defined in Equation (6.6), it is easily derived that a fully random
distribution should have a pair distribution function gp(h) = 1. Distributions
containing some form of periodicity will exhibit sharp peaks. The results shown
in Figure 6.12 indicate that the generated SERVE volumes are close to a Poisson
point pattern.
Figure 6.12: Pair distribution function
Considering the results of the various statistical indicators discussed above, the
implemented algorithm is found to produce SERVE volumes with fiber distribu-
tions close to perfectly random (Poisson) distributions.
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6.2.3 F.E. validation
6.2.3.1 Model description
The generated SERVEs can be imported into finite element software in order to
study micro-mechanical effects or extract homogenized properties based on con-
stituent material properties. Similar to the work presented by Melro et al. [19],
a finite element simulation is performed using the constituent material properties
of E-glass/MY750/HY917/DY063 material used in the World Wide Failure Exer-
cise [31], in order to compare the F.E. predictions of the presented SERVE im-
plementation to those mentioned by Melro et al. [19]. The properties of fiber and
matrix are given in Table 6.2.
Fiber Matrix
E-modulus (GPa) 74 3.35
Poisson’s ratio 0.2 0.35
Thermal expansion (⇥10 6K 1) 4.9 58
Table 6.2: Constituent material properties for E-glass/MY750/HY917/DY063 [31]
The SERVEs were generated with input parameters rf = 10µm,   = 50,
 min = 2.07 ⇥ rf and vf = 60%. The generated distribution is then imported
into Simulia ABAQUS® finite element software in order to perform the mechani-
cal simulations. The periodic boundary conditions as described by Equation (6.1)
are applied using equation constraints. The simulations are performed using gen-
eralized plane strain assumptions. Melro et al. studied a total of 250 distributions
using finite element analysis. In order to avoid meshing problems, linear triangu-
lar elements (CPEG3) were used. While the choice of this element type is under-
standable from a meshing point-of-view, triangular elements are generally known
to have an overly stiff behaviour and require extremely fine meshes to achieve
converged results. In order to compare the results of the present implementation
to those given by Melro et al., two finite element models were created. The first
model was meshed using only CPEG3 elements to match with the results given
by Melro et al., while the second model contained a combination of CPEG3 and
CPEG4 elements. The first model contained a total of 562096 CPEG3 elements,
while the second model consisted of 314548 CPEG4 elements and 9360 CPEG3
elements.
6.2.3.2 Periodic boundary conditions
The models are consecutively exposed to two tensile strains coinciding with the
2- and 3-direction of the UD composite, a shear strain in the 2-3 plane and a
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applying macroscopic concentrated loads to the reference point used in Equation
(6.1):
uR   uL   v1 = 0
uT   uB   v2 = 0
Figure 6.13 illustrates schematically what happens when a concentrated force
F is applied to the reference point v1.
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Figure 6.13: Macroscopic loading of reference points with applied periodic boundary
conditions
The load F forces a displacement  l of the reference point v1. A displace-
ment of the reference point, will inevitably result in an elongation of the SERVE
as a result of the periodic boundary equations. The total displacement l will then
be such that the applied force F is in equilibrium with the internal stresses in the
SERVE because of the elongation. As a consequence of these periodic boundary
conditions, the macroscopic strain can be found easily by dividing the displace-
ment of the reference point ( l) by the length (b) of the SERVE. Similarly, the
macroscopic stress is defined as the applied force (F) divided by the height (h)
of the SERVE. As a result of Poisson effects, a contraction  h will occur in the
SERVE, which will be transmitted to the reference point v2. Consequently, the
strain in the vertical direction can be found by dividing the displacement of v2 by
the original height h. Using this approach, it is possible to determine all relevant
macroscopic properties of the SERVE by measuring displacements of reference
points and provides a more elegant way of determining these parameters compared
to the process of averaging over the SERVE volume2.
2Off course, using a sufficiently refined mesh, both methods obtain the same macroscopic properties
for the SERVE model.
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6.2.3.3 Chamis homogenisation
Several authors have pubished equations estimating homogenized material proper-
ties from constituent materials. Chamis’ micro-mechanical homogenization equa-
tions [32] are a well-known set of equations capable of predicting homogenized
properties of composites containing orthotropic fibers. The equations are given
by:
E1 = vfEf,1 + (1  vf )Em
E2 =
Em
1 pvf
⇣
1  EmEf,2
⌘
E3 = E2
G12 =
Gm
1 pvf
⇣
1  GmGf,12
⌘
G13 = G12
G23 =
Gm
1 pvf
⇣
1  GmGf,23
⌘
⌫12 = vf⌫f,12 + (1  vf )⌫m
⌫13 = ⌫12
⌫23 =
E2
2G23
  1
(6.10)
In these equations, a subscript f refers to the properties of the fibers, whilem
refers to those of the matrix. The homogenized coefficients of thermal expansion
are given by [33]:
↵1 =
Ef,1↵f,1vf + Em↵m(1  vf )
Ef,1vf + Em(1  vf )
↵2 = ↵f,2
p
vf + (1 pvf )
✓
1 + vf (1  vf )Ef,1
E1
◆
↵m
↵3 = ↵2
(6.11)
The resulting homogenized material properties based on the material properties
given in Table 6.2 are given in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4.
6.2.3.4 Results
The homogenized material properties are gathered in Table 6.3. The results show
close correspondence to the results presented by Melro et al. As expected, the
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CPEG3 mesh produces a slightly stiffer response and lower Poisson’s ratio com-
pared to the implementation using CPEG4 elements.
E2 (GPa) E3 (GPa) ⌫23 ⌫32 G23 (GPa)
Experimental [31] 16.2 16.2 0.40 0.40 5.8
Melro et al. [19] 13.4 13.4 0.37 0.37 4.9
Chamis 14.9 14.9 0.35 0.35 5.5
Lammens - CPEG3 13.1 13.3 0.37 0.38 4.7
Lammens - CPEG4 13.0 13.2 0.38 0.38 4.6
Table 6.3: Homogenized material properties for E-glass/MY750/HY917/DY063
The homogenized coefficients of thermal expansion were also extracted for
both F.E. models. The results are shown in Table 6.4.
↵2 (⇥10 6K 1) ↵3 (⇥10 6K 1)
Experimental [31] 26.4 26.4
Chamis 22.1 22.1
Lammens - CPEG3 27.2 26.6
Lammens - CPEG4 27.2 26.7
Table 6.4: Homogenized thermal properties for E-glass/MY750/HY917/DY063
The results shown illustrate that the SERVE distributions generated are in close
agreement with the results shown by Melro et al. The predicted E-modulus ac-
cording to Melro and the current implementation are close to the value predicted
by Chamis’ equations. Compared to experimental results, all approaches under-
estimate the E-modulus. This could be attributed to factors such as variations in
matrix and fiber properties, minimal inter-fiber spacing ( min) or volume fraction.
All simulations were performed assuming vf = 60%. However, in experimen-
tal samples it is doubtfull that this volume fraction is always achieved perfectly,
and variations in volume fraction are more than likely to occur. An increase in
volume fraction from vf = 60% to vf = 65%, is sufficient for Chamis’ equations
to predict a stiffness E2 = 17.3GPa, while the SERVE implementation deter-
mines a homogenized stiffness E2 = 15.2GPa. The simulated CTEs are close
to those found through experiment, while Chamis’ equations predict a lower value
for CTE.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that the implemented algorithm
generates results which are very close to those stated by Melro et al. and those
found through Chamis’ equations. The simulated homogenized properties are
comparable to those found through experimental testing. As a result, it can be
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concluded that the SERVE modeling technique developed in this work is equiva-
lent to that used by Melro et al. and produces reliable results.
6.3 Micro-modeling of M18/M55J
The goal of this chapter is to study the interfacial stresses between optical fiber
and host at a micro-scale. Consequently, the constituent material properties of the
optical fiber, coating and host material are required. The material properties for
the optical fiber (silica) and coating are given in Appendix A and are assumed to
be homogeneous.
The host material used is a combination of M55J carbon fiber produced by
Toray and a M18 thermoset epoxy produced by Ciba Geigy (part of Hexcel). The
M55J carbon fiber is a high-modulus carbon fiber made out of a polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) preform. While it is well-known that PAN-type carbon fibers exhibit strong
anisotropic properties, these values are rarely found in literature. The small size
of the reinforcement fibers (rf = 2.5µm for M55J) makes it difficult to mea-
sure these properties directly. Some researchers have presented results of nano-
indentation, Raman spectroscopy and ultrasonic scattering analysis [34–38]. An
alternative is to determine these properties indirectly using data from tests on uni-
directional samples [34, 36, 39]. This approach will be used for the purpose of this
work.
6.3.1 Raw material properties
The raw material properties as stated by the manufacturer are given in Table 6.5.
Hexcel M18 properties [40]
Em (GPa) 3.5
⌫m 0.38
Toray M55J properties [41]
Ef,1 (GPa) 540
↵f,1 (⇥10 6K 1) -1.1
rf (µm) 2.5
Table 6.5: Raw material properties as provided by manufacturer
Note that using the values stated in Table 6.5 and a volume fraction vf = 60%,
the rule-of-mixtures predicts a ply stiffness E1 = 325.4GPa, while the value
found through experimental testing (see Appendix A) is E1 = 320GPa. This
illustrates that variability in the experimental values has to be taken into account
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and best judgement has to be used to assess if the constituent material properties
found are reasonable.
In order to determine the remaining constituent material parameters used in
Equation (6.11) and (6.10), the properties given in Table 6.5 have to be supple-
mented with the values found through experimental testing as given in Appendix
A.
In order to determine the mechanical properties, the manufacturer data is sup-
plemented by E2 = 6GPa, G12 = 4.3GPa, ⌫12 = 0.29 and ⌫23 = 0.38 3. These
values lead to the constituent mechanical material properties given in Table 6.6.
Hexcel M18 properties
Em (GPa) 3.5
⌫m 0.38
Toray M55J properties
Ef,1 (GPa) 540
Ef,2 (GPa) 7.57
Gf,12 (GPa) 14.13
Gf,23 (GPa) 2.74
⌫f,12 0.23
⌫f,23 0.38
Table 6.6: Constituent material properties found through inversion of Chamis’ equations
Note that the determined transverse stiffness of the M55J carbon fiber is in the
same range as those stated in literature for carbon fibers (10 15GPa [34, 35, 39]).
Using Equation (6.11), the expansion coefficients ↵m and ↵f,2 can be found
based on the material properties from Table 6.6 and the experimentally determined
CTE’s from Appendix A (↵1 =  1.02 ⇥ 10 6K 1, ↵2 = 35.2 ⇥ 10 6K 1).
However, this would lead to ↵m = 17.2⇥10 6K 1 and ↵f,2 = 38.4⇥10 6K 1
which are unrealistic values for both CTE’s.
The Chamis equation (6.11) is found to be very sensitive to small variations
in consituent material properties and therefore unuseable for inversion purposes
based on experimentally determined values since slight inaccuracies in experi-
mental values will lead to significant variations in determined material properties.
Consequently, in order to determine the constituent CTE’s it is necessary to resort
to general values found in literature. The thermal expansion coefficient of the M18
epoxy is chosen as ↵m = 55 ⇥ 10 6K 1 which is the value stated for a similar
M18/1 epoxy manufactured by Hexcel, and is in the general range for epoxies [42].
The general range of transverse CTE’s for PAN fibers is 7   20 ⇥ 10 6K 1
3The value ⌫23 is difficult to measure experimentally. It is assumed here that the Poisson’s ratio is
close to that of the pure epoxy, hence ⌫23 = 0.38.
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for PAN fibers [43–46] , with the lowest CTEs corresponding to high-modulus
fibers [42, 46–48]. For the M55J fiber a value ↵f,2 = 8.8 ⇥ 10 6K 1 will be
used, as this was found to result in the best correspondence with experimental val-
ues using F.E. modelling. According to Chamis’ equation (6.11), this results in
↵1 =  0.85⇥ 10 6K 1, ↵2 = 24.15⇥ 10 6K 1. While these values are lower
than found through experimental testing, Chamis’ equations are known to under-
estimate the transverse CTE, as was shown previously (Table 6.4). The thermal
properties for both matrix and fiber are gathered in Table 6.7.
Hexcel M18 properties
↵m 55⇥ 10 6K 1
Toray M55J properties
↵f,1  1.1⇥ 10 6K 1
↵f,2 8.8⇥ 10 6K 1
Table 6.7: Constituent thermal properties
6.3.2 Homogenized material predictions
Using the material properties as stated in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7, a SERVE (  =
50) is generated and imported into ABAQUS®. The F.E. model contains 475897
CPEG4R elements and 12976 CPEG3R elements distributed randomly over the
model (Figure 6.14).
The model is exposed to tensile, shear and temperature loads in order to extract
the homogenized material properties shown in Table 6.8.
E2 G23 ⌫23 ↵1 ↵2
(GPa) (GPa) (⇥10 6K 1)
Experimental 6.0 2.2 0.38 -1.02 35.2
Chamis 6.0 2.2 0.38 -0.85 28.9
F.E. 5.9 2.0 0.49 -0.83 35.3
Table 6.8: Homogenized material properties for M18/M55J
The elastic modulus E2 and shear modulus G23 found through F.E. modelling
are very close to those found through experiment or using Chamis’ equations. The
Poisson’s ratio ⌫23 however, differs significantly from the assumed value of 0.38.
As was noted previously, measuring this parameter is very challenging. The value
⌫23 = 0.38 is chosen under the assumption that the Poisson’s ratio should be close
to that of the pure epoxy, and was never measured experimentally. In a pure epoxy
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Figure 6.14: Close-up of F.E. mesh showing random distribution of CPEG4R and
CPEG3R elements throughout the model
sample, this assumption is correct and the transverse Poisson’s ratio is equal to that
of the pure epoxy. However, because of the presence of the (high modulus) carbon
fibers, the contraction of the epoxy in the 1-direction is severly restricted under
tensile loading in the 2-direction. An additional tensile strain will occur in the
matrix along the 1-direction because of this restriction, resuling in an additional
through-thickness (3-direction) contraction. As a consequence, the assumption
⌫23 ⇡ ⌫m is only correct when fibers and matrix have comparable properties.
Note that the same effect is present in the E-glass/MY750/HY917/DY063 analyzed
previously, where ⌫m = 0.35 and ⌫23 = 0.4. Compared to the E-glass (E =
74GPa), the M55J is much stiffer (Ef,1 = 540GPa) while the matrix properties
are comparable. Consequently, a higher value for ⌫23 can be expected, an ⌫23 =
0.49 is found to be a realistic value for the material.
As was expected, the CTE ↵2 found through F.E. modelling is higher than that
found using Chamis’ equation, and is very close to the value measured experimen-
tally.
6.4 Embedded optical fiber sensor
6.4.1 Modifications to the SERVE algorithm
In order to study the interfacial strains between optical fiber coating and host ma-
terial at the level of the individual reinforcing fibers, the algorithm described pre-
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viously was modified slightly:
• Clearly, as the optical fiber diameter decreases down to the size of the in-
dividual reinforcements, the assumption of homogenized properties will be
less appropriate. As a result, the smallest optical fiber diameter (60µm, de-
veloped within SmartFiber) is simulated. The thinnest coating considered
in Chapters 4 and 5 (b/a = 1.1) is used to keep the dimensions as small as
possible. If no (significant) microscopic effects can be determined for this
small inclusion, the assumption of homogenized properties will be valid for
all larger diameter fibers as well.
• The SERVE dimension is dominated by the size of the optical fiber coat-
ing. A trade-off has to be found between SERVE dimension and calculating
times. In this work, a SERVE size   = 79.2 is chosen, corresponding to a
SERVE width equal to three times the coated optical fiber diameter (66µm).
• The algorithm as described previously is run in order to create a SERVE
with the desired volume fraction (vf = 60% in this work). Afterwards,
the optical fiber is placed inside the SERVE and all intersecting reinforcing
fibers are removed. The center of the optical fiber coincides with a corner of
the SERVE.
• Periodic boundary conditions can no longer be applied because of the pres-
ence of the optical fiber sensor (which does not repeat periodically). Instead,
symmetry conditions are applied. Note that these boundary conditions are
not correct for reinforcing fibers crossing the SERVE boundaries and con-
sequently, some incorrect edge effects may occur. However, since we are
mainly interested in the interfacial stresses and strains, the influence of these
edge effects are expected to be negligible.
The generated SERVE volume is shown in Figure 6.15. The constituent ma-
terial properties as defined in Table 6.6, Table 6.7 and Appendix A are used. The
model is meshed using generalized plane strain elements. The mesh contains
183644 CPEG4R and 10689 CPEG3 elements distributed randomly over the entire
volume.
In order to compare the interfacial strains at a micro-level to those found using
homogenized material properties, a second part is created having the exact same
dimensions, but without the reinforcing fibers. The material properties for the host
are the homogenized properties given in Appendix A. Both parts are exposed to
the same load cases in order to directly compare the interfacial strains.
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Figure 6.15: SERVE with embedded 60µm optical fiber
6.4.2 Interfacial strains
6.4.2.1 In-plane transverse load
Figure 6.16 shows the maximal principal strain for a macroscopic in-plane trans-
verse displacement (along the horizontal direction in Figure 6.16) of the part end-
face, resulting in an in-plane transverse strain "22 = 0.1%.
Figure 6.16: Principal strains using micro-modeling (left) and homogenized material
properties (right) resulting from a macroscopic in-plane load ("22 = 0.1%)
As can be seen in Figure 6.16, the strains inside the coating and optical fiber
are nearly identical. The interfacial strains for homogenized and SERVE approach
are shown in Figure 6.17. The maximal and minimal principal strains are shown
on the interface. The location on the interface is defined by the angle, measured
counter-clockwise from the horizontal.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.17: Interfacial minimal (a) and maximal (b) principal strains resulting from a
macroscopic in-plane load ("22 = 0.1%)
As can be seen from Figure 6.17, the maximal/minimal principal strain is
nearly identical for the SERVE and homogenized model. Small variations in the
SERVE model can be seen. These differences can be attributed to the heteroge-
neous composition of the SERVE leading to localized fluctuations in stresses and
strains. However, the global interfacial strains are well captured by the homog-
enized model. The small fluctuations found through the SERVE model are not
expected to have any significant influence on the optimal coating properties.
In the host material, the distinction between carbon fibers and matrix is visi-
ble as the matrix strains more than the fibers (as can be seen from Figure 6.16).
Comparing the stresses in the homogenized model to those in the matrix and fibers
of the SERVE, allows stress intensification factors (SIFs) to be defined. Because
of the anisotropic nature of the carbon fibers and the homogenized material, the
maximal principal stresses will be used in the calculation of the SIFs. The SIF is
calculated as the ratio of the highest maximal principal stress in one of the con-
stituents (fibers or matrix) to that in the homogenized material. The results are
shown in Table 6.9.
M18 matrix M55J fibers
SIF ("22 load) 1.14 1.13
Table 6.9: Stress intensification factors resulting from a macroscopic in-plane load
("22 = 0.1%)
6.4.2.2 Out-of-plane transverse strain
Similar to Figure 6.16, Figure 6.18 shows the maximal principal strains for a
macroscopic out-of-plane transverse displacement (vertical direction in Figure 6.18),
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resulting in "33 = 0.1%.
Figure 6.18: Principal strains using micro-modeling (left) and homogenized material
properties (right) resulting from a macroscopic out-of-plane load ("33 = 0.1%)
Figure 6.19 shows the maximal and minimal principal strains on the coating-
composite interface.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.19: Interfacial minimal (a) and maximal (b) principal strains resulting from a
macroscopic out-of-plane load ("33 = 0.1%)
As expected for a material that is transversely isotropic, the principal strains
for a macroscopic out-of-plane load, are nearly equal to those for a macroscopic
in-plane load rotated over 90°. The stress intensification factors are given in Table
6.10.
The SIFs for an out-of-plane load are comparable to those found for an in-
plane load. The small variations between both load cases can be attributed to edge
effects caused by reinforcing fibers crossing the SERVE boundaries. Due to the
application of symmetry conditions, these cut-off fibers form sharp edges at which
the stress can be intensified depending on the load condition.
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M18 matrix M55J fibers (GPa)
SIF ("33 load) 1.17 1.19
Table 6.10: Stress intensification factors resulting from a macroscopic out-of-plane load
("33 = 0.1%)
6.4.2.3 Temperature step
The maximal principal strains for a temperature step  T = 10 °C are shown in
Figure 6.20.
Figure 6.20: In-plane principal strains using micro-modeling (left) and homogenized
material properties (right) for a temperature change T = 10 °C
A more pronounced difference between SERVE and homogenized model is
visible compared to the tensile load cases discussed previously. As expected, the
homogenized model has a homogeneous strain in the composite, only lightly dis-
turbed in the vicinity of the optical fiber. The SERVE model on the other hand
shows that the matrix expands much more than the reinforcing fibers. However, at
the coating-composite interface, both models seem to predict a similar strain state.
Figure 6.21 shows the interfacial strains at the coating-composite interface.
As before, the interfacial strains for homogenized and SERVE model are com-
parable.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the influences of the composite micro-structure have been inves-
tigated. Literature has shown that in order to accurately capture the composite
behavior on the level of the individual reinforcements, it is necessary to consider a
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.21: Interfacial minimal (a) and maximal (b) principal strains for a temperature
step T = 10 °C
random packing rather that the more easily modeled periodic distributions (square,
hexagonal).
An implementation of the SERVE algorithm described by Melro et al. [19]
was discussed and validated through numerous statistical indicators. The indi-
cators suggested that the algorithm is indeed capable of generating almost per-
fectly random RVEs with high volume fractions (vf = 60% in this work). The
SERVE geometry was then imported into finite element software in order to ex-
tract homogenized material properties. Good correspondence was found between
the present implementation, the implementation by Melro et al., Chamis homoge-
nization equations and experimental data.
Inverting Chamis’ homogenization equations, the constituent material proper-
ties of the M18/M55J prepreg used in this work were determined. Subsequent
F.E. modeling revealed the homogenized Poisson ratio ⌫23 = 0.49 rather than
⌫23 = ⌫m = 0.38.
Finally, the SERVE algorithm was modified to simulate an embedded optical
fiber at the scale of the individual reinforcements. The F.E. simulations showed
no significant differences in principal strain at the coating-composite interface be-
tween the SERVE model and the homogenized approach. Small fluctuations in
strain are found in the SERVE model, consistent with the heterogeneous com-
position of the host material. However, these fluctuations are small and are not
expected to influence the optimal coating parameters. Although modeling at this
level of detail provides additional information on the composite behaviour, con-
sidering the added computational effort of simulating a composite at this level, the
problem of coating optimization is best performed on a macroscopic scale using
homogenized material properties as presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Residual and transverse strain sensing
While previous chapters have focused on optimizing the stresses and strains (in
the host material) resulting from embedding an optical fiber (and read-out) system,
this chapter will focus more on the capabilities of the optical fiber sensor itself and
the ability to measure the build-up of cure-induced residual strains. This chap-
ter will explore the capabilities of optical fiber Bragg grating sensors towards the
measurement of (small) transverse strains. A novel technique known as polariza-
tion dependent loss (PDL) measurements will be presented, providing a read-out
technique significantly more sensitive to peak splitting (associated with differen-
tial transverse strains) than traditional (amplitude) measurements. The benefits of
the methodology will be evaluated through cure-monitoring experiments in which
the transverse residual strain will be measured using optical fiber sensors. Several
experiments will be performed, evaluating the effects of prepreg moisture and cur-
ing pressure on the obtained residual strain field. A part of this work has led to
a publication in a peer-reviewed (A1) scientific journal [1]. Using finite element
analysis, an attempt will be made to model and predict the build-up of residual
strains. The influence of parameters such as edge effect, material variability, tool-
ply interactions . . . will be investigated.
7.1 Introduction
Owing to properties such as their small size (typically between 80 and 125µm in
diameter), a high resistance to electro-magnetic interference, chemical inertness
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and the ability to withstand high temperatures, optical fiber sensors have attracted
a significant amount of interest as a sensor system for monitoring of composite
structures [2]. While surface mounted sensors are possible, the fibrous nature of
the composite material is ideally suited for the embedding of optical fibers. By
embedding optical fiber sensors, additional information about the internal health-
status of the host may be recorded, while simultaneously protecting the fragile
fiber optic sensor from external influences.
As the embedding of optical fiber sensors requires them to be placed inside
the raw, uncured material, the sensors can additionally be exploited to provide
information about the cure process and the initial (cured) state of the host struc-
ture. During curing, the matrix and reinforcing fibers are locked together at an
elevated temperature when the matrix polymerizes. Subsequent cooling leads to
the creation of residual strains as a result of the difference in coefficient of ther-
mal expansion (CTE) of matrix and reinforcements. Additionally, factors such as
stacking sequence, temperature profile . . . will affect the initial state of the cured
part [3–6].
Numerous researchers have reported on the capabilities of optical fiber sensing
towards embedded strain and temperature sensing. Antonucci et al. [7, 8] have
used an FBG embedded in a thermoset resin to validate numerical simulations
modeling the residual strain build-up resulting from part-tool interactions. A good
agreement between simulated strains and those measured by the FBG was found.
Numerical simulations showed that the mold material can have a significant influ-
ence on the residual strains. Additionally, using a combination of refractometer
and Bragg grating, Antonucci was capable of accurately determining the cure re-
action advancement and onset of gelification. Since the experiments were carried
out in pure resins, no birefringence occurred in the optical fiber and only the axial
sensitivity of the FBG was exploited. Similar results were prestend by Giordano
et al. [9] using the same set-up as Antonucci. Giordano showed the ability of an
embedded FBG sensor to detect strain relaxation and increasing glass-transition
temperature (detected by looking at the clear change in thermal strain build-up
with temperature below and above the glass-transition temperature) with subse-
quent heat treatments and ageing of a pure epoxy host. Harsch et al. [10] used an
FBG in a pure epoxy host to determine properties such as gel point, onset of vitri-
fication, glass transition temperature and CTE. The determined values were found
to be in close agreement with values determined through thermo-mechanical anal-
ysis (TMA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Colpo et al. [11, 12] used
long-period FBGs in an epoxy host measuring strain distributions over the entire
length of the sample. Using optical low-coherence reflectometry (OLCR) allowed
for the reconstruction of the strain distribution over the length of the fiber. Us-
ing machined circumferential cracks, stress relaxation was created in the sample,
which could accurately be detected by the FBG. Using this data, a finite element
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model was created giving the residual stress in the entire part based on the FBG
sensor readings. The F.E. model was validated by measuring the deformed shape
of the experimental specimen. Good agreement was generally found, except for the
end-parts of the specimen where the simplified F.E. assumptions over-estimated
the deformation. While small birefringence effects (approximately 25 pm) were
found, they were not taken into account, and only the axial sensitivity was used.
Similar experiments in pure epoxy host were reported by other authors [13–15].
Eum et al. [16] used long period gratings combined with a technique known as op-
tical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) to monitor a vacuum-assisted resin
transfer molding (VaRTM) process. The OFDR technique provides a distributed
sensing capability with a spatial resolution of about 1mm. The system was capable
of localizing the resin flow front during the infusion process by monitoring wave-
length shifts caused by a changing temperature of the (heated) resin. Additionally
a compressive cure-induced strain was measured of approximately 60µ" in a resin
transfer molding (RTM) infused plate. Unfortunately, no details about the stacking
of the reinforcing layers are mentioned. The technique described only assumes an
axial sensitivity of the FBG.
As an optical fiber is sensitive to strain as well as temperature, several authors
have presented techniques allowing to decouple both effects [17–22]. Huang et
al. [17] used stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in an optical fiber, allowing to
decouple temperature and strain effects over the length of the fiber. While it is
shown that this system is capable of separating temperature and strain, the authors
also mention some difficulty in separating both effects, which would be resolved
by further increasing the spatial resolution of the SBS system. The data-processing
of the SBS system only accounts for axial strain and temperature. Several au-
thors [18–22] have adopted a combination of FBG and extrinsic Fabry-Perot in-
terferometer (EFPI) in order to discriminate between axial strain and temperature.
This type of sensor is shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Hybrid FBG/EFPI principle [20]
As the FBG sensor is encapsulated in a capillary tube, it is shielded from strains
present in the host material. The cavity between both fiber ends (forming the
Fabry-Perot interferometer) however, is subject to changes caused by axial strains
and temperature. As the cavity expands or contracts, the resonance frequency of
the EFPI changes. Consequently, the wavelength shifts of the (free) FBG can be
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used to determine the temperature effects, while the EFPI contains both contribu-
tions from temperature and axial strain.
An alternative to this hybrid combination, is using a second FBG sensor em-
bedded in a capillary tube as a temperature sensor (Figure 7.2) [23–25]. This
provides a simplified approach as only one sensing technique is used and conse-
quently, both sensors can be read-out using the same acquisition hardware. Mulle
et al. [24, 25] used such a combination in a carbon fiber composite (Figure 7.2).
The FBGs were embedded in a [08] carbon fiber laminate. The FBGs measured a
(axial) residual strain between 70  75µ" for this lay-up.
Figure 7.2: Dual FBG configuration with encapsulated FBG [24]
Hernandez-Moreno et al. [26–28] reported on the use of FBGs embedded
in a filament wound glass reinforced epoxy composite both during manufacture
[26, 27] and in-service [28]. Discrimination between temperature and strain was
achieved by using an thermocouple embedded next to the optical fiber sensor. Dur-
ing the manufacturing process, the FBGs captured an average axial residual strain
of approximately 995µ", while circumferential strains of 134µ"were measured.
The spectral response was observed during this curing cycle, and no signs of bire-
fringence were detected. Minakuchi et al. [29] reported on the use of fiber-optics in
a life cycle monitoring experiment on a carbon-fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
structure. A combination of Brillouin gain and FBGs was used to monitor the
structure during VaRTM fabrication and subsequent impact tests. A residual strain
of 250µ" was measured at different locations of the test specimen. Further strain
changes of 100µ" and 50µ" were reported after impact tests on the specimen. It
is stated that these strain values may be too small for reliable damage detection.
All these publications focus on the measurement of strain along the fiber direc-
tion, neglecting the influence of transverse strains on the sensor response. Since
an optical fiber is generally embedded along the reinforcing direction (causing the
least distortion to the composite), these axial strains correspond to the strongest
direction of the part. Transverse strains on the other hand, are associated with the
weaker directions of the parts, and can more rapidly initiate damage such as de-
laminations. Monitoring these cure-induced transverse strains will therefore reveal
important information concerning the structural health.
While optical fiber Bragg sensors are inherently sensitive to transverse strains,
traditional optical fiber detection schemes have a certain threshold before trans-
verse strains can be detected. Consequently, peak-splitting (necessary for trans-
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verse strain sensing with FBGs) is only detected at late stages of the curing, or only
after subsequent loading [30–34]. A common approach to overcoming this thresh-
old is through the use of polarization maintaining (PM) fibers [35–38]. Chehura
et al. [36] have reported on the use of bow-tie (PM) fibers to measure the build-up
of transverse strains during curing of a composite material. While the system was
capable of monitoring the build-up of residual transverse strain during the cur-
ing process, the resolution of the read-out system was rather noisy. Regardless,
the authors were capable of deriving a linear relationship between degree-of-cure
and transverse strain build-up. This relationship was found to be most sensitive
when an FBG is embedded perpendicular to the reinforcement direction. Davol et
al. [35] used PM fibers embedded in a weave structure during consolidation. The
results illustrate the additional complexity when FBGs are embedded in woven
fabrics. A strain distribution is present within each unit cell of the weave. This
strain distribution is picked up by the FBG, leading to a distorted spectrum and ad-
ditional complexities in relating the spectral information to strain values. The au-
thors showed that the FBG response changes in reaction to curing and three-point
bending of a VaRTM infused plate. However, no post-processed strain information
is provided.
Although PM fibers enable the immediate and accurate detection of transverse
strains, they are costly compared to traditional optical fibers and exhibit a strong
orientation-dependent sensitivity [37, 39]. Accurate results can therefore only be
achieved after precise orientation of the fiber, requiring manual labor and train-
ing. Furthermore, when PM fibers are fabricated using stress-applying parts, an
additional temperature-dependency exists which is difficult to compensate [39].
In order to measure small transverse strains which occur during curing, without
the difficulties associated with PM fibers, an alternative interrogation scheme is
necessary.
In this chapter, the polarization dependent loss measurement technique is pre-
sented. The technique allows the detection of minute transverse strains in tra-
ditional (non-PM) FBGs. The technique will be demonstrated by performing a
cure-monitoring experiment on an out-of-autoclave carbon fiber cross-ply lami-
nate. The focus in this chapter is on demonstrating the capabilities of the PDL
technique and the ability to measure cure-induced residual strains, rather than min-
imizing the stresses resulting from embedding an optical fiber sensor (as discussed
in the previous chapters). In order to obtain the highest sensitivity to transverse
strain, stripped optical fiber sensors will be used for these experiments. Addition-
ally, as the PDL technique is (currently) limited to high-reflectivity gratings, stan-
dard 125µm, acrylate coated optical fibers will be used rather than the Ormocer®
coated draw-tower gratings (which are inherently low-reflectivity gratings) dis-
cussed in the previous chapters. Discrepancies between finite element modeling
and experimental results will be shown and possible causes will be discussed.
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7.2 Fiber Bragg gratings
7.2.1 Sensing principle
Optical fiber Bragg gratings (FBG’s) are localized periodic modulations (period or
pitch ⇤) of the core refractive index. These modulations are obtained by periodi-
cally exposing the (photo-sensitive) optical fiber to UV-light. Several techniques
have been developed to create a periodic pattern, such as interferometric [40],
phase mask [41] or a point-by-point inscription process [42].
When broadband light is launched into an optical fiber, the Bragg grating re-
flects a small portion of the incident spectrum. A simplified explanation for this
phenomenon is that light diffracts and (partially) reflects at each change in refrac-
tive index. When the incident wavelength matches the periodicity of the Bragg
grating, constructive interference occurs, leading to large reflections. This princi-
ple is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: Schematic illustration of FBG working principle [43]
The reflected spectrum is centered on the Bragg-wavelength  B (assuming no
peak-distortion and a flattened input spectrum), and is determined by the Bragg
equation:
 B = 2n⇤ (7.1)
In Equation (7.1), ⇤ is the grating periodicity or pitch and n is the effective
refractive index of the grating. The shape of the reflected peak (i.e. the width and
amplitude) is determined by process parameters such as the grating length Lg and
index modulation [44]. As part of the light is reflected at the Bragg grating, the
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transmitted spectrum exhibits a rejection band at the Bragg wavelength, basically
containing the same information as the reflected spectrum.
Both the grating pitch ⇤ and the refractive index n are dependent on both strain
and temperature. For example, the application of tensile strain in the axial direction
of the fiber will lead to an increase in periodicity ⇤ and a change in effective
refractive index n. Consequently, the Bragg wavelength given by Equation (7.1)
will vary with strain and temperature:
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Using Equation (7.1), this equation can be rewritten as:
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Based on Equations (7.2) - (7.3), an optical fiber Bragg grating can thus be
regarded as the optical alternative to a more traditional electrical strain gauge. In
contrast to the electrical strain gauge however, the sensitivity to strain and temper-
ature is encoded as a wavelength rather than as a resistance value. Consequently,
factors such as ageing, EM-fields or corrosion have no influence on the measured
strain, which is an important benefit compared to classical strain gauges which tend
to drift in time and are strongly affected by electro-magnetic fields. Additionally,
as the strain and temperature information is encoded in the reflected wavelength,
the measurement is also independent of variations in incident spectrum power. Fi-
nally, by varying the pitch ⇤, several gratings can be inscribed on a single optical
fiber line (called multiplexing) allowing a multi-point measurements using a single
fiber.
7.2.1.1 Response to strain
Looking only at the sensitivity to strains, and assuming small strains (i.e. @⇤@"i ⇡
 ⇤
 "i
), Equation (7.3) can be simplified to:
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The first term represents the axial elongation of the sensor divided by the orig-
inal length and hence is equal to the axial strain experienced by the FBG. Using
the coordinate system as shown in Figure 7.4, Equation (7.4) can be rewritten as:
  B
 B
= "03 +
 n
n
(7.5)
Note that while the coordinate system used in Figure 7.4 is the traditional co-
ordinate system for optical fiber sensors, it does not correspond to the traditional
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Figure 7.4: Coordinate system used for the optical fiber sensor [45]
coordinate systems used in composites where the 1-direction usually corresponds
to the reinforcement direction. In order to make a clear distinction between the co-
ordinate system used in the optical fiber sensor, and that in a composite, the optical
fiber coordinate system will be expressed as 10, 20, 30.
The dependence of the effective refractive index n on strain is determined by
the so-called photo-elastic effect [46]. Under the influence of this photo-elastic
effects, certain materials become optically anisotropic (i.e. have an orientation-
dependent refractive index) during the application of strain. This is illustrated
in Figure 7.5, where polarized light is sent through a DVD jewel case exhibiting
photo-elasticity resulting from residual stresses induced during production. As the
polarized light enters the photo-elastic material, it is separated into two (perpen-
dicular) polarization directions with different refractive indices causing a phase
shift between both polarizations. This phase shift is a measure of the stresses and
strains inside the material, and perceived as differences in color when observed
through a polarizer.
Figure 7.5: Example of photo elastic effect through a DVD jewel case, revealing residual
stresses [47]
The photo-elastic effect is decribed mathematically as:
 
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For an isotropic material such as fused silica, Equation (7.6) contains only two
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independent parameters p11, p12:26666664
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The strain-optic coefficients for a single-mode optical fiber were determined as
p11 = 0.113 and p12 = 0.252 [48]. Under the assumptions of small strains, the in-
dex modulations can be regarded as small and the relationship dn =   12n3d
 
1
n2
 
can be used, giving:
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Using Equation (7.8), Equation (7.5) can finally be rewritten as:
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Because of the photo-elastic effect, two Bragg wavelengths  B,1,  B,2 are
reflected. The effect of axial strain "03 is identical for both wavelengths. However,
in the presence of transverse strains "01, "02 both wavelengths respond differently,
leading to peak-separation (called birefringence).
The strains "0i are theoretically the averaged strains over the entire mode-field
(i.e. the spatial extent) of the optical wave. However, as most of the light in an
optical fiber is confined to the small core region (⇠ 10µm), the strains are usually
assumed equal to those found at the center of the optical fiber (called the center-
strain approximation).
7.2.1.2 Response to temperature
Looking at the temperature sensitivity of Equation (7.3)
  B
 B
=
✓
1
⇤
@⇤
@T
+
1
n
@n
@T
◆
 T (7.10)
The first term can be seen to represent the thermal expansion (↵f ) of the grat-
ing. The second term ( 1n
@n
@T ) is called the thermo-optic coefficient (↵n) and is
dependent on the type and concentrations of dopants. The temperature sensitivity
can thus be rewritten as:
  B
 B
= (↵f + ↵n) T
=   T
(7.11)
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in which   is called the temperature coefficient of the grating.
Assuming a thermal expansion ↵f = 0.55 ⇥ 10 6K 1 (Appendix A) and
thermo-optic coefficient ↵n = 5.9 ⇥ 10 6K 1 [45], a temperature coefficient
  = 6.45⇥ 10 6K 1 is obtained. For a FBG with  B = 1550 nm, this translates
into a temperature sensitivity of 10 pm/K.
While this linear approximation is sufficiently accurate for small temperature
fluctuations, at larger temperature changes (such as during a curing cycle cooling
down from 180 °C to room temperature) however, the thermo-optic coefficient is
more accurately described using a linear approximation: ↵n = aT + b [49, 50].
Voet [43] showed that the wavelength dependence on temperature can be described
according to:
ln
✓
 B
 B,ref
◆
= ST1 T + ST2 T
2 (7.12)
in which  T = T   Tref and  B,ref is the Bragg wavelength at the reference
temperature Tref.
Combining Equation (7.9) and Equation (7.11) an FBG is thus sensitive to
strain ("01,"02,"03) and temperature ( T ). The sensitivity to these effects is encoded
in two Bragg wavelengths  B,1,  B,2. This means that a single FBG containing
two Bragg wavelengths, is insufficient to determine the applied strains and temper-
ature (4 unknowns). To overcome this, at least two FBG’s 1 need to be combined
in order to determine the strains and temperature based on the sensor output. Luy-
ckx [45] compared several approaches to achieve this goal.
7.2.2 Read-out limitations
Traditional FBG interrogator systems rely on sweeping the desired wavelength
range and measuring the reflected amplitude at each individual wavelength. This
is usually achieved by using either a tuneable laser which is swept over the wave-
length range, or by using a broadband light source and filtering the output to dis-
cern between different wavelengths (using interferometric approaches or passive
filters).
While this is an efficient (and potentially very fast) technique to measuring the
reflected (or even transmitted) spectrum of a fiber Bragg grating, these systems
do not discern between the two polarization directions present in an optical fiber
( B,1,  B,2 in Equation (7.9)).
Equation (7.9) shows that an FBG is inherently sensitive to transverse strains.
When "01 = "02, both Bragg wavelengths behave identically, while for "01 6= "02
peak separation occurs. However, for "01 ⇡ "02 traditional (amplitude) read-out
devices are incapable of discerning between both polarizations as the flanks of
1Both FBGs need to respond differently to strain and temperature. This can either be achieved by
using FBGs with different sensitivities or by exposing them differently to (part of) the fields. For more
information, the reader is referred to [45].
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both polarizations interfere, resulting in the detection of an averaged single peak
as shown in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: Individual polarizations (peak 1 and 2) and averaged peak reflected from an
FBG [43]
In the example of Figure 7.6 a peak separation exists between both reflected
peaks (peak 1 and 2) indicating the presence of a differential transverse strain
"d = "01  "02. Using an amplitude read-out device, no distinction is made between
both polarizations and the total reflected power is measured at each individual
wavelength. Because of the finite width of both peaks, the two distinct Bragg
wavelengths are averaged out, resulting in the mean peak shown in Figure 7.6.
Increasing values of "d will gradually reveal the presence of two distinct peaks
until both can be accurately determined. The precise threshold before both peaks
can be determined is dependent on the peak-detection algorithm and accuracy of
the read-out device.
This shows that for small values of "d, traditional read-out devices are unable to
discriminate between both reflected peaks and only an averaged peak is recorded,
inevitably leading to errors in the determination of applied strains.
7.2.2.1 Polarization maintaining fibers
A possible solution to overcome this issue, is by using polarization maintaining
fibers. In polarization maintaining fibers, an intentional birefringence is created.
Depending on the type of PM fiber, this inherent birefringence is achieved by ei-
ther modifying the core geometry (elliptical core or D-shaped fibers), using stress-
applying parts (Panda and Bow-Tie fibers) [39] or by using microstructured optical
fibers (MOF) in which the birefringence results from the specific pattern of the op-
tical fiber as shown in Figure 7.7 [37]. These modifications result in an inherent
birefringence and a corresponding separation of both Bragg peaks, even in the ab-
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sence of (external) strain. This is illustrated in Figure 7.7(b), showing the inherent
birefringence in a microstructured optical fiber.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.7: (a) Microscope image of microstructured optical fiber (b) Inherent
birefringence in a microstructured optical fiber [37]
However, the increased difficulty in the design and fabrication of these types
of polarization maintaining fibers results in a more costly sensor compared to a
traditional optical fiber sensor. Additionally, the sensitivity to transverse strain in
strongly dependent on the orientation of the applied load (Figure 7.8).
Figure 7.8: Sensitivity to transverse loads for as a function of orientation [37]
In order to obtain accurate strain measurements, a PM fiber therefore requires
precise orientation before embedding, requiring manual labor and training. Be-
cause of the additional difficulties of orientation procedures, and the increased
cost of the sensor, alternative interrogation schemes should be considered, capable
of measuring both polarization axis in traditional (non-PM) fibers. In this work,
the polarization dependent loss technique will be discussed.
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7.3 Polarization dependent loss
7.3.1 Sensing principle
Polarization dependent loss (PDL) measurements were originally developed for
telecom purposes where a low PDL is often desired. Fluctuations in temperature
and mechanical strain influence the polarization of light in optical components.
Consequently, optical components with a high PDL value would exhibit strong
variations in power output due to external influences such as day-to-day tempera-
ture fluctuations or mechanical manipulations of the component. In telecommuni-
cation applications, these fluctuations in power are undesirable as they affect the
transmission capabilities of the system. For example, an optical fiber communi-
cation line is expected to function properly without being significantly affected by
environmental temperature or manipulations.
Polarization dependent loss is expressed as the maximum change in transmis-
sion of an optical component, over all possible input polarization states. Obviously
then, one possible approach is to generate all possible polarization input states us-
ing a polarization controller, and measure the resulting output powers. From these
readings, the maximum and minimal transmission can be found, leading to the
PDL value. In order for this procedure to work however, the polarization con-
troller has to be calibrated for every possible polarization state, as the controller
itself will also exhibit some amount of PDL. Additionally, the process of calibrat-
ing and generating every possible polarization state sufficiently precise is a time
consuming process with measurement times on the order of 30 seconds. During
this time, the optical device should remain unchanged as manipulations that af-
fect the polarization inside the device will affect the PDL determination. Due to
this limitation, the brute-force approach is only suited for measuring optical de-
vices which can be isolated for a prolonged time. In sensor applications such as
FBG health monitoring, a less time-consuming approach is necessary. This can
be achieved by using the Stokes / Mueller method or the Jones method described
next.
7.3.1.1 Stokes / Mueller method
A Stokes vector S = (S0, S1, S2, S3) completely describes the power and polar-
ization state of an optical wave. In S, S0 represents the total intensity of the wave,
S1 the degree of linear horizontal polarization (S1 > 0) or vertical polarization
(S1 < 0). S2 represents the amount of linear +45° polarization (S2 > 0) or linear
 45° polarization (S2 < 0) and S3 the amount of right-hand circular (S3 > 0)
or left-hand circular (S3 < 0) polarization. These different polarization states are
shown graphically in Figure 7.9.
Additionally in case of completely polarized light (for example as shown in
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Figure 7.9: Stokes vectors for degenerate polarization states [51]
Figure 7.9), the Stokes parameters are related by the following equation:
S20 = S
2
1 + S
2
2 + S
2
3 (7.13)
When an optical wave Sin interacts with an optical component, the polarization
state is altered resulting in an output optical wave Sout. Assuming Sin and Sout
are linearly related to each other, the relationship between both is given by a 4⇥ 4
matrix known as the Mueller matrixM :
2664
Sout,0
Sout,1
Sout,2
Sout,3
3775 =
2664
m11 m12 m13 m14
m21 m22 m23 m24
m31 m32 m33 m34
m41 m42 m43 m44
3775
2664
Sin,0
Sin,1
Sin,2
Sin,3
3775 (7.14)
Using Equation (7.14), the power transmission T can be calculated for every
possible state of polarization:
T =
Sout,0
Sin,0
=
m11Sin,0 +m12Sin,1 +m13Sin,2 +m14Sin,3
Sin,0
(7.15)
Hence, knowing the coefficients m1i it is possible to determine the maximal and
minimal transmission loss over all possible input polarizations, and thus determine
the PDL value. The maximal and minimal transmission can be found from Equa-
tion (7.15), taking into account Equation (7.13) by using a Lagrange multiplier
function [52]. The maximal and minimal transmission are given by:
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Tmax = m11 +
q
m212 +m
2
13 +m
2
14
Tmin = m11  
q
m212 +m
2
13 +m
2
14
(7.16)
With the maximal and minimal transmission known from Equation (7.16), the
PDL is then expressed as:
PDL = 10 log
✓
Tmax
Tmin
◆
(7.17)
Using this technique, the determination of PDL is reduced to the measurement
of the four Mueller coefficients m1i. The unknown Mueller coefficients can be
determined by measuring the response of the optical device to four well-known
input polarization states in a two-step process as shown in Figure 7.10.
Figure 7.10: Mueller coefficient measurement principle [52]
In a first step, the measurement device is calibrated by directly connecting
the polarization controller to the photo-detector sensor and measuring the output
power for the four different polarizations given in Table 7.1. From this step, the
intensities (Pi) of the different polarization states are determined. This process
only has to be performed once at the start of the measurement.
Input state Sin Sout,0
Linear horizontal (0°) (Pa, Pa, 0, 0) P1 = m11Pa +m12Pa
Linear vertical (90°) (Pb, Pb, 0, 0) P2 = m11Pb  m12Pb
Linear diagonal (45°) (Pc, 0, Pc, 0) P3 = m11Pc +m13Pc
Circular (right handed) (Pd, 0, 0, Pd) P4 = m11Pd +m14Pd
Table 7.1: Input Stokes vector and output intensity for PDL determination
In a second step, the optical device for which the PDL needs to be measured
(the device under test or DUT in Figure 7.10) is connected between the polarization
controller and the photo detector. The output intensities under the four different
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polarization states are given in Table 7.1 (Sout,0). Based on the output intensity
measurements, the unknown Mueller coefficients can then be determined:
m11 =
1
2
✓
P1
Pa
+
P2
Pb
◆
m12 =
1
2
✓
P1
Pa
  P2
Pb
◆
m13 =
P3
Pc
 m11
m14 =
P4
Pd
 m11
(7.18)
Using Equation (7.18), the maximal and minimal transmission can be calcu-
lated (Equation (7.16)) and finally, the PDL value is found from Equation (7.17).
7.3.1.2 Jones method
An alternative method exists using Jones vectors and matrices [53, 54]. Compared
to the Stokes / Mueller approach, the method using Jones calculus only requires
three input polarizations and uses a polarimeter detector rather than a standard
photo-detector.
A Jones vector V contains information about the amplitude and phase of an
optical wave (in contrast with the Stokes vector containing only intensities):
V =
1q
E20x + E
2
0y
✓
E0x exp ( i x)
E0y exp ( i y)
◆
(7.19)
Similar to the Mueller matrix, the effect of an optical device-under-test (DUT)
on an input Jones vector, is described by a 2⇥ 2 Jones matrix (J):
Vout = J · Vin (7.20)
The Jones matrix can be determined (to within a complex constant  ) by ap-
plying three linear polarization input states to the DUT and measuring the resulting
output amplitude and phase using a polarimeter. The input Jones vectors and re-
sulting output vectors traditionally used to determine the Jones matrix, are given
in Table 7.2.
A polarimeter only provides information about the relative phase shift between
both output constituent (Ex and Ey). As a result, only the following parameters
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Input state Jin Jout
Linear horizontal (0°) (1, 0) (J11, J21)
Linear vertical (90°) (0, 1) (J12, J22)
Linear diagonal (45°)
⇣
1p
2
, 1p
2
⌘ ⇣
1p
2
(J11 + J12),
1p
2
(J21 + J22)
⌘
Table 7.2: Input and output Jones vectors for PDL determination
can actually be measured using this setup:
k1 =
J11
J21
k2 =
J12
J22
k3 =
J11 + J12
J21 + J22
k4 =
k3   k2
k1   k3
(7.21)
Solving Equation (7.21) for the unknown Jones coefficients Jij , the Jones ma-
trix is found to be:
J =   ·

k1k4 k2
k4 1
 
(7.22)
in which   represents a complex constant which can not be determined using this
method. This constant however, has no influence on the PDL value as it has an
equal (and constant) effect on all coefficient of the Jones matrix.
The maximal and minimal transmission are found as the eigenvalues si of the
matrix J⇤T ·J in which J⇤T represents the complex-conjugate transpose of J . The
PDL is then found as:
PDL =
    10 log✓s1s2
◆     (7.23)
7.3.1.3 Polarization dependent loss of a FBG
Solving the Maxwell wave equations in an optical fiber reveals that a single mode
optical fiber can only propagate two (orthogonal) polarizations, Tx and Ty . Conse-
quently, Tmax and Tmin will always correspond to either of these two polarizations.
The expression for PDL given in Equation (7.17) can then be rewritten as:
PDL( ) =
    10 log✓Tx( )Ty( )
◆     (7.24)
Equation (7.24) explicitly mentions the dependency of PDL on wavelength  .
This wavelength dependency is especially important for FBG sensors which are
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necessarily exposed to a broadband input source. The discussion of PDL for a
FBG sensor can be split up in several wavelength ranges:
•  ⌧  B or     B
For wavelengths far away from the Bragg wavelength, both polarizations
will behave similarly and the transmission losses will be small. At these
wavelengths Tx ⇡ Ty and PDL ⇡ 0
•   ⇡  B,1 or   ⇡  B,2
When the incident wavelength   approaches either of both Bragg wave-
lengths  B , one of both polarizations (Tx or Ty) will experience a strong
reflection because of the Bragg grating. At these wavelengths Tx ⌧ Ty or
Tx   Ty and as a result the PDL will be high.
•  B,1 <   <  B,2
Assume  B,1 and Tx are associated with the lowest of both Bragg wave-
lengths. For   between  B,1 and  B,2, the reflectivity of Tx decreases as  
departs from  B,1. Similarly, the reflectivity of Ty increases as   approaches
 B,2. Therefore, a certain wavelength   must exist for which both gratings
reflect an (approximately) equal amount of power. Consequently, the PDL
between both Bragg wavelengths must decrease to ⇡ 0.
Figure 7.11 shows the PDL spectrum of a FBG with a peak separation of only
8 pm.
Figure 7.11: Illustration of PDL measurement on an FBG [55]
For wavelengths far away from the Bragg wavelength, the PDL is approx-
imately equal to zero. As the wavelength approaches the Bragg wavelengths,
Tx 6= Ty and the PDL power rises. However, when Tx and Ty intersect (at
  = 1549.540 nm), the PDL decreases to zero. This typical double-peak spectrum
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is indicative of peak-separation (and hence the presence of a differential trans-
verse strain "d). As the peak separation increases, the differences between Tx and
Ty will increase and lead to an increased PDL peak power. PDL peak power can
therefore be used as a measure for small differential transverse strains which would
go undetected using traditional amplitude measurements. Note that the PDL peak
wavelengths do not coincide with the Bragg wavelengths. The peak wavelength
corresponds to the location where the difference between Tx and Ty is maximal.
For large peak separations, the PDL peak wavelengths will converge to the Bragg
wavelengths.
7.3.2 Benefits and limitations
The PDL technique provides a read-out technique which is very sensitive to even
the smallest differential transverse strains and provides an elegant solution to a
problem which could not be resolved using traditional amplitude read-out equip-
ment. From Equation (7.9) and (7.11) it is seen that temperature and axial strain
"03 have an identical influence on  B,1 and  B,2. As PDL measures the power ratio
between Tx and Ty at a given wavelength, an equal shift in Bragg wavelength  B,1
and  B,2 has no influence on the resulting PDL peak power values, and therefore
PDL is independent of temperature and axial strain.
As was discussed previously, the PDL peak power increases with increasing
differential transverse strain. However, some limitations are to be noted:
• PDL can only be measured accurately for high reflectivity gratings. For low
reflectivity gratings such as the draw-tower gratings 2, the (maximal) reflec-
tive power in Tx and Ty is too low to achieve sufficient contrast between
Tx and Ty in order to produce an accurate PDL spectrum at low differen-
tial transverse strains. Additionally, the maximal PDL peak power before
saturation (determined by the largest achievable difference between Tx and
Ty) is severely reduced due to the low reflectivity of the grating, thereby
reducing the sensitivity of the PDL technique to transverse strains.
• The relationship between applied transverse strain and PDL peak power is
non-linear and dependent on the FBG spectrum.
• At large values of peak separation, the PDL peak power saturates and is inca-
pable of providing information on further increases in differential transverse
strains.
• Other factors that affect the spectral shape of the FBG (peak widening caused
by strain gradients, losses in reflectivity . . . ), will influence the PDL results.
2Draw-tower gratings are inscribed during the drawing process of the optical fiber, which happens
at high speed. Due to the limited exposure time to the laser beam for inscription of the grating, the
achievable index modulation n (and with it, the reflectivity) is limited.
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Only measuring PDL peak power would then lead to incorrect conclusions.
Note that the same holds true for traditional amplitude measurements in
which peak widening might indicate initial stages of birefringence, which
would go unnoticed when only monitoring the Bragg wavelength.
Figure 7.12 shows the PDL response of a bare optical fiber with FBG exposed
to a transverse line load. This figure clearly illustrates the non-linear response of
PDL, especially at higher loads. Additionally, it can be seen clearly that the PDL
saturates at approximately 4 dB and no increases are measured for loads higher
than 250N.
Figure 7.12: Evolution of PDL peak power with increasing transverse line load [56]
Consider polarization Tx to have a Bragg wavelength  B,1 and polarization Ty
to have a wavelength  B,2. The absolute maximum ratio TxTy (and thus maximal
PDL peak power) is achieved when Tx is as large as possible (i.e. total transmis-
sion) while Ty is as low as possible (i.e. high reflectivity). Ty is at its absolute
minimum at  B,2. Consequently, the maximal PDL value is achieved when the
peaks have separated sufficiently for Tx to have its maximum value (full transmis-
sion) at  B,2 (or vice versa, Ty is at its maximum at  B,1). Further increases in
peak separation have no effect on Tx and Ty at  B,2 (or  B,1) and thus the PDL
saturates. The saturation peak power is dependent on the reflectivity of the grating
(i.e. the minimal value of Tx and Ty).
7.4 Combined sensor interrogation
In order to overcome the limitations of both the amplitude measurement system
and the PDL measurement system, this work proposes to combine both measure-
ments in order to replicate the complete spectrum of each individual polarization.
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The output of an amplitude measurement (expressed in units of dB) can be
expressed as the sum of both polarizations:
T ( ) = 10 log (Tx + Ty) (7.25)
Combined with the PDL measurements given by Equation (7.24), both trans-
mission spectra Tx and Ty can be reconstructed as:
Tx( ) =
10
T ( )
10
1 + 10
±PDL( )
10
Ty( ) = Tx( )10
±PDL( )
10
(7.26)
Note that due to the presence of an absolute value sign in Equation (7.24), it is
impossible to determine whether Tx > Ty or Tx < Ty . This results in the ± sign
in Equation (7.26). However, it can easily be seen that changing the sign of the
PDL value does not affect the calculated powers, but only switches the calculated
power between Tx and Ty:
T 0x( ) =
10
T ( )
10
1 + 10
⌥PDL( )
10
=
10
T ( )
10
1 + 10
⌥PDL( )
10
 
10
±PDL( )
10
10
±PDL( )
10
!
=
10
T ( )
10
1 + 10
±PDL( )
10
10
±PDL( )
10
= Ty( )
(7.27)
As shown in Figure 7.11, a typical PDL spectrum contains two peaks separated
by a valley where PDL ⇡ 0. We define  int as the minimal PDL value between
both PDL maxima, corresponding to the wavelength where Tx and Ty intersect. In
Figure 7.11,  int = 1549.540 nm. In order to allow for automated processing of
the measured results, in this work we will assume Tx > Ty (and thus a positive
sign in Equation (7.26)) for     int, and Tx < Ty for   >  int.
Using Equation (7.26), it is possible to determine both individual polarizations
from an amplitude and PDL measurement. This allows the determination of the
individual Bragg wavelengths  B , even for very small values of transverse dif-
ferential strain. Additionally, since the entire spectrum of both polarizations is
reconstructed, other parameters such as the full-width at half maximum (FWHM)
can be determined, possibly containing additional information such as the presence
of strain gradients.
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7.5 Cure cycle monitoring
7.5.1 Sample description
To illustrate the improved sensitivity of the PDLmeasurement technique discussed
previously, a cure monitoring experiment was performed. The experiments de-
scribed in this section were performed in close collaboration with UMons [57].
The samples were made out of M18/M55J unidirectional carbon fiber prepreg ma-
terial (properties given in Appendix A). A cross-ply [902, 02]2s lay-up was chosen
as this lay-up leads to large differential transverse strains and thus a significant
amount of peak splitting during the curing process.
A total of four samples was investigated for this study. The samples have a
length of 250mm and a width of 25mm. The cured samples had a thickness of
1.65mm. The 0° plies were oriented along the width of the sample. The FBG
gratings were placed along the reinforcing direction, between the two central 0°
plies. The geometry and fiber orientation are shown in Figure 7.13. This sample
geometry was intentionally chosen, as it allows the easy application of in-plane
transverse strains in the cured sample by applying a displacement in the 2 direction.
However, considering the small width of the sample, edge effects might affect the
sensor read-out.
25mm
2
5
0
m
m
1
2
(a) (b)
Figure 7.13: Schematical sample geometry (a) and photograph of sample during lay-up
showing placement of the optical fiber sensor (b)
In order to protect the fragile ingress and egress points of the optical fiber
sensor, a protective Teflon tubing was placed around the fiber at both ends of the
sample.
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The FBGs used were inscribed in optical fibers provided by POFC (type PHO-
BDCDC15, co-doped with B/Ge) with a fiber diameter of 125µm. Before in-
scription the fibers were hydrogen loaded at 235 bar and 68 °C to improve the
sensitivity to UV-light inscription. The inscription was performed using a phase
mask technology and a double frequency Argon ion laser emitting at 244 nm. All
gratings have a length Lg of 8mm in order to obtain high-reflectivity gratings.
The coating at the FBG location has been removed prior to the inscription pro-
cess. As a consequence of the lateral inscription method used, a small gradient in
induced index-change exists, leading to a small amount of initial birefringence in
the gratings (Figure 7.14(a)).
(a) (b)
Figure 7.14: Inscription induced birefringence (a) and resulting transmission and PDL
spectrum (b)
Figure 7.14(b) shows the corresponding transmission and PDL spectrum. As
can be seen, no sign of birefringence is visible in the transmission spectrum, while
the PDL spectrum already reveals a clear double peak spectrum with a peak power
of more approximately 1.5 dB. This effect can be avoided by either rotating the
optical fiber around its axis during inscription or by placing a mirror behind the
optical fiber and reflecting the laser beam for a second interference in order to
achieve a uniform modification of the refractive index. This observation already
illustrates the increased sensitivity of the PDL method over traditional amplitude
measurements for measuring small differential transverse strains.
The samples were cured in an out-of-autoclave (i.e. only vacuum and temper-
ature applied) procedure in order to simplify the optical fiber connections to the
read-out equipment. A Teflon sheet was placed between the support plate and the
laminate in order to avoid tool-part interactions and simplify the removal of the
part after curing. The temperature was measured using a thermocouple located
near the laminate. The temperature cycle corresponds to the guidelines given by
the manufacturer and is shown in Figure 7.15(a). The optical fibers are read-out us-
ing a LUNA Technologies Optical Vector Analyzer (OVA) capable of performing
both amplitude and PDL measurements (according to the Jones method described
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previously) at a rate of approximately 1Hz in wavelength increments of 3 pm. The
schematic set-up of the experiment is shown in Figure 7.15(b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.15: Temperature cycle (a) and schematic set-up for cure cycle monitoring [57] (b)
As the OVA only contains a single transmitter (T) and receiver (R) connector,
an optical switch and coupler are used in order to measure multiple sensor lines
during a single cure cycle. By measuring the FBG transmission spectrum rather
than the reflection spectrum, the relative effect of detector noise is reduced and
consequently a higher accuracy PDL determination is possible.
7.5.2 Cure monitoring results
Figure 7.16 shows the evolution of the Bragg wavelength(s) during the cure cycle,
detected using amplitude measurements only.
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Figure 7.16: Evolution of Bragg wavelengths during curing, detected using amplitude
measurements
During the first 5 hours of curing, the amount of birefringence is insufficient
to determine two separate Bragg wavelengths. After a cool-down of approxi-
mately  T = 60 °C, the peak separation is sufficient for the peak detection al-
gorithm to detect two separate peaks. During cooldown, the laminate is free to
contract in the through-thickness direction according to the transverse CTE of the
material (↵3 = 35.2 ⇥ 10 6K 1). The transverse contraction of the 0° plies
(↵2 = 35.2 ⇥ 10 6K 1) however, is restricted by the surrounding 90° layers
which have a different CTE (↵1 =  1.02⇥10 6K 1). As a result, a difference in
contraction in the through-thickness and transverse in-plane direction exists, lead-
ing to a differential transverse strain. This results in an increasing peak separation
during cool-down as can be seen from Figure 7.16.
Once peak separation has occurred, amplitude measurements are sufficient to
extract all information contained in the FBG. However, during the first 5 hours
of curing, the amplitude measurements are incapable of providing information on
transverse differential strains.
Figure 7.17 shows the evolution of both PDL peak powers during the cure
cycle.
A first increase in PDL peak power can be observed after only 1 h30 of curing,
compared to the 5 hours required for the amplitude measurement to detect trans-
verse strains. The first increase in PDL peak power corresponds to the start of the
180 °C plateau in the curing cycle. At this temperature, the matrix begins to cure
and cure shrinkage occurs. Due to the cross-ply lay-up, this leads to a creation of
differential transverse strain which is detected by the PDL measurement. By the
end of the 180 °C cure plateau, the PDL peak power has reached a stable value, in-
dicating that most of the epoxy has polymerized and a high degree of cure has been
achieved. A second, sharp increase in PDL peak power is observed after 3 hours
of curing, corresponding to the beginning of the cool-down phase. As explained
previously, this can be attributed to the difference in CTE in the in-plane and out-
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Figure 7.17: Evolution of the PDL peak powers during curing
of-plane directions due to the cross-ply lay-up, resulting in additional differential
transverse strains. The results show that the PDL peak power finally stabilizes
after approximately 6 hours of curing. At this point, the Bragg wavelengths have
sufficiently separated for the PDL to reach its saturation power. At this point, PDL
is no longer capable of providing information on the evolution of differential trans-
verse strains and amplitude readings must be used to track the further evolution of
the Bragg peaks.
Figure 7.17 also shows a difference in power between both PDL peaks, starting
at 1 h30 and only disappearing after more than 8 hours. This phenomenon indi-
cates that the spectral shapes of both polarizations are affected differently. How-
ever, using only the PDL peak data does not allow the origins of this effect to be
traced back. Additionally, if a direct relationship were used between PDL peak
power and birefringence (i.e. through calibration such as done in Figure 7.12), this
would lead to problems, as no unique value for PDL peak power can be defined. In
order to investigate the causes of this difference in peak power and determine the
applied differential transverse strains, the PDL spectrum and amplitude spectrum
have to be combined according to Equation (7.26), in order to extract the spectral
behavior and Bragg wavelengths of both polarizations individually.
One potential cause of the difference in PDL peak power would be the presence
of a strain gradient in either of the transverse directions. This could lead to uneven
peak widening in both polarizations, resulting in the observed power differences.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) for each Bragg peak was calculated in
order to assess the occurence of (uneven) peak widening in both polarizations. The
results of this analysis are shown in Figure 7.18.
Looking at Figure 7.18(a), a slight increase in FWHM for both polarizations
can be seen over the entire curing cycle from an initial FWHM of ⇡ 100 pm to a
final FWHM of ⇡ 105 pm. However, in order to achieve a difference in PDL peak
power as seen in Figure 7.17, the FWHM must be different for both polarizations.
Figure 7.18(b) shows the difference in FWHM between both polarizations. At
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.18: Full-width at half maximum (FWHM) during curing (a) and difference in
FWHM between both polarizations
approximately 2 hours of curing, a small difference in FWHM of 15 pm can be
observed briefly. However, the difference in FWHM quickly reduces down to
approximately 2 pm. These small differences can likely be attributed to random
noise in the determination of the FWHM and are not expected to affect the PDL
peak power.
The inset shown in Figure 7.16 shows that the peak reflectivity of both Bragg
wavelengths is unequal at the onset of peak separation. Figure 7.19 shows the evo-
lution of (reconstructed) Bragg peak power for both polarizations over the entire
cure cycle.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.19: Bragg peak power during curing (a) and difference in peak power between
both polarizations
The results show an increase in transmission (i.e. a reduction of reflectivity) of
approximately 3 dB for both Bragg peaks over the entire curing cycle. Addition-
ally, a power difference between Tx and Ty can be observed, showing a similar
pattern as found in the PDL peak power evolution (Figure 7.17). Figure 7.19(b)
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shows that an initial power difference of approximately 0.8 dB exists between Tx
and Ty gradually decreasing to 0 dB at the end of the cure cycle. These power dif-
ferences are the main contributor to the measured difference in PDL peak power
described previously. It is unclear what factors are responsible for these differ-
ences in reflectivity between both polarizations.
The global decrease in reflectivity of 3 dB can be attributed to annealing effects
of the hydrogen loaded fibers at the elevated curing temperature, which is known to
reduce reflectivity [43]. Figure 7.20 shows the evolution of the Bragg reflectivity
of a bare (non-embedded) optical fiber annealed at 200 °C for 6 h. As can be seen,
Figure 7.20: Evolution of the Bragg grating reflectivity during annealing of a hydrogen
loaded optical fiber at 200 °C
a decrease in reflectivity of approximately 3 dB is obtained during this annealing
step.
Due to the two distinct PDL peak powers in the PDL spectrum, and the lack of
peak separation in the amplitude spectrum, neither technique is capable of deter-
mining the differential transverse strain separately. However, by combining both
measurements, the Bragg wavelengths can be determined individually for each
polarization. As the Bragg wavelengths are unaffected by changes in reflectiv-
ity, the resulting differential transverse strains are not affected by the phenomenon
observed in Figure 7.19 and can be determined accurately using this technique.
This emphasizes the benefit (or even necessity) of combining both measurement
techniques.
Figure 7.21 shows the evolution of the reconstructed Bragg wavelengths during
the curing cycle.
Figure 7.21(b) shows that a significant improvement in differential transverse
strain detection can be achieved by combining PDL and amplitude measurements.
While the traditional amplitude measurements require more than 5 hours and a
peak separation of 150 pm before peak separation is detected, the combination of
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.21: Evolution of individual (reconstructed) Bragg peaks (a) and corresponding
peak separation (b) during curing
PDL and amplitude measurements is capable of detecting peak separation during
the entire curing cycle. Note that even the small increase in residual strains dur-
ing polymerization at the 180 °C plateau (starting at 1 h30 until 3 h) is accurately
detected by the combined interrogation approach.
Finally, the differential transverse strain can be calculated from the measured
peak separation by subtracting both wavelength shifts given by Equation (7.9):
  B,1
 B
    B,2
 B
=
n2
2
(p11   p12) ("02   "01) (7.28)
Note that according to Equation (7.11), temperature has an identical effect on both
Bragg wavelengths and therefore the peak separation (Equation (7.28)) is inde-
pendent of temperature. The resulting differential transverse strains for all four
samples, using n = 1.456, p11 = 0.113 and p12 = 0.252 are shown in Figure
7.22.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.22: Differential transverse strain build-up (a) and close-up of polymerization
phase (b)
Gratings 1 to 3 measure a quasi identical increase in transverse strain dur-
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ing the polymerization of the epoxy (Figure 7.22(b)) of 60µ". This value is on
the same order of magnitude as cure-induced contractions reported by other re-
searchers [18–20, 36]. The fourth grating, FBG 4, initially detects the initial build-
up of residual strains identical to the other gratings. However, during the curing
process the PDL peak power suddenly decreases to 0 dB leading to the inability
to detect differential transverse strains with this grating. It is the author’s believe
that this effect must be attributed to technical issues and does not reflect a physical
event. At the beginning of the cool-down phase, the signal is gradually restored
and peak separation can again be detected using FBG 4.
During the subsequent cool-down phase the built-up residual strains vary be-
tween the different samples. The samples containing FBG 1 and FBG 2 were cured
together in one autoclave cycle and show a near identical build-up of transverse
strains. The samples containing FBG 3 and FBG 4 were also cured together in one
cycle, but show a significantly different response. Compared to the residual strain
of 1400µ" found in FBG 1 and FBG 2, the samples containing FBG 3 (1130µ")
and FBG 4 (950µ") measure a much lower strain. As both FBG 3 and FBG 4 were
cured in the same curing cycle, the measured differences between the samples can-
not be attributed to the curing cycle parameters. As all samples were created using
prepreg material from a single roll and were cured within the same week, varia-
tions in material properties between samples are not expected to result in the large
variations noticed. All consumables used (i.e. release foils, breather/bleeder, vac-
uum bagging . . . ) were identical between cures. Consequently, the lay-up phase is
the most likely point-in-time where the variability could originate. Differences in
processing conditions, stacking or optical fiber placement could potentially result
in the observed variations.
In the next section, finite element modeling will be used in order to investigate
the residual strain build-up and the effect of factors such as material variability and
ply orientation on the obtained residual strain levels. In Section 7.5.4, the effect
of moisture in the prepreg and cure pressure will be investigated and compared to
F.E. simulations.
7.5.3 F.E. modeling of residual strain
Using finite element analysis techniques, the influence of small variations in ma-
terial properties or stacking can be investigated. Additionally, the influence of the
narrow width of the samples will be determined in order to determine if edge-
effects could lead to the observed variations in transverse strain (Figure 7.22).
In order to be able to check the influence of edge-effects and stacking orien-
tation, a full 3D model of the composite sample with embedded (stripped) optical
fiber is created. Symmetry conditions are exploited in order to only model 1/8th
of the sample. The F.E. model showing the level of mesh refinement in shown in
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Figure 7.23. The model has a width of 12.5mm, length of 125mm and thickness
of 0.825mm.
Figure 7.23: F.E. model for residual strain simulations of embedded optical fiber sensor
The model is meshed using 97350 C3D8R linear brick elements with reduced
integration. The material properties used are given in Appendix A. Both the com-
pression and tensile material properties for the CFRP host will be compared. The
model assumes linear elastic behavior of all materials (accounting for possible
non-linear geometric effects). A temperature step of  T =  160 °C is applied
to the model, corresponding to the cool-down phase from 180 °C to room temper-
ature. Using this approach, the model only accounts for residual strain build-up
during cool-down, and does not account for the (small) build-up of residual strains
during polymerization as seen in Figure 7.22(b).
Figure 7.24 shows the evolution of the differential transverse strain |"01   "02|
with temperature for both the experimental data and the results found using F.E.
analysis. The strains "01 and "02 are measured at the center of the optical fiber. In-
spection of the strains inside the optical fiber have shown that only small variations
in strain are present through-out the fiber, and the center-strain approximation is
reasonable.
Figure 7.24 shows that the F.E. model predicts a residual strain level which is
lower than any of the experimental samples. The compressive material properties
result in a slightly higher residual stress than the tensile material properties.
Table 7.3 summarizes the slopes of the different experimental curves and the
F.E. results.
The change in transverse strain as detected by FBG 2 is 62% higher than pre-
dicted using F.E. analysis. This is unexpected as influences such as temperature-
dependent material properties and stress relaxation during slow cooling are ex-
pected to result in lower residual strains in experimental samples compared to the
F.E. analysis in which these effects are neglected. Temperature-dependent material
properties for example, generally lead to a decrease in transverse elastic modulus
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Figure 7.24: Residual strain during cool-down measured in experimental samples (black)
and using F.E. analysis (red)
Slope
FBG 1  8.63µ"/°C
FBG 2  8.96µ"/°C
FBG 3  6.87µ"/°C
FBG 4  6.07µ"/°C
F.E. - tensile  5.36µ"/°C
F.E. - compressive  5.56µ"/°C
Table 7.3: Slopes of residual strain versus temperature
of the composite at high temperatures. Consequently, at high temperature, the
composite material is more flexible and will induce less residual strain on the fiber
than when temperature-dependent effects are ignored. Similarly, stress relaxation
resulting from slow cooling would act to relieve stresses rather than create addi-
tional stresses.
In the next sections, several effects are investigated to explain the observed
variability between samples and the differences between F.E. results and experi-
mental data. While small variations in residual strains can be achieved by account-
ing for these effects (edge effects, ply orientation, material variability . . . ), none
of the presented effects are capable of causing the large variability (between F.E.
and experimental data as well as between the different experiments) observed. At
present it remains unclear which factors are responsible for the obtained differ-
ences in strain field.
7.5.3.1 Edge effects
As the location of the Bragg grating inscribed in the optical fibers is only known
approximately, the precise position of the sensor along the width of the sample
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may vary between samples. Additionally, as the embedding process is performed
by hand, variability in fiber placement is inevitable. Considering the narrow width
of the samples investigated, these shifts in FBG position may result in changes in
observed strain caused by edge-effects.
Figure 7.25 shows the variation of the differential transverse strain, measured
at the center of the optical fiber over the entire width of the sample (25mm). In or-
der to obtain sufficient data points to capture the evolution of strain over the width
of the sample, the mesh was refined to a total of 194700 elements for this analysis.
Both the results assuming tensile as well as compressive material properties for
the composite host are shown.
Figure 7.25: Variation of differential transverse strain measured at the fiber core over the
width of the sample caused by T =  160 °C
These results show that while edge-effects are present in the sample, they are
limited to the first 2.5mm at the edges of the sample. Additionally, the short in-
crease in differential transverse strain is limited to less than 25µ" for both material
definitions.
Using the maximal transverse strain of 916µ", the change in residual strain
with temperature would still only be  5.72µ"/°C, which is far below the sensi-
tivities observed in the experimental samples. Considering the limited extent and
amplitude of these edge-effects, it is therefore judged unlikely that these edge-
effects could significantly alter the FBG response.
7.5.3.2 Embedding depth
Although the optical fiber sensor is initially embedded between the central 0° plies,
the application of vacuum and temperature may cause it to drift through the thick-
ness of the laminate. Clearly, the adjacent 90° plies form hard boundaries on the
position of the optical fiber, although the actual drift of the fiber is expected to be
much lower than this.
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In order to investigate the effect of embedding depth of the optical fiber on the
measured differential transverse strains, a finite element model was built, allowing
the position of the optical fiber to be varied. Figure 7.26 shows the variation in
measured differential transverse strain with varying position of the optical fiber
sensor. The optical fiber sensor is assumed to be embedded near the center of the
0° plies (200µm from the top in Figure 7.26).
Figure 7.26: Variation of differential transverse strain measured at the fiber core due to
variations in embedding depth
Some small changes in differential transverse strain can be observed. Note that
at present, no post-mortem analyses have been performed to determine the exact
position of the optical fiber sensors in the laminate, as the samples are kept intact
for possible future testing. However, even at extreme shifts in optical fiber position,
the resulting differential strain is still far below those observed in experiments.
Accounting for the fact that the optical fiber is expected to be embedded close
to the center of the laminate, variations in embedding depth are not capable of
explaining the observed differences.
7.5.3.3 Ply orientation effects
The ply lay-up and embedding of the optical fiber between the plies is performed
entirely by hand. It is therefore reasonable to expect that a perfect [902, 02]2s cross-
ply lay-up can never be achieved and variations in orientation must be considered.
Additionally, alignment errors between the optical fiber and adjacent plies are in-
evitable and must be considered as well. Even in a more industrialized process,
these variations cannot be eliminated entirely and should be accounted for.
Table 7.4 shows the variation in residual strain slopes with changes in ply ori-
entation. The optical fiber is assumed to be oriented in the 0° direction in all
simulations. Note that a [952, 52]2s lay-up with the optical fiber oriented in the 0°
direction, is comparable to a [902, 02]2s lay-up with the optical fiber oriented at
 5° (except for small edge effects at the edge of the laminate).
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Compression Tensile
[902, 02]2s  5.56µ"/°C  5.36µ"/°C
[902, 52]2s  5.53µ"/°C  5.33µ"/°C
[952, 02]2s  5.50µ"/°C  5.31µ"/°C
[952, 52]2s  5.51µ"/°C  5.32µ"/°C
Table 7.4: Slopes of residual strain versus temperature for variations in ply orientation
By changing the material orientation of the different plies, the in-plane princi-
pal material directions no longer coincide with the in-plane geometrical symmetry
planes. Consequently, only the through-thickness symmetry condition can be re-
tained and the part needs to be enlarged in the length and width direction to reflect
the full dimensions of the sample, effectively modeling half of the real specimen.
Figure 7.27 shows the F.E. mesh used for this analysis, containing a total of 93456
C3D8R linear brick elements with reduced integration. The model has a width of
25mm, length of 250mm and thickness of 0.825mm.
Figure 7.27: F.E. model for residual strain simulations of embedded optical fiber sensor
with variations in ply orientation
The results from Table 7.4 show that (small) changes in orientation of the plies
or misorientation of the optical fiber with respect to the adjacent plies, have only
a minimal effect on the resulting differential transverse strains. Additionally, all
variations examined result in a lowering of the residual strain level. Consequently,
the observed increased residual strain levels compared to the F.E. predictions and
the variation between samples cannot be explained by variability in ply orienta-
tions.
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7.5.3.4 Material variability
The material properties stated in Appendix A represent general, averaged values
for the M18/M55J composite prepreg system cured to an approximate fiber vol-
ume fraction vf = 60%. Variability in the precise material properties is inevitable
and should be considered as a possible source of variations in resulting residual
strains. Additionally, the material properties in Appendix A were determined for
autoclaved samples with vf = 60%. The samples under investigation were cured
using an out-of-autoclave process. Based on the cured ply thickness (CPT), an
approximate volume fraction of vf = 56% was achieved for these samples. This
difference in volume fraction and processing technique will affect the cured mate-
rial properties.
As edge effects have no significant effect on the differential transverse strains,
a simplified model assuming generalized plane strain conditions is used to analyze
the influence of material variability. Figure 7.28 shows the F.E. mesh used for this
analysis. Symmetry planes were exploited in order to further reduce the model
dimensions. The model has a height of 0.825mm and a width of 10mm which
was found to be sufficiently wide in order to avoid edge effects at the optical fiber
sensor location. The model was meshed using a total of 30294 CPEG4R linear
generalized plane strain elements with reduced integration.
Figure 7.28: Generalized plane strain F.E. model for residual strain simulations of
embedded optical fiber sensor with variations material properties
Because of the generalized plane strain assumptions, the model mesh can be
refined more than the 3D models used previously. As a consequence, the resulting
strain values are slightly different compared to the 3D models. Using the material
properties as given in Appendix A, the slope assuming compression properties is
 5.54µ"/°C. Assuming tensile properties, the simulated slope is  5.34µ"/°C.
Note that over the entire cooling cycle, these different slopes only result in 3µ"
difference in residual strain between the generalized plane strain model and the
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3D models. This indicates that the rougher 3D models were sufficiently refined to
obtain accurate strain values.
Table 7.5 shows the residual strain slopes for variations of all independent host
material properties by ±10%. As transverse isotropy is assumed for the UD plies,
only 5 material parameters and 2 thermal expansion coefficients are independent.
The analysis has been performed for both the compressive as the tensile material
properties.
Compression Tensile
 10% +10%  10% +10%
E11  5.53µ"/°C  5.56µ"/°C  5.32µ"/°C  5.35µ"/°C
E22  5.08µ"/°C  6.00µ"/°C  4.89µ"/°C  5.78µ"/°C
G12  5.53µ"/°C  5.56µ"/°C  5.32µ"/°C  5.35µ"/°C
⌫12  5.55µ"/°C  5.54µ"/°C  5.34µ"/°C  5.33µ"/°C
⌫23  5.42µ"/°C  5.68µ"/°C  5.21µ"/°C  5.47µ"/°C
↵11  5.53µ"/°C  5.55µ"/°C  5.32µ"/°C  5.35µ"/°C
↵22  5.00µ"/°C  6.09µ"/°C  4.81µ"/°C  5.86µ"/°C
Table 7.5: Slopes of residual strain versus temperature for changes in host material
properties
The results shown in Table 7.5 show that the differential transverse residual
strains are only affected significantly by variations in the out-of-plane stiffness
(E22 = E33) and out-of-plane CTE (↵22 = ↵33). While variations in these
material properties can slightly affect the resulting residual strain levels, the re-
quired variations in order to obtain the variability measured in the PDL experi-
ments would be excessively high.
Table 7.6 shows the effect of changing the optical fiber material properties on
the resulting residual strain slopes.
Compression Tensile
 10% +10%  10% +10%
Ef  6.13µ"/°C  5.06µ"/°C  5.90µ"/°C  4.87µ"/°C
⌫f  5.47µ"/°C  5.62µ"/°C  5.27µ"/°C  5.41µ"/°C
↵f  5.54µ"/°C  5.54µ"/°C  5.34µ"/°C  5.34µ"/°C
Table 7.6: Slopes of residual strain versus temperature for changes in optical fiber
material properties
The results from Table 7.6 indicate that only the tensile modulus (Ef ) has a
significant effect on the resulting residual strains. However, no large variability in
optical fiber properties is expected to exist between the different samples investi-
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gated. Consequently, variation in optical fiber properties can not be considered a
possible source of the variations observed between experiments, or between ex-
periments and F.E. simulations.
7.5.3.5 Tool-part interactions
Several researchers have shown that tool-part interactions can affect the develop-
ment of residual strains [7, 8, 24, 25, 34]. Note that, as all samples were cured
using the same procedure, tool-part interactions can only result in an equal shift in
residual strains for all samples and cannot be related to the variability observed in
the PDL experiments.
In the PDL experiments, a PTFE sheet (Airtech Release Ease 236 TFNP) was
used between the aluminium mould and the laminate to enable demoulding. As
this PTFE sheet is placed loosely on the aluminium mould, no direct contact be-
tween the laminate and the aluminium mould is possible. The tool-part interaction
is therefore limited to the interaction between the PTFE sheet and the laminate.
In order to evaluate the effect of this tool-part interaction, a F.E. model was cre-
ated containing the PTFE sheet on which the samples are cured. The material
properties for the PTFE sheet were chosen as E = 500MPa, ⌫ = 0.46 and
↵ = 135 ⇥ 10 6K 1. The PTFE sheet has a thickness of 152µm. The F.E.
model is shown in Figure 7.29 showing the maximal in-plane principal strain. The
model contains 48488 CPEG4R linear generalized plane strain elements with re-
duced integration.
Figure 7.29: Generalized plane strain F.E. model for residual strain simulations of
embedded optical fiber sensor accounting for possible tool-part interactions.
The resulting residual strain slopes using this model are  5.52µ"/°C (com-
pression properties) and 5.32µ"/°C (tensile properties). These results show that
the tool-part interaction results in a decrease of differential residual strains. This
is attributed to the fact that the carbon fiber has a negative CTE which leads to an
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in-plane transverse tensile strain during cooling. The large, positive CTE of the
PTFE sheet counteracts this expansion and reduces the in-plane expansion of the
laminate. As a result, the differential transverse strain is reduced as the through-
thickness is barely affected by the presence of the PTFE sheet. Because of the low
E-modulus and thickness of the PTFE foil, the effect of tool-part interactions is
limited to 3µ" over the entire cooling cycle, and can thus be neglected.
As a result of the application of vacuum (and possibly additional external pres-
sure) during curing, frictional contact between the PTFE foil and the underlying
aluminium plate could exist, resulting in a modified tool-part interaction. How-
ever, considering the limited amount of pressure and the low friction coefficient
between PTFE and aluminium (µ = 0.19), this is rather unlikely. Additionally,
even in the case of frictional contact, the positive CTE (↵ = 23.1 ⇥ 10 6K 1)
of the aluminium plate will still act to reduce the the differential residual strains
in the laminate (similar to the explanation for the PTFE foil). This was validated
in a F.E. model similar to that shown in Figure 7.29. Because of the higher stiff-
ness and thickness of the aluminium plate, the effects are even more pronounced:
 4.87µ"/°C (compression properties) and  4.76µ"/°C (tensile properties).
The previous results show that material variability and changes in ply orienta-
tion may lead to small variations in differential residual strain levels. Edge effects,
embedding depth and tool-part interactions on the other hand were found to be
negligible on the residual strain levels. However, none of these effects is capable
of explaining the large variations found between different samples and the higher
experimental strain values compared to those predicted using F.E. simulations (Ta-
ble 7.3).
7.5.4 Influence of moisture contamination
Mulle et al [58–60] published several research papers on the measurement of cure-
induced residual strains using FBG sensors. Compared to results from a thermo-
mechanical analyzer (TMA), the FBG sensors were found to measure strain up to
three times higher. Mulle proposed that part of these discrepancies could be at-
tributed to the presence of moisture in the composite samples. Other researchers
have shown that moisture contamination of prepregs can lead to void formation
and significantly affect the cured mechanical properties of the laminate [61–65].
Out-of-autoclave cured composites were found to be most sensitive to moisture
contamination [61, 64] as the external atmospheric pressure is insufficient to pre-
vent void formation by moisture evaporation.
The storage conditions and processing cycle of the PDL samples discussed
previously were identical for all samples. Additionally, finite element simulations
have revealed that variations in ply lay-up or material variability cannot account
for the large observed variations in residual strain levels. Consequently, differences
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in conditioning of the prepreg (such as moisture content) between samples is the
most likely source of variability in the cured samples.
Manufacturer guidelines state that in order to avoid moisture contamination,
the prepreg should be allowed to reach room temperature (from a storage tempera-
ture of 18 °C) before opening of the polythene bag in which it is stored. However,
in order to extend the life-time of the prepreg material, this guideline was neglected
during the creation of the PDL samples and the prepreg was processed immediately
after removal from the freezer. Under these circumstances, the polyethylene pro-
tective layer surrounding the prepreg layer still protects the prepreg from moisture
contamination. However, when this protective layer is removed before the prepreg
has reached room temperature, condensation on the prepreg surface may lead to
moisture contamination. In the PDL experiments, all plies were cut in a single ses-
sion and afterwards stacked to create the different samples. Depending on the time
between removal from the freezer and stacking of the laminate, the prepreg layers
may not have had sufficient time to reach room temperature, leading to variable
moisture content in the different samples.
Additionally, the M18/M55J prepreg is a high-performance composite mate-
rial, formulated for autoclave manufacturing with an over-pressure of 7 bar. Cur-
ing this prepreg in an out-of-autoclave fashion is not recommended by the manu-
facturer, and could result in altered material properties.
7.5.4.1 Sample description
In order to determine whether moisture contamination can be responsible for the
observed variability in residual strain levels, six additional composite samples with
embedded FBG’s were created.
Two samples were stacked according to a [010] lay-up, while the other four
samples had a [902, 02]2s cross-ply lay-up. Both UD samples were cured in an out-
of-autoclave fashion similar to the PDL experiments. Two cross-ply samples were
cured using the same out-of-autoclave process, while the remaining two samples
were cured in an autoclave cycle as determined by the manufacturer.
To vary the amount of moisture between the out-of-autoclave samples, one
sample of each lay-up was stacked immediately after removal from the freezer,
while the other sample was allowed to reach room temperature before stacking.
Due to condensation on the frozen laminate surface, the moisture content is ex-
pected to be higher in the samples which were stacked immediately after removal
from the freezer.
All samples were made using M18/M55J carbon fiber prepreg material and
have dimensions of 100⇥100mm. For the out-of-autoclave samples, each sample
contains an optical fiber with 2 multiplexed FBG’s, embedded between the center
plies of the laminate and oriented along the reinforcement direction of those plies.
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The ingress of the optical fiber into the laminate is protected using Teflon tubing.
Figure 7.30 shows the geometry of the samples and location of the FBG’s.
stripped FBG
(λb = 1550nm)
capillary FBG
(λb = 1537nm)
10
0m
m
100mm
CFRP laminate
(a) (b)
Figure 7.30: (a) Sample geometry for moisture experiments (b) Experimental sample
Results from curing of the out-of-autoclave samples revealed the presence of
external axial strains on the fiber during curing, for which the source was unknown.
In order to ensure that this was not induced by the Teflon tubing (having a large
CTE compared to the optical fiber), no Teflon tubing was used in the autoclave
samples. Additionally, one autoclave sample used a multiplexed fiber (with a loop
between both sensors as shown in Figure 7.30), while the other sample used sepa-
rate fibers in order to assess whether the optical fiber loop could contribute to the
creation of axial strains during heating.
The FBG’s were inscribed in hydrogen loaded (235 bar and 68 °C) optical
fibers with a fiber diameter of 125µm. The acrylate coating was chemically re-
moved at the location of the gratings. The FBG’s were inscribed at Bragg wave-
lengths of  B = 1537 nm and  B = 1550 nm. The Bragg grating at  B =
1537 nm was enclosed in glass capillary (Polymicro TSP530660, ID: 536µm ,
OD: 665µm), effectively shielding it from transverse strains in the host composite.
The FBG’s are placed close to each other so that no large variation in strain field
will occur between both sensors, and both FBG’s measure the same strain field.
Combining the wavelength shifts from both gratings and the temperature changes
as recorded by an external thermocouple, Equation (7.9) allows the determination
of the three principal strains at the optical fiber core.
The optical fibers were annealed for 12 h at an elevated temperature of 200 °C
in order to obtain Bragg gratings which are thermally stable (both in reflectivity
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as well as wavelength) during the entire cure cycle. The evolution of the FBG
wavelength at the 200 °C plateau for FBG-2 of fiber OF-1 is shown in Figure 7.31.
Figure 7.31: Evolution of Bragg wavelength during annealing at 200 °C
The results from Figure 7.31 show that the wavelength has stabilized after the
12 h cycle, and only fluctuates with the fluctuations of the furnace temperature.
After annealing, the FBG’s with  B = 1537 nm were surrounded by glass
capillary tubes and sealed at both ends using UV-cured Ormocer®. The FBG’s
were pre-strained before application of the capillaries, in order to allow the mea-
surement of possible axial compressive strains. Table 7.7 shows the changes in
Bragg wavelength for the six optical fibers used in these experiments.
Initial Annealed Capillary
OF-1 FBG-1 1536.427 nm 1536.309 nm 1536.667 nm
FBG-2 1549.815 nm 1549.698 nm –
OF-2 FBG-1 1536.552 nm 1536.427 nm 1536.786 nm
FBG-2 1549.933 nm 1549.796 nm –
OF-3 FBG-1 1536.507 nm 1536.392 nm 1536.738 nm
FBG-2 1549.908 nm 1549.753 nm –
OF-4 FBG-1 1536.512 nm 1536.395 nm 1536.705 nm
FBG-2 1549.769 nm 154.648 nm –
OF-5 FBG-1 1536.475 nm 1536.373 nm 1536.760 nm
FBG-2 1549.871 nm 1549.726 nm –
OF-6 FBG-1 1536.480 nm 1536.365 nm 1536.991 nm
FBG-2 1549.780 nm 1549.656 nm –
Table 7.7: Bragg wavelengths before embedding
The changes in wavelengths shown in Table 7.7 show that an average wave-
length shift of  124 pm occurs during the annealing process. The pre-straining in
the capillaries achieved an average pre-strain of 398 pm.
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The sample configurations for the different moisture samples are gathered in
Table 7.8.
Lay-up Optical Fiber CommentMoisture content
UD-1 [010] OF-1 out-of-autoclave, low moisture content
UD-2 [010] OF-2 out-of-autoclave, high moisture content
CP-1 [902, 02]2s OF-3 out-of-autoclave, low moisture content
CP-2 [902, 02]2s OF-4 out-of-autoclave, high moisture content
CP-3 [902, 02]2s OF-5 autoclave, no Teflon tubing
CP-4 [902, 02]2s OF-6 autoclave, no Teflon tubing, separate fibers
Table 7.8: Sample configurations
7.5.4.2 Temperature sensitivity of non-embedded FBG
In order to obtain the most accurate results, a temperature calibration was per-
formed in order to determine the temperature coefficient   (Equation (7.11)) of
the optical fibers.
The temperature coefficients are determined by heating the (unconstrained)
fibers to a temperature of 180 °C in an oven at a rate of 3 °C/min. The elevated
temperature is held for 6 h in order to ensure a uniform temperature throughout the
oven. The fibers are then cooled down slowly to room temperature while recording
the temperature with a thermocouple. The change in wavelength during cooling
is used to determine the temperature coefficients. As both FBG’s are inscribed
in the same optical fiber, both the thermo-optic coefficient and thermal expansion
coefficient are expected to be equal, resulting in identical temperature coefficients
ST1 and ST2. However, differences in material properties between the capillary
(a polyimide coated glass tube) and the optical fiber sensor will lead to additional
mechanical strains on the capillary FBG (FBG-1).
Figure 7.32 shows the temperature response of both FBG’s for OF-1. Similar
curves are obtained for OF-2 . . . OF-6 and are omitted here for brevity. The ref-
erence temperature Tref was chosen equal to 22.5 °C in accordance with the work
presented by Voet [43].
The response of FBG-2 (bare FBG) to temperature as shown in Figure 7.32
shows a similar behavior during both heating and cooling. The small differences
in response can be attributed to the accuracy of the thermocouple and the lack of
temperature uniformity throughout the oven during the heating stage. Table 7.9
shows the resulting temperature coefficients ST1 and ST2 (Equation (7.12)) for all
FBG sensors used, using a reference temperature of T = 22.5 °C.
The response of FBG-1 (capillary FBG) on the other hand shows some pecu-
liarities. During the heating stage, a fluctuation in slope of wavelength-shift with
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Figure 7.32: Temperature response of OF-1
ST1 ST2
⇥10 6 ⇥10 9
OF-1 5.570 8.195
OF-2 5.688 7.225
OF-3 5.669 7.367
OF-4 5.699 7.369
OF-5 5.730 7.011
OF-6 5.758 6.783
Averaged 5.686± 0.065 7.325± 0.482
Table 7.9: Temperature coefficients of FBG’s
temperature can be observed. Additionally, at the 180 °C plateau, the wavelength
shift gradually decreases, indicating a release of strain. These observations can be
attributed to creep of the acrylate coating at elevated temperatures, releasing (part
of) the applied pre-strain.
During the cooldown phase, the wavelength shift of the capillary FBG is larger
than that of the bare FBG indicating that the capillary has a higher CTE compared
to the optical fiber and is applying additional compressive mechanical strains to
the sensor. As most of the applied pre-strain has been released during the heating
stage, these compressive strains can potentially lead to buckling of the optical
fiber inside the capillary at lower temperatures. Table 7.10 shows the reference
wavelengths after the heating cycle, measured at T = 22.5 °C.
Compared to the annealed wavelengths given in Table 7.7 the reference wave-
lengths of most of the capillary FBG’s are lower, showing that the fibers are in-
deed loaded in compression and buckling has occurred. As the FBG is inscribed
approximately at the neutral line of the optical fiber, the FBG should be insensi-
tive to buckling loads and hence the temperature response under these conditions
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 B,ref
OF-1 FBG-1 1536.193 nm
FBG-2 1549.718 nm
OF-2 FBG-1 1536.298 nm
FBG-2 1549.822 nm
OF-3 FBG-1 1536.347 nm
FBG-2 1549.773 nm
OF-4 FBG-1 1536.386 nm
FBG-2 1549.667 nm
OF-5 FBG-1 1536.346 nm
FBG-2 1549.736 nm
OF-6 FBG-1 1536.644 nm
FBG-2 1549.678 nm
Table 7.10: Reference wavelengths at T = 22.5 °C
should approximate that of a bare FBG. From Figure 7.32 it can be seen that for
 T > 40 °C, the response of the capillary FBG (FBG-1) is stronger than that of
the free FBG (FBG-2). This stronger sensitivity to temperature is caused by the
larger CTE of the capillary surrounding FBG-1 inducing additional compressive
strains during cooldown. At a temperature of  T ⇡ 20..30 °C however, the slope
of FBG-1 decreases and matches that of the free FBG. This is indicative that buck-
ling has occurred in FBG-1 and the additional contraction of the capillary has no
more (significant) influence on the FBG response. This buckling behavior is not
expected to cause problems when embedded in the M18/M55J prepreg host, as the
negative CTE in the reinforcement direction of the laminate will induce a tensile
strain inside the optical fiber capable of compensating for these small compressive
strains in a free fiber.
Using the temperature coefficients defined in Table 7.9, it is possible to deter-
mine the (theoretical) thermal wavelength shift (  B,therm) of FBG-1 for a change
in temperature in the absence of a capillary. Subtracting this theoretical wavelength
shift from the total wavelength shift (  B,total) measured during the temperature
test then yields the wavelength shifts caused by the mechanical strains imposed by
the capillary (i.e.   B,total =   B,therm +  B,mech). Figure 7.33 shows the total
wavelength shift, thermal wavelength shift and mechanical wavelength shifts for
FBG-1 of OF-1.
Assuming "01 = "02 =  ⌫f"03 for the capillary FBG, the mechanical wavelength
shift   B,mech can be translated into axial strain values "03 according to Equation
(7.9). The evolution of mechanical strain with temperature for FBG-1 of OF-1 is
shown in Figure 7.34.
From Figure 7.34, a linear decrease in strain can be observed for decreasing
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Figure 7.33: Total, thermal and mechanical wavelength shifts for an non-embedded,
capillary FBG (FBG-1) of OF-1 during a temperature test
Figure 7.34: Mechanical strain on non-embedded FBG-1 of OF-1 resulting from the
difference in CTE between optical fiber and capillary
temperatures resulting from the compressive strains of the capillary. At low tem-
peratures of T < 20 30 °C however, the decrease in strain reduces to an almost
steady strain value. Below this temperature, the FBG is loaded in compression and
begins to buckle. The small increase in strain noticed at  T = 0 °C is limited to
< 6µ" and can be attributed to small inaccuracies in temperature compensation
and axial straining of the fiber due to bending during buckling. Using a linear fit
for the strain data within the temperature range 20 °C <  T < 160 °C, the me-
chanical strain per °C can be determined. The averaged mechanical strain per °C
over all optical fibers is given in Table 7.11.
A finite element model was built modeling an enclosed optical fiber in a capil-
lary tubing under influence of a temperature change. The capillary was modeled as
a polyimide coated glass tubing, according to the nominal dimensions stated by the
manufacturer. The material properties for silica stated in Appendix A were used
for both the optical fiber and the glass tubing. As no details where available on the
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precise type of polyimide used in the capillary, averaged material properties were
used for the polyimide coating (E = 3.2GPa , ⌫ = 0.32, ↵ = 5.5 ⇥ 10 5K 1).
The part was modeled using generalized plane strain assumptions with a total of
5489 CPEG4R elements. The model and mesh are shown in Figure 7.35 showing
the axial mechanical strain for T = 100 °C.
Figure 7.35: F.E. model of FBG enclosed in a polyimide coated capillary tubing
In a linear elastic study using ABAQUS, the total strain (E) consists of the ther-
mal strains (THE = ↵ T ) and elastic strains (EE). In the generalized plane strain
formulation employed, the total strain (E) in the axial direction is constant over the
entire part (i.e. all constituents deform equally in this direction). Consequently, as
the thermal strain (THE) contains only the effect of thermal expansion of the fiber,
the elastic strains in the optical fiber represent the additional mechanical strain ex-
erted on the optical fiber by the capillary. The resulting mechanical strain on the
optical fiber is given in Table 7.11.
Mechanical strain
Experimental 1.473± 0.404µ"/°C
Numerical 1.639µ"/°C
Table 7.11: Mechanical strain per °C caused by differences in CTE between capillary and
optical fiber (averaged over all FBGs)
The results from Table 7.11 show that the difference in thermal response of
FBG-1 and FBG-2 can indeed be attributed to the additional mechanical strains
exerted by the capillary tubing.
7.5.4.3 Cure monitoring results
The six samples are cured according to the temperature profile suggested by the
manufacturer (i.e. heating up at a rate of 3 °C/min, with a 20min dwell-step
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at 120 °C and a 2 h cure at 180 °C) while keeping a constant vacuum level of
 85 kPa. The vacuum level is reduced to  50 kPa at the end of the curing cycle
and held until the part has cooled to room temperature. For the out-of-autoclave
samples, no external pressure is used. For the autoclave samples, 7 bar of external
pressure is applied to the part at the end of the 120 °C dwell-step (Figure 7.36).
Figure 7.36: Cure cycle for moisture experiments
During the cure cycle, the Bragg wavelengths are monitored continuously us-
ing a FBG-scan 608 (FOS&S). The spectrum is recorded before and after the cure
cycle to assess the presence of peak splitting. The evolution of the Bragg wave-
lenght  B for FBG-1 and FBG-2 during the entire curing cycle is shown in Figure
7.37 for samples UD-1 and CP-1. Similar evolutions are obtained for the other
samples.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.37: Wavelength evolution for both FBG’s during cure cycle for sample UD-1(a)
and CP-1 (b)
A couple of observations can be made from the wavelength evolutions shown
in Figure 7.37:
• The evolution of the wavelengths for sample CP-1 show that peak-splitting
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occurs in FBG-2, illustrating the presence of differential tranverse strains
as is expected in this type of lay-up. The spectrum of FBG-1 on the other
hand shows no indications of peak splitting, indicating that the capillary was
succesfull in eliminating transverse strains on the sensor. As expected, the
UD samples show no evidence of birefringence.
• Using the results from the temperature calibration, the expected wavelength
shifts during the heating stage of the curing cycle are   B = 1.967 nm
(FBG-1) and   B = 1.693 nm (FBG-2). The results shown in Figure 7.37
however, indicate wavelength shifts > 3 nm indicating that the FBG’s are
being strained during the heating stage. Due to this strain (and the mechani-
cal stripping of the optical fiber coating during FBG inscription), the optical
fiber embedded in samples UD-2 and CP-4 broke between both gratings
during the curing cycle.
These additional strains were not present in the original PDL experiments.
It is believed that these strains could be attributed to the way the fiber is
led outside the vacuum bag. In the original PDL experiments, a straight
path was made between the CFRP sample and the exit point at the boundary
of the vacuum bag. In the moisture experiments, it was necessary to use a
curved path in order for the optical fiber sensors to exit at the side of the
heating plate. This is illustrated in Figure 7.38.
stripped FBG
(λb = 1550nm)
capillary FBG
(λb = 1537nm)
10
0m
m
100mm
CFRP 
laminate
stripped FBG
Heating plate with PTFE foil
Moisture experiments Original experiments
Figure 7.38: Optical fiber path in moisture experiments (left) and original PDL
experiments (right)
It is possible that the combination of vacuum pressure and a curved path in
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the moisture experiments is sufficient to ”lock” the optical fiber between the
PTFE foil and the vacuum bag. As the PTFE foil expands during heating,
the optical fiber is then exposed to a tensile strain. In a straight path as used
in the original experiments, this locking is far less likely to occur, and no
(noticeable) straining is observed.
• Finally, at the curing plateau of 180 °C a steady increase in wavelength can
be observed for FBG-1, while the wavelength of FBG-2 remains constant.
This can be explained by creep of the acrylate coating at high temperatures
under the influence of the external strain applied. The bare sensor (FBG-
2) does not experience this straining as a direct bond between the M18
epoxy and the optical fiber prevents this creep behavior. In the capillary
FBG (FBG-1) on the other hand, all bonds (i.e. between capillary and fiber
and between matrix and fiber) are formed via the acrylate coating, allowing
creep to strain the sensor. Note that this creep is expected to continue on
during the initial stages of cooling, thereby affecting the sensed strain.
It is worth mentioning that Lucykx [45] described an identical phenomenon
during cure monitoring using acrylate coated Bow-Tie fibers in the same
CFRP material. Voet [43] used Ormocer coated optical fibers to perform
cure monitoring of M18/M55J prepreg and did not observe these effects.
These results suggest that the phenomenon should be attributed to the use of
acrylate coatings. Further research would be needed to conclusively deter-
mine the source of this behavior.
Table 7.12 shows the relevant Bragg wavelengths at the end of the curing
plateau (T = 180 °C), and after cool-down to T = 25 °C. As the optical fiber
in sample UD-2 broke during curing, no information on the wavelength evolution
of FBG-1 was available during curing. In order to obtain the required wavelengths,
the sample was respliced after removal from the autoclave and reheated to a tem-
perature of 180 °C in an oven in order to obtain the wavelength values stated in
Table 7.12. The capillary fiber for sample CP-4 exhibited severe peak distortion
and splitting, indicating the presence of transverse or non-linear strains in this sen-
sor. This is expected to be caused by insufficient sealing of the capillary tubing
allowing epoxy to flow in during the curing. Consequently, the strain information
is unusable for this analysis.
Similar to the approach presented by Voet [43], the wavelength shifts (  total)
are compensated for temperature effects (  thermal) using the calibration coeffi-
cients as defined in Table 7.9:
 thermal =  ref exp
 
ST1 T + ST2 T
2
 
(7.29)
The remaining wavelength shifts (  mechanical =   total     thermal) represent
the mechanical strain applied to the sensor as a result of differences in thermal
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T = 180 °C T = 25 °C
 B,1 =  B,2   B,1   B,2
UD-1 FBG-1 1539.218 nm  1.224 nm –
FBG-2 1553.200 nm  1.291 nm –
UD-2 FBG-1 1539.017 nm  1.437 nm –
FBG-2 1551.538 nm  1.316 nm –
CP-1 FBG-1 1539.440 nm  1.567 nm –
FBG-2 1554.510 nm  1.791 nm  1.511 nm
CP-2 FBG-1 1539.678 nm  1.502 nm –
FBG-2 1554.655 nm  1.786 nm  1.500 nm
CP-3 FBG-1 1540.434 nm  1.526 nm –
FBG-2 1555.219 nm  1.830 nm  1.581 nm
CP-4 FBG-1 – – –
FBG-2 1551.388 nm  1.808 nm  1.551 nm
Table 7.12: Wavelengths at the end of the curing plateau and after curing
expansion between host and sensor. The different components of the wavelength
shifts are given in Table 7.13. The definition of total, mechanical and thermal
strain used in this work is illustrated schematically in Figure 7.39.
  total =   thermal+   mechanical
UD-1 FBG-1  B,1  1.224 nm  1.639 nm 0.415 nm
FBG-2  B,1  1.291 nm  1.653 nm 0.363 nm
UD-2 FBG-1  B,1  1.437 nm  1.645 nm 0.208 nm
FBG-2  B,1  1.316 nm  1.659 nm 0.344 nm
CP-1 FBG-1  B,1  1.567 nm  1.634 nm 0.067 nm
FBG-2  B,1  1.791 nm  1.648 nm  0.144 nm
 B,2  1.511 nm  1.648 nm 0.137 nm
CP-2 FBG-1  B,1  1.502 nm  1.639 nm 0.136 nm
FBG-2  B,1  1.786 nm  1.653 nm  0.133 nm
 B,2  1.500 nm  1.653 nm 0.153 nm
CP-3 FBG-1  B,1  1.526 nm  1.632 nm 0.106 nm
FBG-2  B,1  1.830 nm  1.647 nm  0.184 nm
 B,2  1.581 nm  1.647 nm 0.066 nm
CP-4 FBG-1  B,1 – – –
FBG-2  B,1  1.808 nm  1.644 nm  0.164 nm
 B,2  1.551 nm  1.644 nm 0.093 nm
Table 7.13: Total, thermal and mechanical wavelength shifts of different cure cycle
samples
Note that Voet [43] uses the term ’mechanical strain’ to refer solely to exter-
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nally applied strains, while thermal strains encompass both the strains resulting
from temperature changes (↵ T ) as well as those resulting from mismatches in
CTE (called ’thermal excess strains’ by Voet). In order to better correspond to
the terminology used by ABAQUS, in this work the term ’thermal strains’ refers
purely to those caused by temperature changes (i.e. ↵ T ), while ’mechanical
strains’ refers to both externally applied strains as well as internal strains resulting
from mismatches in CTE between different constituents. Using this approach sim-
plifies the calculation of stresses, as only mechanical strains contribute to stress. In
the absense of external strains (such as during a cure cycle), the present definition
of ’mechanical strain’ then corresponds to the ’thermal excess strains’ defined by
Voet. The definition of the different terms is illustrated in Figure 7.39 assuming
↵h > 0 and ↵f > 0.
Free optical fiber T1
T2 > T1
αfΔT
Embedded fiber T1
T2 > T1
αhΔT
(αh-αf)ΔT
Thermal strain of optical fiber
Mechanical strain on optical fiber
Figure 7.39: Definition of mechanical and thermal strain on the (embedded) optical fiber
sensor assuming ↵h > 0 and ↵f > 0.
In [43], Voet used a strain formulation using ln  B/ B,0 rather than the linear
  B/ B formulation defined in Equation (7.9). While this approach is more ac-
curate for large strains, the required strain gauge factors S" are unknown for the
optical fibers used in these experiments. Consequently, the strains must be calcu-
lated using Equation (7.9) and the presented formulation given by Voet must be
adapted. The temperature compensated, mechanical strains  m are found as:
 m =     ref exp
 
ST1 T + ST2 T
2
 
(7.30)
in which   represents the apparent wavelength measured by the interrogator equip-
ment,  ref the reference wavelength at Tref = 22.5 °C (Table 7.10), ST1 and
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ST2 the temperature coefficients (Table 7.9) and  T = T   T0 the temper-
ature difference between the current temperature and the reference temperature
Tref = 22.5 °C.
Using Equation (7.30), it is possible to calculate the mechanical wavelength
shifts. The strain field and differential transverse strain for the different samples
can then be calculated using Equation (7.9) and Equation (7.28) respectively. The
resulting mechanical strains created during cool-down from T = 180 °C to T =
25 °C are given in Table 7.14.
"01 "02 "03 |"01   "02|
UD-1 39µ" 39µ" 340µ" 0µ"
UD-2  250µ"  250µ" 170µ" 0µ"
CP-1 721µ"  504µ" 55µ" 1225µ"
CP-2 820µ"  430µ" 112µ" 1249µ"
CP-3 806µ"  282µ" 87µ" 1088µ"
CP-4 – – – 1124µ"
Table 7.14: Mechanical strains after cool-down from curing temperature at T = 180 °C to
T = 25 °C
The results from Table 7.14 show that even though the wavelength shifts (Ta-
ble 7.12) are comparable for the different samples, the resulting strain fields dif-
fer significantly. The birefringence measured in the cross-ply samples is slightly
lower for the autoclaved samples (CP-3, CP-4) than the out-of-autoclave samples
(CP-1, CP-2). However, all birefringence values remain higher than those found
through F.E. simulations and are similar to those measured in the original PDL
experiments.
The axial strain "03 for sample UD-1 is larger than the theoretical maximal
strain (↵1   ↵f ) T = 243µ" caused by the mismatch in CTE between the host
axial direction (↵1) and the optical fiber (↵f ), indicating that additional (external)
mechanical strains act upon the sensor. This is believed to be caused by further
creep of the coating as already observed during the heating plateau. As the bare
FBG (FBG-2) is not affected by this creep behavior, the axial strain in both FBG’s
is no longer identical, and the wavelength data can no longer be combined to de-
termine the sensor strains. This creep behavior is expected to affect all samples,
leading to incorrect strain fields.
Table 7.15 shows the transverse strains ("01, "02) assuming the axial strain com-
ponent "03 is equal to the theoretical strain "03 = (↵h   ↵f ) T , in which ↵h repre-
sents the axial CTE of the host material and ↵f the CTE of the optical fiber. Using
this approach, only the data from FBG-2 is used, and creep effects in the capillary
sensor are avoided. Different values for the CTE of the M18/M55J prepreg have
been reported, ranging from ↵1 =  0.55 ⇥ 10 6K 1, ↵2 = 34.2 ⇥ 10 6K 1
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to ↵1 =  1.02 ⇥ 10 6K 1, ↵2 = 35.2 ⇥ 10 6K 1. Both CTE values are
considered in Table 7.15. In the case of the UD samples, ↵h = ↵1. For a cross-
ply laminate, the axial CTE is determined using classical laminate theory, yielding
↵h = 4.94⇥10 7K 1 (for ↵1 =  0.55⇥10 6K 1) and ↵h = 6.86⇥10 8K 1
(for ↵1 =  1.02⇥ 10 6K 1) respectively.
↵1 =  0.55⇥ 10 6K 1 ↵1 =  1.02⇥ 10 6K 1
↵2 = 34.2⇥ 10 6K 1 ↵2 = 35.2⇥ 10 6K 1
"01 "02 "03 "01 "02 "03
UD-1  283µ"  283µ" 171µ"  145µ"  145µ" 243µ"
UD-2  250µ"  250µ" 171µ"  112µ"  112µ" 243µ"
CP-1 633µ"  593µ" 9µ" 757µ"  468µ" 75µ"
CP-2 623µ"  625µ" 9µ" 748µ"  500µ" 75µ"
CP-3 659µ"  429µ" 9µ" 784µ"  304µ" 75µ"
CP-4 637µ"  487µ" 9µ" 762µ"  362µ" 75µ"
Table 7.15: Mechanical strains after cool-down from curing temperature at T = 180 °C to
T = 25 °C assuming "03 = (↵h   ↵f ) T
The results from Table 7.15 show that the large fluctuations in Table 7.14 can
indeed be attributed mainly to the errors in axial strain due to the creep behavior of
the coating. Assuming a theoretical axial strain, the transverse strain components
are comparable for both UD and cross-ply samples.
The results for sample UD-2 given in Table 7.14 are identical to those given
in Table 7.15 assuming the lowest CTE values. As the optical fiber in sample
UD-2 broke during curing, most of the externally applied strain was released early
during the curing stage. Consequently, the capillary FBG in this sample was not
affected by creep behavior and therefore is expected to yield accurate axial strain
measurements. These results suggest that the true axial CTE of the material is
close to ↵1 =  0.55 ⇥ 10 6K 1 rather than ↵1 =  1.02 ⇥ 10 6K 1. The
small differences in resolved strain field between samples UD-1 and UD-2 could
be attributed to small errors in sensor alignment.
As the birefringence between the dry cross-ply laminate (CP-1) and the moist
cross-ply laminate (CP-2) are nearly identical, this shows that moisture contami-
nation during processing cannot be responsible for the measured variability and in-
creased differential transverse strains measured in the PDL experiments. Addition-
ally, the slopes of all cross-ply samples (CP-1:  7.90µ"/°C, CP-2:  8.06µ"/°C,
CP-3:  7.03µ"/°C, CP-4:  7.25µ"/°C) are comparable to those measured dur-
ing the PDL experiments and significantly higher than those found through finite
element modeling ( 5.56µ"/°C).
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7.5.4.4 F.E. modeling
The experimentally determined strain fields (Table 7.14) can be compared against
F.E. predictions. In order to account for possible effects of the capillary tubing,
separate models were created modeling the bare fiber and capillary fiber.
Figure 7.40 shows the F.E. models for the UD samples. The models contain
219558 (FBG-1) and 30294 (FBG-2) CPEG4R generalized plane strain elements.
The strain fields for both FBG’s are given in Table 7.16.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.40: Finite element part for FBG-1 (a) and FBG-2 (b) in UD samples showing
maximal principal strain
A difficulty arises in modeling the cross-ply laminate with capillary, as the
capillary diameter (665µm) is larger than the 0 ° layer thickness in which it is
embedded (0.4mm). As the capillary cannot penetrate the adjacent 90 ° layers,
in reality this will lead to curvature of the layers and a more resin-rich area sur-
rounding the capillary. As these effects are difficult to model, a simplified model
is used in which the 0 ° layer thickness surrounding the capillary is enlarged to
precisely accommodate the capillary. The F.E. models for this analysis are shown
in Figure 7.41. The models contain 378206 (FBG-1) and 30294 (FBG-2) CPEG4R
generalized plane strain elements.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.41: Finite element part for FBG-1 (a) and FBG-2 (b) in cross-ply samples
showing maximal principal strain
The strain fields for FBG-1 and FBG-2 in a cross-ply laminate are gathered in
Table 7.16.
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↵1 =  0.55⇥ 10 6K 1 ↵1 =  1.02⇥ 10 6K 1
↵2 = 34.2⇥ 10 6K 1 ↵2 = 35.2⇥ 10 6K 1
"01 "02 "03 "01 "02 "03
UD FBG-1 (cap)  27µ"  27µ" 170µ"  39µ"  39µ" 243µ"
FBG-2  252µ"  254µ" 170µ"  270µ"  272µ" 243µ"
CP FBG-1 (cap)  6µ"  6µ" 35µ"  16µ"  16µ" 102µ"
FBG-2 405µ"  420µ" 9µ" 415µ"  445µ" 75µ"
Table 7.16: Finite element mechanical strains after cool-down from curing temperature at
T = 180 °C to T = 25 °C
From the results shown in Table 7.16 it can be seen that both FBG-1 and FBG-2
in a cross-ply laminate measure a different axial strain "03. This is mainly attributed
to the modeling approach in which the layer thickness for the capillary sensor
was increased to accommodate the sensor. Because of the negative CTE in the
reinforcement direction, increasing the 0 ° layer thickness will lead to an increase
in axial strain of the sensor. However, as this distortion is very localized, the true
axial strain is expected to be close to that measured by FBG-2.
Comparing the simulated strain field (Table 7.16) in FBG-2 for the UD sample,
to the strain field measured experimentally (Table 7.15) in the UD samples, a good
correspondence between F.E. and experiment can be seen for the assumption of
↵1 =  0.55 ⇥ 10 6K 1. This suggests that the true CTE of the prepreg is
closer to ↵1 =  0.55⇥ 10 6K 1 than ↵1 =  1.02⇥ 10 6K 1. For the cross-
ply samples however, the strains measured experimentally are significantly higher
than those simulated. It remains unclear which effects might contribute to this.
Based on the results of these experiments, it can be concluded that mois-
ture contamination does not result in the observed variations and increased values
(compared to F.E. predictions) of differential transverse strains during the PDL
experiments. Consequently, the origins of the observed variability and increased
residual strain remain unclear and further research would be required.
7.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the creation of cure-induced residual strains was explored using
the polarization dependent loss technique in fiber Bragg grating sensors. A novel
technique combining the benefits of amplitude measurements and PDL measure-
ments was proposed to increase the sensitivity to transverse strain. The technique
was illustrated on several cross-ply samples, illustrating the increased sensitivity
of the method over traditional interrogation schemes.
During the PDL experiments, a significant spread was observed in measured
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differential transverse strain levels between the different samples. Additionally,
the measured residual strain levels were compared to F.E. predictions accounting
only for differences in CTE between the different constituent materials. The exper-
imental results were found to result in significantly higher strain levels than those
predicted by finite element analysis. Several possible causes of these discrepancies
have been investigated. Unfortunately, at present, the causes of the higher resid-
ual strain levels and the variability between samples have not been identified and
further research would be required to resolve this inconsistency.
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8
Conclusions and future research
8.1 Overview of this work and future perspectives
The results described in this work were achieved within the SmartFiber project.
The SmartFiber project intended to resolve several issues related to the use of
optical fiber sensors within an industrial environment. At present, industrial uptake
of optical fiber sensing techniques is limited due to the manual labor involved
and the fragile egress point. SmartFiber showed that it is possible to miniaturize
all necessary read-out equipment in order to embed it inside the composite host,
together with the fiber sensor itself, thereby avoiding the fragile egress point. A
robotic placement system was developed allowing computer-controlled placement
of the optical fiber line and interrogator systemwithout need for human interaction.
However, the process of embedding a complete read-out system and sensor
network inside a composite structure obviously results in a certain degree of dis-
tortion inside the host material. In order to achieve an industrially feasible solution,
extensive studies of the mechanical interactions between all components needed to
be performed to ensure the safety of the final system. This work has focused on
several key aspects of these interactions:
• Interrogator-composite interactions: embedding a (relatively) large inter-
rogator system will inevitably lead to the creation of resin rich areas sur-
rounding this inclusion, and the undulation of the reinforcing fibers. In order
to safely embed such a structure, a tool is necessary capable of predicting the
final composite shape and structural strength properties. Using such a tool
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enables the (shape) optimization of the inclusion in order to minimize the
effects on the composite and (if necessary) re-adjust the laminate properties
to ensure the safety of the part.
• Fiber-composite interactions: even for small scale optical fibers, it is known
that embedding them can affect the strength of the host material. When
embedded off-axis, optical fibers will lead to the creation of resin pockets
which can weaken the host material. When embedded parallel to the rein-
forcements, these resin pockets disappear, but mismatches in material prop-
erties still lead to the creation of stress concentrations surrounding the fiber.
These stress concentrations can lead to initiation of damage. Optimizing the
optical fiber coating properties, allows the reduction of such stress concen-
trations. Additionally, the effect of residual stresses on the fiber-composite
interactions and optimal coating properties has been investigated.
• Interactions on a micro-scale level between optical fiber and host. Most
often the composite is regarded as an orthotropic homogeneous medium.
However, as the optical fiber diameter decreases down to the level of the
individual reinforcements, microscopic effects might become more impor-
tant. It is therefore important to accurately simulate the microscopic effects
present in fiber-reinforced polymers and assess the influence on the fiber-
composite interactions, both mechanically as well as thermally.
• Interactions resulting from thermal residual stress: during cool-down after
curing of a fiber-reinforced polymer, mismatches in CTE between optical
fiber sensor, reinforcements and matrix lead to the creation of thermal resid-
ual stresses. A novel sensing technique known as polarization-dependent
loss (PDL) has been investigated within this work. Using a combination
of PDL and amplitude measurements allowed the accurate measurement of
residual transverse strains during cure cycles.
These topics were discussed at length throughout the chapters in this work. A
summary of the most important results and conclusions of the different chapters is
given below. Additionally, several suggestions for future research are mentioned
for each topic investigated in this dissertation.
8.1.1 Interrogator-composite interactions
Chapter 3 focused on the interrogator-composite interactions. In order to accu-
rately predict and simulate the effect of embedding arbitrary structures inside a
fibrous material, a finite element modeling approach was developed. In contrast
with finite element implementations discussed in literature, the current approach
uses only standard element formulations and material models rather than special
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purpose elements and materials. As the method only uses standard elements and
material models, no special programming efforts (creating user elements or user
materials) are necessary, resulting in a minimal modeling effort.
The F.E. implementation was applied to the case of inclusions of different ma-
terial and geometries. A good correspondence was found between F.E. predictions
and microscopic images. Only the buckling behavior of the prepreg plies under-
neath the inclusion was not captured accurately. This is a consequence of the
modeling approach in which contact between the individual plies was modeled as
a frictional contact. In reality, shearing of the plies is expected to occur rather
than frictional sliding between the plies. In order to overcome this issue, special-
ized modeling techniques (user elements and materials) would be required, which
would considerably increase the difficulty of the modeling approach.
Experimental samples were made of these simulated composite samples with
inclusions and tested in three- and four-point bending. A clear difference in part
strength could be observed for different geometries and materials. Based on the
results, a double-curvature geometry in a compliant material was found to have the
highest strength of all combinations tested. The tests revealed a different behavior
of the samples depending on whether the inclusion was located on the tensile or
compression side of the specimen. The best performance was obtained for inclu-
sions located at the tensile side of the specimen.
While these tests suggest that the most flexible material should be used, this
conclusion is only valid when looking only at the composite point-of-view. It was
noted that the flexible nature of the material investigated may result in excessive
loading of the embedded electronics, leading to immediate failure of the embedded
electronics. Additionally, the lack of adhesion between the inclusion and host
material will lead to significant loading of the optical fiber sensor which has to
bridge the gap between inclusion and host material. The optimal material choice
would therefore be a material which is as compliant as possible, without sacrificing
the safety of the embedded electronics and with sufficient adhesion strength to
the host material to avoid breaking the optical fiber sensor and the interrogator-
composite interface.
The three- and four-point bending experiments were simulated using the pre-
dicted laminate geometries. A very good correspondence was found between sim-
ulated force-displacement curves and those measured experimentally, until the first
failure occurs. Consequently, the presented F.E. tool is found to be capable of ac-
curately predicting the laminate geometry with arbitrary embedded inclusions and
simulating the mechanical response of the entire system. Using additional proper-
ties on laminate strength and bond strength between the different constituents, this
tool opens the door to shape (and material) optimization of the embedded inclu-
sion in order to minimize the detrimental effects on the structural behavior of the
part, or to determine necessary modifications to the laminate in order to achieve a
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desired material behavior.
Although much work was performed regarding this topic, several opportunities
for further research remain:
• At present, the finite element model has only been validated by comparison
of the displacement fields, and the global force-displacement curves. How-
ever, the ability to accurately predict and simulate the stresses and strains
surrounding the inclusion is of vital importance to the concept of optimizing
the inclusion geometry and material. Consequently, future research should
validate the predicted stress fields by comparison to experimental measure-
ments using techniques such as digital image correlation (DIC).
• Scaling effects should be investigated. Currently, the experimental samples
have relatively small dimensions compared to industrial structures. The ef-
fects of scaling on the resin pocket geometry and the mechanical behavior
of the structure should be investigated.
• In this dissertation, the experimental bending tests were performed under
static conditions and large displacements. As these are not representative for
actual loading conditions, further experimental tests should be performed
to investigate the behavior of embedded structures under fatigue loading
conditions (and lower amplitude).
• Experimental tests have illustrated the influence of inclusion material on the
structural behavior of the part. However, only two different materials with
very distinct material properties were investigated. Further experimental
research should provide a deeper understanding of the precise influence of
material parameters on the structural behavior of the parts, as well as the
effect on the embedded electronics/photonics and the optical fiber sensor.
• In this work, the complexities involved in modeling fabric materials were
not discussed. Due to the more complex interactions between warp and weft
bundles (including in-plane shearing and shear locking), fabric materials
may present additional modeling difficulties. Further research should reveal
the major challenges in modeling resin pockets in fabric materials, leading to
modified modeling approaches or resulting in limitations on the applicability
of the current method.
8.1.2 Fiber-composite interactions
The topic of resin pockets surrounding optical fiber sensors when embedded off-
axis to the composite reinforcements is discussed in Chapter 3. The finite ele-
ment technique used to study the interrogator-composite interactions can equally
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be used to predict resin pocket geometries surrounding optical fiber sensors. Sev-
eral combinations of optical fiber diameter and laminate lay-up were investigated
to validate the accuracy of the proposed method. Comparison between predicted
resin pocket and those found from microscopic images showed very good corre-
spondence for all configurations.
When the optical fiber sensor is embedded parallel to the reinforcements, no
(appreciable) resin pockets surround the sensor. However, even under these con-
ditions, due to the mismatch in diameter between reinforcements and the sensor
and differences in material properties , the optical fiber sensor still acts as an in-
clusion inside the material resulting in stress concentrations. A literature study
showed that several authors have investigated the possibility of tuning the optical
fiber coating properties to minimize these stress concentrations. This subject of
optimal coating properties was discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
The approaches suggested in literature for axial and transverse loading of pure
UD samples with embedded optical fiber sensors were applied to the case study of
an Ormocer® coated optical fiber in a carbon fiber reinforced polymer (M18/M55J)
in Chapter 4. Using these approaches, a set of optimal coating properties can be
determined. However, the usability of the methods is limited as many questions
remain unanswered:
• Which properties should be used if a combination of axial and transverse
loading is expected?
• What happens if the composite is no longer purely unidirectional?
• What properties are optimal if the load varies in time or space?
In order to give answer to these issues, a new methodology was presented in
Chapter 5 capable of providing the optimal coating properties for any kind of load
in any type of lay-up (within certain boundaries).
The method relies on the fact that embedding an optical fiber sensor results
in a unique distortion of the surrounding material. As a result, a transfer matrix
can be determined between the strain field in the pure laminate and the strain field
surrounding the optical fiber sensor. Assuming small strains and linear behavior,
any strain field can be seen as a combination of its individual strain components
and thus a transfer matrix approach can be used to determine the strain field sur-
rounding the optical fiber sensor. Any type of optimization criterion can then be
used to determine the optimal material properties.
The method was implemented using both a finite element approach as well as
an analytical approach. Both implementations result in a quasi identical behavior.
The analytical approach is more flexible as it does not require lengthy F.E. calcula-
tions and problems with mesh refinement for every material considered. However,
the analytical approach is slightly more complicated to implement compared to
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the straight-forward F.E. approach. Using the F.E. approach additionally allows
the determination of boundaries of applicability (i.e. minimum layer thickness and
coating concentricity).
Because of the mismatch in CTE between the optical fiber sensor (and coating)
and host material, additional residual strains will exist around the optical fiber, af-
fecting the optimal coating properties. The presented methodology is expanded in
order to account for temperature changes (as a result of varying working conditions
or after cool-down from curing). Applied to an Ormocer® coated optical fiber, it
was found that the large difference in CTE between the coating and host material
(M18/M55J) is usually the dominant contributor in the total strain field when ac-
counting for the cool-down during curing (i.e.  T =  160 °C) and controls the
optimal coating properties.
A significant benefit of the method proposed is that the transfer matrices only
need to be calculated once for a given combination of host material and sensor
coating. Hence, a consulting company can create a database of common material
combinations and quickly provide optimal coating properties for several scenarios.
Finally, the tool allows the determination of a global optimum coating assuming
that all types of loads are equally as likely to occur. This would not be possi-
ble using the approaches published in literature. It should be reminded that in
the analysis performed all values of b/a ratio were allowed, without taking into
consideration which ratios could actually be manufactured. However, the method-
ology presented can easily and quickly be adapted to account for a limited subset
of possible b/a ratios, and give the optimum amongst the available ratios.
Finally, the effect of coating thickness on the sensed strain was investigated.
It was shown that as the coating thickness decreases, more transverse strains are
transmitted from the host composite to the fiber core. Under circumstances where
it is not possible to perform multi-axial strain sensing (either due to the low lev-
els of transverse strain, or limited by the interrogation technique), these transverse
strains affect the Bragg wavelength shift, and thus influence the sensed strain lev-
els. The influence of coating thickness on the achievable sensor accuracy under
these circumstances has been investigated for a UD lay-up and a cross-ply lay-up.
It was found that thicker coatings result in higher accuracy of the sensor, as the
sensor is isolated better from transverse strains.
As the TC-matrix approach represents a novel technique beyond the current
state-of-the-art, several issues and opportunities for future research remain. A
couple of suggestions are given:
• The research in this dissertation has focused entirely on numerical and an-
alytical techniques to determine optimal coating b/a ratios. However, ex-
perimental validations of theses statements is still lacking (both in this dis-
sertation as well as literature in general). It is the author’s conviction that
experimental validation of these results in of the utmost importance in this
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field of research. Techniques such as DIC or photo-elasticity should en-
able future researchers to measure the stress and strain fields surrounding
embedded optical fiber sensors, and enable validation of the finite element
predictions.
• The method to determine the limits of applicability of the TC-matrix ap-
proach has been shown to contain some important downsides. Other, more
usefull, error indicators could be considered to more accurately determine
the limits of applicability.
• As was shown at several occasions, the precise material properties of the
coating material are essential in the derivation of optimal coating properties.
However, the experimental measurement of coating properties remains chal-
lenging. Techniques capable of determining the necessary material proper-
ties (micro/nano-indentation, stripped vs coated FBG response, resonance
behavior . . . ) should be investigated in order to obtain more accurate mate-
rial properties, enabling more precise modeling.
8.1.3 Micro-scale interactions
When modeling embedded optical fiber sensors in a fiber reinforced polymer, the
host material is traditionally modeled as a homogeneous orthotropic material. The
rationale being that the optical fiber is still orders of magnitude larger than the in-
dividual reinforcements, and therefore a homogenized material is accurate. While
this assumption may be sufficiently accurate for most situations, the microstructure
of the host material might have an effect on the stresses and strains surrounding
the optical fiber, and thus affect the optimal coating properties. This subject was
investigated in Chapter 6.
A MATLAB routine based on models described in literature was developed to
recreate the random fiber packing found in unidirectional composites. The ran-
domness of the routine was validated using several statistical indicators, showing
good correspondence with results published in literature. This random structure
was then exported to ABAQUS in order to perform finite element simulations.
As the anisotropic material properties of the M55J carbon reinforcing fibers
are not available from datasheets or literature, an inversion scheme was used to
determine the necessary material parameters based on cured ply material proper-
ties. The resulting raw material properties were found to be in good correspon-
dence with ranges stated in literature. The accuracy of the method was validated
by extracting homogenized material properties from F.E. simulation on the micro-
scopic random fiber structure. The results were found to correspond to those found
through experiment. Additionally, the method allowed for the determination of the
transverse Poisson ratio ⌫23, which is rarely measured experimentally. The Pois-
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son ratio was found to be ⌫23 = 0.49, which is higher than the assumed value of
⌫23 = 0.38 corresponding to the matrix Poisson’s ratio.
Using this MATLAB routine and raw material properties, an embedded, coated
optical fiber sensor was modeled at the microscopic scale showing all individual
reinforcing fibers and matrix. Both mechanical and thermal loads were applied
to the model, and coating-composite interfacial stresses were compared to those
found using a homogenized host material. While small fluctuations could be ob-
served in the microscopic model, the overall stress field was identical for the mi-
croscopic and homogenized approach. These results showed that it is indeed valid
to assume homogenized material properties when studying the coating-composite
interactions as done in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
While it was found that using homogenized material properties was sufficient
in the study of coating-composite interactions, the micro-modeling approach re-
mains a very useful tool. Several researchers have already indicated that the dam-
age behavior of a composite material is strongly dependent on factors such as
inter-fiber distance, and therefore can only be captured accurately in a microscopic
model of the composite. The presence of an optical fiber sensor may further affect
this damage behavior. Research could implement cohesive elements in the micro-
model to account for interfacial strengths between optical fiber, coating, matrix
and reinforcements. Development of such a model could increase the understand-
ing in the occurrence and location of damage and/or debonding between sensor,
coating and host.
8.1.4 Cure-induced residual strain monitoring
Mismatches in thermal expansion coefficient between reinforcing fibers, matrix
and optical fiber sensor will inevitably lead to the creation of residual stresses and
strain during cool-down of the cured laminate. The ability to measure these resid-
ual strains using optical fiber sensors, and their effect on optimal coating properties
has been investigated in Chapter 7.
Optical fibers are known to be inherently sensitive to both axial and transverse
strains. However, using traditional interrogation techniques, a certain threshold
has to be overcome before the separate transverse strain components can be de-
termined accurately (i.e. before peak separation is detectable). In Chapter 7, a
technique known as polarization dependent loss (PDL) is presented as an alterna-
tive interrogation technique for optical fiber Bragg gratings. Using this technique,
it is possible to detect much smaller values of peak separation (and thus differ-
ences in transverse strain components) than possible with traditional amplitude
techniques. The working principle behind the PDL measurements was explained
in detail, and a combination of amplitude and PDL measurements was proposed
as a tool combining the benefits of both techniques.
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The sensitivity of the PDL technique was illustrated on several cross-ply sam-
ples of M18/M55J carbon fiber composite, known to produce a significant amount
of transverse strain during curing. A clear benefit of the PDL technique over
traditional amplitude measurements was shown, as PDL could accurately detect
the smallest transverse strains during curing (< 10µ"), while amplitude measure-
ments required differential transverse strains to be > 150µ" before peak splitting
could be detected.
During the experiments a large spread on the measured residual strains could
be observed. An attempt was made to simulate the build-up of residual strains
using F.E. analysis in order to determine the source of this observed variability.
Unfortunately, the F.E. results consistently predicted residual strain levels below
those measured experimentally. At present, it remains unclear what factors are
responsible for the observed variability, and differences between simulation and
experiment.
Future research should focus on performing more fundamental testing in order
to better understand both the thermal response of the material as well as the build-
up of residual stresses and strains during curing. Further testing on simple lay-ups
(or even pure epoxy samples) is vital in attaining this basic understanding of the
composite behavior. Attention should be paid to using proper optical fiber sen-
sors (annealed, suitable coating) for this purpose. In a later stage, more complex
lay-ups (such as the cross-ply lay-up considered in this work) may be investigated,
implementing multiple sensors through-out the thickness of the laminate to evalu-
ate the existence of strain gradients throughout the material. The PDL experiments
as discussed at the beginning of Chapter 7 could be extended (both with cure mon-
itoring experiments as well as mechanical tests on cured samples) and compared
to results obtained using birefringent optical fibers. This would allow to further
validate the accuracy of the PDL method at small levels of differential strain.
8.2 SmartFiber project
The SmartFiber project was completed succesfully in May 2013. A wireless inter-
rogator system has been successfully produced and tested. A wavelength accuracy
of < 10 pm has been demonstrated under laboratory circumstances. The wire-
less board has been cast in an epoxy mould according to the optimized double-
curvature geometry as used in Chapter 3. Figure 8.1 shows the board after casting.
The board is equipped with a total of 3 optical fiber lines. A single line is used
as a sensor line, while the remaining two fibers are used for calibration purposes.
Additionally, electrical wires are added to the system as a fail-safe if any adjust-
ments are necessary to resolve issues with the wireless transmission system once
embedded.
The board was successfully embedded inside a tidal turbine blade as a demon-
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Figure 8.1: SmartFiber interrogator embedded in epoxy mold
strator. Figure 8.2 shows an identical blade to the SmartFiber demonstrator with
embedded optical fibers (but without embedded interrogator), manufactured earlier
during the project.
Figure 8.2: Tidal turbine blade with embedded optical fiber sensors
While all individual steps were successful, a short circuit in the wireless com-
munication system eventually prohibited the demonstration of the SmartFiber sys-
tem. However, the functionality of the wireless transmission and the interrogator
system were demonstrated in a second, non-embedded sample, showing the ability
to accurately measure the reflection spectrum of an optical fiber sensor. Addition-
ally, the ability to produce a 60µm optical fiber with inscribed Bragg grating was
demonstrated to be possible in a repeatable and controllable way.
The SmartFiber project successfully demonstrated the ability to create a wire-
less, embedded interrogator system for optical fiber sensors in composite materi-
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als. However, the project was intended as a proof-of-concept rather than trying to
achieve the absolute minimal dimensions possible. Consequently, the dimensions
of the developed interrogator system are still considerable for embedding purposes.
Future efforts should focus on further reducing the overall dimensions of the in-
terrogator system in order to make the product more attractive to be embedded in
thin composite laminates.
Within the scope of the project, no mechanical tests on the embedded inter-
rogator were performed to demonstrate the survival of the read-out system under
in-service loads of the composite host. Future efforts should focus on studying
the mechanical interactions between the electronics/photonics and the surround-
ing materials in order to ensure the long-term survival of all electronic/photonic
connections and thus the proper in-service functioning of the read-out system.
Finally, the demonstrator system was focused on glass-fiber composite appli-
cations, as wireless transmission through these materials is less complicated. Fu-
ture developments could attempt to design a wireless transmission system that can
adapt to the surrounding material and can be successfully embedded (and oper-
ated) in carbon fiber hosts.

A
Material properties
A.1 M18/M55J prepreg properties
A.1.1 Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties under tensile loading for the M18/M55J prepreg mate-
rial, are given in Table A.1.
E1 E2 = E3 ⌫12 = ⌫13 ⌫23 G12 = G13 G23
320 GPa 6 GPa 0.29 0.491 4.3 GPa 2.0 GPa
Table A.1: Mechanical properties (tension) of M18/M55J prepreg
The longitudinal tensile strength is 2010MPa, the transverse tensile strength
25MPa. The longitudinal shear strength is 56MPa and the interlaminar shear
strength 63MPa.
The mechanical properties under compressive loading are given in Table A.2.
Note the differences in E1, E2 and ⌫12.
The longitudinal compressive strength is 750MPa, the transverse compressive
strength 150MPa.
1This value was found through micro-modeling described in Chapter 6
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E1 E2 = E3 ⌫12 = ⌫13 ⌫23 G12 = G13 G23
290 GPa 6.3 GPa 0.44 0.49 4.3 GPa 2.1 GPa
Table A.2: Mechanical properties (compression) of M18/M55J prepreg
A.1.2 Thermal properties
The thermal properties for the M18/M55J prepreg are given in Table A.3 [1].
↵1 ↵2 = ↵3
-1.02 ⇥10 6K 1 35.2 ⇥10 6K 1
Table A.3: Thermal properties (compression) of M18/M55J prepreg [1]
A.2 Silica
The mechanical and thermal properties for silica are given in Table A.4.
E ⌫ ↵
72.4 GPa 0.16 0.55 ⇥10 6K 1
Table A.4: Mechanical and thermal properties of silica
A.3 Ormocer
Ormocer® is a generic term for a range of organically modified ceramic materials.
It has been shown in literature that by modifying the composition of Ormocer®,
a range of elastic moduli between 1 MPa and 4000 MPa, and a range of thermal
expansion coefficients for 184⇥10 6K 1 to 67⇥10 6K 1 can be covered [2, 3].
Voet [4] performed a series of tests in order to determine the elastic modu-
lus of Ormocer® used in draw-tower fibers for a temperature range from -75°C to
150°C. Based on his measurements, an E-modulus of 1440 MPa is found at room
temperature. Assuming linear interpolation, this results in a coefficient of thermal
expansion of 142⇥10 6K 1. While this value provides only a very rough esti-
mate of the true CTE, the exact determination of the CTE falls outside the scope of
this research. Changes in CTE will affect the results of some simulations, but will
not affect the usability of the methods presented. As a consequence, all simulations
performed within this work, will use the extrapolated CTE mentioned here.
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The mechanical and thermal properties of Ormocer® are given in TableA.5.
E ⌫ ↵
1.44 GPa 0.32 142 ⇥10 6K 1
Table A.5: Mechanical and thermal properties of Ormocer®
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B
Ply bending behavior
B.1 Introduction
Amongst the different deformation mechanisms shown in Figure 3.6, the ply bend-
ing stiffness of the host material has a significant influence on the final drape geom-
etry. Hamila et al. [1] have shown the influence of bending stiffness on predicted
final geometry and wrinkling behavior in draping simulation. In the forming of sin-
gle curvature geometries, such as the draping over infinitely long inclusions (i.e.
extruded profiles such as optical fiber sensors) it even represents one of the most
significant deformation modes. However, while bending stiffness in homogeneous
materials can be determined from the in-plane material properties (E · I , with E
the in-plane stiffness and I the moment of inertia), relative sliding of the individ-
ual filaments within the ply makes this impossible in fibrous composite materials.
As a consequence, a separate test is required to determine the bending stiffness of
these materials.
The Peirce cantilever test represents a popular and straight-forward way of
measuring the bending stiffness of any type of material (assuming it is sufficiently
flexible to be tested within the limits of the test set-up). The test was originally
described by Peirce [2] and later implemented within the ASTM D1388 standard
[3]. However, over the course of the years, warning statements issued by Peirce
concerning the accuracy of the bending stiffness calculations were lost, and as a
result, the current ASTM D1388 methodology leads to inaccurate determinations
of bending stiffness.
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In this section, a modified methodology is presented for the Peirce cantilever
test, overcoming the warnings stated by Peirce and the inaccuracies present in the
current ASTM implementation. Both the ASTM and Peirce’s method are com-
pared to the newly proposed method through experimental testing of samples of
Upilex-50S foil. Although the ASTM standard is focused on fabric materials, the
fundamental equations on which the method relies were developed for any type
of flexible material [4]. In order to compare the absolute accuracy of the different
methods, a reference value has to be determined through an independent test. Us-
ing fabric materials, the bending stiffness stated by the manufacturer would most
likely be based on the ASTM standard discussed here, inevitably resulting in the
(incorrect) conclusion that the ASTM standard achieves the most accurate results.
As a consequence the tests have been conducted on an isotropic, homogeneous
Upilex-50S material for which the bending stiffness can be related to the tensile
modulus determined through tensile testing (ASTM D882 [5]). The choice for
Upilex-50S was found to be sufficiently flexible to be tested in the cantilever test,
while still having a sufficiently thick cross-section in order to be accurately tested
in the tensile testing facilities available.
The work described in this appendix has lead to the publication of this research
in a peer-reviewed (A1) scientific journal [6].
B.2 Peirce cantilever test
The ASTM standard for determination of bending stiffness in fabric materials,
suggests the use of Peirce’s cantilever test (Figure B.1(a)) as the preferred method-
ology to measure bending stiffness.
A specimen of the fabric is cut to the correct dimensions (200mm ⇥ 25mm)
and gradually slid over the edge (P ) of the top-surface, until the leading edge of
the fabric makes contact with the angled surface of the device (L1, L2). Using a
graduated ruler (S), the overhanging length l of the specimen is measured (Figure
B.1(b)).
Within the ASTM standard, a fixed angle ✓ = 41.5 ° is used for the inclined
surface. Some research has proposed to increase this angle to ✓ = 43 °, stating that
this would increase the sensitivity of the method [7]. The original formulas pre-
sented by Peirce can be modified to provide results for any inclination. According
to the original research paper by Peirce, the measured length l (mm) should then
be multiplied by a factor f1(✓) leading to the so-called bending length c = l·f1(✓).
This scaling factor is determined as:
f1(✓) =
✓
cos ✓/2
8 · tan ✓
◆1/3
(B.1)
The choice of ✓ = 41.5 ° within the ASTM standard is mainly related to practical
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(a) (b)
Figure B.1: Peirce cantilever device (a) and schematic representation of Peirce cantilever
test and relevant parameters [2] (b)
aspects as for this angle f1(41.5 °) ⇡ 0.5.
If c has units of mm and the areal weight w is expressed in g/m2, the flexural
rigidity, in units of N ·m according to Peirce is found as:
GPeirce = 9.81 · 10 12 · w · c3 (B.2)
The ASTM standard differs from the Peirce formulation in the addition of a (sig-
nificant) scaling factor, for which no explanation is given. Using the same units
for c and w, the flexural rigidity according to ASTM is found as (units of N ·m):
GASTM = 1.421 · 10 11 · w · c3 (B.3)
Comparing equations (B.2) and (B.3), it is easily found that GASTM = 1.45 ·
GPeirce. As a result, applying both the ASTM and Peirce formulations, ASTM will
consistently result in a bending stiffness, which is 45% higher than that according
to Peirce.
The ASTM standard provides no details as to why this scale factor is intro-
duced. Additionally, according to this standard, G is expressed in units of µJ/m,
equating to µN rather than the expected (µ)Nm. It should also be noted that this
scale factor has only been introduced in the latest revisions of the standard (D1388
– 08). The scale factor is not present in earlier versions of the standard.
B.3 Finite element modeling of cantilever test
Current computational power available in the average computer is more than suffi-
cient to perform a finite element simulation of the cantilever bending experiment.
A finite element model was created in ABAQUS in order to compare the finite
element predictions to the analytical approaches proposed by Equations (B.2) and
(B.3). Since Equations (B.2) and (B.3) are essentially derived from beam theory,
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two models were built: one using beam elements, the other using S8R quadratic
shell elements. Both models have an approximate element size of 0.25mm (see
Figure B.2). The shell model has a fixed width of 20mm in accordance with the
ASTM standard procedure. The length of the part is swept between 25mm and
200mm and the resulting inclination angle ✓ is calculated from the F.E. results,
giving the relation between l and ✓.
Figure B.2: F.E. model of the Peirce cantilever test
The F.E. analysis is performed on an isotropic Upilex-50S material. Upilex
material is a polyimide foil material mainly used in high-temperature applications
such as aerospace. This material has a density of ⇢ = 1.47 g/cm3, a theoretical
thickness of t = 50µm and a tensile modulus of E = 8042MPa (interpolated
between manufacturer provided values for Upilex-25S and Upilex-75S since no
data is provided for Upilex-50S) and a Poisson’s ratio of ⌫ = 0.25. Using this
data, we find an areal weight of w = 73.5 g/m2, and assuming beam theory
G = (E·t
3)/12 = 8.377 · 10 5Nm. Filling in these values in Equations (B.2)
and (B.3), we find the relationship between l and ✓ according to Peirce and ASTM
respectively. Figure B.3 shows the result of the F.E. simulations together with the
ASTM and Peirce formulations.
These results show that at an angle ✓ = 41.5 °, the Peirce formulation is close
to the finite element results assuming beam theory, while the ASTM standard pre-
dicts a significantly different length. The correspondence between Peirce and finite
element beam theory becomes worse for larger angles. Additionally, finite element
predictions using beam and plate theory result in small differences suggesting that
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Figure B.3: Bend angle vs. overhanging length according to finite element simulations,
Peirce and ASTM formulations for a Upilex-50S foil
plate effects might need to be taken into account. This is to be expected given
the rather high width-to-length ratio of the samples as specified by the ASTM
standard. As a result, when using materials with a high Poisson’s ratio beam as-
sumptions might be invalid and plate effects should be accounted for in order to
obtain accurate results. The exact overhanging lengths at ✓ = 41.5 ° are stated in
Table B.1. Even though Figure B.3 suggests that finite element beam theory and
Peirce closely match, Table B.1 shows that a difference of 2mm in overhanging
length exists between both. An additional 2mm difference exists between beam
theory and plate theory for this specific material and geometry.
ASTM Peirce F.E.
beam theory plate theory
l (mm) 84.7 95.8 97.6 99.6
Table B.1: Overhanging length according to ASTM, Peirce and finite element for a
Upilex-50S foil
Note that the reverse process of starting from a known overhang length and
angle and trying to determine the corresponding bending stiffness would require
an iterative F.E. process which would hinder the practical applicability of using
F.E. techniques to determine the bending stiffness from a cantilever test. Because
of this performance issue, the original approach proposed by Peirce is reexamined
in the next section in order to determine the underlying cause of the mismatch
between Peirce’s formulation and the F.E. results and propose a more suitable ap-
proach.
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B.4 Revised Peirce equations
B.4.1 Beam theory
Equation (B.2) given by Peirce, is the solution to a differential equation expressing
the equilibrium of a small part of a beam under large bending deformations [2, 4].
This differential equation is written as:
d2 
ds2
=  s cos  /c3 (B.4)
In Equation (B.4), s represents the distance of a point P along the strip measured
from the free end,   the angle between the tangent there and the horizontal and
c =
 
G/w
 1/3, as shown in Figure B.1(b).
In [2], Peirce states that there is no analytical solution available to this differen-
tial equation. Instead, an expansion of   in a power series was used to approximate
the solution. This laborious work was performed in [4] by Hummel and Morton,
who actually focused on solving the bending of thin flexible strips and used a pen-
steel strip as an example, illustrating that the method can be used for any type
of material and is not limited to fabric materials. Based on the calculations of
Hummel and Morton, a smooth curve is fitted to the data:
G = w · l · cos
✓/2
8 · tan ✓ (B.5)
Equation (B.5) is the known formula stated above, and - after application of a
correction factor - used by ASTM as a standard for testing. However, [2] contains
a warning stating ”for satisfactory accuracy more terms are necessary in the expan-
sion, but . . . ” before going on to Equation (B.5). This warning is even more clear
in [4], where the reader is warned that the usability of the expansion is only ac-
curate for small angles, and the power series expansion requires many more terms
for larger angles (such as ✓ = 41.5 ° in ASTM).
Nowadays, computing power allows the accurate solving of differential equa-
tions through numerical techniques. The solving technique described in [4] was
implemented in MATLAB, using an ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver to
find the solution rather than relying on the previously discussed power series. Us-
ing a standard computer, solving the equation for a range of ✓ = 1 . . . 70 ° in steps
of 0.5 °, takes less than 60 s, and therefore does not hinder the practical usability
of this technique.
B.4.2 Compensation for plate effects
Finite element results shown in Figure B.3 illustrate that plate-effects have an in-
fluence on the bending behavior of the sample under investigation. Because of
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Poisson effects, the cross-section of the foil will warp in regions of high curva-
ture, resulting in a locally increased inertial moment, thereby resulting in a stiffer
response as illustrated in Figure B.3.
Compensating exactly for these plate effects would require solving of large-
deflection cantilever plate equations. This would increase the computational dif-
ficulties tremendously and would severely hinder the practical use of the method
presented. Therefore, it is chosen to use the flexural rigidity definition from small
deflection linear-elastic plate theory, while using the differential equation in Equa-
tion (B.4) (in which c =
 
G/w
 1/3):
G =
E · t3
12 · (1  ⌫2) (B.6)
In Equation (B.6), E refers to the elastic modulus, t to the thickness of the foil and
⌫ to the Poisson ratio of the foil.
Figure B.4 shows the difference in calculated overhanging length between fi-
nite element simulations and the ODE-technique described for both beam theory
(G = E · I) and plate theory (Equation (B.6)).
Figure B.4: Difference in predicted overhanging length between ODE technique and F.E.,
for plate and beam theory
As can be seen from Figure B.4 there is a near perfect correspondence be-
tween the ODE technique and F.E. implementation when beam theory is utilized.
A somewhat larger difference exists when plate theory is used, which is to be ex-
pected considering that the plate equations were not solved numerically in this
approach, and a simplified methodology was used. Nonetheless, at ✓ = 41.5 °, the
error between the ODE technique and F.E. is 0.16mm using plate theory (and just
30 nm using beam theory). It is more than likely that the measurement accuracy
and repeatability of the cantilever test will exceed this value and therefore these
errors can be neglected.
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B.4.3 Implications of different solving techniques
Up to now, the results have only focused on the l-✓ relationship, showing that
different techniques lead to a different relationship. Assuming that the F.E. model
using plate-theory is the most accurate technique, we find that for a Upilex-50S
foil as defined previously an overhang length of 99.6mm is necessary to achieve
the angle ✓ = 41.5 °. Using this length as a starting point, we can now compare
the predicted E-modulus using the different techniques discussed. The results of
this analysis are gathered in Table B.2.
ASTM Peirce ODE
beam theory plate theory
E-modulus (GPa) 13.076 9.027 8.536 8.002
Deviation (%) +62.6% +12.25% +6.14%  0.5%
Table B.2: Calculated E-modulus based on different techniques
The results in Table B.2 clearly illustrate the increased accuracy of the pro-
posed ODE techniques over the currently available methods. Based on the data in
Table B.2, the ASTM standard severely overestimates the E-modulus (and corre-
spondingly, the bending stiffness). While Peirce provides a much better prediction,
a lot of accuracy can still be gained by implementing the ODE methodology. Even
assuming beam theory (when the Poisson’s ratio is unknown), significant improve-
ments can be achieved.
B.5 Experimental results
In order to validate the improved accuracy of the presented method over the cur-
rent standard method, a series of experimental tests have been conducted. While
comparisons between different techniques can be made for any type of material
(e.g. fabrics), statements about absolute accuracy can only be made when a ref-
erence value is known. Using fabric materials, the bending stiffness stated by
the manufacturer would most likely be based on the ASTM standard discussed
here. This would inevitably result in the incorrect conclusion that the ASTM stan-
dard achieves the most accurate results. As a consequence only homogeneneous,
isotropic materials can be used as the bending stiffness of these materials can be
related to the in-plane tensile modulus, which can be measured by independent
tensile tests. In this work, tests were performed on Upilex-50S foil. The choice for
Upilex-50S was found to be sufficiently flexible to be tested in the cantilever test,
while still having a sufficiently thick cross-section in order to be accurately tested
in the tensile testing facilities available.
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B.5.1 Sample specifications
In accordance with the ASTM standard, five samples of Upilex-50S foil were cut
along the material direction and five perpendicular to the material direction. The
width of each sample was measured to an accuracy of 0.05mm. The edges were
found to be parallel to within 0.5%. The thickness was measured at several lo-
cations on each sample to an accuracy of 0.001mm. Thickness variations were
found to be less than 3%.
B.5.2 Test set-up
Cantilever test The samples were first tested in a commercial cantilever test
device as required by the ASTM D1388 standard. The device was made out of
transparent plexiglas with an etched line inclined at 41.5 ° on each face of the
set-up. In order to improve the accuracy of the measurements, a laser plane was
aligned precisely with the inclined lines on the test device (Figure B.5(a)). This
allowed for a much more precise determination of overhanging length to achieve
precisely the desired angle of 41.5 ° (Figure B.5(b)). For each sample, face and
back of both ends were tested, leading to a total of four measurements per sample.
(a) (b)
Figure B.5: Peirce cantilever test device with aligned laser plane (a) Projection onto a
sheet of paper showing Upilex-50s foil crossing the laser plane (b)
Tensile test After the cantilever test, the tensile modulus was determined accord-
ing to ASTMD882. The tests were performed immediately after the cantilever test
under the same environmental conditions. In order to prevent slippage in the grips,
rubber padding was used as described in the ASTM D882 standard. The tests
were performed at the required rate of 25mm/min and the entire load-displacement
curve was recorded for each sample. All samples were loaded up to fracture and
showed a clean break in the mid-section of the sample.
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B.5.3 Test results
The results of the tensile test are shown in Table B.3. A distinction is made be-
tween samples parallel to the material direction (MD) and those perpendicular to
it because a difference in stiffness for both directions was found. The tensile mod-
ulus was determined as described in the ASTM D882 standard.
E-modulus (GPa)
kMD (MPa) 9191± 341
?MD (MPa) 8214± 303
Table B.3: Tensile modulus for Upilex-50S foil according to ASTM D882 tensile test
As was done with the tensile tests, the results for the cantilever test are sep-
arated in samples parallel to the material direction and those perpendicular to it.
The four measurements per sample were averaged before calculating the bending
stiffness of a single sample. For each sample, the tensile modulus was determined
according to ASTM, Peirce and both (plate and beam) ODE approaches. The av-
eraged values over all samples in a certain direction are given in Table B.4 and
compared to the reference values given in Table B.3.
kMD ASTM Peirce ODE
beam theory plate theory
E-modulus (MPa) 14837± 724 10243± 500 9686± 473 9080± 443
error +61% +11% +5%  1%
?MD ASTM Peirce ODE
beam theory plate theory
E-modulus (MPa) 14093± 734 9729± 507 9200± 479 8625± 449
error +72% +18% +12% +5%
Table B.4: Tensile modulus for Upilex-50S foil based on cantilever test
The results in Table B.4 clearly show the improved accuracy of the proposed
method over those currently available. Even under the assumptions of beam the-
ory, the MATLAB implementation shows clear improvements over both Peirce
and ASTM formulations. As was already shown previously, the ASTM standard
provides a poor estimate of actual E-modulus and bending stiffness. The original
formulation by Peirce achieves better results, although errors up to 18% can be
found for the parallel samples.
In the parallel samples, the ODE plate theory implementation slightly underes-
timates the E-modulus as found through tensile testing. This is to be expected due
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to the simplified technique used to compensate for plate effects. The perpendicular
samples on the other hand result in an overestimation of the E-modulus. Because
the Upilex-foil was stored on a roll, the foil material had a small (yet noticeable)
pre-curvature. This small curvature is averaged out in the parallel samples since
measurements on both face and back ends were made. In the case of the perpen-
dicular samples however, the pre-curvature leads to a slightly curved cross-section
with an increased moment of inertia resulting in a stiffer response of the foil in
cantilever tests. Since this curvature is not accounted for in the ODE implemen-
tation, this inevitably leads to an overestimation of E-modulus. Nonetheless, even
without compensating for this effect the correspondence between the ODE imple-
mentation and the stiffness determined through tensile testing is very good.
B.6 Conclusion
The results shown in Table B.4 clearly illustrate that the current methods presented
by ASTM and Peirce lead to inaccurate determination of the true bending stiffness
of materials. The proposed ODE approach shows a significant improvement over
these methods.
The proposed ODE method produces results which are comparable to finite
element predictions. However, in order to use finite element software to determine
bending stiffness based on a given overhang length, an iterative process would
be needed increasing computational efforts and time, hindering the practical use-
ability of F.E. simulations. Using standard computer equipment, the proposed
methodology requires less than 60 s to determine the flexural rigidity based on the
overhanging length and therefore does not limit the practical usability.
As the modified ODE method results in much more accurate determination of
bending stiffness, this method will be used in the remainder of this chapter in order
to determine the ply bending stiffness.
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C
Off-axis loading of UD plies
In this appendix, the mechanical response of UD composite plies to off-axis load-
ing will be investigated analytically. Starting from the orthotropic material prop-
erties along the material principal directions, the necessary rotation matrices will
be presented in order to express the full stiffness matrix C (or equivalently, the
compliance matrix S) in an arbitrary coordinate system.
C.1 Introduction
The material principal direction in the UD ply, are designated by L (longitudinal)
and T (transverse). The arbitrary coordinate system is rotated over an angle ✓
(clockwise) and the axis are designated X and Y . This is shown in Figure C.1.
The stresses  XY in the X ,Y coordinate system are related to the stresses  LT
in the L,T coordinate system by the relationship:
 LT = A
T ·  XY ·A (C.1)
in which A represents the rotation matrix, given by:
A =
24 cos(✓) sin(✓) 0  sin(✓) cos(✓) 0
0 0 1
35 (C.2)
In Equation (C.1), the stresses   are given in matrix form. It is common to
express the 6 stress and strain components in vector format. Using the vector form
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Figure C.1: Material principal coordinate system (L,T ) and arbitrary coordinate system
(X ,Y ) rotated over an angle ✓
notation, Equation (C.1) is then rewritten as:
 LT = T (✓) ·  XY (C.3)
in which T represents the transformation matrix, found from Equation (C.1) and
Equation (C.2) as:
T (✓) =
26666664
cos2(✓) sin2(✓) 0 0 0 2 cos(✓) sin(✓)
sin2(✓) cos2(✓) 0 0 0  2 cos(✓) sin(✓)
0 0 1 0 0 0
  sin(✓) cos(✓) sin(✓) cos(✓) 0 0 0 cos2(✓)  sin2(✓)
0 0 0 sin(✓) cos(✓) 0
0 0 0 cos(✓)   sin(✓) 0
37777775
(C.4)
Similarly, the strains "XY are related to those in the principal coordinate system
"LT by the relationship 1:
"LT = T
T ( ✓) · "XY (C.5)
Finally, in the principal coordinate system (L,T ), the stresses and strains are
related by the compliance matrix S.
"LT = S ·  LT (C.6)
1Note that in Equation (C.5), the transformation matrix T (✓) is replaced by T ( ✓)T . This is a
consequence of the fact that "xy = 1/2 xy .
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In Equation (C.6), S is determined as:
S =
266666666664
1
E11
  ⌫21E22   ⌫31E33 0 0 0
  ⌫12E11 1E22   ⌫32E33 0 0 0
  ⌫13E11   ⌫23E22 1E33 0 0 0
0 0 0 1G23 0 0
0 0 0 0 1G31 0
0 0 0 0 0 1G12
377777777775
(C.7)
C.2 Stiffness matrix in a rotated coordinate system
The stress-strain relationship in the principal coordinate system (L,T ) is given by
Equation (C.6). Using Equation (C.3), Equation (C.5) and the fact that T 1( ✓) =
T (✓), the stiffness matrix in the arbitrary coordinate system (X ,Y ) can be found
as follows:
"LT =S ·  LT
=S · T (✓) ·  XY
"XY =T
 T ( ✓) · S · T (✓) ·  XY
=TT · S · T ·  XY
=SXY ·  XY
(C.8)
From Equation (C.8), it can be seen that the compliance matrix in the arbitrary
coordinate system can be found as SXY = TT · S · T .
C.3 Stiffness matrix of 45°M18/M55J laminate
The general form of the stiffness matrix found using Equation (C.8) quickly be-
comes very cumbersome to work with. In order to increase the legibility of this
document, it was chosen to only show the stiffness matrix relevant to this work: a
45° ply of M18/M55J carbon fiber prepreg material. The necessary material prop-
erties for the M18/M55J material are given in Appendix A. The angle ✓ = 45 °.
Applying Equation (C.8), the rotated compliance matrix is found to be (rounded
off for legibility):
SXY =
26666664
100  16  41 0 0  82
 16 100  41 0 0  82
 41  41 167 0 0 81
0 0 0 366  250 116
0 0 0  250 250 0
 82  82 81 116 0 288
37777775⇥ 10
 6MPa 1 (C.9)
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From Equation (C.9), it can be seen that a load  xx will result in the traditional
strains "xx, "yy and "zz but also in a shear strain "xy . The occurrence of in-plane
shear strains due to a purely normal tensile stress  xx in a 45° laminate is well-
known as tensile-shear interaction.
The compliance matrix (Equation (C.9) also reveals that an out-of-plane shear
load  xz will result in traditional shear strains "xz , but also result in additional
"xy shear strains. These additional strains do not occur when the load directions
corresponds to a material principal direction.
D
Optimal coating properties: tidal
turbine host
This appendix will provide the reader with a short overview of optimal coating
properties applied to an Ormocer® coated optical fiber embedded in the glass fiber
composite material used for the manufacturing of the tidal turbine blade used as
a demonstrator in the SmartFiber project. The user is referred to Chapters 4 and
5 for more detailed explanations on the approaches and discussion on observed
phenomena.
D.1 Material properties
The material used is a glass fiber reinforced epoxy composite. The relevant mate-
rial properties are given in Table D.1.
E1 E2 = E3 ⌫12 = ⌫13 ⌫23 G12 = G13 G23
45 GPa 10.8 GPa 0.36 0.26 3.6 GPa 4.3 GPa
Table D.1: Mechanical properties of the tidal turbine material.
The strength properties of the material are given in Table D.2.
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 11,ULT  22,ULT  12,ULT  23,ULT
Tensile 1.6GPa 60MPa 50MPa 40MPa
Compressive 450MPa 150MPa 50MPa 40MPa
Table D.2: Ultimate strength properties of the tidal turbine material.
D.2 Optimal coating properties
D.2.1 Axial load
The optimal coating properties for a purely axial load are found through applica-
tion of Equation (4.14). Applied to the case of the tidal turbine material and an
Ormocer® coated optical fiber, the optimal b/a ratio is found to be b/a = 1. As
discussed in Chapter 4, this is a consequence of the fact that ⌫c < ⌫12.
The optimal b/a ratios for varying coating properties (Ec, ⌫c) are shown in
Figure D.1.
Figure D.1: Contourplot of optimal b/a ratios for given coating properties (Ec, ⌫c) in the
tidal turbine composite host
Indeed, the results in Figure D.1 show that when ⌫c approaches ⌫12, the optimal
b/a ratio increases to infinity.
Using the formulas given by Dasgupta, it is possible to calculate the stresses for
any coating thickness under axial loading. Figure D.2 shows the resulting radial
and hoop stresses (normalized to the axial stress) for b/a = 1.51 as achieved in
the SmartFiber project.
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Figure D.2: Radial and hoop stresses for an Ormocer® coated fiber with b/a = 1.51
embedded in the tidal turbine material under axial load
The maximal normalized stress is 8.6 · 10 3. Assuming the host to be loaded
axially to its tensile strength (1.6GPa), this would lead to a maximal radial stress
of 13.76MPa. This value is more than 4 times smaller than the transverse tensile
strength. Therefore, the presence of an optical fiber with an Ormocer coating with
b/a = 1.51will not lead to the premature failure of the tidal turbine material under
these loading conditions.
D.2.2 Transverse load
The analysis of transverse loads in a UD composite was discussed in Chapter 4.
The optimal b/a ratio for an Ormocer® coated optical fiber in the tidal turbine ma-
terial under transverse loading is found to be b/a = 1.11 (minimizing the maximal
principal stress) and b/a = 1.10 (minimizing the maximal shear stress). Note that
b/a = 1.10 corresponds to the thinnest coating thickness simulated, and therefor
the absolute optimum b/a ratio may be even lower than this value.
Figure D.3 shows the interfacial maximal principal stresses for b/a ratios of
b/a = 1.11 (optimal), b/a = 1.51 (achieved) and 1.70 (first SmartFiber proto-
type). The stresses are normalized to the stress that would occur under the same
load in a pure host.
The results in Figure D.3 clearly show the increased levels of stress at the in-
terface for the non-optimized coating thickness. The maximal stress concentration
for b/a = 1.11 is a factor 1.25. For the thicker coating with b/a = 1.51, this
increases to a factor 2.0. Hence, the stresses in the fiber with b/a = 1.51 are
about 60% higher than what could be attained with an optimal coating thickness
of b/a = 1.11.
Figure D.4 shows the interfacial maximal shear stresses for b/a ratios of b/a =
1.10 (optimal), b/a = 1.51 (achieved) and 1.70 (first SmartFiber prototype). The
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Figure D.3: Normalized maximal principal stress over the coating-composite interface for
an Ormocer® coated fiber with b/a = 1.51 embedded in the tidal turbine material under
transverse load
stresses are normalized to the maximal shear stress that would occur under the
same load in a pure host.
Figure D.4: Normalized maximal shear stress over the coating-composite interface for an
Ormocer® coated fiber with b/a = 1.51 embedded in the tidal turbine material under
transverse load
Similar to the optimization for principal stress, the results shown in Figure D.4
show that there is much to gain by further reducing the coating b/a ratio to the
optimal value of b/a = 1.10. The maximal stress concentration for the optimal
b/a ratio is 1.5, while it increases to 2.1 for a b/a = 1.51. Hence, the shear
stresses in the fiber with b/a = 1.51 are about 40% higher than the lowest value
achievable.
Given that an applied transverse load in a pure host material leads to a maximal
principal stress  t (and a minimal principal stress of zero), the maximal shear
stress in the pure host is given by ⌧t =  t/2. Applying this same transverse load to
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a sample with an embedded Ormocer® coated optical fiber, the maximal principal
stress is given by  max = 2.0 ·  t, while the maximal shear stress is given by
⌧max = 2.1 · ⌧t = 1.05 · t. Using the strength properties stated in Table D.2, it can
then be found that:
•  max surpasses  22,ULT for an applied load  t = 30MPa (tensile). This is
only 50% of the allowable load in the pure host ( t = 60MPa).
• ⌧max surpasses  23,ULT for an applied load  t =  38MPa (or ⌧t = 19MPa,
compressive). This is only 48% of the allowable load in the pure host (⌧t =
40MPa).
Hence, using this simplified failure analysis, the process of embedding an op-
tical fiber with b/a = 1.51 results in a decrease by about 50% of the allowable
loads before first damage occurs at the coating-composite interface.
D.2.3 Combined axial and transverse loads
Figure D.5 shows the results for combined axial and transverse loads as discussed
in Section 5.1.7.
Figure D.5: Optimal b/a ratios for a combined axial and transverse loads for an
Ormocer® coated fiber embedded in the tidal turbine material
The trends observed in Figure D.5 are similar to those found in Chapter 5
when analyzing the results of the M55J/M18 composite host. As expected, for low
↵ values, the optimal b/a ratio corresponds to that found for a purely transverse
load, while for high ↵ the value corresponds to that of a purely axial load. The
very sharp increase in optimal b/a ratio when optimizing for shear stress suggests
that the optimal b/a ratio for values ↵ < 85% are lower than the minimum ratio
simulated (b/a = 1.10).
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D.2.4 Global optimum
Finally, as discussed in Chapter 5, a global optimum can be determined for the
tidal turbine material and an Ormocer® coated optical fiber. The global optimum
coating b/a ratios are given in Table D.3.
b/a ratio
Principal stress Shear stress
Principal strains 1.10 1.10
Shear strains 1.10 1.12
All strains 1.10 1.10
Table D.3: Optimum b/a ratio assuming all far-field strains are as likely to occur
The results in Table D.3 show that the optimum value corresponds to the mini-
mum b/a ratio simulated (b/a = 1.10) when optimizing for principal stress. When
optimizing for shear stress, the optimal b/a ratio corresponds to the minimum ra-
tio simulated when principal strain loads are considered, while the optimal b/a
ratio is b/a = 1.12 when only shear strains are considered as possible loads.
For load cases where the optimum ratio corresponds to the lowest ratio simulated
(b/a = 1.10), the absolute optimum may be even lower than this, but no simula-
tion data was available for lower values. However, in general it can be concluded
that the combination of Ormocer® coatings in the tidal turbine material results in
very thin global optimum b/a ratios.
D.3 Conclusion
The results of optimal coating properties applied to the case of the tidal turbine
material exhibit similar behavior as those obtained for the carbon fiber M55J/M18
composite host analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5. The results illustrate that the methods
presented are sufficiently generic to be applied to any type of material of interest.
For an axial load, the optimal b/a ratio was found to be b/a =1. For a trans-
verse load the optimum was b/a = 1.11. The differences between optimal b/a
ratio and those effectively obtained within the SmartFiber project were evaluated
for the axial and transverse load cases. In the case of an axial load, the obtained
b/a = 1.51 is not expected to result in premature failure of the structure. For
transverse load cases however, a significant increase of 60% in principal stress
was found between the optimal b/a ratio and that achieved in the project, while a
40% increase was found in the maximal shear stress. Consequently, under trans-
verse loading, failure is expected to occur sooner with the non-optimized coating
and further reductions in b/a ratio may be beneficial for this load case. The global
optimum was found to be b/a = 1.10 which corresponds to the lowest coating
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ratio simulated. Consequently, the absolute optimum value could potentially be
lower than b/a = 1.10. However, in practice these coating ratios would prove
very difficult to apply with current coating application techniques.



